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ABSTRACT 

Responding to contemporary urban changes and increasing social complexities, this 

research endeavours to determine whether recentiy arrived immigrants still follow residential 

configurations as prescribed by ûaditional urban ecologicai rnodels or whether ethnic 

groups are displaying a new dispersed (i.e. 'shot gun') domiciliary pattern characterized by 

enclave scattering. A new conceptual mode1 describing various spatial outcornes relative to 

primary destinations of initial immigrant settlement and subsequent relocation is developed 

according to propositions discussed in the 1iterahu-e review. Subsequent statistical analyses 

focus upon the hypothesized post-1980 areai placement of six ethnic groups (Greek, 

bwish Multiethnic, Aboriginal, Chinese, and Jarnaican) using the British as the reference 

population within the Toronto Census Metroplitan Area. 

Three dimensions of residentiai differentiation (evemess, centnlization, and 

concencntion) are measured and selected thematic crosstabulations generated primarily 

from 1981 and 1991 Census data to ascertain whether anticipaied distributional trends have 

matenalized or aaditional ones persist. Most ethnic cornmunities maùitain intemediate and 

relatively stable levels of residential similarity, concentration, and centralizaîion with recent 

immigrants exhibithg a somewhat higher degree of residential integaiion. An incremental 

yet definite decentralization tnxd is noted mong most ethnic groups. Cenaalization and 

concentration levels according to immigration pend, mobility status (extemal migrants) and 

ethnic origin by admission intemal diminish with increased t h e  since entering Canada. The 

latest entrants, however, are marginally more centralized than previous amivals. 

Cartographie representations of concentration patterns reveal ethnic variation with 

sectoral (Jews), nodal (Greek and Chinese). scattered (Aboriginal and Jamaim), and even 

amritorid (Multiethnic) arrangements king the most prevaient ones by different 

cornmunities. Recent amivals consistently tegister high concenaation values in census tracts 

that are increasingly more dispersed between 198 1 and 199 1. Entering the metropolitan 



area via secondary ethnic enclaves or new outer suburban and multicdtural ports of enûy, 

the Iatest intakes display less predictable localization configurations which are coktively 

characterized by cluster dispersion. 

The analysis of selected mobility, tenure, and socio-economic variables indicates that 

non-movea prevail amid nearly aii ethnic units as weli as the latest immigrant anivals. 

Dwelling ownership is prevalent arnong ethnic coliectivities while rental housing more 

typical of visible minorities and new admissions irrespective of ethnicity. Suburban 

residency is partidy an outcome of chah migration but more so of educational achievement 

and household income level. 

The dynamic nature of urban form is proposed as an alternative contextual 

environment in which to explain ethnic and immigrant residential distribution. Since 

newcomers mainly rent during the immediate pst-mival phase, the shifting location and 

dispersion of affordable housing, especially apartrnent cluten, was examined and found to 

correspond with and influence points of initial settlement. Immigration policy development 

was aiso examined to relate its impact upon the sources and types of newcomea entenng 

urban areas. Revisions were then made to the conceptual mode1 such that it reflects the 

increasing compiexity of ethnic habitation configurations within and immigrant entry into 

metropolitan areas. 

In conclusion, it can be affmed that ethnic and immigrant areai apportionrnents are 

increasingly complex, less predictable, and geographically dispersed. The 'shot gun' 

panem. although overall quite representative, is less evident arnong ethnic groups when 

native- and foreign-bom constituents are coLlectively considered. It is most obvious when 

immigrants are assessed by arrivai period. Overail, measurements of the aforementioned 

dimensions confm the emergence of a fragmented multicultural spatial mosaic. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: RESEARCH INITLATlVE AND SCOPE 

This chapter identifies the issues king addressed, research question to be answered, 

hypotheses to be tested, and contribution of this investigation. A bnef review of Canadian 

immigraiion and refugee policy is presented in an effort to identify major changes in the 

source, type, and socio-economic chatacteristics of ment Unmigrant arrivals (refer to 

glossary for highlighted t e m ) .  Fmally, subsequent chapter contents are specified in the 

dissertation format section. 

Problem Statement 

Urban fom and immigration flows change concurrently (Olson and Kobayashi 

1993). These changes have ken  more pronounced over the pst few decades. Newcomen 

enter metropolitan environrnents during various developmentd stages (McGahan 1986). 

Immigrant groups, by virtue of their shared ethnicity, are traditionally assumed to follow an 

evolutionary pattern of residential location in which ethnic units are initially cohesive within 

the inner-ce, subsequently displaced to sub-nodes, and evencually dispersed (Cressey 

1938; Richmond and Kalbach 1980; Schwab 1982; Kalbach 1987). This supposition is 

king challenged. Contemporary litemhm suggests that past ecological conœptualizaiions 

and prescriptive models inadequately represent the inc~asingly complex ethnic residential 

geographies of Canadian metroplitan areas. The persistence of ethnic enclaves despite 

irnproved economic integration and suburbanization reveal shortcomings of the spatial 

assimilation mode1 and suggest a need for additional investigation (T'eixeira and Murdie 

1997). Changing immigration policies, increasing ethnic diversity, urban form developrnent, 



along with housing opportunities and constmints interact to ïnfIuence the extent and pattern 

of ethnic residential differentiation and mobility. While members of the new stream of 

educated and affluent immigrants are establishing themselves in the same dies  as their 

predecessors, they are senling at a time when Canadian cornmunities are expenencing land 

use pattern changes, population deconcentration, and employment decentralization (Bourne 

1989 and 199 1 b; Ray 1994). 

The significance of the City of Toronto as the major reception axea for immigrants 

has declined while an increasingly dispersed settlement pattern has been noted for the post- 

1966 period (City of Toronto Planning and Development Department 199 1). Amacted by 

employment oppomuiities, a supply of avaiiable and affordable housing along with the 

support of other recent arrivais, many immigrants and refugees, in addition to professional 

and entre prene urial admissions, are circumventing inner-ci ty enclaves of the same ethnic 

group and movïng directly into subuhan locations (Chamberlain 1980; McGahan 1986; 

Mercer 1989; Ray 1994; Sarick 1994). The characteristics of these decentalized reception 

areas differ from those of their older core area and inner-borough counterparts and one 

another in terms of ethnicity (Teixeira and Murdie 1997). Many well-educated and highly- 

skiiled newcorners are initially establishing themselves in surburban, single-detached homes 

while visible minorities and economically disadvantaged refugees are often resvicted to 

living in suburban high-rise apartrnent buildings. ' Different ex periences are also evident for 

recent chah migrants whose sponsors are now spatidiy dispersed (Men and Turner 1996). 

Given this "suburban charccter" of newcomers, it has been argued that traditional rnodels 

of residential separation along ethnic lines "provide relatively littie iwight into the dynarnics 

of immigrant settlement in conternporary Toronto" (Ray 1994,262). Direct suburban entry 

and the increasing complexity of domkiliary relocation and mobiiity among the reœnt 

stream of arrivals has rendered traditionai conceptual rnodels of "immigrant entry into the 

' Whüe king distinguished h m  independent class admissions, and appapprrciable segment of renigee intakes 
consists of individuals with high ducational anainment and proféssional experierrce. Many of them are 
expected to exhibit an increasingly scattered residentiai pawm wittiin the urban housing market context. 



housing market and their social geography [as] largely outdated" (Ray 1994, 265). Actual 

patterns of ethnic residential location "de& simple explanation" according to Olson and 

Kobayashi (1993). Current urban restructuring and trends associaied with immigration and 

ethnic habitation configurations are inciting a reexamùiation and reconœptualization or 

replacement of models that explain metropolitan residential location. Given the 

acknowledgment that urban f o m  is indeed changing, one would expect that the generation 

of these rnodels WU reflect urban spatial reality. 

Research Question, Hypotheses, and Goals 

The discussion above, in conjunction with the increasing complexities of a 

constantly changing spatial ~a l i ty ,  leads to a fundamental question: Are ethnic groups 

displaying a dispersed pattern of residential location? Responding to contemporary urban 

and social changes. this research endeavours to answer this question by developing an 

explanatory mode1 that Links waves of ethnic senlement with urban spatial developrnent. It 

is assened that most ethnic groups, especially recent vkibk minotities. do not foilow the 

patterns of residenhd mobility prescribed by the traditional urban spatial models and that 

some never did. Moreover, it is hypothesized that both established and recent ethnic groups 

are demowtrating a changing aerial pattern of residential dispersion resulting in evenness 

or scattering. While remdentid scattering is anticipated, new configurations of dispersion 

are also emerging. The search for inexpensive rental uni& has resulted in the increased 

vertical concentrcrtEon of newcomers in suburban high-rise apartment buildings. Ethiopians 

(Neuwirthy 1989), Somalis (Opoku-Dapaah 1995), and Ghanaians (Owusu 1996), for 

example, have moved diictly into decentralized and dispersed dwelling complexes. 

Immigrants are finding affordable housing through infornial contacts (i.e. social networks). 

hdeexi, Vincent (1995, A12) reports that ethnic 'pockets' in decentralized towering 



residential complexes occur when building manages are hospitable to members of 

particular ethnic groups who in tum "bring their fiends and relatives and mate a 

community." Locational bias can also be explained in t e m  of access to employment 

opportunities and public transit as well as the influence of ethnic and mainstrearn real estate 

agents (Teixeira 1993 and 1995; Teixeira and Murdie 1997). Pmximity and interadon are 

king used to facilitate a sense of place within a vertical envininment This observation mns 

conaaiy to an earlier assumption which suggested thaî telephones and automobiles easily 

linked geographically dispersed households (Etzioni 1959; Gordon 1964; Kantrowitz 1973; 

Neumann, Mezoffand Richmond 1973; Conzen 1979; Godfrey 1988). Social networks, as 

Agocs (1979) notes, are conceivably more resolute and durable among individuals sharing 

ethnic ties at a "cornmunity base." 

To test the residential dispersion hypothesis, this research intends to: measure and 

analyze the extent and arrangement of residentid differentiation with respect to evenness, 

concentration, and centralizatwn according to selected ethnic origins, immigration pend 

(including eiluiicity by admission interval for 198 1) dong with mobility s t m s  during 198 1 

and 1991; determine the distributional (i.e. temporal and scalar) patterns exhibited by 

mobility. tenure. and selected socio-economic characteristics among ethnic comrnunities 

according to comparative bi- and multivviaîe crosstabulations; and develop a conceptual 

mode1 of ethnic residential patterns that links urban development phases with immigrant 

settlement patterns. The dimensions of residential differentiation and their measures dong 

with other procedural aspects are addressed in the methodology section. 



Immigration Policy Review 

Immigration policy changes have influenœd the source, socicieconornic, 

demographic characteristics, and ethnic diversity of new Canadians. Varying with the 

period of arrival, these characteristics affect initial residential location and subsequent 

mobility. Consequently. it is necessary to bnefly highlight important legislative revisions 

related to entry regdation. Table L chronologically summarizes sigruficuit changes in 

Canadian immigration legislation over the period 1933 to 1995.2 Annual intake targets or 

quotas are discussed elsewhere in the literature (Anderson and Marr 1987; Hawkins 1988; 

Herberg 1989; Sirnmons 1990). 

Canadian immigration policy experienced three major changes during the 1960s: the 

removai of racial discrimination, an increase in the educationai attainment and skills of 

newcomers, and the management of sponsored reIaîives. Pre- 1962 legislaiion was 

exclusionary in ternis of race because entry was limited to individu& from preferred 

European source countries. in fact, the 1953 Immigration Act was amended as late as 1956 

to give preferenœ to peIsons fiom the United Kingdom as weli as Caucasian citizens of the 

Commonwealth. But changes in 1967 introduced a un ivedy  applicable selection system 

designed to abolish bias with respect to source countries. There has ken  a shift toward an 

increased preference for highly educated and skilied newcomen. Immigration policy since 

1978 can be categorized according to three major criteria: social, humanitarian, and 

demographiceconornic. A major component of this policy is referred to as family class 

immigration which emphasizes f a d y  reunification. Convention refugee admission on 

humanitarian and compassionate grounds relates to another policy wMe the third criteria is 

associated with the independent class which inciudes skilled workers and business people 

(ir. self-employed individuals, entrepreneurs, and investors). 

Post-war Canadian immigration policy phases and their relation to different urban phases are examhd in 
Chapter 10. 



Table 1. Chronology of Canadian Immigration PoIicy 

Major Poiicy Revisions 

New -on Act with prohibitcd entry on the grounds of an etfinic group's unique customs. 
climatic adaptabiiity. and ability to assimilate. 

amendcd to gïve prcfercnct to individuals of British origin and Caucasian residents of the 
Commonwealth and United Statcs of America Pcnons from western Europtan starcs possessing 
specific economic qualifications ceceivcd second ordcr prcfercna. 

Revision of lrnmi~ration Act enuy regulaaons. 
Prcfercntiai trtatment nplaced by a focus on economic qualifications (e-g. educauon. training. and 
cmployment skills). 

& amcnded following the White Paper on immigration and establishment of the Department of 
Manpower and Immigration. 
tntroduction of the univcrsally applicable 'points systrm' in which educational prcferenccs rcplaced 
ethno-racial dixrimination as the prirnary selection criteria 

Canadian immigration and Population Study (Green Paper) issued to prcscnt alternatives and obtain 
fecdback via public discussion. 
More conservative vision of immigration chan pnvious lcgislative revisions. 

New immigration legistation cnactcd. 

Establishment of contemporary policy based on thrce immigrant classes: family eunion. nfugee 
admission on humanitarian and corn passionate gmunds. and inde pendent or self-sponsorcd pesons 
(i.e. skilled workcrs. entrepreneurs. and invators). 
Coordination of immigration with human resource rcquircments. 

Aa amended to rcform management techniques. 
Principal changes focus upon: immigration quotas. priority changes bctwan classes. regional 
emphasis. strcamlined rcfugee claim and detexmination process. 

Active rtcruiuncnt of Young. well educaud. and cxpcricnctd independent immigrants who fluently 
speak an official language. 
Decrcasc in the number of fmi ly  class anivals. 

Forthcoming working gmup report with proposcd policy changes. 

Source: Marcia Wallace. "Immigration PoIicy: A Tuneline," pnscnud during Ph.D Comprchcnsive Examination 
on 01 Deamber 1995 at the University of Waterloo, 



Since 1994, Citizenship and Immigration Canada has k e n  actively d t i n g  

independent immigrants in the 23-35 year-old age bracket who are fluent in English or 

French, well educated, and have several years of professional work experience. The new 

policy reflects the feded govemment's goal of decreasing the number of family class 

immigrants and attracting more prospective newcomers 'who bring in signifiant capital 

and will adjust more easily to Canada's rapidly changing economy" (Sarick 1995, A4). 

Independent immigrants are assessed according to heu  Ianguage skilIs. education, age. and 

occupation while business immigrants are required to either invest in a Canadian enterprise 

or start a Company that employs at least one Canadian (Nash 1987; Sarick 1995). 

Emphasis is king placed upon capturing the attention of cornputer-literate professionals 

specializing in the high technology sector and financial services. 

Postwar Canadian refùgee policy, according to Adelman (199 1), was inîtiaily 'Euro- 

cenued' (1933-1968) and subsequently focused upon other areas of the world (1969- 

1995). The fmt period relates to the pre- and immediate postwar rejection of Jews (1933- 

1947) and anti-cornrnunism in Europe ( 1947- 1968). Public opinion and legisiative 

initiatives infiuenced policy shifrs during the second phase: rights for Convention refugees 

and humanitarian refugee admission ( 1969- 1977), Convention refugee statu detennination 

procedures and humanitarian refugee prograrns (1978-1987). and the issue of Convention 

versus humanitarian refugees (1988- 1995). 

Badets and Chui (1991) examined the changing composition of Canada's 

immigrant population with particular emphasis upon ment (i.e. 198 1 - 199 1) Yrivals. The 

shifting source, number, settlement pattern, linguistic diversity, demographic changes. 

educational profile' and labour force participation of immigrants are addressed by them. 

Table 2 States their findings which are based upon census data Changes in immigration 

policy, as noted in Table 1, have altered the source of newcomers dong with Canada's 

ethnic and linguistic diversity. Nearly haif (48%) of all ment admissions were bom in Asia 

and the Middle East. They were especiaiiy attracted to Canada's three largest cities and 



Table 2. Sumrnary of 199 1 Amval Characteristics 

Charac teristics Remarks 

Country of Origin 

Urban Settlement Pattern 

Linguistic Diversity 

Educational Attainment 

Labour Force Participation 

Adaptation Period 

Emplo yment Sector 

Sex 

Marital Status 

Hong Kong, China, India. Vietnam, Phillipines, Lebanon, United 
Kingdom, Portugal, and the Uaited States of America. 

Majority settled in the Toronto CMA folIowed by Vancouver, Montréal. 
Hamilton, Kitchener. Windsor, Caigary and Victoria CMAs. 

Deciine of English as a home language. 
Nearly 50% of recent amvais c m  not communicate in an officiai tongue. 

Higher education Ievels among 198 1 - 199 1 arrivais. 
More Iikei y to have a university degree but many elder mernbers with on1 y 
elernenmy level schooling. 

Lower than chose settling during the 1960s and 1970s. 

Longer time to acquire official laquage and adapt to labour force amoag 
recent newcomers. 

Men concentrateci in professional, mamgenal, service, and product 
fabricating sec tors. 
Women concenûated in cleriui, professional, service, and product 
fabricating sectors. 

More women admitteci then men during 198 1- 199 1 period, 

Increasing number of manieci couples. 

Source: Jane Badets and Tina W. L. Chui, Canada's Changing Immigrant Population, 
(Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 1 994). 



respeaively aaounted for 70, 60 and 40 percent of ail recent amivais living in Vancouver, 

Toronto, and MontdaI. Other major urban centres in Ontario and Alberta attmcted a 

considerable number of newcomers. in terms language profile, a non-official language was 

reported by 70% of all 198 1-199 1 anivals as a mother tongue and by 56% as a home 

language. Just over haif of them spoke neither French nor English. Given the emphasis on 

educaûonal attainrnent and occupational qualifications in immigrant selection. it is not 

surprising to note that a higher share (17%) of recent intakes had university degrees 

compared to pre- 196 1 settlers (9%). Older individuals, however, tend to have an elernentary 

education with less than nine years of schooling. Labour force participation varies with 

educational aitainment and length of residence in Canada. It is lower (69%) among new 

anivals than those who came during the 1960s (76%) and 1970s (77%). This rate reflects a 

longer integration period (Le. Ianguage ski11 acquisition and labour market adaptation). 

Nearly one-third of ail recent male immigrants are employed in either professional or 

seMce occupations while a greater proportion of fernales (228) work in the s e ~ c e  sector. 

With respect to sex. men comprise a slightly srnaller segment of recent intakes. It is 

difficult to establish the characteristics of smaller immigrant classes because newcorners are 

aggregated in this stud y. However, the socioeconomic attributes of entrepreneurs is 

discussed by Nash (1987). His prelirninary studies indicate thai this Stream of immigrants 

is pnmarily composed of 'econornically active' males in their mid-30s to rnid-40s who are 

well educated and fluent in English. Given that the sources and sociwconornic profles of 

recent arrivals differ €rom those of earlier settlers, different residential patterns are 

anticipated for newcomers in general and their ethnic constituents in paxticular. 



Dissertation Format 

Having established the initiative, scope and context of this research, Chapter 2 

reviews the development of urban social geographic thought. Residentiai location and 

spatial andytic models are discussed dong with demand-oriented, behaviouralist and 

Marxist interpretations, and pst-modern perspectives on urban form and structure. A 

section outlining the pgneming, explanaiion and rneasurement of residential segregation is 

also included. Fmaliy. ethnic attitudes towards housing are evaiuated. A nascent 

explanatory conceptual mode1 illustrating primvy destinations of inihal immigrant 

settlement and subsequent relocation is then developed in Chapter 3. It provides a means of 

interpreting the literanire review, anaiyzing the data, and linking ethnic residential pattems 

with metroplitan developrnent stages. 

Methodological considerations addressed in Chapter 4 include a discussion about 

the type of analysis, reference and study group specitication, plus study area and unit of 

analysis delineation. Furthemore, the dimensions of residentid differentiation to be 

investigated and their related measures are conceptually and operationaily defined herein. 

An examination of data issues and sources complete this segment. 

Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively deal with research fïndings based upon the 

measurement and andysis of residentid dissimilarity (i.e. evemess), cenaalùation and 

concentration arnong ethnic comunities and immigrants according to anival period. 

Special attention is accorded to patterns displayed by recent entrants. Choropleth maps of 

Location Quotient values are found in Chapter 7 for ethnic groups and Chapter 8 for 

immigrants. They are instrumental in identifymg where residential concentrations occur and 

the degree of locational stability or dispersion associated with ethno-specific enclaves and 

universal irnmigran t reception areas over tirne. Results of bi- and multivariate crosstabular 

analyses are found in Chapter 9. Whiie not providing spatially reie~nced information, they 



&ord comparative profiles of proportional distributions among and within ethnic groups in 

relation to mobility, tenure, and selected socioeconornic characteristics. 

Chapter 10 is devoted to the synthesis of material assessed and interpreted in the 

previous textual components. It focuses upon the establishment of hkages between urban 

fom, ethnic localizaîion, and immigrant settiement A refined mode1 explaining 

contemporary and emerging trends associated with residential patterns is fomulated in the 

aforementioned chapter. A summary of fmdings. concluding rem& and suggestions for 

further research are located in Chapter 1 1 .  



LITERATURE REVIEW: THE EVOLUTION OF 
URBAlV SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY 

Following other acadernic disciplines, geographen have developed models to aid in 

their understanding of city structure and growth. Urban social geographic thought 

advanced fiom three descriptive spatial rnodels of social stanis variable distribution within 

metropditan areas. These idealized archetypes established the conventional convictions. 

beliefs, and principles rnaintained by most social geoggaphers and urban sociologists. 

Although their relevancy is questioned, they stiU provide insights into the development of 

knowledge about (ethnic) residential patterns (Matwijiw 1979; Ley 1983; Bassett and Short 

1980). The ensuing literature review serves to ouiline the evolution of prirnary models and 

the cun-ent level of understanding regarding urban social spatial structures. ethnic residential 

differentiahon, and its measurement. Criticisrns of the models discussed herein wili not be 

examined; only their contributions to the development of thought or knowledge are 

considered. A chronological examination of these models and their derivatives follows. 

Hiiman Ecology: Rings, Sectors and Nodes (1920s-1940s) 

Three alternative residentiai Iocation models, based on uhan Iand-use, were 

developed by examining urban growth. The influentid Chicago School of Hurnan Ecology 

gave nse to the Concentric Zone Mode[ (Burgess 1925) which predicted demographic 

household differentiation with outward movement from the Cenhai Business District 

(CBD) and neighbouring residential locales ( d e r  to Figure 1). Ecological concepts of 

natural areas. invasion, cornpetition, segregation, and succession are employed. The 

mode1 is based upon three principle assumptions: cities grow outwards in a concentric ring 

form; there is one CBD; and growth (Le. increasing demand for space) is accomplished by 



I Concentric zone 
theory 

Sector rheory r 

! Multiple nuclei 
1 theorv 

Areas of Land Use: 
1 : Central Business District 
2: Wholesale light rnanufac- 

turing (In the concentric zone 
theory this type of land use is 
found at the outer edge of the 
CBD and in the transition 
zone.) 

3: Low-income residential 
(workingmen's homes in the 
concentric theory) 

4: Middle-income residential 
5: High-income residential 
6: Heavy manufacturing 
7: Outlying business district 
8: Residential suburb 
9: Industrial suburb 

10: Comrnuter zone (concentric 
zone theory) 

(Note: numbers have been 
changed in the concentric zone 
theory diagram in order to com- 
pare the land use structure in al1 
three theones.) 

Figure 1 .  ldealized Spatial Models of the Urban Ecoloeical Stnicmr~ 

Source: William A. Andrews, ed., Urban S tudies (Scarborough, ON: 
Prentice-Hall of Canada Limited, 1976), 67. Adapted h m  Chauncy 
D. Harris and Edward L. Ullman, "The Nature of Cities," Annals of 
jhe American Academv of Political and Social Science 242 (November 
1945), 13. 



a simple extension of each zone into the next one. Initial immigrant setdement and 

subsequent ethnic residentiai relmtion, for exmple, occur in a process of invasion and 

succession resembling a 'ripple effect* originating in the oldest central ring. Relafively 

impoverished newcornea are presumed to senle in concentrations within the tmnsirion area 

located dong the CBD's edge. Ethnic cornmunities establish reception areas in these high- 

density inner-city districts of rnixed low-income housing, retail and light manufacturing to 

faciltate immigrant econornic adjustment. A padcular reception yea is used by several 

ethnic groups. one successively displacing another.' Initial involuntary clustering was 

attributed to necessity rather than choie. The h u m  ecology litenture also includes the 

concept of 'cornpetitive cooperation* which represents a "compromise between conficting 

demands" (McGahan 1986, 27). The process of mutual adjustment and interdependence 

occurs d e r  the invasion of a group (or activity) induces a resumption of cornpetition. The 

new group rnay adopt the dominant resident community's characteristics in an effort to 

reach a new equilibrium.' While ethnicity was not assumed to take on a concentric pattern, 

urban social geographen were attracted to this mode1 because of the assumption that spatial 

locarion, relations, and mobility respectively retlea their social correlates (Cater and Jones 

1989; Fiiion and Bunting 1995). Social distance was uanslated into physical distance. 

In contrast to the concentric zone model, Hoyt (1939) placed emphasis upon axial 

growth. The Sector Mode1 was developed to account for the distance and direction of urban 

expansion along fuced surface transportation artenes (refer to Figure 1). Wedge-shape 

sections, characterized by increasing wages, spread outward from the city cenm dong 
- - 

' This is due to the fact that "[rjesidence in ... centmify located ethnic neighbourhoods was seen only as a 
transitory phenornenon that would diminish as immigrant g~oups became more econornidly iriregraîed and 
socialîy assimifaîed into the [mainstream] society" (Kalbach 1987, 105). Impersonal economic and 
ecologicai factors, such as financial circumstances and housing market mechanisms, influence residentiai 
patterns. They &termine employment opportunities and stability along with the availability and cost of 
housing thereby affecthg the interval required to accumulate sufficient capital for relocation to more 
desirable residential districts. 

* Park (1950) suggested that ethnic minorities would baccommOdate' themselves through cultural and 
iinguistic assimilation. However, Cater and Jones (1989, 47) maintain that most contemporary scholars 
wouId "reject this reasoning as obscuranist" because urban society is not held together "by some inbred 
urge to cooperate." 



naturcil boundmies. transportation routes, and growth axes (Gillis 1986). Housing quality 

and cost respectively improve and increase as one moves away from the CB D. Residentid 

differentiation is based on %nt-paying ability" (Godrey 1988. 39). The socio-economic 

attributes of residents vary between sectors with high-income housing radiating h m  the 

core in one wedge. an ethnic concentraiion in a second, manuf'turing operations in the 

next, and 'working-class' dweliings in the other (GiLlis 1986). Recognition is given to 

variations in income and rent for residentiai districts in the transition zone. In agreement 

with the previous model. Hoyt (1939) also recognized that traveling to work in the core from 

peripherai residential areas would be uneconornical for low-income individuals and famüies. 

Affluent households attempted to geographically M e r  themselves as much as possible 

from industriai activities and neighbourhoods dorninated by reduced earnings (Bunting and 

Filion 1 995). 

Harris and Ullman (1945) questioned the primacy of a monocenaic metropolis 

whiie acknowledging the aforementioned models' socio-spatial structures. Their Multiple 

Nuclei Mode1 twk into account the innuence of automobiles upon urban decenaalization 

and the existence of several distinct hinctional nodes or clusters (refer to Figure 1). These 

dispersed nuclei attract similar, repel different and segregate certain land uses, socio- 

econornic groups and activities. They also function as growth points thereby affecting the 

location and development of industrial, cornmercial, and related residential areas.) Ethnic 

groups wouid begin to concentrate in areas where merchants provide unique retail products 

(Driedger 199 1). These areas eventually becorne nodes that attract immigrants of similar 

ethnic origin. Subsequent residentid resettlernent occun in distinctive directional 

movements rather ihan an arbitrary dispersion. Outward sectod growth was predicted for 

large ethnic groups that were minimally discrirninated in the real estate market (Bunting 

1991). Urban social spatial structure is not a un ivedy  fuced entity according to this 

' Clustering would be influenad by the quirement of panicular business operations for linkages to 
specialized goods and services, Different activities have varying accessibility requirernents. Residentiai 
areas would evolve around employment nodes in an effort to minimize cornmuthg distances. 



model. Nuclei formation depends upon the unpredictable combination of various factors 

that differ among ~i t ies .~  k c h  city 's spatial form is somewhat distinctive in this respect. 

Urban ecology research established that the spatial distribution of land-uses, 

activities and people is not random (Agocs 1979). Similx types of households agglomerate 

in specific residentid areas. New urban growth models were developed as cities changed.' 

Spatial difierentiation according to ethnicity, with the exception of the Multiple Nuclei 

Model, was merely treated as a temporary artifact of one's relatively lower socio-economk 

stkzhrr. Moreover, ethnicity itself was considered as 'noise' (Peach 1983). Culturdly 

assimilated ethnic group rnernbers would behave according to residential patterns predicted 

for the undi fferentiated rnainstream society . 

Spatial Analytical Models: Social Area Anaiysû and Factorial Urban Ecology 
(1950s-1970s) 

Several sophisticated statisticai techniques, denved h m  urban ecology studies, were 

developed in a cumulative and complementary manner to "provide a basis for evaluahg the 

[aforementioned] spatial models" and to anaiyze residential segregation in mempolitan 

areas (Murdie 1969'72). Translating the concept of socid distance into physicd distance, 

Shevky and Beli (1955) developed a technique termed Social Area Amfysis. This approach 

pennits the systematic analysis and classification of census tracts according to essential 

aspects of social status segmentation (i-e. constnicts). The geograp hic distribution of 

subcornrnunities can then be determined. Differences in neighbourhood social structure are 

surnmarized in t e m  of three constnicts common to aU cities: social rank (econornic s ~ ) ,  

' These iaclude economic and topographie conditions as well as changing ethnic composition, 

Yeates (1990) suggested that three fundamental time penods associated with urban travel modes could 
elucidate the spatial manifestations of traditional social structure models. The Concentric Zone Model, it 
was reasoned, reflecîed the pre- 19 14 pedesman era while the inter-war interval was depicted by the Sector 
Model when public transit prevailed. Sectoral growth patterns would occur when people settIed dong 
railway and tram lines. A multinucteated urban form corresponds with the enu;rgence of w i d e s p d  private 
vehicle use. Automobiies, Driedger (1991) maintains, provided M o m  of movement to al1 destinations 
and facilitated the dispersal of ethnic communities (i.e. proximity is no loager determineci by propinquity). 



f m y  status (urbanization), and ethnic status (segregation). These constructs are based 

upon Wirth's ( 1938) ideas of social differentiation as a product of inc~asing urbanization. 

Increasing population six, density, and homogeneity provided the basis for societal change. 

Figure 2 outlines the developrnent of these constructs and their empirical indices. The 

location of ecological groups or sociai areas is determined by ordering tracts containing 

sirnihr scores according <O a four by four table. These conshucts were respectiveiy related 

tu conœntric, sectod, and cluster anangements of spatial diflerentiation in a 

cornplementary manner by geographers. Thus, each descriptive mode1 represents a separate 

aspect of social differentiation. Recognizing that an increasingly concentric arrangement 

was undertaken by farnily status, Social Area Analysis confmed the hypotheses advanced 

by Burgess (1925) and Hoyt (1939). Ethnie segregation, as Uiitidy postulated by Shevky 

and Bell (1955), had foilowed the Multiple Nuclei Mode1 (Driedger 1989). Operationai 

limitations, rnethodological concerns and cnticisms of Social Area Andysis led to the 

development and subsequent dominance of Factorial Urban ~cology.~  

The developrnent and application of Factorial Urban Ecology (FUE) dunng the 

1960s inaugurated the first wave of rnultivariate statistical andyses airned at rnathematically 

investigating the accuracy of Social Area Anal y sis ' constnicts and typology . Like Social 

Area Analysis, FüE assumes that urban areas possessing analogous or sirnilar socio- 

demographic arrangements can be aggregated into communities. Instead of predetermining 

constructs, FüE "allows them to emerge Grom the data*' (Palen 1992, 106). Factor analysis 

focuses upon the results of processes leading to social differentiation while Social Area 

Analysis simply concentrates upon the processes themselves. 

The main issues were the subjective definition of indicators via deductive reasoning or p s t  Erto 
inductive rationalization to support constructs and the question of whether census tracts represent or iaclude 
homogeneous groups or mtural areas (Hawley and Duncan 1957; Murdie 1969; Kanmwitz 1973; Peach 
1975; Yeates 1990; Davies and Murdie 1 994). 
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Figure 2. Social Area Constructs and Indices Developmenl 

Adopted from Ershef Shevky and Wendel1 Bell, Social 
A m  Analysis: Theory. nlushahve Appkahon and 
-tual Procedures, (S tanford, CT: S tanford University 
Press, 1955), 4. 



Various forms of principle cornponents analysis were employed to study residential 

distribution according to census tract distinctions. Data association patterns at one point in 

hme are summarized by factors derived from a correlation matrix. Parts of metropolitan 

areas possessing analogous or similar sociodemographic rurangements are then aggregated 

into cornrnunities. Some form of cluster analysis is usually involved. The vast number of 

factorial ecologies precludes reviewing or even mentioning them al1 in this section. 

Nevertheless. most FUE investigations empirically support the aforementioned social area 

constructs and report the presence of additional ones such as migrant status (Le. mobility). 

They also undencore the continued significance and complementary nature of the 

concentric, sectoral, and multiple nuclei modeis (La Gory and Pipkin 198 1). This frenzy of 

empincisrn identified and reconfîîed that ethnicity, frequently characterized by a nodal 

arrangement, assumes an important function in residential stratification. 

Research findings of both social area analysts and the prelirninary work of factoriai 

urban ecologists induced Berry (1965) to analyre the spatial distribution of factor scores 

and to generate three broad patterns of urban social space: a sectord distribution for social 

status, a concentric mangement for farnily status, and a multiple nuclei or cluster 

distribution for ethnicity (refer to Figure 3). A comprehensive analysis of Metropolitan 

Toronto for 195 1 and 196 1 conducted by Murdie (1969) dong with a comparative factorial 

ecology of Quebec City, Hamilton. and Edmonton executed by Fora. (1976) c o r n  the 

spatial generaiizations advanced by Berry (1965) and indicate that the ring, sector, and nodal 

models are additive rather than alternative descriptions of urban space.' Construct 

consistency has also been emphasized in ment investigaiions of Metropolitan Toronto by 

Fabbro (1986) and Murdie (1987). 

- - 

The latter study aceounts for t~po~gaphical barriers. 
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Source: Maurice Yeates, The North Amencan City, 4th ed., (New York: Harper 
and Row Publishers, 1990), 160. 



Some additional comment is requkd with respect to the findings of Murdie (1969) 

and Foran (1976). The first researcher reported that most, not dl, ethnic groups dispeaed 

outwards from unmigrant neiphbourtioods as their socioeconornic positions improved. 

While combinations of sectod and concentric pattems were posnilated for ethnic status, a 

sectoral movement h m  traditionai reception areas to the metropditan periphery was noted 

for both the Jewish and Itrilian groups under considention.' Murdie (1969. 101) explains 

that the "ideal mode1 of ethnic diffusion" is applicable to groups which have recently 

arrived in "relatively large numbers," are relatively impoverished and culnirally different. 

Foran (1976) ascertained that social m a  constructs were present in all thRe d ies  being 

examined yet their ranking differed. In this case, ranking rnay be a reflection of the number 

of variables representing each construct. Economic status was less signifiant in describing 

social areas than its ethnic and farnily counterparts. Thus, ethnicity was established as an 

important dimension in descnbing the social areas of Canadian cities. 

With respect to ethnicity, HiIl (1 976) and Ray ( 1977) noted a considerable amount 

of variation in their studies.' Spatial patterns in Toronto appeared to correspond with the 

Concentric Zone Model, Winnipeg displayed multiple ethnic nuclei while Vancouver 

foilowed a sectod pattern. Contemporary multivariate anal y sis research suggests that 

ethnicity is often "city-specific" (Davies 1984; Bourne et al. 1986).'O New areas of ethnic 

concentration are forming pardel to the traditional peripheral movernent of previous 

immigrant mivals (Davies and Murdie 1993). 

' This occurred because these groups are sufficiently large and housing market discrimination at the time 
was rdatively limited or nonexistent (Bunting 1991). Collective migration was employed as a methocf by 
which Jews could maintain and perpetuate their p u p  cohesiveness. 

9 Family income (social status), family life cycle (family status), and ethnic diversity (ethnic status) were 
used as indices to examine twenty-one Canadian metropolitan areas using 1971 Census data 

'O Davies and M d e  (1994) coacede that inter-uhan distinctions are attributable to research design 
inconsistency. Ethnic dimensions are often indîvidually composed for each city and compared against the 
rnajority population (e.g. British and di other origins in Montréal versus French and others in Vancouver). 



S ince FUE lacks a strong and coherent 'theo~tical* base, "no direct inferences can 

be drawn as to the nature of the processes which gave rise to the social and spatial patterns 

which are reveaied" (Clark 1982, 155). Qualitative analyses remained descriptive and fded 

to contribute additional perceptions. Factorial ecologists have ken  unable to explain or 

interpret their "elegant descriptions" of ethnic group spatial anangement (Palm 1973; 

Agocs 1979; Davies l984).' ' Interest in this line of rigorously quantitative research began 

to fade during the 1970s after iü pmctical value was questioned (Bassett and Short 1989). 

The next investigation phase would have contributed to or tested theoretical explanations by 

way of a muhivariate-structural approach. It was never realized due to the increasing 

disinterest in analytic models. Cl& (1982) suggests that this phase would have exarnined 

the processes which bring about observed areal anangement." Residential mobility would 

have been statistically analyzed "within the framework of individual choice behaviour" 

(Herbert and Thomas 1982, 41). Such an approach couid have conceivably hûnished a 

linkage between spatial analysis models. behavouraüsm ana constraints. 

Demand-Oriented Interpretations: Neo-Classical Economics and 
Neighbourhood Change Models (1960s- 1970s) 

The prevalent topic of land values. rents and use attracted attention during the 1960s 

and ensuing decade in an effort to explain residentid choice. Neo-classical microeconornic 

interpretations of the concentric m g e m e n t  of household eamings initiated the next 

explanatory interval (Clark 1982). Based upon rent theory, which postulates that space is 

allocated according to rent paying ability, the Alonso Mode1 (Alonso 1960 and 1964) was 

" Represenrative of this mthodology, a 1966 study of Leamington Spa in the United Kingdom &y 
identifies "latent patterns which exist in [the] multivariate data set" (Clark 1982, 155). It does not 
expourid upon how the measured apportionments of socibeconomic variation developed. 

l2 S t r u d i s m  seek to idenci9 the thought patterns or logic which underlie and geoerate human 
behaviour (Walmsley and Lewis 1984). This logic is based upon the type of structures (i.e. values, des, 
conventioas, constraints, etc.) within which individuals function (Clark 1985; Maybew and Penny 1992). 



developed to explain property value patterns and the ~lative location of different land-uses 

widiin an idealized urbm realty market. The model asserts thai land values decrease while 

the price of transpoltûnon increases with distance from the city centre where employrnent is 

situated. Dwelling location is determined by the d e - o f f  between the arnount of disposable 

income a household is prepared to devote to land and ttavel cos& dong with consumer 

goods. Residential Bid-Rent Cuwes, similar to the indifferenœ curves of neo-classicd 

economics, are calculaied to represent the set of pries  particular households are prepared to 

pay for sites with increasing distance h m  the core. Those able to afford commuting costs 

can live away h m  where they work. ' Alonso ( 1964) revised his model to inciude factors 

which explain spatial household dissimilarity in the importance aîîached to "space 

consumption and commuting time" (Bunting and Ffion 1995, 8). The predicted and 

resultant configuration of land utilizaiion is one of concentric rings around the CBD 

reflecting property values. This 'bdemand-oriented interpretation" has k e n  expanded upon 

and extended by scholars to account for variables, other than income level which elucidate 

dweiling location choices (Bunting and Ffion 1995).14 

Neo-classical econornic expianations were appiied to develop fdtering-down and 

stage models which themselves endeavoured to elucidate the waning and decay of inner-city 

areas. Hoover and Vernon (1965) formulated a five-stage 'life cycle' model of 

neighbourhood housing and population change? Senlement or residential ara age was 

found to be associated with housing type and condition, the social class of its inhabitants. 

household size. density of oaxipancy, tenure and conversion. Two conflicting trends 

'' ParadoxicalIy, the affluent tend to inhabit inexpensive land while low income individuals and families are 
cornpelleci to Live compactiy near the CBD. 

'' Hecht (1974) notes that the journey-to-work distance of individual households is concurrently influenced 
by income level, marita1 status, M y  si=, sex, and age. Wage rate was established as a "strong 
cietenninant of location decision" while the remsining socio-economic variables "slightlyn influenced 
residential placement when considered independentiy of earuing Ievel (Hecht 1974,377). 

" Building up (developmnt of single-family homes). m i t i o n  (substantial new construction, population 
growth, and &nsity increase), downgrading (conversion of older housing to higher density use), thinning 
out (gradua1 density and dwelling occupancy reduction), and renewal (replacement of obsolete housing via 
dernolition or gentrification) consitute the housing cycle stages of the Hoover-Vernon Model. 



influence an individual's residential choie: unconstrained employment access and the 

attraction of the commodious suburbs. Butler (1976, 139) indicates that this model 

"implicitly assumes many aspects of [Social Area Analysis, including] the concept of 

homogeneous areas differentiated from other areas." This model has been primarily 

criticized for its ambiguously defmed stage intervals (Le. time span) and the possibility that 

housing and population cycles may function autonomously. 

Elaborating on the succession concept and the work of Hoover and Vernon (1965). 

Birch (1971) suggests thai neighbourhoods evolve over a long-term p e n d  according to a 

predictable sequence known as the Stage Theory. Each phase describes a neighbourhood's 

adjustment with respect to population density, dwelling type, and household composition 

(refer to Figure 4).16 Succession occurs as the housing stock of a residential area ages and 

is fltered down to new inhabitants. Although ethnicity is indirectly addressed, immigrant 

reception areas in pre- 1950 Amencan chies were assumed to form during the 'packing' 

stage in locations characterized by aged buildings, low rent, and maximum density. The 

ethno-racial composition of a neighbourhood changes with aggregate population mobiIity. 

Ley (1983). however, notes that this model does not apply to all North Arnerican cities, 

especially Canadian ones. 

The Aionso Mode1 and other related assurnptions have not ken  extremely useful 

since the implementation of social mix policies which permit diverse residential 

opportunities throughout an urban area. These elegant models of spatid econornics provide 

an essentially static view. Much of the compIexities of modem cities escapes them An 

increasing interest in the social aspects of urban Life iniaated a decline in the application of 

the neighbourhood change models described above. 

l6 Stages of the neighbourhood developmnt cycle include: rural transformation, initial developmnt Oarge- 
sale subdivision cons?ruction), fully developed (infill and increased densi ties), packing or downgrading 
(dweiiing conversion to muItiple household resulting in maximum population density), thinning (building 
deterioration and graduai density reduction), recapture or renewal (gentrification or dernolition and 
redevelopment), and decay (abandonment). The last implies an emsion of gentrifîed or rehabilitated 
districts. Modifications of this typology replace the renewal phase with abaadonment (Hartshorne 1992). 
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Behaviouralsim and Marxism (1960s-1990s) 

Ircreasing mticism associated with the inability of neo-classical economic and 

quantitative models to explicate the manner in which spatial pattems are established, 

retained, and modified resulted in the development of Behaviounl Geography during the 

1960s. It was argued that residentid location is not simply detexmined by a trade-off 

between accessibility and space because individuai behaviour and decisions are based upon 

incomplete and distorted knowledge. Choices are often rationalized as king optimal in 

light of persona1 goals and preferences. Spatial analytical models, such as Factoriai Urban 

Ecology, identified residential patterns without examuiing the processes which resulted in 

them. The analysis of autonomous household decision-making behaviour at the individual 

(Le. micro), rather than aggregate (i.e. rnacro), level functioned as a hkage between 

geographic distribution and cognitive processes (Bassett and Short 1980). 

Qualitative studies of residential differentiation focused upon the manner in which 

decisions to migrate are made and opentionalized. Household rnobility was conceptualized 

in terms of 'place utility' (i.e. household satisfaction level) and 'action space' (Le. urban 

areas frequented by a household). Relocation within the action space occurs when the 

utility perceived at another position is greater than that achieved at the current site. 

Residentid location decision models were developed to provide insights into individual 

thought processes underlying micro scale infra-urban rnigration.17 This approach is of 

Limited utility with respect to ethnic residential patterns with the exception of evaluating 

internai and extemal perceptions of ethnic enclaves. 

Behavioural geography was cnticized in the late 1970s for excessively stressing that 

individual cognition, perception, and c hoice whiie insuffîciently addressing structural (e. g. 
- - - 

l7 An alternative approach is concemed with the analysis of "known spatial outcornes of individual and 
group actions as a bais for the opportunities for, and constraints on, the behaviour that producecl themu 
(Jackson and Smith 1984, 169). In other words, spatial behaviour was modeled to account for the random 
and unpredictable elements of human cooduct. Another line of investigation considered the relationship 
between the extemal and perceived environments. Cognitive images of spatial structures were eramined by 
way of mental maps. 



housing markets) and institutional (e.g. urban 'gatekeepers') 

social concepts of hurnan action (Herbert and Thomas 1982; 

constrahts implicit 

Jackson and Smith 

27 

in the 

1984; 

Bassen and Short 1989). As a result magerialism within the housing &et was 

examined in terms of an allocative system The concept of "Who gets what and where" was 

explored in terms of authority constraints on residential choiœ (Jackson and Smith 1984, 

52). Research indicated t h  the degree of discretion ~tained by housing managers, or 

gatekeepers, imposes limitations on individual decision rnaking with respect to dwelling unit 

selection. Real estate agents and landlords decide where to locate 'problem' households, 

financial institutions decide whether to provide mortgages. while su burban social order is 

rnaintained by restrictive covenants and public housing exclusion. A particular household's 

dweliing options, Ley (1983) notes, are also restricted by its socio-economic and personal 

characteristics (e.g. income, life-cycle stage, and ethnicity) in addition to urban spatial 

opportunities. ' 
Rex and Moore (1967) investigated the existence and nature of ailocative structures 

within metropolitan housing markets and suggested thai the allotment process is a function 

of class contlict. The income, occupation, and ethnicity of individuais in conjunction with 

private- and public-sector apartment allocation criterion deterrnined the extent of access to 

different tenure options. Lengthy waiting periods, for example, meant that recendy anived 

immigrants had resûîcted access to public housing. Bassett and Short (1 980, 50) observed 

that "Rex and Moore's [1967] work and its subsequent criticisms shifted research towards 

the analysis of institutions and constraints in the housing market." Pahl (1969 and 1975) 

suggested that a betîer comprehension of social constraints could be realized by exarnining 

activities and values associated with those who managed the social system (e.g. reaitors, 

landlords, and developers, and lenders). A social group's access to constantly scarce urban 

'' A review of research findings conducted by Bassett and Short (1989, 180) indicates that household 
mobility is W d y  prompteci by ... new Wace requirements associated w i r h A u d y  Me-cycle [changes]," that 
housing searches are resûicted to familiar areas, and that residential choice is influenaxi by dweUing cost 
and "neighbourtiood social status" in addition to physical environment quality. 



resources was infîuenced by spatial and social constraints. Critics emphasized that while 

managers are responsible for resources allocation, one could not amibute scarcity (e.g. 

housing shortages and low vacancy rates) to them. Subsequent research focused upon 

managers as arbiters rather than autonomous and discretionary units (Pahl 1979). 

The role of redton as  intemediaries between buyers and d e n  in the housing 

market was of increasing interest to urban geographers. Differential neighbourhood 

marketing is often practiced by resîricting information access and locational choices when 

potential buyers are members of certain racial groups. As such. mainstream and ethnic reai 

estate agents can "accelerate. decelerate, and prevent neighbourhood change" (Teixeira 

1995. 1 17). The iimited number of earlier Canadian studies yielded inconsistent hdings 

(Barrett 1973; House 1977; Bordessa 1978; Spector 1979; Henry 1989; lenkins 1989). 

Bordessa ( 1978) recognized the role of   al tors in endorsing and facilitating ethnic 

comrnunity expansion in Metroplitan Toronto yet concluded it was minor. Red estate 

agents had a greater in influence on individual households mher than entire ethnic groups. 

Conversely, House (1977). Spector (1979) and Henry (1989) argued that these agents 

occupy a powerfui position in the formation and presemation of ethnic neighbourhoods. 

Recent investigations point to differences in terms of ethnicity and tenue: buying venus 

renting and public- venus private- sector housing units. Owusu (1996) observed that most 

Ghanaian immigrants are highly concentrated in certain older suburban neighbourhoods 

and apartment buildings within them. Overrepresentation, especiaiiy in limited divided 

housing, was ascribed to four factors: the need for fiordable rental units. effects of chah 

migration, desire for propinquity, and dependence upon compatriots for housing 

information. While rnitigating incidents of racial discrimination, these factors have 

n m w e d  housing options to districts in which Ghanaians are concentrated. A strong 

homeland orientation has resulted in a predisposition to accommodation rental. The 

influence of ethnic information sources among another immigrant group - the Portuguese - 

was also examined by Tekeira (1999 and 1995). Recentness of amivai., official language 



proficiency, a lack of information about housing market complexities, and presence of social 

networks were hypothesized to determine an individual's choice of and dependence on 

ethnic information sources. Househoid search stmtegies and ultirnate dweiiing selection 

were o k n  influenced by the behaviour and practice of ethnic realton who 'channeled' 

information to their clients. Single- farnily homes, dwellings owned by Portuguese seiiers 

and/or listed with another Pomiguese fïxm were emphasized by Portuguese agents. In this 

case. information was "fütered" in terms of the clients' "needs, aspirations and Lifestyle 

orientation" (Teixeira 1995, 179). Canadian-bom recent home purchasers who spoke 

Engiish were not as predisposed to relying upon their ethnic cornmunities for housing 

i n f o d o n .  While both sources provided spatidi y biased know ledge (i.e. Limited 

coverage), Portuguese realtors tended to focus upon districts identifieci with their ethnicity. 

Suburban resegregaiion, while king influenced by ethnic real estate agents, was attributed 

to cultural preferences rather than socio-economic status or discriminatory practices.19 

k e  spatiai patterns were idencitied by Murdie and Teixeira (1997): mainenance/nucleus 

consolidaiion, nucleus extensions, and dispersal. Dispersion is an outcome of several 

factors including a realtor's temtorial specialization and a client's preferences during the 

housing search strategy.'* 

Since the early-197ûs, private sector rend unit allocation in large Canadian cities 

has been conducted according to a "thoroughly regulated and priceîontroiied system" 

rather than a "normal" cornpetitive housing market (Hulchanski 1993, 7). The 

circumstance, in conjunction with very low rates of vacancy and new unit construction, 

permit apxtment building owner and managers to select tenants according to non-market 

criteria Research indicates that racial discrimination is limiting dweliing options among 

newcorners and visible minorities (Quann 1979; Kaibach 198 1 ; Henry 1989; Hilton, Potvin 

l9 Existing concentration pattern were not substantiaiIy reinforcecl by the Portuguese dtors .  

* Similar observations about housing search behaviour arnong new Chinese immigrants in Toronto wae 
advanced by Xie ( 199 1). 



and Sachdev 1989; Neuwinh 1989; Pearson and Celine 199 1; Ray and Moore 199 1 ; City 

of Toronto Housing Department 1992b; Lundrigan 1992; Murdie 1992 and 1994; Rairie 

Research Associates 1992; Wilson 1992). Access to subsidized and non-profit units, in the 

context of an insuffiCient supply of affordable housing, is restricted by discrimination on 

behalf of private- and public-sector landlords as well as long or closed waiting Lists (City of 

Toronto Housing Department 1992b). An examination of the changing social composition 

of public-sector housing in Metropolitan Toronto revealed that visible minorities were more 

concentrateci in this sector in 1986 than in 1971 and that recent immigrant arrivais and 

Blacks were more segregated within iimited dividend units, especiaily high-rise 

developments (Murdie 1992 and 1994)~" Possible explanations include: recentness of 

anival, income constraints, household size dong with the "su p pl y, cos& and discriminatory 

constraints in Toronto's rentai housing market" (Murdie 1994, 435). Moreover, 

discrimination lirnits the nurnber, type. and location of dwelling options. Cultural 

misunderstandings between tenants and landlords often reinforce p~judices maintain 

bamiers to equal access (Race Relations Cornmittee of Kitchener-Waterloo 199 1 a and 

l99I b). 

Concentrating upon the comection between social processes and spatial relations, 

Marxist approaches argue that economic factors determine social relations and land-use 

patterns or metroplitan fom. These patterns are attributed to the aerial unevenness of 

urban development (Goodall 1987). The transformation of urban social orgarhtion occurs 

with economic reorganization. Unequal household incornes are spatialiy sorred (LaGory 

and Pipkin 1981). Ethnic residential separation is explained in t e m  of socio-econornic 

class cleavages (i.e. 'ethclass'). The application of Marxist philosophy to urban social 

" The proportion of Caribbean Blach in Meaopolitan Toronto Housing Authority (MTHA) housing 
increased h m  42% in 1971 to 27.4% in 1986 (Murdie 1994). WhiIe members of this cornmunity war: 
fairly disuibuted within the MTHA system, spatial variabiiity between MTHA developments was notable. 



geopnphy has been aiticized on the grounds of "excessive abstraction" and its 

inappropriateness to post-industrial economic reorientahon (Bassea and Short 1989). 

Moreover, the nature of residential location is not unidimensional; it goes beyond the class 

variable. To date. much of Marxist geography has taken the form of a critical cornrnentary 

on the workings of market and social systems in capitalist societies. 

Post-Modern Urban Restmcturing: Urban Dispersion, Social Masaics, 
Gentrification, and Multinucelated Cities (1980s-f 990s) 

A critique of social theory and Marxist thought, Post-modernism advocates the 

deconstruction and restructuring of existing knowledge and uniqueness. Emphasis is 

placed upon the presence of numerous reaüties instead of universal truths and upon various 

frameworks instead of a unified theory. This accentuation is attributed to the fact that 

societies are more cornplex than existing conceptualizations of them. There is a reduction 

and/or absence of strong social divisions in the pst-industrial urbanization phase 

(Petsimeris 1994). The post-modern urban landscape is characterized by fragmentation. 

multinodiality, plurality. and diffusion (Mahieu 1994). Consequently. there is a need to 

"reconceptualize the social and residential dynamics of contemporary cities under the very 

different conditions prevailing in the 1990s" (Borne 1994.572). 

The Canadian urban structure has been profoundly transformed from the spatial 

patterns upon which the concentric. sectord. and multiple nuclei models were based (Davies 

and Murdie 1994). Technological, economic, and social changes are producing new urban 

spatial trends. None of the models discussed thus far on adequately explain the 

progressive growth and change of uhan form and reiated social spatial differentiations by 

themselves (Clark 1982). Current assertions and propositions relateû to the changing fonn 

and structure of Canadian cities include: the Disperseci City Hypothesis, the Social Mosaic 



H ypothesis, the Reverse Stat us Gradient H ypothesis. the Labour Market Mismatch 

Hypothesis, and the Multinucleation Hypothesis (refer to Table 3). 

The Dispersed C i q  Hypothesis relates to the d e c e n t w o n  and rearrangement of 

land uses, movement, and operaiional linkages. Residential densities decline as the 'urban 

envelope' or 'suburban mûrgin' is enlarged (Boume 1989). Suburtianization, according to 

this c o n c e p t u ~ o n ,  will result in an expeditious and protracted spatial dispersion of 

residents, their jobs, and businesses toward periphenl districts. Fewer people are expected 

to Lve in the inner-city. 

Increasing social or ethno-cultural diversity and residentid dissirnilarity form the 

assurnptive base of the Social Mosaic Hypothesis. Distribution patterns of a city's 

constituent groups are "much more cornplex, spatially variable, and less predictable" than 

those forecasted by the concentric, sector, and multiple nuclei models (Bourne 1989, 3 14- 

3 15). Residential variation is expressed at a "finer resolution*' than rings, wedges, and 

nodes (Knox 1987, 333). The intensiffing intncacy of urban structure has produced 

"more localized patterns that cannot be captured as general sources of differentiation" 

(Davies and Murdie 1993-73). There are likely to be several axes of divergence, including 

those based on ethnicity king proàuced by newly arrived immigrants fkom varied sources 

(Davies 1984; Knox 1987). Heightened 'visibility* among racial minorities is king 

translated rhroughout the cosmopolitm landscape as a multitude of segregated and sizable 

clustes inhabited by particular coUectivities. This mode1 accounts for the displacement of 

reception areas to peripheral districts due to suburban housing availability and af'fordability 

dong with employment redistribution." 

zz Research on the residential geogmphy of visible minorities in Canada's three largest Census Metropolitan 
Areas for the 1986 Cemus conducteci by Sbarpe (1992, 2) detected a 'VecentralizeC and more cornplex 
residentiai pattern" in which recent overseas migrants were inclineci to concentrate in "widely dispersed and 
fiagmented" suburban areas. Differenœs in residentid patterns appear when visible minorities are 
disggregated into theu respective ethnic origins. For a recent examples, sec Owusu (1996) on the 
Ghanaians in Toronto. 



Table 3. Hypotheses of Post-Modern Urban Form and Structure 

Hypo thesis Dominant Trend Process/Processes 

Dispersed City Deconcentration of urban envelope. Relative urban decentraiization and 
density thinning resulting in sub- 
urbanization and inner-city dedine. 

Social Mosaic 

Reverse Scatus 
Gradient 

Labour Market 
 mism mai ch 

Increasing social diversity and 
differentiation. 

Shifts in residential location and 
commu ting. 

Social and spatial poIarizatioa in 
both city and suburb. 

Gentrification and displacement of 
low-incorne residents. 

Increasing separation of housing 
and labour markets. 

Multinucleation Ernergenœ of a muitinucl~teâ Cûncentrated decentraiization of 
urban f o m  employrnent and the polynucieation 

of comrnuting patterns. 

Source: Lamy S. Bourne, "Are New Urban Form Emerging? Empiricai Tests for Canadian Uhan Areas." 
an Geomaphel: 33 (4) ( 1989). 3 14. 



The transformation of inner-city neig h bourhoods into enclaves inhabited b y 

households with increased incomes has been explained by the Reverse Statu Gradient 

Hypothesis or GentnBafion. Its spatial incidence, usually a nodal pattern, depends on the 

whereabouts of dweliings most amenable to upgrading as well as access to centrd area 

employrnent and recleational activities. Professional, middle and upper class people 

purchase, move into, renovate, and restore large, older but structuraiiy sound i~er-city 

homes. Changes occur in a residential district's social chatticter (poorer inhabitants are 

displaced) as weli as property value and tenure (from affordable, privately rented, multiple 

family accommodacion to expensive owner-occupied dwellings). Gentrification intempts 

or reverses the filtration process. It inhibits, delays, and prevents the neighbourhood change 

sequence. Traditional immigrant reception areas are dislocated while "areas of second 

settlement" are created when the availability and price of housing are affected (Ray and 

Moore 1991; Ley 1991). 

The Lnbour Market Mismatch Hypothesis deals with the increased separatïon of 

residential neighbourhoods and employment locations. Cities, especially American ones. 

often expenence situations in which skilled employment is required in the outer suburbs yet 

this labour pool primarily resides in the innercity. Commuting distances have increased 

with t h e  despite employment decentraiization and greater accessibility to dispeaed 

occupational locales (Bourne 1 989). Origins and destinations in the joumey -to-work are 

scattered. Distance remains an obstacle when it should not. Hence the mismatch between 

the location of labour supply and demand. 

The Multinuclearion Hypothesis dso accounts for the peripheral dispersion of 

employment and its movement towards other emnornic sectors includhg those of service 

(tertiary), information proœssing (quatemary), and administrative or govemrnent (quinary). 

Such shifts have resulted in a "weak" core. residential scattering, and "an absence of multi- 

purpose nodes" within a pst-industrial metropoiitan fom (Bunting and Filion 1995. 11). 

It goes beyond the previous mode1 in suggesting that cornmuting patterns, influenced by 



work place location, are polynucleated. This is due to the location of numericdy 

concentrated employment nodes throughout the suburbs (Boume 1989). 

Boume (1989) empincdy tested the aforementioned conceptualizations to 

determine whether post-modem urban f o m  are 'emerging.*" Support for the Dispersed 

City Hypothesis was confirmeci but not substantiated in light of inter-regional and inter- 

urbui variations. The measured increase in residential differentiation according to ethnicity 

and eamings suggests that social cornplexity and segmentation are indeed growing. Hence. 

support for the Social Mosaic Hypothesis exists. An extremely limited amount of data was 

found to subs tantïate the Reverse Status Gradient H ypothesis. Notwithstanding the process 

and product of genûification, traditional gradient patterns, indicative of suburbanization, 

have persisted Gentrification's "spatial and social imprint" is either significantly limited 

or "essentially irrelevant" in most cities because it has not transformed thern (Bowne 1994, 

572).'4 Changes in average commuting distances for inner-city and suburban residents 

signify resaicted verification for the Labour Market Mismatch Hypothesis. in reference to 

the Multinucleation Hypothesis, Boume (1989,323) notes that "suburban employment has 

[not] become sufficiently concentrated." The emanation of a predicted multinucleated 

urban fom h a  yet to take place. 

Waldinger (1989) examinai the residential geography of recent (i.e. post-1965) 

immigrants in the context of economic and land market restmcturing in large Amencan 

cifies. Entering metropditan areas during the pst-industrial urban transformation phase, 

the latest newcomes exhibit "highly diverse settiement patterns among cities" which are 

" Caiculations are based on 1971 and 1981 Census data for dl CMAs dong with the three Iargest Census 
Agglomeraîions with populations over 100,000 for 198 1. 

*' Wich rrspect to the inmasing margioality of gentrification. Boume (1994,572) claims bat 'many of the 
socio-ckmographic, economic and politid conditions which initially encourageci the gentrification process 
during the 1960s and following &cade are unlikely to continue in the 1990s." Perhaps we are entering a 
pst-genmification era On the other band, Ley (1991, 330) reports that inner-city renovation and 
redevelopment have "expanded substantially in the 1970s and 1980s" in major Canadian cities such that 
"inner-cities actually contained a -ter proportion of. ..high status workers" by 1981. The City of Toronto 
experienced considerabIe gentrification since the 1970s (Ley 1992). 



inconsistent with traditional ecologïcal assumptions (Waldinger 1989.224). The inclination 

for immigrants to bypass inner-city ethnic enclaves and establish themselves in the outer 

boroughs. sometirnes via leapfrog migration, was partially attributed to urban form changes. 

Dispened settlement patterns are encouxaged by meaopolitan decentralizaîion, housing 

market circumstan~s (i.e. locational bias of vacancy rates and effects of gentrification and 

inner-city redevelopment on housing stock filtration). 

Urban Sociology: Patterning, Explaining, and Measuring Segregation 
(1960s-1990s) 

The contribution of urban social geographes to ettuiic and racial residential 

differentiation is recognized by their focus upon the spatial dimension as weli as 

investigations centered upon patterning. explaining, and measuring residential differentiation 

among population subgroups. Two geographers stand out among those engaged in the 

classification of ethnic areas according to intemal group cohesiveness. A conceptual 

typology to elucidate the spatial outcornes of various social processes was developed by 

Boa1 (1976) while Agocs (1977, 1979 and 1981) constmcted an andfical typology of 

ethnic settlernent patterns over tirne. Boa1 (1976) maintained that a relationship exists 

between ethnic group dis~ctiveness the difficulty of and desire for assimilation, and 

residential arrangement. A low degree of distinctiveness results in an ethnic group's 

evennid spatial dispersal while a high degree produces certain levels of spatial concentration 

defmed as colonies, enclaves and ghettos (refer to Figure 5). Colonies are characterized by 

temporary concentration or clustering foiiowed by eventual dispersion while enclaves imply 

a prolonged perïod of concentration which is occasionally rnaintained despite 

suburbanization. Ghertos. however, are permanent spatial manifestations that result in 

geographid segregation which is maintained by ethno-racial and socio-economic 
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Figure 5. âoatial Outcornes Based on the Demee of Ethnic Disrinctiveness and 
Amount of Assimilation 

Source: Frederick W. Boal, "Ethnic Residential Segregation," in Social Areas 
al Processes and Fom, Vol, 1, eds. David T. Herbert and Ronald 

J. Johnston, (London: John Wiley and Sons, 1976). 57. 



dis~rimination.'~ Dispersion is predicted to occur for upper incorne immigrants who have 

"close cultural affinities with the host population or with a particular occupational segment 

of itT* (Boal 1976. 59). Herbert and Thomas (1982) suggest some ways in which Boal's 

(1976) typology rnight emerge (refer to Figure 6). 

Agocs (1977, 1979 and 198 1) formulated an andytic typology of ethnic settlernent 

pattern based on measures of group and generational variations in the degree of residential 

clustering, dispersion. and segregation dong with the amount and timing of p*pation in 

suburbanization trends for the Detroit Standard Metropolitm S tatistical Area during the 

1940-1970 period. A noteworthy correlation was discovered between measures of ethnïc 

clustering and segregation. Consequently, it was assurned thai clustered groups were also 

segregated while their dispersed counterparts were not. Four spatial patterns emerged: 

centralized and clustered, suburbanized and clustered, suburbanized and dispersed as weii as 

centralized and dispersed. The first one involves groups chancterized by a œ n t d k d ,  

clustered and segregated residential pattern (e.g. Blacks and Hispanics to a rninor extent). 

Highly suburbanized but clustered and segregated groups, such as the Jews and, to a lesser 

degree. Hungarians and Italians, distinguish the second distribution type. A pre- 1940 shift 

to outlying d w e h g  disuicts among the Gemians and British produced suburbanized, 

dispersed and integrated ethnic comrnunities. Finally, three variants of a œnaalized 

immigrant genemion and suburbanized descendants ernerged: both generations thoroughly 

clustered (Poles). both generations in smaii scattered clusters (Irish), and clustered 

immigrants in the Company of dispersed descendants (Russians). 

rS Enclaves and ghettos, according to Knox (1987, 256), often assume one of two distinctive spatial 
expressions; either a sectord pattern "where an initial residentiai clustering in inner-city areas has fonru=d 
the base for the subsequent formation of new suburban residential clusters" or a concentric pattem of ethnic 
neighbourhoods which "spread h m  an initial cluster to encircle the CBD." Zona1 discontinuities reflect 
urban fabric incontisteocies with respect to dwelling type availability which impede residentid mobility. 
Anderson ( 1962) daims that a sectord pattern is displayed by etbaic groups charactérized by numeric 
growth and an adequate amount of prosperous constituents who can manage to purcbase improved 
domiciliation. Econornic hindrances operathg at the 'sublaban margin' 0 t h  foreshorten sectoral 
development (Boal 1976). 
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Seven distinct types of ethnic communities were identined: ghetto, ment immigrant 

reception centres, urt>an villages, residual comrnunities, transplanted comrnunities. new 

su burban sealernents, and atemtorial comrnunities (those without a neighbourhood base). 

Nearly aU of the study groups exhibited several settlemnt patterns by 1970. The 

Hungarian enclave. for example, initiaily functioned as an immigrant reception centre. then 

as an urban village, and finally as a  sid du ai cornmunity . Figure 7 surnmarizes the typology . 

The gheno is defmed as a precisely delimited and spatially compressed inner-city precinct 

characterized by a high population concentration and a deieriorating housing stock. It is 

best exemplified by Detroit's highly clustered Black inhabitants for whom o u ~ a r d  

expansion towards the 'middle zone' of older suburbs was 'block-like* rather than sectod 

as per most other groups (Agocs 198 1). Recent immigrant reception centres are either 

situated within the inner-city or suburban neighbourhoods located close to indushial areas. 

The latter is a product of chain migration arnong recent immigrant groups. Representing 

the incipient phase of an ethnic cornmunity's life cycle, these neighbourhoods often have 

established social networks and a range of organizations. Urban villages are perseverhg 

ethnic concenMons principally inhabited by immigrants' native-bom children and 

containhg different ethno-specific institutions. This residential pattern was cornmon arnong 

the 'Latinos* and Mexicans who tend to be highly clustered and cenhalized. Second 

generation rnovement towards middle and outlying zones as weii as more mature suburbs 

occurred in a sectord pattern whiie the lirnited amount of suburbanization "focused 

prirnariiy on older industrial subuhs adjacent to traditional Latino settlement areas'* (Agocs 

198 1, 136). Residual c o m n i t i e s  are associated with isolated ethnic nodes found within 

the inner-city which are essentially transferred to other nationality groups. They contain a 

declining assemblage of retired immigrants and a few second-generation members. 

Suburbanites periodically r e m  to patron& the s m d  nurnber of remaining businesses and 

organizations. Extremely 'clustered and segregated' populations situated a great distance 
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from previous residentid placements describe trunspianted c~rnmunities.'~ Similar to the 

previous cornrnunity type, new suburban communities are distinguished by reduced 

compactness, density, as weii as territorial circumscription They are custornarily a 

consequence of sectoral movement and are best represented by the Hungarians, Italians and 

a segment of the Polish population." A certain degree of c l u s t e ~ g  was apparent in this 

milieu arnong groups which either "abandoned traditionai centrai city neighbourhoods or 

expanded far beyond them" (Agocs 198 1, 139). Agocs (1979, 10) observed that ethnic 

collectivities which set up new suburban senlements "frequently expand outward in a 

sectoral pattern from nuclei of initial setdement in the central city toward suburban areas." 

The seniement sector is usualiy "narrow toward the hea-]city, where some 

members ... continued to live, and spread out over rather broad areas in the urban periphery 

and suburbs" (Agocs 198 1, 139).'* Fmaiiy, arerritorial communities are associated with 

ethnic populations thy are randody scattered in suburban residential districts. They are 

'6 This outcome is typical of the Jewish group's staged relocation which is feams pre-1940 abandonment 
of original inner-city neighbourhood and tesetdernent to the middle zone followed by further migration 
postwar suburbs in the 1960s and then to recently developed peripheral suburbs in 1970. Members of the 
immigrant, second, and subsequent generatioas partook in the suburban exodus as did a range of their 
religious and culturai establishments. 

The first two collectivities remuoed fairly clustered and segregatd noouithstanding their 
suburbanization, with the f o d s  institutions king uniformly apportioned betweea the residual 
community and its suburban counterparts whiie that of the latter were scattered owing to the greater amount 
of dispersion arnong its constituents. Individuals of Polish extraction also estabiished residential 
concenuations yet the tevel of clustering remained greater within downtowo neighbourhoods and industrial 
su burbs where their institutions rernained. 

'%s opinion is also held by Thompson (1973, 63) who indicates that nodal expansion based on ethnic 
critena is "outwardly and sectorally confiad" Sectorally coofkd  ethnic homogeneity, according to 
Thompson (1973, 334), is distinguished by peripheral "higher soci~conomic areas" which are 
predominantly inhabited by second generation individuals desiring to "maintain ties with the original 
neighbo[u]rhdW Ouhvard movement from the ethnic core would reveal a "concentric variation according 
to age, family structure, and income" (Thompson 1973, 334). Anderson (1962) maintains that ethnic 
groups characterized by population growth display a sectoral spatial pattern. Toronto's Jewish constituents 
exhibited this arrangement despite a relatively low immigration rate while the ItaIian community's sectord 
diffusion was attributed to immigration (Murdie 1969). Whereas the Italian group's outward movenwit 
was generaüy confineci to "zones of least resistanœ based on economic status," that of the Jewish 
population coincides with "rapid upward economic mobility" (Murdie 1969, 10 1- 102). This observation 
suggests that the variables affecting riesidentid patterns (Le. the recency and sale  of immigration, economic 
stahis, and social distance) are differeat for each of the ethnic groups studied, Tbe "ethnic status 
compooent" however, was "separated into two independent factors involving [the] ItaIian and Jewish 
groups" (Yeates 1990, 161). Other ethnic coIïectivities may have exhibited different residentiai location 
patterns. Economic and housing market cUcumstances Vary for each ethnic community's compoaents 
(immigrants) at the rime of arriva1 wbich affects employrnent prospects (economic mobility). 



representative of segments of the Ge- and aggregate British groups which exempli@ an 

emerging type of ethnic communi~ that is, according to Agocs (1981), based upon 

cornrnunication (interaction) among spatially dispersed social networks rather than 

residential propinquity (temtov). Telephones and automobiles are ated as instruments 

which enable people to maintain social relations. Ethnicity is expressed through shared 

activities at institutions located in the inner-city andlor suburbs (e-g. the Portuguese in 

Toronto) 

Settlement patterns noted in the typology discussed in the preceding pages are 

shaped by immigration levels dong with intemal influences (group preferences) and 

extemai societal influences as summarized in Table 4. The k t  type of preference relates to 

kinship networks, shared religion and/or finguistic and cultural maintenance, and 

institu tional develo pment while the latter is associated with social status (discrimination) and 

economic status (poverty). Agocs (198 1) acknowledges that fwther study is required to 

undentand the relationships, intemal influences, and levels of residential clustering and 

segregation. 'Ihe ghetto is assumed to be heavily subjected to both internal and extemal 

influences whiie urban villages and residuai communities tend to be formed by internal 

preferences and, to a shaiiower extent, economic status. Internal factors seem to influence 

transplanted communities and new suburban settlements almost without exception. The 

expression of "intemal solidarity" through "residential enclaves" is possible by the 

aaaùunent of "middle-class socio-economic status" (Agocs 198 1. 145). Sealement 

behaviour resulting in atenitorial communities is iimited to intemal sources of ethnic unit 

cohesion. Dissimilariaes in ethnic residentiai location are notable and infrequentiy 

prediaable in temis of traditional ecologicai models (Agocs 1977). No association was 

discovered to exist between suburbanization and the dispersion of ethnic  population^.^^ 

Eduiic pluralism continues to be a signifiant dimension of suburban neighbouhoods as 

Applying the Coce-Rripbery Model. Hecht, Sharpe. and Wong (1983) fouad that while socio- 
economically integrated ethnic units are disposed to subuhan migration, some groups dispersed, others 
concentrateâ, and stili others maintaineci their continuity during the suburbanization process. 



Table 4. Matrix of Factors Influencing Ethnic Settlement Patterns 

Interna1 influences or Preferences New Immigration Societal Influences 

Kinship Shmd Religion Institutional 
Kctworks andor linguistic Development 

and cultural 
maintenance 

Social Economic 
Sntus Status 

IRC IRC IRC 

GHO GHO CHO 

UV UV UV 

RU RU RU 

TC Tc TC 

NSS NSS NSS 

CWN CWN 

IRC iRC 

GHO GHO 

UV 

RU 

Notes: iRC = immigrant RccepUon Centre. GHO = Ghetto. W = Urban Village. RC = Residual Community. 
TC = Transplantcd Community. NSS = New Suburban S c d e m c n ~  CWN = Community Wittiout Neighbourhood 
(Le. amritorid community) 

Source: Carol Agocs, "Ethnic Sertlement in a Menopolitan Arta: A Typology of Comrnunitics." Ethnicitv 8 
(1981): 145. 



does voluntary segregation. 

Huttrnan and Jones (1 99 1 ) write that suburbanization is not necessarily indicative of 

residential integraiion among Black Americans. Suburban resegregaîion occurred in spite 

of neighbourhood stabilization and afkmtive marketing programs respectively aimed at 

bdancing racial composition and enabling homebuyers to expand their search areâ While 

the causes for decenaalized concentration are cornplex, housing availability was identified as 

a major factor. Integraiion is often a tempomy situation due to a dual housing market 

which involves racial steering. The suburb's location was also found to be an important 

determinant of dissimilarity levels and concentration patterns. The six distinctive types of 

Black suburban settiernents delimited by Lake and Cutter (1980) were discernible: colony in 

indusaial satellites, spillover types, rneaopolitan niral exclaves, subsidized housing 

comrnunities, indusirial-rnixed cornmunity, outer industriai comrnunity. Spillover migration 

facili tated outward sectoral movement in in to adjacent subuhan districts whiie leap fkogging 

was somewhat more cypicai of professional households. The likelihwd of suburban 

resegregation increases if a suburb is "directly in the path of spiUover from the ghetto" 

(Huttman and Jones 1991, 352). Goering and Coulibably (199 1) were interested in 

establishing whether the extent and spatial pattern of segregation varied between public 

housing projects and the private housing market in American cities. They ascertained that 

concentration and clustering in social housing projects does not necessarily rnanifest itself 

in the sarne way as in the pnvate market (i.e. neighbourhwds consisîing of singledetached 

homes). As Munlie (1994) observeci, differences were evident among subsidized apartmnt 

buildings where certain racial and social groups were overrepresented. Exclusionary zoning 

bylaws were singled out as one of the main causes. Some cities intentiondy designate low- 

incorne housing complexes. in which Black families now form an overwhelming majority of 

the occupants. h m  their older public housing stock 



Another line of investigation focuses upon either identi*ng and explaining major 

factors influencing the formation. evolution, and maintenance of ethnic concentrations or the 

empirical massurement of residential isolation according to ethnicity. Institutionai 

completeness, pend of unmigration dong with socio-economic and 'ecological' variables 

are examined. Ethnicity is often assumed to observe one of the spatial pattems 

hypothesized in the aforementioned human ecology models. Mapping techniques are not 

frequently applied to identiQ residential locations. This long-standing tradition of 

investigating ethnic residential pattems has been "pursued as an extension of the theoretical 

and methodological lead of the Chicago School" (Darroch and Marston 1987. 115). Most 

studies begin by refemng to urban ecology statements which themselves function as the 

basis for rneasuring segregation trends and patterns. 

A considerable body of 1iteratux-e suggests that ethnic groups often congregate into 

particular areas of large urban areas. Immigrants tend to establish ethnic cornmunities in 

order to be close to others of the same background and to facilitate the5 economic 

adjustment to the host society. Transition areas, according to the classical h a n  growth 

models, provide residentid opponunities for new~omers.~~ Ethnic enclaves develop and 

serve as reception areas or ports of entry. As new immigrants arrive, established members 

of a given ethnic population often tend to move from initial sealement areas in a pattern of 

invasion and succession. New ethnic cornrnunities are reestablished in other parts of the 

city. In some cases a particticular reception area has been used by several ethnic groups, one 

consecutively displacing another? Sometimes an ethnic area persists and becornes a 

permanent feature of the tuban landscape. One would expect newcorners to initially çettle in 

concentrations near the core and established inhabitants to either voluntarily cluster or 

These high-density inner-city areas of mixed Iow-inconie bousing. retail and light manufaauring are 
characterized by "detenorated land use" (Bunting 199 1,300). 

" The reception area, in such circumstances, is characterized by low-rent housing and proximity to 
employment and support services (e.g. sireet m e t ) .  It is w h m  ethnoculturai differences are recopized 
and acceptai. M e r  immigrants are abIe to relocate when sufficient capital is accumulated. 



disperse in suburban or peripheral areas. To this end, Kdbach (1987, 105) writes that 

"[rlesidence in..renWy located ethnic neighbourhoods was seen only as a transitory 

phenomenon that would lessen as immigrant groups becorne more econornicûlly integrated 

and socially assimilated into the [rnainstream] society ." This pattern of "diminishing 

residential segregation" through successive generations does not apply to nurnerically 

weaker and more recent newcomers (Kalbach 1987, 1 

Early Canadian resevch indicates that socio-economic status differences explain an 

increasingly Limited number of observed variances in ethnic residential separation between 

groups ( D m c h  and Marston 1971; Richmond 1972; Richmond and IOlbach 1980; 

Kalbach 198 1). Nevertheiess, income continues to influence dwelling location choice(s) 

especially among recent immigrant arrivals for whom invoiuntary segregation reflects 

£inancial constraints and a somewhat bounded assortment of housing (Kalbach 1981). 

While scholars concur that residentid differentiation exists among and within some of the 

city's constituent ethnic groups, they d i s a p  about the nature. developrnent, and causal 

factors associated with this spatial manifestation. This may be attributed to the fact that 

"Canada has never fully or consistentiy subscribed to any particular 'theory' of 

assimilation with respect to its immigrants" (Richmond and Kalbach 1980, 184). 

Seemingl y related processes that yield urban ethnic residential segegation, as Darroch and 

Marston (1987) note, have been individuaiiy investigated. 

Burnley and Kalbach (1984, 15) examined the residential distribution of immigrant 

groups in relation to that of the native bom and total population for "evidence of 

segregation which might be associated with differences in length of residence [Le. period of 

immigration], socioeconomic status or cultural origins." An index of segregation was 

'' It tends to be associated wilh 'older' eihaic groups h m  nonhem and western Europe (e-g. Genriam). 
Conversely, Toronto's Chinese population remained in the urban core while other immigrant groups were 
participating in the suburban transition. Gome (1991) writes that social and economic prejudice in 
conjunction with discriminatory immigration legislation serveci to localize the community and remah its 
growth und urban renewai dispiaced histone Chinatown. Likewise, Jewish residents are highiy szgregated 
despite theu socioeconomic integration and upward mobility (Kalbach 1987). 



used to measure the degree of residential separation between the foreign- and native-bom 

populations by census tracts. Data suggest that recent arivak were "distinctly more 

segregated" than their established counterparts yet they settied away from existing ethnic 

concentrations. Richmond (1967a) aiso found that residential mobility among immigrants 

and ethnic entities is also influenced by settiement period. Differences in segregation levels 

between ethnic communities pesisted even afier controlling for inter-group variation in 

socio-econornic s m s .  The Concentric Zone Mode1 was unable to explain the obsewed 

residential distribution changes for ail birthplace groups. Chain migration tended to 

disperse Aside Erom occupational skills, English language proficiency, and 

the type, location, and cost of housing, Richmond (1967a) found that the location of initial 

senlement among international migrants is iduenced by immigration policy. The 

sponsors hip p r o g m  "strongl y encouraged immigrants to live in the same cornmunity and 

sometimes the same household as the sponsor" (Richmond 1967, 1 1). Given their higher 

income and education leveis, business and professional members of recent Asian 

immigrants can "afford to live in different ~sidentiai areas from thek p redecessors" 

(Burnley and Kalbach l984,2O). Circurnvention of traditional reception districts and initial 

resettlement in prestigious dwelling domains suggests the presence or formation of a 

"hierarchical residentiai stratification" within ethnic groups ( B d e y  and Kdbach 1984, 

34). Most other new admissions, however, continued to cluster in estabiished sububan 

enclaves before dispersing. 

It as also been asserted that the degree of residentid segregation may be primarily 

amibuted to an ethnic groups' capacity to absorb newcomers. investigations of Winnipeg 

carried out by Dnedger and Church (1974) and Dnedger (1978) indicate that the 

33 This pmass is charafterized by the arriva1 of newcomrs wbo join theu compatriots in clustered 
destinations located outside and away h m  the reception area Rather than settling in oIder neighbourhoods 
adjacent to the urban core, Greek arrivais in the 1960s, for example, tended to establish theniselves in the 
suburbs where tbeir sponsors resided. BurnIey (1972a) reporteci that chah migration in metropolitan 
Sydney, Australia during the 1947-1966 period resulted in a rnultipIe nucIei spatial pattern of  immigrant 
residential disûibution. 



continuance of institutional completeness among ethnic communities encourages and 

sustauis voluntary residential concent~ation.)~ Schwab ( 1992, 370) suggests that "[O] nce 

an area becomes associaied with a social [or ethnic] group, individuals who wish to identiQ 

with it move into the area [thereby] perpetuating [voluntary] segregation." Subsequent 

domestic mobility within the area ensures its resilienœ and durability. Alternaiively, sorne 

ethnic cornmunities maintain traditional cores populated by a steadily declining proportion 

of members. Emphasis is placed on contemporary retail opportunities and the 

comrnercialization of cultural differenœs? 

Arguing thaî spatial congregation is imperaiive for maintaining institutionai 

completeness. Damch and Marston (1987) developed a conceptuai mode1 showing the 

association between ethnic residential concentration and five other variables (refer to Figure 

8). Community continuance is said to be affected by "the interaction of urban size. ethnic 

group size and residential and institutional patterns" (Darroch and Marston 1987. 135). 

nie relative dimensions of an ethnic group's generational components, according to 

previous research. influences its geographical segregation (Dmoch and Marston 1 969 and 

197 1). Temitonal dispersion is predicted to occur when individuals choose their residentiai 

location principdiy on the grounds of socio-econornic factors while clustering is expected 

when ethnic affiliation is followed. The latter scenario implies settlement in small widely 

separated enclaves. 

Trovato and Halli (1990) examined the relationship between ethnicity and 

geographic mobility by cornparhg patterns of residential relocation among seven major 

ethnic categories for the 198 1 C e n ~ u s . ~ ~  Migration differentials, it was proposed, are partly 

" Voluntary segregation implies that a specifc goup is not requved by legislnllon or tradition to reside in 
designateci areas. 

" Toronto's Chinatom West is an example of this concept. Although the Chinese initiateci their suburban 
transition during the mid-1970s. a significant number of them continue to obtain goods and services. 
conduct iransactions, and socialize downtown (Wong 1 980). To this end, municipal authori ties designateci 
the neighbourhood as an ara of "special i&ntityw in 1979. 

" Census Metropditan Areas employed in the nudy are unspecifited. Immigrants entering Canada during the 
1976-198 1 census interval were excluded because their relocation was not intemai. 
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Figure 8. Influences Upon and of Ethnic Residential Concentmiion 

Source: Gordon A. Danoch and Wilfred G. Marston, "Patterns of 
Urban Ethnicity," in Ethnic Canada: Identities and Lnequalities, ed. 
Leo Driedger, (~orotiio: Copp Clark Pitman Limited, 1987), L 35. 



explaineci by the characteristics hypothesis (Le. an ethnic group's level of hguistic 

assimilation) and the ethnic effect hypothesis (i.e. the degree of community maintenance or 

institutiond cornp~eteness).~~ Empirical measurement was restricted to ethnic origin and 

home language informaiion because data on institutional cornpleteness is una~ailable.~~ 

Crosstabular analyses of the type of move by ethnicity and home language during the 1976- 

1981 interval confirm that cohesive and institutioody complete ethnic groups are 

predominantly non-movers as are persons speaking a non-officid language at home. Chi- 

square significanœ tests and a multivviaîe logit andysis involving the five-year mobility 

question, ethnicity and one of three variables (education, language, and age) respectively 

indicaie that "mobility rnay not be statistically independent of ethnicity" and thaî the 

proportion of variance in residentiai relocation explaineci by ethnicity was relatively smail 

(Trovato and Halli 1990, 82). Statistical support for the ethnic effect thesis arnong mobile 

groups was weak. Linguistic assimilation did not increase an individual's probabüity of 

geographic movement Mobility differential was amibuteci to age composition and 

educational anainment rather than ethnicity. This hding supports the conjecture that 

assimilation and institutional completeness marginally influences post-amival migration and 

residency patterns mong 1976- 198 1 newcomers. 

Conclusions h w n  from other &adian studies indiate that patterns of ethnic 

residential concentration are attributed to ethnicity radier than king exclusively induced by 

socio-economic variables. Kalbach (1 9 8 1 ) compared the extent of segtegation behueen 

eighteen major ethnic populations and the English origin reference group according to the 

index of dlrstnilady based on 1971 Census tract daia for Toronto. Using educational 

" The latter is based upon the Eihnic Stohis Theorg which argues that "a group's ethnicity. operating 
independently of socio-economic status, alone c m  account for residential dissimilarityn (Schwab 1992 
382). 

OAen used as surrogate indicators for many unquantifiable aspects of ethnicity. various dimensions of 
ethnic status (e.g. natiodity, mother tongue, religion, period of immigration, and birtb pIace) are not 
munialIy inclusive (McGahan 1986; Trovato and Halli 1990). Consequently, the extent and pattern of 
residential differentiation depends on which variable is appiied 



attainrnent as a status control, variations in ~sidential evenness were examinai by 

generation. Fuidings revealed a broad range of dissimilarity relatively independent of socio- 

economic status distinctions. Excluding the English, an overwhelming rnajority of the 

remaining ethnic groups exhibited segiegational pattems that are inconsistent with the 

classical ecological models of urban growth. Individual infegmliun and arsimüntion were 

not found to produce a widespread reduction of ~sidential separaiion accordhg to ethnicity 

while the "dynamics of urban population growth and distribution*' curtailed the presurned 

evolution of a 'uniformly' apportioned ethnic populace (Kalbach 1981, 13). 

Concentrational shifu, rather than an extemd divergence from principal reception areas, 

occurred as a result of i r~~igxa t ion .~~  The diversity and size of ethnic groups were 

identified as "important structural dimensions underlying the nature of segregation 

pattems" (Kalbach 198 1. 10). Similar conclusions were advancecl in a subsequent 

examination by Kalbach (1987). Dweliing patterns could not be solely elucidated by socio- 

economic status because its importance varies within and between ethnic populations. 

Balakrishnan (1976 and 1982) and Richmond and Kaibach (1980) also reporied 

that a definite 'ethnic effect' exists after stacisticaily contmlling for socioeconomic factors. 

Individuals of different origins but with similar socio-econornic stanis were found to be 

highly segregated from each other. This suggests t h  "group differences, as measured by 

income, educaton, and occupation. wee highly related to group differences in ethnic 

segregation" (Guest 1976, 1090). The s i x  and "generationai composition" of immigrant 

groups, in relation to the "culturally dominant group," were identified as prirnary factors 

which foster the establishment and continuance of ethnic institutions and comrnunities in 

specific uhan locations (Kalbach 1987, 104- 108)1° 

- - 

" Group displacement took place instead of household dispersio~ 

" Generation composition refers to the nativity of parents and children in which the f m t  generation relates 
to foreign-bom parents and c h i l h n ,  the second generation to one or both foreign-born parents and their 
native-boni children, and the third generation to both native-boni parents and children. 



In their investigation and meastuement of distinct ethnic residential segregation 

pattems at the census tract scale, Balaknshnan and Selvanaihan (1990) proposed that the 

paneni and extent of spatial segregation are affected by four principal factors: ethnic group 

size (Le. population threshold requked for ethnic concentrations to develop); intemal 

di fferentiation based on period of immigration (e .g. recent arrivals disadvantaged with 

respect to economic lesources and language capacity); social distance; and social class. The 

index of dissimilarity was applied to calculate indices, based on 1981 Census data, for 

selected mempolitan areas according to ethnic origin, social distance, and social class." 

Ethnic diversity has a diminutive or minute effect on segregation, social distance plays a 

leading role in residential patterns, and the contribution of social class differences is finite 

(i.e. segregation persists irrespective of census tract social status). Darroch and Marston 

( 1984,411) suggest that the positive relationship between the size of urban areaç and that of 

their ethnic populations "facilitate the creating of ethnic neighbourhwds which result in 

greater spatial segregation pattems." Excluding city size and recentness of immigration, 

Bdaknshnan (1976) concluded thai ecological characteristics noted in Figure 9 did not 

entiRly explain differences in Ieveis of ethnic sepgaiion. Kalbach (1990) examined the 

relevance of ethniciw with respect to generationd differences in the arnount and 

configuration of residentid separation arnong ten major ethnic groups in Toronto. Census 

(1971, 1976, and 1981) and interview (1978 and 1979) data revealed increasing amil 

integration through successive generations only for the British and a few well-established 

European cornrnunities. A weak relationship existed between an area* s ethnic character and 

the degree of group cohesion arnong the aggregate sarnple population. The importance of 

ethnic identity was more strongiy c o ~ e ~ t e d  to participating in culhiral events among the 

latest arrivals and visible rninorities. A neighbourhood's ethnic character is more likely a 

" Sociai distance was measured by ranking the nmn segregation indices between the ethnic and British 
groups in ascending order. Social class was ascertaineci by constnicting indices based on the percentage of 
adults with secondary and pst-secondary education, males in higher status occupations, and families with a 
$2û,000c annual incorne. 
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Figure 9. Personal and Societal Factors lnfluencin~ Involuntaq and Voluntary 
Ethnic Residential Segre~ation 

Source: T. R. Balakrishnan, "Ethnic Residential Segregation of Metropdi tan 
Areas of Canada," Canadian Journal of Socioloey 1 (1976). 483. 



"facilitaior or inhibitor of activity reflecting an individual's feeling of identification and 

association with his or her ethnic ... ongin" (Kaibach 1990, 134). 

Lnvoluntary segregation is a reaiity arnong visible rninorities. The conventional 

conjecture of initial voluntary residentid segregation and subsequent Linguistic andlor 

cultural assimilation into the receiving society, as observed arnong some European 

immigrants, is not necessariIy applicable to raciaiiy discemible settlers (Kalbac h 1 98 1 ; 

Bdakrishnan and KraIt 1987). The existence and continued practice of residentid 
. .  . 

discrimination are ofien rmnunued by the media in an effort to present rnainstream 

Canadian society as king colour blind. Mercer (1988. 36) mentions that the presence of 

Asian newcomers in cenain suburban locales is inducing "a strong reaction" from 

individuals in the habit of encountering them in the metropditan core and assuming that 

they reside in imer city neighbourhoods. Sarre's (1986) article on choice and constraint in 

minority housing provides sufficient evidenœ to suggest, according to a structuralist 

perspective, that the wider citizenry c m  evoke impediments that practicaily prevent 

admittance to home owneship (e.g. tuming d o m  offen to purchase dwelhgs in certain 

neighbourhoods). Sunilarly, some building managers may be unwilling to take in members 

of certain ethnic groups as tenants. Direct exclusion on the b a i s  of race significantly 

narrows housing choices (Boume 198 1):' 

Whiie it is recognized that residential patterns displayed among communities 

distinguished by theû unique racial f eams  are influenced by involuntary forces, 

Moghaddam (1994) argues that the notion of involuntary segregation is p r ~ b l e d c . ' ~  

There is a need to differentiate between individual and group discrimination, to determine the 

conditions in which they act independently or concurrently to induce dorniciliary separation, 

-- 

" Disaiminatory practices carrieci out by realtors (e.g. steeri- and blockbusîing) and matgage finance 
agents (e.g. redlining) which discourage potential buyers and divert tbem elsewkre are reviewed by Knox 
( 1994). 

" Examples of involuntary forces include timited access ta private-sector housing and social services (e.g. 
Iimited dividend accommodation) due to racial intoleranœ andor persona1 econornic consiraints. 



and to siudy the precise kind of prejudice that conditions segregation in greater depth. Ray 

and Moore (199 1. 5) also acknowledge thaî "[s]tructural constraints in Canadian housing 

markets are imperfectly undentood." Although a relaîionship exists between housing 

market discriminaeon and residential differentiation patterns? a detailed discussion of the 

causes (Le. societal aîtitudes and practicw) and effects (i.e. personal reactions and group 

responses) of discrimination are excluded on the grounds that this research is primarily 

devoted to the spatial dimension of ethnic residential differentiation. This complex subject 

matter is addressed in the race relations Literat-u~.~~ 

Contemporary Research (1990s) 

Balakrishnan and Hou (1995) examined spatial concentration and residentid 

segregation among immigrants from Iess developed countries between 198 L and 199 1 ." 

Increased concentration and segregation levels among Black, Chinese and South Asian 

newcomea were postulated as king associaîed with m e r  social distance from Ewpean 

ethnic groups and their recent amival status (i.e. visible minority group growth by way of 

immigration). Results based upon 198 1, 1986 and 199 1 census data indicate that changing 

residential patterns among visible minorities are influenced by their selectivity and "lack of 

ethnic enclaves to go to on amival" (Bdakrishnan and Hou 1995, i). With respect to 

concentration. aU three of the aforementioned visible minonty groups registered sirnilar 

overrepresentation levels in tenns of the percentage of census tmcts in which 50% and 9096 

Definitional and methodological issues conoected with the nature and types of stereotypiag, prejudice, 
and discrimination are adequately addresseci by MacKie (1985) who concludes that additional research is 
necessary to ascertain the circumstances in which racial, ethnic @or reiïgious prejudice incite(s) 
discrimination and residential segregation, 

a Ethnic and immigraiion &ta are taken fiom census su- tapes and public use sampb tapes for 1981 
and 1986 dong with public use microdata files for 1991 for the fourteen largest CMAs. Al1 twenty-five 
CMAs were used for indices based on 1986 ami 1991 ciam "Selectivityw riefers to the education level, 
occupational skills, and investment potential possessed by immigrants upon arrival. 



of them were conœnttated during 1991. Their concentraiion was m e r  than of western 

Europeans and charter group memben yet slightly lower than that of the Jews w k n  

cornparhg CMAS.'~ No clear pattern emerged when 1986 and 199 1 Gini indices were 

compared to detemine whether concentration levels had increased arnong the latest visible 

rninority arrivais. Index values for CMAs which experienced significant increases in the 

Black, Chinese and South Asim populations were inconsistent; some increased while others 

declined. For example, Toronto's Black population increased from 2.66% in 1986 to 

3.22% in 199 1 yet Gini indices did not increase markedly ( fiom 0.552 in 1986 to 0.557 in 

1991). Based upon the assumption that new intakes gravitate to established ethnic enclaves, 

the 'irnmi,gration increases concentration* hypothesis received extremely Limiteci support. 

The authos surmise that urban residentiai choice is more cornplex. Admission criteria 

applied to the independent stream, which includes many visible rninority membea, is 

"biased towards [applicants] with higher education and occupational qualifications" 

(Balakrishnan and Hou 1995. 30). As such, they have a wider range of residentiai districts 

in which to relooue upon arrivai. Excluding the Chinese in Vancouver, many visible 

rninority groups had no enclaves in which to enter due to the recentness of their amival. In 

tenns of segregation, index of Dissirnilarity (ID) values calculated with respect to the 

British reference population for a l l  fourteen CM& (excluding Montréal) yielded "no clear 

tempord patterns" (Balakrishnan and Hou 1995, 23). AU three study groups registered 

s i d a r  ID levels in the 0.4 to 0.6 range but there were no signs of increasing residential 

integration. Segregation was also measured according to the Index of Interaction (P) which 

indicates the amount of potential contact withh census tracts between an ethnic group's 

members and those of the reference population. The reduction of P values between 1986 

and 1991 was p a d d y  attributed to a more rapid growth of visible minority members. 

h g i n g  from O (no concentration) to 1 (high concentration), Gini index scores based on Lorenz Cumes 
for the Toronto and Montda1 CMAs indicate that Jews were the most concentrateci (0.900) while values for 
visible rninonties (0.600) were similar to some European groups and lower than others. 



These declines were less evidrnt for visible minonties than Europeans. Hence, there is an 

inverse relationship between minority group population growth and interaction with the 

majonty group. Incomes for 1980, 1986 and 1990 were exa-ed to determine whether 

residential segregation declines with economic inteeration." Minonties registered Iowa 

incomes, notwithstanding a limited irnprovement in relative position in 1980 and 1990, even 

though rnany constituents had higher educational anainment due to selectivity. There was 

an insufficient amount of evidence to suggest a continued narrowing of rninority group 

incomes with respect to the British. Balakrishnan and Hou (1995, 35) conclude that "the 

bais for residentid concentration may be changing" such that propinquity is no longer 

required to "maintain social networks ." LVhile occupational segregation was inclined to 

influence past settiement patterns, contemponry transportation and communication systerns 

d o w  individuals to Live in one area and work in another. 

Men and Turner (1996) compared contemporary spatial patterns of immigrant 

assimilation among twelve ethnic groups in the pa te r  Los Angeles area according to 

concentration by zonal distribution. It was anticipated that less and more assimilated people 

wodd tend to respectively dwel in the "concentrated" and "highly dispersed zones".4s 

ïhe majority of newly anived communities and those with better incomes often exhibiteci 

greater differences in between zones. The authors established that native-born individuals 

were more residentially dispersed than immigrants* that =cent &vals were more EeIy to 

be concentrated relative to previous admissions, and that this concentration is mainly in 

suburban areas. The presence of an "assimilation gradient" was suggested by an increase 

in the arnount of cultural assimilation and economic integration with outward movement 

from centdized enclaves. Chain migration to suburban locales, however, blurred expected 

- - - - - - . . 

47 Unadjusted and adjusted deviarions of niean wage incorne h m  the overall mean of the employai d e  
popuIation aged 20-26 by ethnic origin were calculated, Adjustments were rude for age, immigration year, 
education, occupation, mother tongue, province of &&ne, ami hU-timelpart-time employnient work 

Concentration was measud in terms of an ethnic gmup's absolute nwnben per areai unit. Three m m  
were delimiteci: concentrate4 dispersed, and hi@y concentrated. 



zona1 differentiation patterns. Direct suburban entry among newer intakes was attributed to 

their educational anainment and incorne level, Zona1 Merentiation was found to be a 

function of population divenity. Ethnic concentrations, it is concluded, are "no longer 

exclusively located in older centdimi zones and the arwl differentiaiion of relative 

assimilation is often weaker than irnplied by the ... spatial assimilation [model]" (Men and 

Tuner 1996, 154)- 

Ley and Smith (1997) extended Amencan conceptualirations of an "underclass" to 

the analysis of immigrant experienœs in Canadian cities. Four indicators were used to 

d e h e  and spatialiy delimit underclass areas: extreme poverty, multiple depravation, crime. 

and nonmarket housing. A general lack of indicator ovedap suggests the absence of a 

pronounced underclass. The profile corresponded with only one census tract in both 

Toronto (Regent Park) and Montréai in 199 1. Toronto's St. Lawrence neighbourhood 

"exhibits high social disadvantage" but lacks the "residentid isolation" typical of 

American definitions. Broader districts of multiple depravation and deep poverty exist 

without the geographic stability characteristic of Amerkm cities. Poverty was localued in 

inner-city pockets of Toronto containing public housing (e.g. Regent Park and Moss Park) 

during 197 1. Since theh the 'incipient underclass* has become increasingly decentralized 

and dispened, rather due to imer-city redevelopment projects, private-sector housing stock 

gentrification. and public-sector housing policy initiatives.49 Suburban social housing 

complexes in Metroplitan Toronto are scattered, compact and situated near middleîlass 

neighbourkioods while their Amencan counterparts are clustered in or close to a ghetto. The 

spatial conespondence between multiple depravation and ment immigrants. especially 

visible rninorities, in Canadian cities occurs in suburbanized. non-market housing units (Ray 

1992 and 1994; Murdie 1992 and 1994). Ley and Smith (1997) contend that the modest 

49 Toronto's poverty sector "nins fàiriy continuously kom tracts West of downtown and northwest through 
The Junction into the suburbs dong the spine of the Jane Street corridor" (Ley and Smith 1997, 34). 
Inner-city œnsus tracts associateci with extreme poverty primarily coincide with public housing projects 
(e.g. Regent Park, Moss Park, and St James Town), 



correlation between immigrants and deep poverty during the f k t  ten years since amval is 

marginally explained by ethnic variables. Unemployment Ievek. officiai language capacity* 

muid household composition are more important factors. Amencan criteria are of limited 

utility in identifjmg an underclass within the Canadian context. 

In an eariier study, White (1989) observed that housing type influences residential 

di Rerentiation patterns. Exireme racial segregation was mostly found in inner-city high-rise 

apartrnent buildings. The presence of an immigrant underclass in older penpherd suburbs 

was not in line with the spatial assimilaiion model. New mivals, according to 1980 census 

data, were more centralized, less concentrated, relatively more residentiaüy integrated, and 

predisposed to Ieapfrog migration during suburban relocation. Geographic mobility among 

reœnt admissions was not strongly connected to the spatial outcomes of generationd 

assimilation. Four factors were advanced to account for observed patterns: differential self- 

congregation. assimilation rates, discrimination, and urban morphology changes (White 

1989). 

In sumarizing recent research about h a n  ethnicity, Boa1 ( 1996) identifies various 

factors and processes that affect the diverse metroplitan experiences of ethnic and 

immigrant communities, especiaily the dynarnics underlying spatial patterns. These 

deterrninants include: immigntion policies, newcomer adjusünent and ethnic community- 

forming processes, weifare structures, and host society perceptions of and responses to 

foreign migrants and residential segregation. Their interaction produces different patterns 

of ethnic diversity and locational bias among and within ~ i t i e s . ~ ~  Immigration policies vary 

in t e m  of residency conditions. Some countries encourage and facilitate permanent 

senlement, others confer special treatment to past colonial subjects while many more 

advocate temporary sojoums for guestworkers. E h i c  community formation occurs in all 

t h  cases with residentid integration and concentration king respectively lower and 

so Segregation levels vary significandy between urban areas and among their ethnic inhabitants 



higher when short terni labour migration is involved. Depending upon whether an 

assimilationist (i.e. ecological) or conflict perspective is taken, residential separaiion can be 

interpreted as: "a transitional device on the road to assimilation, ... a long-tem situation 

selected by choice, ... a prolonged phenornenon constituted by oppoçed nationalisms, and ... an 

enclave that corrals unwilling people ... on a long-term basis" (Boal 1996,290). The type of 

welfare system (libenl, selective, or universal) and extent of govemment intervention (direct 

or indirect) in the housing and labour markets also influence ethnic 'emplacement' patterns. 

Attitudes towards immigrants and the desirability of ethnic enclaves arnong host societies 

are accompanied by a range of govemment initiatives (e-g. welf' redistribution, housing 

dispersa1 and social mixing, and laissez-faire policies). The degree of econornic htegration 

is a major determinant of ethnic residentiai configurations. Given the recent shift towards a 

polarized immigrant flow in which individuais are differentiated by educational aaainment 

and occupationai skiil, reœncy of arriva1 does not always yield excessive geographic 

isolation. New immigrants are less dependent upon established ethnic networks during the 

adaptation phase. Their housing and tenure options are greater than those of earlier senlers 

and recent yet econoniidly disadvantaged arrivais. Thus, the interaction of the 

aforementioned factors in conjunction with the changing socioeconomic profile of 

contemporary immigrants are producing complex d a n  ethnic residential patterns. 

Ethnic Attitudes Towards EIousing (1990s) 

Ray and Moore ( 199 1) and Ray (1 992 and 1994) examined ethnic amtudes towards 

housing and factors afTecting access to home ownership among immigrants in Canada. 

Home ownership was represented "a sense of permanency, stability and identity" (Ray and 

Moore 1991, 19; Ray 1994, 263). Its function as status syrnbol infiuences how certain 



ethnic communities behave in the housing market." These studies observed a notable 

disparity among ethnic groups in relation to ownership rates and type of dwelling occupied. 

The value of home owneahip diffea with each immigrant unit. While members of rnost 

immigrant groups desire to reside in owner-occupied housing, a temporal differentiation 

exists with respect to tenure. Significandy decreased proprietary rates were measured for 

more recent mivais, even after controlling for age and immigration period. For instance, 

'Afro-Caribbeans' primarily reside in high-rise apartments located in the more affordable 

suburban rental market (Ray 1992 and 1994)." The type of immigrant (i.e. birthplace and 

education), capital accumulation time span, and housing d e t  circumstances (avilability, 

pnce. quaüty. size, location and financing) varied with immigration period. The authors 

conclude that traditional models of housing market entry and subsequent mobility for 

settlers from abroad are predominantly obsolete. Ray and ;Moore (199 1,5) suggest that the 

''wiilingness to enter into home ownenhip [is influenced by] social noms and a 

community infrastnichire supporting this behaviour, as well as a sense of p e m e n c y  in 

Canadian society." 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) commissioned two sequential 

studies aïmed at investigating immigrant housing choices (1994) and newcomer Living 

arrangements, housing characteristics and preferences (1996).') The latter report confimis a 

continuance of trends detected in former. It was established that ment entrants (198 1 - 1986 

and 1986- 199 1) have significantly reduced household formation rates, prirnarily rent their 

" Newcomer housing rnaricet participation ceflects ''culturaI values and n o m ,  t h e  of immigration, s o c b  
econonzic cbaracteristics, housing market conditions, and perceptions of the domiaant society about 
immigrants and their status in society" (Ray and Moore 1991.7). Highly educated newcom, in addition 
to southem Ewpeans who have a strong attachment to home ownership, are inclined to dwell in owner- 
occupied dwellings. 

This group's Rduced level of home ownership is ascribed to their reœncy of arrival, "relatively lower 
income levels, a predominaace of [single] parent households, inflation within the Toronto home ownership 
market. and racial discrimination" (Ray 1994, 264). Lower ownership rates among Asian and Caribbean 
newcomers resulted in queries about their cultural values regadhg tenure as weU as oeighbourhood and 
lifestyle comrnitments (Ray and Moore 199 1). 

Age-specific average household sites and headship rates (Le. household fomiation) in addition to tenm 
and dweihg type choices were analyzed in tenu birthplace, immigration period, and income. 



accommodation, and are less inclined to occupy singledetached units." C d e d  

household income levels seem to instigate these ckumstances. Accornrnodation dernands 

Vary in accordance with age structure. It was noted that "home ownership propensities and 

preferences for singledetached uni& are low in the younger age groups, rise through the 

middle years. then fdi off again in later years" (CMHC 1994,8). Recent arrivals tend to be 

datively younger than immigrants as a whole and have larger household sizes, espeQaiiy 

among Asims. Ownership rates are higher among immigrants, increase with length of time 

in Canada, and Vary by place of birth." Irrespective of tenure arrangement and amival 

intervd non-native residents are less apt to occupy singledetached quarters but this 

increases with hime in Canada and ultimately surpasses that of non-immigrants. Foreign- 

bom households generdy have greater apamnent, semi-detacheci as well as row and mobile 

unit ownenhip rates. Variations in renter domicilary tendencies are better explained by 

birthplace than length residency in Canadas6 

Summary: Emerging Complex Realities 

This chapter has txaced the advancernent of knowledge in urban social geography 

which has gone through a series of conceptual and methodologicai reorientations and 

refinements. Changing urban form and stnicnire dong with increased social complexities 

Y With respect to household formation paneros, recent immigrants iae more Iikely to be family mcmbe~~ 
(spouse or child) or individuals residing with relatives or other persons. This pattern is noted at the federal 
level and within the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area during 1986 and 199 1. 

" This was masured at the national sale as well as within Toronto during 1986 md 199 1. Eumpean-bom 
residents had the highest ownership rates while that of the Asians reflected those of non-immigrants. 
Significantly lower incidences of dwelling possession and singledetached ownership registered by 
Caribbean households is said to be an impression of their composition (Le. a higher proportion of non- 
family households), The probability of owning a singledetached home inmases for al1 immigrants with 
their length of residency yet it remains below that of persons bom in rnnanii 

" An elevated level of aparmvnt habitation was meanimi for households that rented. The disposition to 
owa condominium units is considerably greater among recent elderly admissions. Non-apartmeat unit 
occupancy tends to be higher among Europeaas, 



have compelled geographers to develop, revise and occasionally discard descriptive and 

explanatory land-use models. Each approach attempted to move beyood its antecedents' 

They have added knowledge to our understanding of the urban socio-spatial system by 

moving from a descriptive level to an analytical one. Contemporary thought in this 

discipline suggests that the traditional models and explanations of observed and measured 

spatial patterns need to be re-examined despite their continueci yet Limited validity. 

Intellectual evolution and spatial reality rmly coincide; theory lag often prevails. 

Earlier research employed a Limited nurnber of ethnic groups, usually European, to develop 

univenally applicable conceptualizations of i m r n i p t  sealement patterns in urban areas. 

This pmctice of excluding ethnic coiiectivities disthguished by racial feanires tended to 

obscure or distort more complex relationships (Waimsley and Lewis 1993). It is quite true 

that ethnic populations rnay exhibit locational configurations without referenœ to the 

models discussed in the pre~ding Literature review? Escalating social complexities within 

metmpolitan areas warrant further discussion in an effort to comprehend ethnic residential 

geography. Ethnicity's spatial manifestation reflects economic, demographic and societal 

changes occwring within the context of an emerging post-industrial (i.e. pst-modem) 

urban form characterized by increasing decentrahafion, dispersion, and de- or 

moncentration (Austin 1988; Harvey 1989).'~ Post-modemism involves the disrnantling of 

"past certainties" and a rnovement away From "grand theones which purport to explain 

everything" (Rogers 1992, 249). Explanaîions of reaiity are partial. Hence, the proposed 

conœptual mode1 wiil consider selected variables: changing group specificities (i.e. intemal 

-- 

57 For example. Social Area Anaiysis and Factorial Urban Ecology, have established, in spite of their 
critiques, that a metroplitan ma's  social composition is indeed differentiated according to socio-economic 
status, life cycle, and etbnicity. 

Ray (1994, 263) observed that ''the suburban characier of immigrants [emphasizes] that senlement is 
more complex than the taken-for-gmted notion of initial location in the inner-city and subsequent diffusion 
to the suburbs." 

59 These changes inchde: a shift away h m  production and manufacturing, an increasingly educated 
workforce, greater femaie labour market participation, a &clinhg birth rate and aging population, mole 
single-parent families and single-person households (Borne 1989; Davies and Murdie 1993). 



differentiations with respect to immigration era) and urban form and stnicture (including 

housing location and developrnent). 

In summary, it c m  be said that two sets of propositions emerge from this literature 

review. Those describing spatial behaviour and residentid dserentiation and those 

hypothesizing major factors affecthg residential patterns. Table 5 surnmarizes and 

categorizes the contents of this section into the aforementioned propositions in 

chronological order. Various scholars have presented evidenœ suggesting that socio- 

economic status does not solely and satisfactorily explain either levels of inter-ethnic 

residential differentiation or the presence, persistence, and, in certain instances. growth of 

ethnic neighbourhoods. Moghaddam ( 1 994, 247) asserts that "a separate. independent 

influence arising fiom ethnicity exists that cannot be attributed to rnere social class." 



Table 5. Ethnic Spatial Location Propositions Identified in the Literaiwe Review 

Burgess (1925) 
Concenttic Zone Model 

Hoyt ( 1939) 
Sector Model 

Harris and Ullman ( 1945) 
Multiple Nuclei Model 

Shevky and Bell (1955) 
Social A rea Anaipis 

Berry (1965) 
Ideal ized Spatial Arrangements 

Richmond (1 967) 
recenmess 
Immigrants & Ethnic Groups 
in Toronto 

Rex and Moore (1967) 
Race, Cornmuni0 and Conflict 

Phai (1969, 1975, 1979) 
Resource Allocation 

@ Ethnic groups move in a pmcess of invasion & succession. 
@ Immigrants initiaüy senle in transition zones. 
@ Residential patterns due to impersonal ecological & economic 

forces (hosing type, location & cost; access & proximity to diverse 
to employment opportunities; degree of ethnic p u p  homogeneity). 

43 De- of ethnic residential concenmtioa declines over tirne as 
e h i c  groups prosper, acculturate and suburbanize. 

@ Tendency ro migrate inmases with education and incorne levels. 

€3 Ethnic groups migrate outwards from the city centre dong wedge- 
shaped sections differenaated by rent and incorne. 

@ Concentration of ethnic groups in areas providing unique goods & 
services. Immignnts attracted to nodes inhabited by compatriots. 

@ Outward sectoral expansion of fiom nodes or nuclei of initial 
settlemen~ 

@ Ethnic residentiai segregation foliows the Multiple NucIei Model. 
@ Ethnic status index is influenced by group size & is inversely related 

to the economic status index. 

@ Ethnicity follows a multiple nuclei or cluster distribution. 

@ I r ; i m i p t  and ethnic ,wup residential patterns influenced by 

of arriva1 & immigration policy. 

C3 Allocative structures within metroplitan housing markets are a 
functioa of class conflict, 

G3 Income, occupation, and ethnicity of individuais dong with private- 
and public-sector (housing) allocation aiteria determine the extent 
of access to different tenure options. 

€B Outward sectorai movement fkom traditional reception areas to 
Factorial Urban Ecology Andysis suburbs according to the Multiple Nuclei ~ o d e c  
(Toronto) @ Most echnic groups disperse as their socic~economic positions 

improve. 

Darroch & Marston (1969) 8 Residentiai seFgation influenceci by group size & generational 
Ethnie Digerentiation composition rather than period of immigration. 



Dmoch & Marston (197 1 ) @ Social clsiss ciifferences unable to fully explain observed residentiai 
Social Class Bais  of Erhnic segregation patterns. 
Residenriai Segregarion 

Driedger & Church (1974) @ Continuance of institutional completeness encourages and 
Residenrial Segregarion & sustains voluntaty residential segregation. 
Instirutional Complereness 
& Driedger (1978) 
Ethnic Boundaries 

Foran (1976) @ Ethnic smtus of greater significance than family or economic 
Comparative Factorial Ecology status in describing social areas. 

@ Cntemal urban structure may be affected by Multiculturalism which 
came late in canach 

Hill (1976) & Ray (1977) @ Considerable inter-urbiin variation noted for ethnicity: concentric 
Canadian Urban TrendF pattern for Toronto, mu1 tiple auclei for Winnipeg, and sectord for 

vancwver. 

Boa1 (1976) @ Relation eirists between ethnic a-up distinctiveness, the difficulty 
Distincriveness, Assirnilarion of & desire for assimiiation, and ethnic residential pattern. 
and Sputial Ouicornes €3 Low degee of distinctiveness results in eveatual spatial dispersai 

while a high degree produces certain levels of concentration 
(colonies, enclaves, and ghettos). 

€B Enclaves and ghettos spread from initial cluster to encucle CBD in 
concentric pattern. 

Bdakrishnan (1976 & 1982) 63 Indusairil & occupational structure, ethnic diversity, & size of 
Personal & Ecological Factors mjority group influence involuntary segregation. 
Injluencing Voluntary & Population size of city & ethnic group affect voluntaq segregatioa. 
Involuntary Erhnic Residenrial €3 Social class affiliation. language proficiency, & prejudice @y the 
Segregarion majority) perceived as negrttive personal factors. 

63 Preservation of identity, Ianguae, religion, etc. identified as 
psitively infiuencing voluntary ~ e ~ g a t i o n .  

@ Ecologicd character of urban mas and recentness of immigration 
did not entirely explain differences in ethnic sepgation Ievels. 

Kaibach (1981 & 1987) 
Growrh & Disrribution 
of Erhnic Populations 
(Toronto) 

€û Concentrationai shifts (group displacement) from principal reception 
areas occur as a resuIt of immigration. 

@ Diversity, size & generationd composition of ethnic p u p s  foster 
the establishment & continuance of ethnic institutions & 
communities (i.e. spatial conceniration). 

@ Spatial segregation independent of socio-economic status 
distinctions (Le. educational aminment). 

Hecht, Sbarpe & Wong (1983) @ S o c i ~ c o n o r n i ~ y  integrated ethnic groups are disposed to 
Core-Periphery Mode1 suburban migration. 

@ Coatinued social & cdtural distance fiom some economically 
inkgrated ethnic groups. 



Burnley & Kdbach ( 1984) @ Recent arrivals more segregated than their established counterparts 
Urban & Ecological Aspects but settied away h m  existing ethnic concentrations. 
of lmmigrarrts in Canada and @ Persistence of inter-erhnic segrqation level ciifferences d e r  
Aurtralia conuolling for socio-economic status variations. 

@ Degree of residential segegation attributed to an ethnic group's 
capaci ty to absorb newcomers- 

43 Chain migration dispersed immigrants. 

Darroch & Marston (1987) @ Ethnic community continuance affected by the interaction of city and 
Residential Segregarion & ethnic group size & residentid and institutional patterns. 
Institutional Completeness @ Geographic dispersion occurs when individuals choose residential 

location accordiag to sociwzconomic factors. 

Balakrishnan & Wt (1987) 8 Spatial concentration attributed to cultural background, period of 
Residential Concentration immigration, officiai langage proficiency . & institutional 
Amng Visible Minoriries in completeness. 
Toronto. Montréal & Vancouver 

Boume ( 1989) @ Several segregatd and sitable nodes inhabited by particular societai 
Social Mosaic Hypothesis collectivites. 

@ Relocation of immigrant reception areas to peripheral locations. 

Mercer ( 1989) 
Asian Canadiam 

€B Professional and entrepreaeurial immigrants circumvent inner- 
ci@ ethnic enclaves & settle directly in suburban areas. 

White (1989) @ Most exverne segregation in high-rise apartment buildings. 
Arnerican Neighbourhood and @ Persistence of ethnicity and ethnic enclaves dong with p a t e r  
Residential Differentiation spatial integration amoag recent arrivals challenge the spatial 

assimilation model. 
@ New amivals more cenûdized, less concentrated, and predisposed to 

leapfrog migration during suburban relocation. 
C3 Senierrient patterns affected by dinerentid self-congregation. 

assimilation rate, discrimination. chan,@g urban morpholog. 

Wddinger ( 1989) (3 Newcorners tend to bypass inner-city enclaves and settle in outer 
Immigration and Urban Change botoughs, 

GO Dispersed settlement patterns influenceci by urban decentnlization, 
housing market circumstances, service sector p w t h  and 
decentralkation, 

Baiakrishnan & Selvanathan @ Social distance most important factor affecting ethnic residential 
( t 990) sepgarioa 
Ethnic Residential Segregation @ Diminutive and Iimited rotes of ethnic diversity & social class. 

Trovato & Halli (1 990) Low residential migration propensity for cohesive & institutionally 
Residential Relation Panems complete ethnic groups. 

@ Migration differentials partly explained by an ethnic group's Ievel of 
linguistic assimilation & d e p e  of community maintenance, 

@ Relatively srna11 proportion of variance in residential segregation 
explained by ethnicity. 

@ Residential mobility differentials attributed to educationai attaiament 
for movers. 



Kalbach (199 1) @ Impomce of ethnicity connected to individual participation in 
Sign~jkance of Residenrid etfuiic activities except amoag visible minorities and new arrivais. 
Segregarion @ Neighbourhood's e h i c  character a facilitaor in inhibitor of ethnic 

activity which then influences an individual's identification andor 
association with h i s h r  ethnicity. 

Hutunan and Jones ( 199 1 ) @ Suburban tesegregation occurs despite neighbowhood stabilization 
Suburban Desegregation and affinnative marketing programs. 
and Reseg regation @ R e ~ e ~ g a t i o n  affected by location of suburb, housing availability, 

and presence of a dual bousing market, 
û3 Resegregation most likely in suburbs d k d y  in the path of outward 

(sectord) spiliover migration from ghetto. 

Ray and Moore (1991) & @ Home ownership represents permanency, stabiiity, & identity. 
Ray (1992 & 1993) û3 Value of home ownership & its fundons as a status symbol varies 
Erhnic Anitudes Towards among ethnic groups. 
Housing & Factors Aming @ Decreased home ownership rates amortg recent &vals. 
Immigrant Access tu Home @ Access to home ownership Iiffected by period of irnmigraaoa 
Ownership (i.e. type of irnmi,gant, ame required for capital accumulation, real 

estate market circumstances). 

Sharpe (1992) û3 Recent 'visible* minority immigrants incliaed to concentrate in 
Residentid Geog raphy of "widely dispersed and fhgmented suburban mas." 
Visible Minon'ties 

a mur die ( 1 992) @ Visible minorities concentratecl in public-sector housing with m e n t  
Social Composition of arrivals and Blacks in Iimited dividend units. 
Public Housing C3 Racial discrimination limits number, type, and location of housing 
Murdie ( 1994) options. 
Blacks in Public Hausing Unirs C3 Overrepresentation in public housing due to recentness of atrival, 

income constraints. famiIy composition, and supply, cost, and 
discriminatory constraints in the rental market 

Teixeira (1993 and 1995) 63 Ethnicity of realtors influences marketing sirategies and location of 
Ethnic lnfonnution Sources recommended neighbourhoods and dweUing types. 
Murdie and Teixeira (1997) @ Recent immigrant groups more reliant on ethnic information sources 
Role of Ethnic Realrors in during housing search than native-born homebuyers. 
Residentid Relocation C3 Limited role of ethnic reaitors in reinforcing existing ethnic enclaves. 

Davies & Murdie (1994) 6) Ethnicity is ofien 'city-specific.' 
Multivariare Factoriaf CB Social Area Analysis dimensions unable to sumoisr;ze urbm social 
Ecology Andysis complexities of Canadian mewpolitan areas. 

CMHC (1 994) @ Home ownership pmpeasities and preferences infi uenced by age. 
Immigrant Housing Choices 43 lmmigrant households more Likely to own, but not recent arrivais. 
CMHC (1996) C3 Ownership rates increase with length of residency in Canadâ 
Immigrants and the Canadian @ Home omership rates Vary by place of birth. 
Housing Market @ Lower owuership rates among reœnt immigrants due to relatively 

lower incomes. 
éD Immigrants Iess likely to own singe-detached homes. 
@ Singledetacheci propensities increase for immigrants with time. 
43 Higher apartment occupancy among Rater immigrant households. 
43 Place of birth more important factor than length of time in Canada in 

explaining variation in renter dweiiing propensities. 
@ Luwer singie-detacbed propensities among immigrants consistent 

with lower average incomes. 



Baiatcrishnan and Hou (1995) @ Changing residential pattern influenced by immigrant selectivity 
Concentration and Segregation (Le. socio-econornic profile) and lack of established enclaves in 
of Visible itlinorities which function as reception areas. 

C3 No increasing concenatioa due to increased immigration. 
C3 Stable midencial dissimilaxity levels but no s i p s  of increased 

inteption. 
C3 Changing bais for settlement patterns in which propinquity is no 

longer needed to maintain socid networks. 

Owusu (1996) 
Ghanaians in Toronto 

f3 Concentration in older suburban neighbourhoods and apartmeat 
buildings within them 

@ Concentration attributed to need for afforciable rental units, effects 
of chah migration, desire for propinquity, dependence on own group 
for housing information. 

63 Housing options n m w e d  by information sources and strong home- 
land orientation rather than racial discrimination. 

Allen and Turner (1996) 63 Suburban shift of new arrivai concentration due to chah miemion 
Spatial Patrem of Imrnig ranr and better socio-economic status of ment immigrants. 
Assimilarion @ Assimilation gradient blurred by direct suburban entry. 

63 Residential differentiation patterns not always consistent with 
spatial assùnilatioa model. 

Boa1 ( 1996) C3 Dynarnics underlying spatial patterns include: immigration policy 
Immigration and Ethnicity (permanent or temporary residency), ethnic community-fonning 
in rhe Urùan Milieu processes (assirnilationist or confiict interpretatioo of enclave 

function), welfare structures (liberal, selecuve, or universal) and 
extent of government intervention (direct or indirect) in the housing 
and labour markets, and host society perceptions of and responses to 
foreip mi,mts and residential sewgation. 

63 Residential configurations affecteci &y de- of economic intemation 
€l3 Lower residential iategration and higher concentration for temporary 

migrants. 

Ley and Smith ( 1997) 
Immigrant " Underclass " 
in Canadian Cities 

@ Absence of a pronounced underclass. 
@ Spatial correspondence between multiple deprivarion and recent 

immigrants occurs in suburbanized, non-market housing units. 
@ Modest correlation between immigrants and deep poverty marginally 

exptained by ethnic variables. 
63 Unernployment levek. officiai language capacity, and houseliold 

composition more important factors, 

Notes: €B identifies propositions describing spatial behaviour and residential differentiation. 
8 identifies propositions hypothesizing major factors affecting residential patterns. 



CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF ETHNIC RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS 

Drawing upon examples from different schools of thought discussed in the 

literanire review, the new conceptuai model, illustrated in Figure 10, describes various spatial 

outcomes reiated to primary destinations of initial seniement and subsequent residential 

docation. It is probabilistic instead of deteministic in that it attempts to find explanatory 

factors rather than dictating whaf must happa.  Selected time periods correspond with 

major immigration waves to Canada: pre- 19 14, 19 18- 1939, 194-0- 1959. 1960- 1979, and 

1980-Present. This research places emphasis on spatial occurrences iiiustmted in the last 

two diagrams, especidy prevaiiing circurnstances and emerging trends associated with the 

last one. It should be noted that this model represents an initial effort and is subject to 

refmement and modification foliowing empirical analyses of the dimensions of residential 

differentiation. 

The pre-1914 p e n d  is characterized by the establishment of proto-ethnic 

neighbourhoods in the transition zone where employment and affordable accommodations 

were located (Godrey 1988). The arrows indicate the outward concentnc rnovement of an 

ethnic group (El) €rom the core to the periphery as its members are integrared and 

assimilated into the rnainstream society (Burgess 1925; Murdie 1969; Knox 1994). 

Foreignen entered rapidly growing yet relatively compact, pedestrian-oriented urban areas. 

Persons admitted from preferred northwestem European countries were expected to be 

culturally absorbed into the dominant British population more quickly.' Ensuing residential 

- - 

immigration policy changed h m  a passive to restrictive regirne in 1910 such that entry could be denied to 
entire 'racial' groups in addition to individual exclusion. Those permiaed entry since 1900 estabiished 
s d  ethnic enclaves primarily in working class neighbourtioods situated aear industrial districts (e-g. The 
Junction) but bad an ineffectual impression on the dominant group's residentiai placement (Relph 1997). 
For example, Italian areas instigated during the pre-19 14 era became established enclaves by the 1940s 
(Hamey 1990). Otberwise, British immigrants without agriculturai experience gravitated to urbanized areas. 
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mobility would evenhiaily approximate patterns exhibited by British inhabitants. 

Newcomen continued to seale, albeit in significmtly restricted nurnbers. within 

tradi tional inner-city reception areas during the inter-war pend.' Cleavages which result in 

different residential patterns among an ethnic cornmunity's components are depicted in the 

second circle (Burnley and Kaibach 1984). For instance, intra-urban mobility amid the 

established British population's Engiish (E 1). Scottish (E2), and Irish (E3) constituents 

foilowed the outward sectoral spread of working class and amuent suburbs dong tram 

routes (Gills 1986; Yeats 1990; Relph 1997). Socioeconornic variation and mobility 

within subcommunites (e-g. Irish) are reflected in terms of enclave location among 

residential segments.) Alternuively, an entire ethnic collectivity's miedon path, indifferent 

of income level, assumes an axial pattern which follows a pdcular thoroughfue. Indigent 

households of sufficiently large groups (e.g. Jews) dwell closer to the urban core while their 

more established counterparts live in suburban locations. 

Displaced peaons and political refugees constituted the majority of new mivals 

immediaiely after the conclusion of the Second World War and throughout the 1950s. 

Their initial domiciliary location continued to be influenced by lodging and employment 

considerations (Burnley and Kalbach 1984). her-city quarten continued to function as 

disembarkment points with the older housing stock king fütered-down to successive 

newcomers. Some groups initially established thernselves in the imer boroughs whele 

secondary senlements were king formed by their predecessors. n i e  first and second 

scenarios are exempiifïed by ethnic groups El and E2: The thud diagram also accounts 

The Great Depression (1929-1939) significantly Iirnited the magnitude of immigrant entry while Worid 
War 1I (1939-1945) nearly cut it off. 

Burnley and Kalbach (1984,34) refer to this apportioning as "hietarchicd residential stratification." 

' In Toronto's case, incipient land conversion in sizable yet dispersed suburban districts (1945-194û) and 
antecedent lowdensity sprawl(I948-1950) coincided with the initiai pst-war expatriate influx (Hancock 
1968). These development phases had a greater impact on resideatial rnobgity among established immigrant 
households and their Caaadian-boni cbscendanfs. Likewise, higtidensity qartmmt and other multiple 
dwellings construction on suburban sites began during the mid-1950s (Jones 1968). These projects did not 
have a direct effect upon new arrivals as they did during the following &cades. 



for inter-ethnic social distance due to ethno-genesis and related issues of identity assertion 

abroad (e.g. 'Macedonians' and Greeks). unmigrants h m  multinational States are at 

liberty to abandon imposed supranational identities (e-g. Soviet) and move into or form 

enclaves associated with their own ancestry (e.g. Russian. Armenian and so forth).' Sparial 

separation cm &O emerge among established communities (Knox 1994). 

Independent immigrants continued to settle in or near the city centre, albeit in rapidly 

declining numbers. Cenîdized enclaves began to assume a residual status in terrns of 

initial sealement points. Access to affordable accommodation in high-density suburban 

apartment complexes and townhouse clustea aîtracted a substantiai segment of newly 

arrived households during the 1 960s and foilowing decade (Chamberlain 1980; Relph 

1997). Sponsored relatives established thernselves in suburban and fringe areas w h e ~  their 

benefactors resided. This period is characteri~ed by chah migration dong with the 

beginning of Third World and pro fessional/technical immigration in addition to 

employment decentrabation (Richmond 1967; Burnley 1972; Boume 1989; Ray 1994). In 

terrns of urban fotm, it is distinguished by centrai area ~newal  which displaced some 

traditional reception areas (e.g. Toronto's Old Chinatom), high-rise conshuction in 

scattered concentrations. and the development of high-density nodes and comdors (refer to 

Chapter 9). Destinations of subsequent relocation are not shown because rnany are sertiing 

and migrating within secondary settlements or adjacent districts or resegregating in the 

suburbs (Teixeira 1993 and 1995; Murdie and Teixeira 1997). 

Sponsored and independent immigrants continued to arrive during the 1980s and 

present decade with entrepreneurs and refugees displaying different residential patterns. 

Regardless of immigration class, ment admissions are entering a changing urban 

landscape. A limited number of refugees tended to be attracted to the metropoiitan nucleus 

or core due to employment and housing access. Entrepreneurs, on the other hanci, move 

* Differential senlement can aiso represent regionai and village affinities which are sustaioed by chah 
m i p i o n  ancilor fotmal organkations. 



directly to suburban locations (Mercer 1 988). These business and professional immigrants 

ofien place Little or no significance upon ethnic group c~hesion.~ Members of this 

"occupationally and geopphicaiiy mobile group" are often confionted by temporal 

restrictions in their hunt for housing (Knox 1994, 250). Consequently, they are 

predis positioned to purchase suburban dwellings that can be expeditiousl y resold. These 

newcomers fquently work from k i r  homes and take advantage of communication 

advances such as cornputers, electronic mail, and facsimiles (Mercer 1988). Initiai spatial 

cohesiveness among refugees is diminished with the passage of tirne. Newly arrived ethnic 

groups, ofien of visible minority stanis, reside in hgmented clusters (Sharpe 1992). They 

have not had enough time to form specific neighbourhoods. Vertical concentration is often 

the case (Ray 1994; Vincent 1995; Owusu 1996). Among established coUectivities, 

subdivision development increasingly coincided with suburban ethnocultural diversification 

or 'ethnoburbs' (Hughes 1995). Another recent phenornenon is the emergence of less 

s patiall y -based Multiethnic cornrnunities. 

Six factors are identified in the literatm as processes influencing and leading to the 

aforementioned evolutionay spatial outcornes depicted in figure 10 (Ray and Moore 

199 1). The first factor relates to changes in immigration policy and stream with respect to 

the selection criteria source, number, and type (i.e. education, skills and affluence) of 

newcomen. Second, economic circumstances and housing market mechanisms in Canada 

at the time of amival infiuence the intemai required to attaùi employment stability and 

thereby accumulate sufficient capital to relocate into more prestigious residential districts. 

Knowledge of housing oppominities and the initial location of setdernent are influenced in 

varying degrees by real estate agents who are sensitive to the preferences and values of 

ethnic clients dong with those of a aven neighbourhood's residents. Initial housing 

This mnd was observed among ethnic p u p s  from Asia (e-g. Hong Kong. China, Taiwan. and Japan) by 
Mercer (1 988). 



dernands of ment entrepreneur immigrants are different h m  those of their p~decessors 

because they tend to have sufficient hancial resources for immediate suburban property 

acquisition thereby circurnventing the rend stage (Cheri 1981). The majority of 

newcomes tend to fmd cheaper housing in areas located away from the CBD where 

affordable high-rise apartment buildings are mixed with 'rnid-range and luxury homes* 

(Vincent 1995). 

The third factor relates to the decenaalization and dispersion of employment to the 

urban periphery and the econorny's movement toward the service and information secton. 

This outward expansion has permitted the residential scanenng of former ethnic 

concentraiions among relatively established groups which maintain traditional links to a 

particular M e ,  occupation, or labour sub-market (e.g. immigrant wornen in the garment 

industry and Greeks overrepresentaaon in the restaurant business). Mercer (1988, 361) 

cites the example of South Asian Canadians working in the wood-processing operations of 

British Columbia's lower mainland. A corresponding geographic shifi of the comrnunity 

occurred after the industiy relocated. Recent entrepreneurs from Hong Kong provided an 

economic stimulus within Chinese communities thereby influencing the location of related 

employment opportunities and residences. Another factor is the social miring policy of 

urban planning and its differentiated structure of housing prices. Inclusionary zoning 

initiatives "require or encourage ail or ceriain prescnbed market housing developments to 

contain some proportions of affordable housing" (Hulchanski and Drdla 1993, 24). 

hplemented since the eariy 1970s. these initiatives refiect social changes and provide a 

greater choice of housing types and locations within neighbourhwds. 

The next factor is internai ethnic group Werentiation dong social class lines. 

Educated and affluent individuals tend to disperse residentiaiiy if they have "close culniral 

affinities" with the host society or with "a particular segment" of it (Boa1 1976, 59). 

Residential patterns are also affecteci by the pre-emigration perception of Canada and post- 

immigration experiences with the mainstrearn society. Phillips (198 1) suggests that an 



intense homeland orientation yields litîle or no dispersion and cultural isolation. Economic 

interests. in this case, are directed towards an eventud ~ t u r n .  Those aspiring to permanent 

residency view spatial integratmion as  a means of assirnilating into the host society. The 

attitudes, goals. and access of different ethnic groups towards home owneahip ate 

discussed in the Literature review section. 

F m d y ,  the availabüifl of mainstream social services, such as incorne maintenance. 

subsidized housing and employment refed ,  throughout cities that no longer make 

immigrants who understand an official language dependent upon ethno-specific agencies 

which are themselves located in ethnic neighbourhoods. While the importance of the 

factors discussed above merit M e r  consideration. it is beyond the scope of this research 

to determine the degree and combination of their influence(s). 



Type of Analysis, Reference Population, and Study Groups 

This census-based examination of ethnic collectivities in the Toronto Census 

Metropditan Area (CMA) focuses on inter- and intm-group variations in the degree of 

residential dissimiiarity (evenness), concentraiion, and centraiïzation. It is not a historical 

study of a particular emup*s dwelling location patterns. Rather, it is a spatial anaiysis of the 

six selected ethnic cornmunities with respect to the British reference population and each 

other during the 1st  three decennial censuses for which data are available (Le. 197 1, 198 1, 

and 199 i).' A longitudinal trend study was chosen instead of a cross-sectional one for two 

simple reasons: the former permits the examination and cornparison of changes within a 

general population (i.e. ethnic groups) at multiple t h e  points; and the latter attempts to 

explain processes that occur over time based on observations made at a single point in the. 

These decennial censuses were selected because they provide a range of detailed ethnic data 

Established statisticai techniques were used to ver@ the partial devance of earlier models 

and develop a new conceptual mode1 of ethnic residential patterns. Data was analyzed in 

reverse chronological order beginning with 199 1 figures to ensure that this research would 

not be prejudiced by expected spatial outcornes for the succeeding census. 

While it couid be argued that the aggregate British group has becorne a numerical 

minority in most metropditan areas, it continues to form the majority of the CMA's 

mainstream society, or host culture, and has members who have been here for three or more 

' Analyses of residential differentiation dimensions testricted to 1981 and 1991. It was origindly 
proposeci to inchde the 1951, 1961 and 1971 censuses on the grounâs that they cover different phases of 
the suburbanizaîion process. Ethnic origin data at the census tract Ievel for the 195 1, 1961, and 197 1 
digital versions could not be retrïeved h m  Statistics Canada in time for statistical manipuiation and 
examinatioa. 



genemtions (Kalbach 1981; Breton et al. 1981). This is the most appropriate refe~nce 

group for assessing cesidentid sepadon by viaue of in dominant econornic, political and 

social positions (Kalbach 1980). The British population could be replaced by those 

declaring themselves as ethnic "Canadians ." S uch a substitution has been deerned 

inappropriate on the grounds that the tem "Canadian" has a p t e r  degree of association 

with an individual's legal status and civic identity (Le. citizenship) than with the realrn of 

ethnic ancestry (White 1993). Use of this designation would defeat the purpose of self- 

identincaiion which rneasures a respondent's ethnocultural extraction.' Only 266,440 

Toronto CMA inhabitants identified themselves as Canadian in 1991 while single British 

ancestry was declared by 747,250 individuais. Sirnilarly, figures at the national Ievel 

indicate that 5.6 million people acknowledged themselves as British versus only 765,095 

Canadians. 

Six ethnic communities wiU be studied: three established entlance groups (Greek, 

Jewish, and Mdtiethnic) and three 'visible rninority' groups (Aboriginal, Chinese, and 

Jamaican) .' Establis hed entrance memben are de fined as immigrants entering Canada after 

the founding of its national framework and who do not belong to either the British or 

French ethnic populations. The aforementioned ethnic groups permit comparative studies 

and ensure reasonably large census tract representation. The number of groups selected for 

inclusion is necessarily h t e d  due to considerations of manageability, availability of census 

tract data, and the degree of analysis. Published material associated with each ethnic group 

wiU be consulted to determine significant periods of Unmigraiion. 

The Hellenic cornrnunity represents a group charactenzed by stmng affinty ties and 

chah migration under the sponsoship program (Burnley and Kalbach 1984): Greek 

Refèr to the glossary for a definition of ethic origin and Appendïx A for ethnic origin questions 
appearing in decennial censuses since 1 96 1. 

' Visible minoriry is defined in the glossary. 

' Its constituents. as weii as those declaring themselves as Jewish. can and often do 'pas'  in the m- 
Canadian society. 



immigration and sealement at a significant sale were initiated after the Second World War 

(Dotuandcou-Petroleka 1985). Consequently. this group is predominantly composed of 

foreign-born individuds. The Danforth area is recognized as Toronto's Greektown 

because most businesses and institutions locaîed there are of Greek origin (Brearton 1996). 

This culturally unique ma ' s  deciine is king abated by an influx of newcomers requiring 

affordable housing and the continued dorniciliaîion of entrepreneurs o p e t a ~ g  restaurants. 

Chirnbos ( 1980) attributed a pattem of "strong [suburban] residentiai clustering" to 

household relocation in neighbourhoods populated by other Greeks and ment amvals 

entering Canada as farnily-class members. Inclusion of this ethnic uni5 therefore, permits 

an investigation into the eff- of recent immigrant status and chin migration upon 

residential location patterns which themselves are hypothesized to exist in a multiple nuclei 

arrangement. 

The Jewish group is of interest because this ethnically heterogeneous coilectivity is 

highly concentmted in spite of that fact that its mernbea are neither a visible minonty nor 

are they involuntarily segregated. Residentiai patterns Vary according to socioeconornic 

status such that those with the highest ranking lke farthest fkom the city centre 

(Balakrishnan and Kralt 1987; Driedger 1989). Bathurst Street in Toronto traverses the 

entire social stratum and life cycle span. Households migrate dong this artery in 

accordance with farnily unit needs and financial prospenty. Nonerheless. they continue to 

reside within the community. Intemal differentiation is also based upon the degree of 

religious orthodoxy (Harvey 1984). Toronto's Jewish group is often described as an 

'extremely cohesive cornmunity which relocates as a whole" (Hecht, Sharpe and Wong 

1983, 107). Many of its institutions have been transplanted to sububan locales. 

The Multiethnic classification will function as a serni-control group since its 

members are tied to numerous ethnic comrnunities. It represents a prevaihg trend towards 

societal amalgarnation. The rationale for including Multiethnic is underlined by the fact that 

feaiity has change-; it is more complex. Post-modernism celebrates divenity, differences. 



and fragmentation. Whereas ethnicity was previously considered an aberration. it is now 

acceptable for individuals to assert identities based on ethnic mixing. McGahan ( 1986. 133) 

emphasizes that the "continuation of an ethnically based social structure and identity" 

should no longer be treated as "deviant." Ethnic neighbourhwds, in accordance with 

Matwijiw (1979, 45), should be considered "an integral part of the metroplitan social 

structure" rather than an "abnonnality." Initially considered a fixed entity which was 

determined by endogamous mariage or exogamous conjugality hto a closely affiliateci 

group, national identity was assurned to erode until it was lost Ma assimilation hto the host 

society. Respondents have been able to acknowledge their multiple ethnic ongins since 

198 1. The proportion of those recording "hybrid identities" in which there are no British 

French or Aboriginal components was 24.7% in 1981 (Bumet 1987, 73)? This research 

attempts to establish whether the Multiethnic group's residential arrangement follows that 

of the reference population. that of other cohesive ethnic cornmunities, or neither (i.e. the 

Multiethnic group behaves like an aggregate of several ethnic coilectivities). It is expected 

that this group's spatial pattern will provide an indicator of emerging residential scaîtering. 

The Aboriginal group is extremely usehl for cornparison because its affiliates are 

not immigrants. As visible migrants to the Toronto CMA, membea of this indigenous 

Canadian group adjust to the urban environment in a manner akin to that of newcomers 

from abroad. Having relocated by vutue of financial distress. this group tends to exhibit the 

greatest amount of dissimilarity (Sharpe 1992). Its constituents were not evenly distributed 

throughout Toronto according to 1986 statistics. Census tracts containing noteworthy 

' Two types of multiple icientitia exit: (1 )  "the typical hyphenated identities refiecting an individual's 
identification with both the [mainstream or host] society ... and [their] ancesrrai ethaicity or ethnicities" and 
(2) "muItiple ikntities of ancestral ethniciues ... without direct re- to the [main-] society" 
(Isajiw 1993, 419)- This research employs the latter distinction as per the "European and Other'' 
classification for the 198 1 User Summry Tape, "Other MultipIe Origins (not included elsewhm)" for the 
1981 Public Use Sample Tape, "Multiple Origins" for the 1991 Basic Surnmary Tables, and "Canadian aad 
Otfier" and "Ail Other Multiple Origins* for the 1991 Public Use Microdata File. None of these categories 
include combinations of British, French, Aboriginal, and Other. 



congregations were dispersed throughout the metroplitan area Thus, a greatiy dispersed 

yet concentrated residential configuration is expected for Abonginais. 

The Chinese represent the spatial experiences of an older and newer visible 

immigrant community. Located in three distinct cenaalUed nucleations. Toronto's 

Chinatown is relocating to suburban areas in Scraborough and North York (Con 1982; 

McAndrew 1984; Mercer 1989; Driedger 1989; Gorrie 199 1)! Research based on 198 1 

figures indicates that only a third of thîs city's Chinese are concenaied near its centre 

while the rernainder are "scattered elsewhere" (Balalcrishan and Kralt 1987; Driedger 

l989).' Aside h m  the "isolated concentrations scattered throughout Metropoiitan 

Toronto." weil over half (56%) of the Chinese populace was concentrated in the urt,an core 

and mature northeastern suburbs (Sharpe 1992, 21). Recent immigration Bows are 

dispershg the Chinese population in outer residential districts (Goldberg 1984; Gome 

199 1 ; Gray 1992; Vincent 1995). Markham and Richmond Hill are experiencing an influx 

of affluent newcomers from Hong Kong (Munay 1995). A bipolar concentration pattern is 

hypothesized for the aggregate Chinese population with centralized and suburban enclaves. 

The Jamaicans are memben of a recently arrived group that is classified as a visible 

minority due to racial hentage. They are included in an effort to iiiustrate the residentid 

distribution of a group predorninantly composed of initialy unsponsored immigrants 

admitted because of a demand for their occupational skUs (Agocs 1979). There is no 

Black Caribbean, or West indian ghetto in metinpolitan Toronto; only dispersed senlement 

clusters. Accordhg to 1986 Census ch, the aggregate Black community was "widely 

distributeci" throughout Toronto's "mature suburban area" with a single partialiy 

Eragmented cluster in the northwest (Sharpe 1992 21). Canadians of Black ancestxy were 

not present in outlying residential districts. Henry (1994) and Vincent (1995) write that 
- - 

Tùese enclaves are Old Chinatown at Elizabeth and Chesmut (3hiaatown West a< Dundas and Spadina, 
and Chinatown East at Broadview and Gerrard Refér to the ethnic neighbowhood ref- map for their 
relative locations. 
7 Sharpe (1992) obsewed that most census tracts possessed soute members of this ethnic group. 



Toronto's CYibbean population, of which the Jamaicans are members, is in transition. 

While king concentrated in apartrmnt complexes in North Yodc, Scarborough, Etobicoke, 

and housing developmenis in central Toronto (Murdie 1994). a si,gnificânt number of the 

Caxibbean groupTs constituents are beginning to establish themselves in Pickering and 

Ajax. 

Study Area and Unit of Analysis 

The Toronto CMA was selected primarily because of its large and heterogeneous 

immigrant population which itself "reflects postwar immigration policy" as well as the fact 

that it is the "preeminent destination for new immigrants" in Canada (Ray 1994, 262). 

Badets and Chui (1994) emphasize thai foreign-born individuals composed 38% (1.5 

million) of this CMA' s population in 1 99 1. Metropolitan Toronto was declared the most 

multiculturaily diverse city in the world by the United Nations in 1989. Its ethno-racial mix 

has changed dramaticaily such that memben of visible minorities compose approxirnately a 

third of the population (Hulchanski and Drdla 1993). Furthennore. this CMATs dynamic 

growth and outward expansion allow for diverse housing and ernployrnent opportunities. 

Such an environment. depending upon the scale of developrnent, affords municipal 

authorities with the oppominity to implement social rnix policies in various residential areas. 

Ethnic residential patterns. especialiy changing and emerging ones, are expected to 

rnaterialize within this CMA first The Toronto CMA also has a sufficiently large number 

of census tracts to permit a detailed statistical analysis of reasonably large sub-samples. AU 

of the aforementioned reasons rnake this CMA an ideal environment in which to examine 

eùioic residential and immigrant setdernent patterns. 

The basic unit of analysis is the census tract (0. It is the smaiIest geographic unit 

to supply the greatest amount of statistical data pertaining to ethnicity especidy in relation 

to enurneration areas (EAs). Census tract data axe suppressed if an ethnic group contains 



fewer than five persons to conform with confidentiality req~irernents.~ While it is tnie that 

€As provide data at the srnailest geographical d e ,  use of this unit would greatly incrase 

the probability of information suppression and emphasize its micro uniqueness (Fong 

1995)? The Ci' level has k e n  selected ais0 because of the focus on the metropolitan, d e r  

than the neighbourhood, scde. In addition, smûller spatial units tend to produce higher 

measures of residential differentiation due to the fx t  that EAs are more homogeneous than 

CTs (Mehta 1974; Massey and Denton 1988). A e d  uni& larger than the census tract 

would "obscure" the extent of ethnic spatial concentration (Richmond 1967). As Massey 

and Denton (1988) note, the census tract is the most widely used ;ireal unit in residential 

differentiation studies. Another issue is practicality. Although EAs could be considered an 

ideal unit that would identify additional sources of variation on the grounds of increased 

sensitivity, this areal sale would involve an excessive amount of work in terms of data 

analysis and map production. Fuially, EA files are also expensive to obtain while CT data is 

available free of charge. 

Temporal cornparisons of ethnic spatial behaviour require consistent CMA and Ci' 

bo undaries. Changing demarcation lines affect group distribution patterns and complicate 

data collection, manipulation and interpretation. Some CTs experience significant 

population alterations directly caused by annexation and consolidation. In such cases, 

census tract amalgaxnation is necessary to permit inter-censal compari~ons.'~ Modifications 

of this sort were not conducted on the grounds that most Metropolitan Toronto tracts were 

adequately stable between 1981 and 1991 and because this research is not a tirne-series 

analysis (Le. snapshots at single points in time). While outer suburban and h g  area CTs 

-- -- - -  

' Richmond and Kalbach (1980) mcommend that the g m u p  size be neither smaller chan the nurnber of mcu 
nor Iarger than the total popdation of the srnailest m c ~  Both situations, argue Richmond and Kalbach 
( l98O.l W), "cm produœ an abbreviated and inconsistent range of possible values which creates problems 
in the interpretation of results [produceci by differentiation indices]" 

Enumratioa Areas are i n c W  to accentuate aberrant distinctions rather than a broader panem of erhnic 
localization. 

'O For example. He&& Sharpe. and Wong (1983) and Weiss (1986) estabtished arbitrary areaï uni6 bas& 
on municipal planning districts. 



expenenced a p a t e r  degree of subdivision. it is i r n p d d  to merge 199 1 census tmctç to 

reflect 1981 borders as this would obscure the detd currently avaiIable and eliminate some 

peripheral CMA municipal components which contain ethnic enclaves as a result of intra- 

urban migrations. Pdtioning 1981 tracts into theu 1991 equivalents is impossible without 

knowing population figures associated with the revised areal units. Thus, the analysis of 

spatially referenced data is based upon tract boundaries used during a given censal year (Le. 

1981 and 199 1 CTs respectively for 1981 and 199 1 data). Crosstabulations of selected 

variables are not affected by alterations in tract confmes because figures are aggregated to 

the CMA scale. 

For those readers interested, Table 6 reviews. while Map 1 illustrates, the major 

census subdivision reorganizations between 1941 and 1991 for the Toronto CMA. Maps 2 

through 5 respectively indicate CMA iirnits and constituent municipaiities and residential 

zones for 1981 and 1991." AU themahc maps showing census tracts for the CMA and 

centrai (Le. metmpoiitan) area appearing herein are reproduced at the same sale and aligned 

in an identical orientation. Several comrnonly recognized and weii-defined residentiai 

neighborhoods exist throughout Metropolitan Toronto. " They include toms annexed by 

the City of Toronto (e-g. Forest Hiil) and corporate subdivisions (e.g. Don and Erin Miiis). 

Since these districts are frequentiy mentioned in this dissertation. Map 6 associates their 

appellations with discrete census tract locations. There are. however, nurnerous areas with no 

specific identity. Reference to these places is made in terms of ~lative directional location 

within a municipality (e-g. northwest Ajax). 

'' The 1981 CMA outhe and CT map versions were consmcted by merging and deleting polygons 
containeci in the 1991 digital boundary fde. 

l2 Metropolitan Toronto refen to the Regional Municipality of Metropohtan Toronto's administrative am 
which consists of City of Toronto and its boroughs: Etobicoke, York, North York, East York, and 
Scarborough. This entity ceased to exist on 01 January 1998, but pre-1998 terminology will be used. 



Table 6. Major Reorganizations in the Toronto CMA. 1941- 199 1 

Census Year CMA Delineation and Modification(s1 

194 1 CMA cornposcd of Toronto. East York. Lcaside. Forest Hill, York. North York. Weston. 
Swansea. Mimico, New Toronto. Long Branch and parts of Etobicoke and Scarb~rough. 

195 1 - Remainine portions of Etobicoke and Scarborough ad&d to CMA 

1956 - 1951 dclineation retained. 

196 1 - Limits cxtended to include populated arcas within the Trafalgar. Toronto. Vaughn. Markham. 
and Pickering townships. 

1966 - Annexation of Stoufvilie. 

197 1 - Lirnits extcnded to indude populatcd artas within ttic Esqucsing. Chinguacousy. Toronto 
Gort. Albion. and King townships and the towns of Aurora and Newmarket - Reorganization of Whitchurch-Stoufvik. 

- Modification western Lunits due to advcnt of regionai govcmment in Peel and HaIton. 

- CMA lirnits exundcd to include Caiedon and East Gwillimbury. 

Brampton becme a pan of Toronto. 

Dekaon of Milton and Halton Hills portions iocludtd in 1971 because thcy failed to mcet 
new comrnuting-based delineation criccria. 

1976 delineation retriined. 

Limits extendcd to include populated arcas within the Uxbridge. Georgina. West 
Gwillimbury. and Tecumseth townships, the town of Orangcvillc. and Toronto island. - Reincorporation of the Milton and H a h n  Hïiis Piunary Census Agglomeration Arcas. 

199 1 - Reduction of West Gwillirnbury Township's northtm Iimit 

Addition of Ailiston and deletion of Pefferlaw. 

Addition of 0r;ingeville Primary Census AggIomeraaon Arca. 

Source: Statistics Canada. A r c A r t a / C e n s u s  A Revitw. 1941- 198 1, 
Working Paper No. 8, (Ottawa: Ministcr of Supply and Services Canada. 1984). Catalogue No. 99-978. 





Map 2. Toronto CMA Boundaq and Municipal Comwnen ts. 198 1 
---- - -- -. a -- - - -- -- -- -. 

Map 3. Toronto CMA Boundary and Municipal Components. 1991 
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The urban landsape also contins its unique sueet slang which is used in reference 

to specific areas, including those inhabited by ethnic groups. As social constnrcts, some 

designations are acœpted with moderate cornplaint and have b e n  streetsigned as distinctive 

commercial œnt~es.'~ Other creative, although offensive. oronyms presently king applied 

were presented in an article published by Ienkins (1995). The concentration of Canbbean 

immigrants in northeastem Scarborough has ken  dubbed 'Scarbados' while the Chinese 

presence in nearby Agincourt resdted in the 'Asiancourt* label. Within North York the 

cluster of high-rise apartrnents around the Jane-Finch intersection in which a 

disproportionate number of JamYcm congregate are coUectively known as 'The 

Comdor.' The incrementd ingression of J d c a n s  into Linle Italy's Oakwood segment 

h a  produced a hybrid cognomen indicative of this transition - 'Rasta-Pasta.' Although no 

universal tag has k e n  agreed upon for the Jewish enclave dong Bathurst Street, the 

Bathurst Manor area has k e n  nicknarned 'Gaza Heights.' Wilson Avenue, West of Yonge 

Street, becomes the 'Gaza Strip' which links both Jewish concentration bands. Map 10 

identifies places associaied with ethnic cornrnunities k i n g  studied herein.ls 

'' Neighbourhood names are often employed to identify the ethnicity of an area's residents. The texm 
Chinatown provides an example of how a place! and its boundaries are defined in accordance with rtice. 
Andersou (1991) interprets the formation of Vancouver's Chinatown as an expression of racial 
discrimination. Wong (1980) suggests that the degree to which past and present inhabitants identify with 
an acea in terms of its traditional and contempocary function(s) (e.g. residential, commercial, W o r  
institutional) must ais0 be considered in addition to external perceptions. Sucb distinctions frequendy 
difier m n g  non-residents in terrns of clarity and consistency. Outsiders may conhue associate a 
neighbouffiood in terrns of its ptevious function while its residents recopke demographic and functional 
changes (Fu1 ford 1997). 

l4 Specific names (e-g. 'Zululand' and 'Chocolate City') have been given to individuai complexes (Carey 
14 July 1983). 

" Common parlance includes 'Brambaladesh' imead of Brampton. 'Singhdaie' for Malton's Springdale 
subdivision development, and 'Somali Park' for an aparrment complex in Etobicoke. 





Dimensions of Residential Differeatiation and Related Measures 

Statistical analyses measuring evenness (i.e. distribution across census tracts with 

respect to the majority by way of an Index of Dissirnilarity), concentration (i.e. Location 

Quotient per census tract), and centralization (i.e. the extent to which ethnic group memkrs 

reside near the CBD by way of the R e Z h e  Cenfraiization Inder)  dong with thematic 

maps of census met ethnic ongin data generated on Mapinfo, an advanced mapping 

software package, are employed to investigîte temporal changes with respect to residential 

location. Table 7 specifies the indices and data used to measure the dimensions of 

domiciliary sepantion under considention. Residential differentivion is recognized as 

k i n g  a "multidimensional concept" composed of evenness, exposure, concentration, 

centnlization, and c l u s t e ~ g  (Massey and Denton 1988). Each dimension corresponds to 

differing aspects of spatial vanation: "an uneven distribution across census tracts in 

cornparison to the majority [population]; isolation h m  interaction with the majority; a 

concentration into srnail geognphic areas; centraliztion in the imer-city; and clustering into 

spatidy contiguous zones" (Sharpe 1992, 13).16 It is important at this point to explain 

why certain dimension have k e n  included at the expense of others. 

Eve~ess,  concentration, and centralization are included on the basis of their 

appropriateness in relating edinic and immigrant residential patterns associated with the 

hypothesized 'shot gun' distribution pattern characterized by scattered enclaves and 

reception areas. Measurements of the aforementioned dimensions respectively ailow one to 

l6 An 'index war' broke out in 1947 over the issue of which statistical m u r e  most appmpriately 
represented segregation. Duncan and Duncan (1955) evaluated various proposeci indices, found that s e v d  
of them were afkcted by population composition, and conclucki that the Index of Dissimilarity (ID) was 
more effective since "there was Little information in aay of the [other] indices not contained in [it]" 
(Lieberson 1981,63). The was resumed in 1976 when ID was challengeci in terms of its effectiveness and 
accuracy. Since then, several indices have been developed to masure each dimension of residential 
sepamion. Massey and Denton (1988) established that indices associated with a particular dimension are 
highiy correlated The dimensions and their related indices are as follows: evenness (Index of Dissimilarity, 
Enmpy M x ,  Atkinsoa index), exposure (Interaction Index, isolation Iodex, Comlation Ratio), 
concentration (Duncan's Delta Index, Absolute Concentration Index, Relative Concentration Wx, 
Location Quotient), centralization (Centrai City Proportion, Absolute Centralization Index, Relative 
Centralization index), clustering (Absolute Ciustering Index, Relative Clustering Index, Spatial Roximity 
Index, Distance Decay interaction Index, Distance Deay Isolation Index), 



Table 7. Indices and Data Employed to Test Hvpotheses 

Dimension of Residentid Differentiation Merisure Census Data Sources 

Eve~ess :  degree of an etfinic group's Index of Dissimilari ty . 
proportional distribution across a (or similarity) 
city's areai units with respect to another 
ethnic group. 

Concentration: deFe of an ethnic 
group's local density per census tract 
relative to its total city-wide 
population. 

Location Quotient. 

Ethnic origin, period 
of immigration, 
ethnicity by pend of 
immiption, mobility 
status at the CT level. 

Centraiization: degree of an ethnic Relative Centralization Index. As above. 
group's congregaiion in a centrai area 
reiative to another ethnic group. 

Note: The output medium me name or catalogue number, dong with table name and numkr are specified in 
Table 8. 



determine whether ethnic groups are more residentially integrated, the degree and location of 

overrepresentation, and the extent of suburbanization. Additional advantages of using these 

dimensions and their measures are: conceptual and operational simplicity. application of 

readily available census data sets, and ease of computation. 

Considered a measure of evenness by some scholars (e.g. James and Taueber 

1985). exposure refers to the extent to which memben of two different groups share 

common residential areas. Exposure indices "attempt to measure the experience of 

segregation as felt by the average rninority or majority member" (Massey and Denton 

1988.287). As an empirical assessrnent of potential contaa. they are af6ected by the relative 

population sire of the groups k i n g  compared and provide Iimited information about where 

interaction or isolation occur." Blau (1977) observed that individuals belonging to large 

study groups c m  experience minimal exposure while king  evenly distributed and that srnail 

groups, irrespective of residential separahon patterns, are inclined to have greater contact 

with the reference population. The exposure dimension is also excluded on the basis that its 

indices are strongly comlated with those of evenness (Lieberson 198 1 ; Stearns and Logan 

1986; Massey and Denton 1988). Once standardized for population composition. the 

exposure index becomes nearly quivalent to the index of dissimilarity which measures 

evenness (White 1989). 

Clustering, the extent to which spatial units inhabited by an ethnic group are 

contiguous, considers the distribution of ethnic areas with respect to one another. Low and 

high index values respectively indicate scattering and the existence of an extensive enclave. 

While conceptually distinct, the dimension tends to be correlated with evenness and 

concentration (Massey and Denton 1988). City-wide clustering indices do not reveal the 

number or spatial distribution of enclaves. Sets of contiguous tracts can be visuaily 

l7 Balalcrisfinan and How (1995) noted that lower exposure index values are registered by ethnic 
communities whose populations increased rapidly due to immigration. 



discemed from Location Quotient rnaps. We now tum our atîention to the concepnial and 

operational definitions of the dimensions and measurements employed in this research. 

Evenness refers to the propomonai distribution or uniformity of two groups (Le. a 

particular erhnic group and a reference group) across an urban area's areai units (i.e. 

enurneration areas or census tracts). This dimension was selected primarily because it best 

relates to the hypothesized dispersion and random scattering ynong recent unmigrant 

arrivals. It is measured by die index of Dissirnilarity which represents the percentage of 

one population which would have to redistribute itself in order to have the sarne percent 

distribution by spatial units as another population (Liebenon 1963; Darroch and Marston 

1969; Bdakrïshnan 1976). It is dculated for a specific ethnic group "with respect to the 

distributions of two distinct ethnic populations" (Richmond and Kalbach 1980, 185). 

Conversely, the index of Segregation is computed in cornparison to all other ethnic groups 

combined. The Index of Dissimilarity is operationally defined as follows: 

where x, denotes the percentage of ethnic group x in the ith area, z, expresses the percentage 

of ethnic group z in the ith am, and n stands for the number of urban areas examined. 

Index values range from zero (complete similarity) to 100 (complete dissirnilarity fiom the 

reference population). Values beyond 70 are considered indicators of high segregation (Le. 

dissirnilarity) while those of 30 or below are associated with greater residential similarity or 

integration (Kantrowia 1973). The index tends to register high values "even when the 

minority group under study rnakes up only a srna11 percent of a city's populationTT (Schwab 

1992,372). This is because the index neglects "variations b e ~ n  ethnic groups in their 

absolute nurnbers" (Lieberson 1963,37). indexes of dissimilarity are also sensitive to the 



number of census tracts for which data are available. Cities with a large number of tracts are 

inclined to register higher ID values which ye indicative of less sunilarity. Also. the index 

is inversely proportionai to the spatial unit size (Lieberson 1963). While providing a 

quantitative measure, this index does not identifj specific ethnic neighbourhoods nor does it 

identiQ the nature of resideniial distribution patterns (Le. locationai tendencies) for any 

particular ethnic group (Burnley and Kalbach 1984; Darroch and Marston 1987). 

Concentration is assuciated with an ethnic group's degree of local density or spatial 

agglomeration. Massey and Denton (1988, 289) define it as the "relative amount of 

physical space occupied by a minority group." Residentially concentrated populations are 

characterized by their occupancy of a limiteci apportionment of the entire rnetropolitan 

region. Temporary, prolonge& and pexmanent concenaation, as previously noted, 

respectively yield different residential arrangements known as colonies, enclaves. and 

ghettos (Boa1 1976). This aspect of domiciliary distinction is measured either by the 

Location Quotient (LQ) or Relafive Concentration Index. While both indices are 

correlated, there is a fundamental distinction between them. The former is defined as the 

percentage of a given (ethnic) group found within a specific areal unit relative to its total 

CMA population (Le. ai l  areai units) while the latter is "calculated as the ratio between the 

proportion of [a paaicuiar group] in an [areal unit] to the proportion of [that unit's] total 

population" (Sharpe 1992, 17). The LQ will be used because of the focus on the macro, 

rather than the micro, scale. Its operational definition is noted below: 

where xi equals the penzntage of ethnic group x in the i, areai unit and x, represents the 

percentage of ethnic group x in aii areai units (Le. the CMA). Higher values indicate 

increasing degrees of conœntxation within the metroplitan sub-unit king investigated. A 

score of 1 indicates that "the areal unit has exactiy the same relative fhquency for a 



category [i.e. ethnic group] as is found across the entire map" (Griffith and A h i n  199 1, 

70). In other words, ethnic group representation in a specific area is quai to the 

metroplitan average. If the LQ value is pater than 1, then an ethnic coiiectivity is 

overrepresented or concentmted in a pdcular location. Underrepresentation is denoted by 

an LQ figure below 1. It should be noted that LQ is ''highly sensitive to the size and shape 

of the axeal units" (Griffith and Amhein 1991, 70). Nevertheless, areas of spatial 

concentration can be exposed by plotting these ratios onto census traa or enumeration area 

boundary maps. Ethnic neighbourhoods and immigrant reception areas can then be 

identified. 

Centdization describes the degree to which a group's members are spatially located 

near the city centre. Massey and Denton ( 1 988) note that residential communities rnay, in 

certain cases, be centralized but dispersed. initial immigrant settlement areas are assumed to 

be cenhalized for newcomers confmnted by income and language consaaints in spite of 

employment relocation to peripheral districts. New ethnic cornmunities formed by recent 

arrivals in Meimpolitan Toronto, however, tend to be "disparate and more decentralized" 

(Vincent 1995, A 12). The latest wave of immigrants has found more affordable housing in 

suburban apartment buildings. This emerging trend rnents fuaher consideration. The 

extent of one group's œntralizaiion cornpared to another is measured by the Relative 

Cenûalization index (RCE). This index indicates the "relative share of [a group's] 

membels that would have to change their place of residence to match the degree of 

cenbcilization of [another group's] members" (Massey and Denton 1988. 292). It is 

operatonalized as follows: 

where n denotes the areal units ordered by increasing distance h m  the CBD, xi represents 

the cumulative proportion of group x's population in an areal unit, and y, signifies group 



y's cumularive proportion in the same areai unit." RCE values range from -1, which 

indicates that group x*s rnembes reside fanher away from the CBD than group y's 

constituents (completely &centnlized). to + 1 which suggests complete centralization (ir. 

group x's members are located in closer proximity to the uhan core than those group y). A 

value of O impiies that both groups have an identical spatial distribution around the urban 

centre. The aforementioned dimensions and their related rneasures are used in order to 

maintain conformity with conventiond andytic techniques appiied by urban geographers. 

This research, however, goes beyond earlier studies in düit it concurrently examines several 

rneasures rather than drawing conclusions based on a single one. 

Addressing Data Issues: Definitional and Procedural Revisions 

Major variables employed in this andysis are defined in the Census dictionaries and 

noted in the glossary. Some additional comment is ~ q u i r e d  concerning definitional 

changes dong with the vaned arnount and quality of detaii which may affect the 

comparability of fmdings. 'Ethnic origin* refers to the ethnic or cuihiral group(s) to which 

respondents or their ancestors (real or symbolic) be1ong.l9 Replies to the census ethnic 

origin question reflect respondents* personal perceptions of ethnicity and the question itself 

is subject to a range of interpretation. Some respondents follow language, othen religion or 

place of birth. Ethnie ongin (nationaiïty) m u t  not be confused with either citizenship or 

counw of birth because they do not always coincide. Bias is also uitroduced when 

- -- 

l8 When yi corresponds to the total CMA population, the adjusted index would be the RCE value divided 
by one, minus the proportion of the total population that a specific ethnic group comprises (i.e. the 
cumulative perceotage distribution of the total population minus that of the ethnic group king exaznined). 
Such a procedure is not required for the purposes of this research. 

l9 The ethnic ongin question for the 1971 Census was: 'To what ethnic or culturai group did you or your 
aacestor (on the male side) belong on coming to this country?" During 1981 it was modified to rad: "To 
which ethnic or cultural group did you or your ancestors belong on first coming to this continent? An4 in 
1991 respondents were asked: 'To which ethnic or cultural group(s) did this petson's ancestors belong?" 
Refer to Appendix A for the mark-in entries and number of &te-in spaces provided for each of the 
aforemen tioned censuses. 



respondents either do not know or have misconceptions about their ethnic ongin(s). In 

other cases the ethnicity question is ambiguous for individuals whose roots cm be traceà to 

several nationalities or whose ancestors orne to their original homeland and Canada 

through other corntries (Bourne et al. 1986). In this ose, immigrants rnay change their 

identity upon or after amvd in Canada. The core group definition for each of the six 

dorementioned ethnic groups is assumed to be relatively stable with additions and losses 

aaributed to births, deaths. migration. intemiarriage, and life cycle perception(s) of 

ethnocultural identity . 

Ethnic categories used in census publications change and/or are augmented. Once 

an ethnic group acquires suffîcient additional membea, it is identified as a separate entity 

(Herberg 1989). The Jewish and Man classifications are examples of anomalous 

categ~ries.'~ Misleading conclusions regarding a group's size and spatial characteristics 

cm be drawn when definitional discrepancies exist. Census ethnic category development 

and consistency with respect to the study groups are addressed in Appendix A. Kobayashi 

(1993) notes that essentialism is often used to create and distinguish between ethnic and 

racial groups. Fundamental differences between two or more groups are stressed in order 

to categorize them. 'Other' groups are then consfructed by ascribing qualities which are 

themselves employed to estabiish facts. Social relations or 'reality' are subsequently 

exphined by these 'facts.' Ail deviations from the established nom are considered 

r a d i d y  different thus yielding a distinct ethnicity. Ratification is also employed to ascribe 

the ethnic affiliation of visible rninority members with that of aggregate racial groups such 

as "Black" or "Asian" and to delimit districts of ethnic concentration. The existence of an 

ethnic group is not based exclusively upon extemai perceptions of distinctiveness. Rather. it 

20 Jews are recognized as both an ethnic and reiïgious group when, in fan. they w a ~Ligious category 
composed of several ethnicities (Richmond 1967). The Asian classification is also ambiguous because this 
is a continental identification m& up of numemus supra- and subethnic groups. Depeading upon the 
country of origïn, number, and type of migrants, the Asian population is periodically dominated by certain 
UN&, The British group, paradoxically, is "meticulously broken down into its compoûen~.eIerraents" 
(Nagata 1979,175). 



is muruaily affmed by its members and those of other groups. An awareness of these 

defational issues is undoubtedly important It is. however, beyond the scope of this 

investigaiion to redefme. recategonze, and (re)uiaIyze ethnic census data 

Since ethnicity c m  &O be viewed as a muItidirnensiona1 concepf the extent and 

degree of dissirnilarity. dispersion and decenûalization varies with the definitional critenon 

used (Darroch and Marston 1969). Mother tongue is an important deteminant of ethnic 

spatial behaviour insofar as it is a dimension and "surrogate indicatoi' of ethnicity (Hecht, 

Sharpe, and Wong 1983; Trovato and Halli 1990). Statistics Canada (1984a) reports that a 

good correlation (75%) exists between ethnic origin and mother tongue for the 1981 

Census. This observation supgests that mother tongue can, at times. represent ethnic 

dimensions. However, it should be noted that mother tongue refers to the language fmt 

learned as a child and sàll understood but not necessarily spoken. There is no requirement 

that the respondent ever spoke the language; the ability to still understand is sufficient. 

Neither the knowledge nor understanding of a mother tongue imply its use. 

Inaoduced in 1971, the home language variable is operationalized as the tongue 

spoken most often at home by the respondent at the time of the census." Data obtained by 

this question often reflects the extent to which a non-official language is employed in daily 

activities and communication. While home language rnay be used in conjunction with 

mother tongue to m u r e  linguistic assimilationT it is not a reliable indicator of ethnicity. 

English and French are both the mother tongue and home language of numerous ethnic 

groups including those labeled as visible minonties (Statistics Canada 1984a). Anomalous 

situations also arise when ethnic ongin and home language (non-official) differ. Individuals 

identifjing with a particulai ethnic group may have (in)voluntarily altered their home 

language before immigrating to Canada. These exampies indicate that the utility of home 

'' The ongiaal phrasing was ambiguous in the sense that respondents could interpret the question as asking 
for individual language use or for the collective household lauguage. Subsequent revisions muk it cl= 
that the individual characteristics was to be measured, 



lanepage is rather limited. Also, mother tongue and home language data are not employed 

because some members of the second pneration and beyond may subjectively identifi with 

their ethnic origin without communicating in their mother tongue or. inversely, they may not 

have strong feelings of attachent despite knowing the language. 

Procedural revisions introduced in the 1981 Census pose some analytical 

difficulties. Pre-1981 data is based upon single origïn (i.e. the respondent's male 

anceston) whiie the 1981 Census was the fmt in which respondents were dowed to trace 

their ethnic origin or ancestry of either or both the patemal and matemal sides of theu 

families. Replies, however, were classikd into single origin totais." Although respondents 

were not specifically infonned that multiple responses were permitted, eleven percent of 

them reported more than one ethnic group (White 1993). Intra-censai cornparisons wiil be 

made despite these limitations. Moghaddam (1994,242) explains that such dennitionai and 

methodological variations do not erect "insurmountable obstacles" toward the goal of 

examinhg ethnic residential patterns. Balakrishnan and W t  (1987) did not detect any 

significant senlement pattern differences between single and multiple responses for 

Montreal. Toronto, and Vancouver in the 1981 Census. W e  inter-censal comparability is 

desirable. census de finitions and procedures are acce pted as the y are because this researc h 

focuses on spatial differentiation at various points in tirne. Each census produces a "snap- 

shot" of the "changing ethnic landscape" (White 1993. 52). Single origin figures will be 

employed for aLl ethnic groups exarnined to ensure greater comparability with eariier census 

data_ 

AU multiple responses included a maric-in entry. Two or xnure mark-ins were capRired as a multiple 
response while two or mole write-ins were not instances of the latter were "reduced to and counted as 
single responses by accepouice of the fint valid response ... located in a prescribed List of ethnic ongins" 
(Statistics Canada 1984a). The 198 1 Census questionmire allowed respondents to write up to three ethnic 
origins not included in the mark boxes while the 1991 questionnaire providecl for only two responses and 
classifieci figures according to single and multiple origins (refer to Appendix A). In other words, the only 
difference was an expansion of the etbnic group example list to include other origins in addition to the 
iargest uniisted groups (White 1993). 



Data Sourcs 

The emergence and duration of sociwconomic and migrational trends are not 

necessarily captured or correspond with the latest decennial census. It is necessary to 

examine earlier data in order to avoid stvistical illusions and potentidy rnisleading 

interpretations. Census information is available in wo output medium: print and non-print 

products. The fmt relaies to published catalogues containhg sumrnary tabulations of a 

particular data type. A considerable amount of variation exists with respect to the scope and 

detail of statistics disserninated in diis format. Basic Summvy Tabulations. User Summary 

Tapes, Public Use Sample Tapes, and Public Use Microdata Fies are associated with the 

latter medium. Easy to access, they permit researchea to maipulaie and analyze data that is 

more detaiied than tha& featured in printed documents. These non-phi products require 

additional elaborahon because data retrieval, manipulation, and analysis associated with this 

research are based primarily upon electmnic data files.'' The 1971 and 1981 User 

Sumrnvy Tape fdes were downloaded and expoited from magnetic tapes while 1991 Basic 

Surnmary Tape fdes were already available on Banyan, Wilfrid Laurier University's 

cornputer network. Printed census bulletins issued by Statistics Canada were only 

employed in instances when computerized versions do not exist and are either incomplete or 

inaccessible. B e g i ~ h g  with the most recent census fies, Table 8 iternizes ail of the data 

sources and types used in this investigation. A discussion of each foIiows. 

Two major classes of cornputer-readable census products bave been produced by 

Statistics Canada since 197 1 : User Sumrnary Tapes (USTs) and Public Use Sample Tapes 

(PUSTs). In 1991. the terminology changed such that USTs are now caiied Basic 

Surnmary Tabulations (BSTs) whiie PUSTs are refemd to as Public Use Microdata Files 

(PUMFs). These electronic mes wiU now be exitmined in greater detaii beginning with the 

most reœnt Census. 

a SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) spreadsbeet software package (Windows version) was 
used to select &ta files, calculate indices. and create bi- and multivariate crosstabulations. 



Table 8. Schedule of Data Sources Employed 

Year Output Fie Name or Catalogue Table Number and Name 
 medium Number 

1991 BST j9 10 1 .sav 
(803 C T s )  i9 102.sav 

PUMF 53Sind9 1 .sav 
(3% sample) 

1981 UST SPC8 1B5O 
(rnicrofic he) 
(602 CTs) 

UST SPC8 1B60 
(microfiche) 
(602 CTs) 

PUST inds8 1 .mv 
(2% sample) 

1971 UST B2DEMB02-02 
(438 Cïs )  

PUST rcmaïnd7 1 .sav 
(1% samplc) 

Ethnic origin showing age groups. 
Immigrant population by selecud places 
of birth and sex. showing period of 
immigration. 
Population 1 ycar and over by age group 
and sex showing mobility status. 
Population 5 ycar and over by age group 
and scx showing mobility status. 

Bi- and muftivariate crosstabulations of CMA 
ethnic origin and immigration p e n d  by: 
mobility stanis. unurc. ccnsus family 
statu, cducation. and household income. 

SPCS 1 B57. Population by cthnic origin 
and sex. Canada. Provinces. CAMAS with 
Ccnsus Tncts. 

SPC8 I B63. Population by c h i c  origin. 
by period of immigration. CMAs with 
Census Tiacts. 

Bi- and rnultivariate crosstabuIations of 
cthnic origin and immigration period by: 
mobility stanis. tenuce. ccnsus family 
stam. education. and household income. 

1. Total popdation by ethnic group 
and sex. 

Cr 

CMA 

Bi- and rnultivariate crosstabulations of CMA 
c h i c  ongin and immigration period by: 
mobitity status tcnurt. census family 
status, education. and household income. 



The 1991 BSTs are a senes of approxirnately sixty tabulations, each of which 

features two or more interrelated variables associated with a specific amibute of different 

census universes (ie. individuai Canadians, the families and households to which they 

belong, and the dwelhgs in which they reside). BSTs provide the same data for standard 

geographic units ranging fiom the national scale to enurneration areas. Statistics presented 

at the EA level wex  aggregated to the Cï scale. Data distortion may occur when rounded 

figures are combined. hprecisions of this sort tend to mcel  each other out when data 

celis are reaggregated. Use of appropriate subtotals c m  rninimize such irregularities. 

Single origin ethnic data are employed to calculate figures related to the three dimensions of 

residential differentiation and to determine ethnic concentration patterns. Crosstabulations 

can not be made with this type of non-print product. 

The 1991 PUMFs contain three percent samples of anonymous unaggregated 

records of individual responses to the long and short census questionnaire. Files related to 

individuals, families as well as households and housing are available." Each file consists of 

several social, economic. and demographic variables which can be manipulated to create 

custom bi- and multivariate crosstabuiations. These tabulations do not supply areal 

information due to confidentiality constraints (Le. geographic identifien are restricted to the 

CMA scale). Results, however, can be used to genente population profiles by which each 

ethnic group king investigated is compared against their reference counterpart. Given the 

existence of extensive data files, it is not difficult to become distracted with and pursue 

redundant andlor marginally relevant information. It is necessary to select only those 

variables which are primarily pertinent to the spatial distribution of ethnic and immigrant 

communities, especially those identifieci in the Litexmm mhew as factors influencing the 

location of initial and subsequent iesidential location. For example, crosstabulations 

24 The 199 1 PüMF target population. or universe, includes al1 Canadian citizens, lmded immigrants, ancl, 
for the ikst tirne, non-permanent resideots (Le. pesons holding student or employment visas, Mimister's 
Permit., and refugee ciaimants). 



involving, mobility status to establish the distance of dwelling relocation, tenure to relate 

whether newcomers are o b s e d g  the hypothesized trend toward home ownership, and 

census farniiy status to test for the presence of chah migration. Similady, incorne and 

education data are used to verifj whether ment arrivals are indeed more affluent and 

professiondy skilled. Justification for the inclusion of other variables is provided in the 

appropriate sections of Chapter 9. Crosstabulations based upon the Individual !Xe are listed 

in Table 9. Ernpirical base variation is attributable to data availability. Ethnic origin 

functions as the dependent variable in each case. 

Most of the 1981 Census fdes saved on rnagnetic tapes as tables of raw data were 

assembled for specific research purposes with geographic coverage king  restricted to the 

Census Division (CD). Special tables produced for the study of variables related to 

ethnicity are available for the Toronto CMA. Unfortunately, they are confined to the 

Census Subdivision (CSD) scale." A UST Special Series file (microfiche version) related 

to tables indicating, at the CT delineation, population by ethnic origin and population by 

ethnic ongin by period of immigration was used (refer to Table 8). USTs contain tabulated 

data, rather than individual records, pertaining to demographic, household, farnily, dwehg. 

and income characteristics. They are similar to BSTs. 

PUSTs are microdata files consisting of three separate population domains: persons, 

families and ho useholds. Each file contains severai variables, including those associated 

with ethnicity, and is based upon on an independent stratified two percent sample size (i.e. 

one in fi@ records). Comparable to the 1 99 1 PUMFs, 1 9 8 1 PUSTs provide the same type 

of information and permit cross tabulations as discussed above. The Individual file contains 

detailed demographic and economic data, dong with selected farnily and household 

characteristics, for each person in the sample. 

Special tables were produced for the 1971 Census are also cestricted to the CSD ~cale. 



Table 9. PUMF and PUST Crosstabulations Matrix 

CrosstabuIation (Ethnic Origin by:) 1991 1981 1971 

Year of Immigration 

~Mobility Status - 5 Years Ago 

Year of Immi,gation controlling for Mobility Status - 5 Yeats Ago 

.Mobility Status - 1 Year Ago 

Year of Immigration controlling for Mobiliry Status - 1 Year Ago 

Tenure 

Year of Immigration conuolling for Tenure 

Census Family Status 

Year of Irnmi,mtion conuolling for Census Family Status 

khxation (Highest Level of Schooling) 

Year of Immigration controlling for Education 

Household Incorne Groups 

Year of Immigration controiiing for HousehoId Income 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Ys 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 



UST files for the 197 1 Census present combinations of two or more variables per 

table. Each file contains a single table and is nmed after its prirnary subject area (e.g. 

mobility). The long form questionnaire (80% data sample) was reaieved and u-d 

because, unlike the short form version (1 00% sample), it contains ethnic origin and mobility 

data. Statistical information avaiIable at the EA scde wiu be aggregated to the CT level in 

order to describe a larger geopphic area It should be noted that figures are not supplied 

for the Greek, Jamaican, and Multiethnic comrnunities. 

PUSTs, as described above, are also available for 197 1 Census ciam Representative 

records identifying ethnic or cultural group, immigration period, place of residence 

(mobility) and level of schooling were activated to produce crosstabulations. sirnilar to those 

for 199 1 and the previous decade. for the snidy and derence populations. The sample size 

is one in a hundred (1%). Although PUMF and PUST files represent a srnail segment of 

the entire CMA population and are susceptible to sarnpling error in some multivanaie 

crosstabulations. their sample size is larger than any available surveys. This is especidy 

tnte with respect to the 198 1 tabulation of ethnic origin by immigration period whexc 

Canadian-bom residents appear to be under counted. 



Introduction 

It har k e n  traditionally assumed, in accordance with the ecological mode1 of ethnic 

integration, that the extent of residential dissimilarity will decbe as immigrants becorne 

culturally assimilated. Previous studies have demonstraied that domiciliary separation has 

declined for certain groups, especially northem and western Europeans, while rernaining 

fairly high for other collectivities (e.g. Jews). In particular, Baldaishnan (1976) noted a 

modest reduction in the extent of dissimilarity between 195 1 and 196 1 arnong CMAs while 

empiricai evidence derived from a comparison of 1961 and 1971 data did not indicate a 

continuance of this trend due to an increase in the ethnic divesity of immigrant arrivals 

during the 1960s (Balaknshnm 1978 and 1982). Subsequent investigations reported that 

the degree of residential differentiation did not diminish arnong numericaüy smaller and 

more recent i m m i p t  communities although sorne anomalies were cited (Kalbach 1987). 

Balakrishnm and Hou (1995) report that rnemben of three visible rninority groups, Blacks, 

Chinese and South Asians, rrgistered moderate dissimilarity levels in fourteen major CMAs 

in 1986 and 1991. The Index of Dissimilarity (ID) is expected to change arnong most 

study groups, especially those dominated by more educated and affluent recent anivals who 

have entered an increasingiy decentralized urban form and service-oriented economy 

(Sharpe 1992). 

Some methodological rernarks are required pnor to a discussion of observations. 

The degree of distributional differentiation (evemess) between two ethnic populations 

among census tracts (CTs) will be ascertained and anal@ in t e m  of a dissimilarity 



index.' Conceptual and operational definitions of this sumrnary measure are provided in 

the previous chapter. A Iow degree of residential sepadon (i.e. highly similar to the 

British) is represented by values ranging between O and 30, moderate dûsirnilarity by those 

in the 30 to 60 bracket, and highly segreged ethnic communities by index scores spanning 

the 60-100 interval. A value of 50 indicates an average amount of spatid htegration. 

Exceptionally elevated levels imply that the majority of an ethnic group's constituents 

inhabit dwelling districts primarily populated by it. Depreciated values denote that a 

significant proportion of a particular ethnicity lives in neighbourhoods essentially occupied 

by (an)oher group(s). As previously mentioned, index results denved from numerous 

small-sized CTs will be higher than those bûsed upon a few large or aggregated spatial 

units. Differences in census geography ofien necessitate a regrouping of tracts to produce 

comparable results. This procedure was not cvried out because this research analyses 

different ethnic groups within, mher than between, the latest decennial censuses.' 

Ethnic Residential Differentiation 

A cunory inspection of Table 10 reveals thai the degree of residential dissirnilarity 

with respect to the British population has ken  relatively modeme and stable among ethnic 

groups over hm. Results advanced by other researchers also indicate that the extent of 

diffe~ntiation in Toronto tends to be average when compmd to other CMAs (Richmond 

and Kdbach 1980; Balakrishnan and Selvanathan 1990; Balakrishnan and Hou 1995).' 

' Although not calculated, indices based on mother tongue and home langage wouId be comparatively 
higher since ethnicity is marginalIy significant potentially of no consequence among more assimilateci 
respoodents (Hiii 1976). 

Inter-censal variation in the number and size of CTs can become a relevant issue in tirne-series or histoncal 
studies. In such cases, it is impossible to àisaggegate 1981 ethnic data and redistribute it according to 
1991 CT boundaries. It is possible to combine 1991 spatially referenced figures such that they correspond 
with earlier areal delimitations. The primary disincentive to doing so is the loss of new or modified tracts 
correspondhg to uhan fm change as well as the generation of reduced and potentially misleading, 
dissimilarity scores. A greater degree of precision is maintaineci by working with existing CT & d o a  
lines. 

Disproportionate segregatioo levels, in cornparison to many Americcan cities, are not typical of Canadian 
metropolitan ares  (Goldberg and Mercer 1986). 



TabIe 10. Residential Dissimilarity Indices of Ethnic Groups. Toronto CMA. 197 1-199 1 

-- - -  - -  

Ethnic Origin 1991 198 1 197 1 
. - 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

Multiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chinese 

Janiaican 

Notes: Indices are not calculated for the British reference population since they would consistently equd 
zero. The Jamaican value for 1981 is taken from Balaknshnan and Kralt (1987, 153). Al1 1971 figures are 
taken kom Kaibach (1981,221 and relative to the Engiish third and subsequent generations. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, "Population by Ethnic Origin, Showing Age Groups - 20% Samplew (Table 
Kame: j9 f 0 1). Data from: 199 1 Basic Sumrnary Tabuiations (Magnetic Tripe). Ottawa, 1993; Statistics 
Canada, "Population by Ethnic ûrigin, by Sex, Canada, Provinces, Census Metropolitan Ateas with Census 
Tracts. 198 1 - 20% SampIew (Table Name: SPC81 B57). Data hm: 198 1 User Summary Tapes and 
Microfiche, Speciai Senes, Unpublished Data (Microfiche Fie: SPC8 1 BSO). Ottawa, 1983. 



The highest and lowest arnounts of separation are  respective!^ and consistently reported by 

Jrwish and Multiethnic individu&. I n d ~ d ,  the lûtter collectivity is becoming increasingly 

dispersed. Changing or inconsistent ethnic origin classifications, evolving identity 

perceptions, and acceptance of multiple ancestries can be advmced as possible explanations 

for the emerging pattern. Jews have always maintained an exceedingly large level of 

unevenness (Balakrisfuian 1976; Hill 1976; Kalbach 1980 and 1987). Moderate mesures 

prevailed among the rernaining ethnicities for whom the amplitude of residential 

differentiation has essentially increased over the years. This trend would suggest 

comsponding augmentation in the amount, rather than locational tendencies, of geographic 

concentration. Only the Hellenic cornmunity is characterized by a slight rise in spatial 

integration. Othewise, Greeks sustained an i n t e d i a t e  level of segregation. Results 

derived frorn 199 1 Census data indicate thy residential dissimilarity is not exclusive to 

newly anived ethnic groups. Jamaicans, for example, registered a score mar@ndy higher 

than that of the Greeks while in 198 1 they were less differentiaied than most other groups. 

Excluding high levels characteristic of the Jews, thût of visible rninorities varied between 

198 1 and 199 1 with an increase king noted during the latest census among Aboriginals 

and Chinese inhabitants The Aboriginals were the most dissimilar during 199 1 even 

though no rwervations, which could have contributed to elevated ID Ievek, were included 

within the CMA. 

Although no explanations for the degree of separation can be extracted from Table 

10, rising ID scores have k e n  attributed to increasing ethnic group membership via 

immigration while varidons are partiaily a reflection of the CMA's suburban 

decentraiization, economic development, and the "dominant culhird milieu within which the 

urban community exists" (Richmond and Kaibach 1980, 14). The magnitude and 

dispersion of British suburban migration h m  East to North York during the 1960s is also 

noted to have increased the degree of segregation in 1971 (Richmond 1972). Voluntary 

segregation, as an expression of ethnic closure, is acknowledged to operate among the Jews, 



for whom 78.25% wouid have to reIaate to difierent sub-mas in order to have the same 

percent distribution over spatial units as the reference population, while group and pesonal 

discrimination or substantiiil concentdon in subsidized housing have explained 

unevenness arnong some visible minorities (Balakrishnan and Kralt 1987; Herberg 1989; 

Henry 1994; Murdie 1 994). Individu* are generally exposed to neighbourhoods 

characterized by increasing ethnic divesity with each successive relocation yet a district's 

ethnic composition cm change after moving there (Kalbach 1981). 

Immigrant Residential Divergence 

Newcorner residential integraiion is recognized as partially being a function of 

temporal order - the duration of urban domiciliation. Encompûssing a distinction between 

individuais born in Canada and abroad, immigration period data permit. the computation 

and analysis of ID values between each amival interval and native-bom people which in this 

case, function as the standard p~pulation.~ Segregation pattern vaiation is partially 

influenced by age bias and subsequent migration among earlier entrants (Darroch and 

Marston 1969). As such, Tables 1 1 and 12 relate the present location of individuals rather 

than where they f int  took up residence following admission into Canada. Data associated 

with the latest intakes is more reliable in terms of capturing initial settlement configurations. 

Two patterns of immediate interest are presented in Tables 11 and 12. F i  

differentiation figures constantfy increase in magnitude as one enurnerates entries up- and 

nghtwards of the principai diagonai. Marginal variation displayed by the 199 1 data are 

attributable to a greater de- of admission interval aggregation. The extent to which dus 

Low index values, ranging between O and 30, indicate that individuals associated with a particular 
immigration period exhibit a high d e p  of similarity in terms of spatial distribution relative to the 
cornparison populatioo. Vaiues greater than 70 represent a high degree of dissimilarity (i.e. spatial 
separation)- A substantive explanation of ID values is provided in tenns of the proportion of one intake 
intervai's members that would have to relocate to difiereut census tracts in order to register the same percent 
apportionment as the reference ,mup. 



Table 1 1. Residential Dissirnilarity Indices bv Immigration Period. Toronto CMA. 199 1 

- . - -  

Immigmion Period Pre- 196 1 196 1 - 1970 1971-1980 1981-1987 1988- 199 1 

Notes: Read table across rows. The 1988- 199 1 interva1 includes only the fmt five months of 199 1 .  

Source: Statisûcs Cana&. "Immigrant Population by Selected Places of Birth and Sex, Showing Period of 
Immi,gation - 20% Sample" (Table Narne: i9 102). Data Eiom: 1991 Basic Summary Tabulations (Magnetic 
Tape). Ottawa 1993. 



Table 12. Residentid Dissimi1suity Indices by Immigration Period. Toronto CMA, 198 1 

Immigration Period Pre-1945 1945- 1954 1955- 1964 1965-1970 197 1- 1974 1975- 1977 1978- 198 1 

Canadian- boni 

Prc- 1945 

1945- 19% 

1955- 1964 

1965- 1970 

197 1- 1974 

1975-1977 

1978- 198 1 

Notes: Read table across rows. The 1978-1981 interval incIudcs only the first five rnonths of 1981. 

Source: Statistics Canada. "Populaaon by Ethnic Origin. by Period of Immigration, Census Meampolitan Arcas 
with Census Tracts, 198 1 - 20% Sampte" (ïable Name: SPC81B63). Data h m :  1981 User Sumrnary Tapes and 
Microfiche. Special Scnes. Unpublished Data (Microfiche File: SPC8 lB60). Otnwa, 1983. 



apportionment exhibits a reguiated form suggsts that an inverse relationship between 

immigration period and spatial divergence, in terms of residency, exists arnong extemal 

migrants. Regardless of which arrivai phase is selected. individuals associated with it are 

highly se-gated from non-immigrants followed by early anivals and lest from their 

irnmediate p~cursors .~  Focusing upon the last column in Table 11. it is evident that 

immigrants associated with the dispersion mode1 continue to foiiow a consistent pattern of 

inc~asing spatial distance from members of each previous mival interval. One should not 

be deceived into thinking that 1988-199 1 admissions are becoming more residentially 

integrated (i-e. similar) by declining ID values when reading down the column. They are, 

however, relatively less segregated than their from the Canadian-boni 1981 counterparts (i-e. 

1978-198 1 mivals). 

Second, index values between native-born CMA constituents and each setdernent 

segment dso dispiay a tenuous u-shaped apportionment when reading across table rows. 

Both the earliest and latest arrivals have comparativeiy elevated measures of unevenness as 

evidenced by 1981 figures. This arrangement is less pronounced and some what more 

skewed for the 1991 version. Although relatively moderate levels of spatial separation. 

irnplying an intermediate caliber of integration, were registered by eûch data set, ment 

entrants were less differentiated from those boni in Canada during the 199 1 Census. 

Residentiai separation configurations according to origin group differences in 

admission interval permit a more direct and precise investigation of eve~ess .  The degree of 

dissimilarity between each eihnic community's entire immigrant population and that of their 

British cornterpart, according to 1981 figures, reflected values associated with their 

respective aggregate constituencies. Siightly deviant yet stable measures were noted by the 

Greeks (50.50). Jews (75.00) and Chinese (46.55) while higher levels distinguished 

Multiethnic (46.25) and Abonginal (66.05) newcomers. in t e m  of rank order, excessive 

spatial unevenness was rnaintained by Jewish and Aboriginal setties. Intemediate range 

-- ... 

Sixniiar observations based upon 1961 data were drawn by D m h  and Marston (1969). 



values were expressed by the remaining ethnic units. The degree of separation between 

native-bom people of British ancestry and each study group's immigrant segment was 

exorbitant with the minimum (95.95) and maximum (LOO) king associateci with 

Multiethnic and Aboriginal extemal migrants.6 

An examination of residentid differentiation between each study group and their 

reference population according to immigration reveals a greater arnount of variance among a 

given cornmunity's immigrants (refer to Table 13). [D values are also higher than those 

p~viously discussed. hm- and inter-group differences were not calcuiated as they would 

be less meaningful. Reading across each row and d o m  every column, one &es th& as 

observed beforehand, a slight u-pattemed distribution of indices is apparent amidst nearly 

all ethnic collectivities. Thus. intemal group variance exists with respect to evenness. Only 

the Aboriginals and Chinese display relatively increased amounts of similvity among their 

latest mivals. These observations suggest that social distance is at its greatest when 

comparing the earliest and most recent admission i n t e d s  and that those amiving during a 

given period do not necessarily register similar ID values.. The aforementioned exception 

also applies in th is  case. Focusing upon 1978- 198 1 entrants. established enmce  groups 

(Greek, Jewish and Multiethnic) are inclined towards a stable yet high degree of 

segregation from each successive set of British settiers. Recent Chinese immigrants also 

exhibited steady yet reduced ID figures. Divergence among Native Canaâians was greater 

with respect to eariy than recent British amivals. Pre-1945 migrants are more separated 

from al1 of their British counterparts while those who are more residentially integrated varies 

- prior Greek ( 1955- l964), Jewish ( 1965- 1970) and Multiethnic ( 1945- 1954) anivals and 

later (i.e. 197 1 - 1974) Aboriginal and Chinese newcomers. Excluding pre- 1945 entrants, the 

W e s t  dissimilarity occurred among newly amiveci pesons exœpt among the Chinese for 

whom 1945- 1954 admissions stand out. One would suspect that the lower arnount of 

- -- 

See Table 13 for an explanation of the inordinately high number of Aboriginai immigrants captured in the 
data Ne. 



TabIe 13. ResidentiaI Dissimilarity Indices of Ethnic Groups by Immigration Period. 1981 

Crcek 
Prt- 1945 
1945- 1954 
1955- 1964 
1965- 1970 
1971-1974 
1975- 1977 
1978-1981 

lcwish 
P ~ c -  1935 
1945- 1954 
1955- 1964 
1965- 1970 
1971-1973 
1975- 1977 
1978-1981 

Prc- 1945 
1945- 1954 
1955- 1964 
1965- 1970 
1971-1974 
1975- 1977 
1978- 198 1 

Pre- 1945 
1945- 19% 
1955- 1964 
1965- 1970 
1971-1974 
1975- 1977 
1978-1981 

Chincsc 
Prc- 1935 
1945- 1954 
1955- 1964 
1965- 1970 
1971-1974 
1975- 1977 
1978-1981 

Notes: Rcad tabte down cach colurnn- Jamaican surrogatc data unavailable. nicrt werc 3.950 Aboriginal 
irnmigants. ïhc number of individu& per amval period is: 35 (pn-1945). 5 (1945-1954). 85 (1955-1964). 365 
(1965-1970). 1.225 (1971-1974). 990 (1975-1977). and 1.215 (1978-198 1). Sratistics Canada (1986) reports chat 
nearly 50% of the 9.525 immigrants boni outside of North Arnerica who reportcd an Abonginal origin wert born 
in india. Guyana. or Trinidad and Tobago- Thcy likely could have becn of "Asiatic Indian" dcxcnt sincc ovcr 
9056 of thcm marktd the Native Pcoplcs tick box on the 1981 Census. Hcnct. this anornaly is due to rtsponse e m r  
rcsulting h m  a misunderstanding of the word "Indian." Aboriginals boni in the United States and Latin Amcrica 
rilso includcd in the data set used to caicu~au residcntial diffcrtntiation indices. The place of birth for Aboriginal 
immigrants could not be determine from 1981 PUST crosstabulations due to sclcctcd cthnic gmup inctusion. 

Source: Statistics Canach. "Population by Ethnic Origin, by Pcriod of immigration. Census Metropolitan Arcas 
with Census Tracts. 1981 - 205% Sample" (Table Name: SPC81B63). Data from: 1981 User Summary Tapes and 
Microfiche. Spccial Series, Unpublishcd Data (Microfiche File: SPC8 1B60). Ottawa, 1983. 



differentiation registered by recent Chinese arrivais implies a greater extent of suburban 

residency. This concept is examined in the next chapter. 

Summary 

Intermediate Ievels of residential integration are rnaintained by most ethnic 

coiiectivities. Temporal variations irnply a relatively moderate but appreciable inflation of 

ID values. particulariy among the Jews (refer to Table 10). Stability among Greek 

inhabitants is accentuated by a modest decline in domiciliary dissimilarity. One revealing 

indicator of emerging and less rigidly defined ethno-specific neighbourhoods is the 

exaemely low index figures associated with Mdtiethnics (refer io Table 10). Immigrant 

residential divergence patterns, including those associated with ethno-specific data, primarily 

conform with the traditional assumption of declining geographic segregation with increased 

passage of time since initial sedement. Increased sirnilarity measures among newly arriveci 

individu& (i.e. a i l  1978-199 L entrants irrespective of ethnicity). however, suggest that 

districts in which these newcomen reside rnay be different, perhaps in dispersed clusten. 

from those of their imrnediate predecesson. 

Since differences in ID values are amibutable to changing residential phcement, 

especialiy arnong the reference population, it is necessary to establish and compare 

centrakation and concentration tendencies among ethnic comrnunities and their immigrant 

components. Location Quotient mapping and analysis wili reveal whether there are any 

considerable spatial shifts belying ID scores which themselves can be charted. Areas 

registering higher ID ranges, however, shooul also coincide with those regis te~g high 

concentrations (Burniey 197%). 



Introduction 

The Relvive Cenûabtion Index (RCE) compares the cumulative proportions of 

two ethnic populations residing in "circular ~ g s  of varying radü [centredl on the CBD" at 

one point in time (Galster 1984,476). It is not sensitive to the relative size of a CMA and 

its urban core. Conceptuaily. RCE "measures the actuai populations at various distances 

from the CBD ... and is not biased by potentiaüy misleading vagaries of density patterns" 

(Galster 1984,467). Density ,-dient differentiais at disparate locations, in other words, are 

inelevant. This measure is used instead of the centrographic technique because it provides a 

more precise and econornical means of quantitatively s d z i n g  and comparing 

(de)centralization trends.' High concentration areas can be ascerrained from Location 

Quotient maps. 

Opentionalization is somewhat more Iabourious and involves three stages: ndii 

specifcation, census tract ag=gÛtion. and index computation (Redick 1956; Gaister 1984). 

RCE has thus received limited empirical application. Based upon the 199 1 Toronto CMA 

digitai boundary file, seven locational rings were manudy scaled with the foiiowing radii: 

0.05R (the innermost ring), 0.10R. 0.15R, 0.25R. 0.35R. 0.76R, and R - the longest radius 

between the peak land value intersection (Yonge and Queen Streets) and urbanized fringe. 

A fmer resolution would have excluded outer suburban tracts thereby giving an imp~cise 

' Standard deviational ellipses, w hich idenri@ mean centres for each ethnic group, do not graphicaily evince 
disuibutional expanses. Centre of gravity shifts, in the form of trace paths connecting rnean cenues. and 
standard distances away h m  the metropolitan aire, both expresseci in kilometers per decaée. c m  be 
respectively plotmi for each ethnic unit as x and y scattergmn coordinates (Deskins 1972). This approach 
was not appiied due to an insufficient nuniber of decenniai cases and the fact that ethnic collectivities are 
charted independentiy of a reference population. 



measun: of centdzation patterns.' Identified in Maps 8 and 9, these concentric 

delimitations roughiy correspond with residentid development phases ( d e r  to Map 153 in 

Chapter 10). They were applied to 1981 UST data (refer to Maps 10 and 11). Next. census 

tracts were assigned to zones which encompass at least half of their dornain (Redick 1956). 

Table 14 specifies the nurnber of tracts and share of the CMA population per zone. The 

number and cumulative proportion of reference and study group members in each ring were 

then determined (refer to Tables 15 and 16) in order to calculate RCE values which range 

from a maximum of 1, indicating residentiai cenaalization, to a minimum of -1 which 

denotes a completely decentraikd dwelling pattern. A vdue of zero indicates that a 

particular community has the sarne spatial distribution mund the metropolitan core as the 

British colletivity. Gaister (1984, 469) notes that marginal gains in the degree of 

decenhaiktion wilI be registered if identicai proportions of control and research group 

constituents reside "within rings of varying radii from the CBD." 

Ethnic Residential Centralization 

The extent and direction of centraihiion are indicated in Table 17. None of the 

study groups were completely centraüzed or decentralized. ïhey al1 exhibited a relatively 

moderate degxee of residential centralization with figures k i n g  confined to the 0.00-0.35 

range. The Multiethnic population consistently registered the least extent of habitation near 

the metropolitan core. Although 198 1 data are unavailable, the Jarnaican group is beiieved 

to be characterized by a significantiy decreased order of œntralization across urban space. 

An incremental yet definite decentrakation trend is noted among nearly ail of the ethnic 

communities being examined. Chinese inhabitants displayed the greatest arnount of 

relocation to outlying CMA districts partidy due to new suburban reception areas. Only 

' RCE values are elevated as the amoÜnt of bands is inmaseci through width reductioo (Mehta 1974). 
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Map 8. Relarive Cendization Index Zones. Toronto CMA. 1991 

Map 9. Relative Centralization Index Zones. Memmlitan Toronto. 199 1 
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Map 1 1. Relative Cenmlization Index Zones. Metropditan Toronto. 198 1 



Table 14. RCE Zone Specification and Census Tract Aggmgation. 198 1 and 199 1 

Zone (Range 
in kilometers) 

Notes: Non-residential and selected peripheral census tracts are exchdeci dong with those containing kwer 
than 200 inhabitants whose &ta has been already suppressed by Statistics Canada to ensure confidentiality. 
Four uninhabited tracts are located in zone 4 and one each in zones 2 and 3 during 1981 and 199 1. A 
single tract in zones 6 and 7 were aiso established to be non-residential for the 1991 data file. Intentiondly 
abandoned tracts in zone 7, one in 198 1 and nineteen in 1991, respectively accounted for 0.13% and 233% 
of the entire CMA population. Although these spatial units are prirnarily parts of the sparsely populated 
ruraJ fiinge, they also encompass urbanited labour market areas bat have incorporated into the CMA due to 
cornmuting criteria: Orangeville. Beeton, Ailiston, Ke,pich-Elmhurt Beecti, Sunon and parts of the 
outlying townships. 



Table 15. Individuds per Zone. Toronto CM\. 1% 1 and 1% 1 

Yearfûrigin Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 

19eL 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

hlulticthnic 

Aboriginal 

Chinese 

Jamaican 

Z 

m 
British 

tircck 

Jewish 

Multiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chinese 

Jamaican 

;r 

Note: Z = al1 CMA midents  . n . ê  = not avaiiabtc. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, "Population by Ethnic Origin, Showing Age Groups - 20% Samplen (Table 
Name: j9101)- Data from 1991 Basic Summary Tabulations  magneti tic Tape). Ottawa, 1993; Statistics 
Canada, "Population by Ethnic Origin, by Sex, Canada, Provinces, Census Meanpolitan Areas with Census 
Tracts, 1981 - 20% Samplew (Table Name: SPC8 1 B57). Data h m :  1981 User Summary Tapes and 
Microfiche, Specid Senes, Unpublished Data (Microfiche Fde: SPC81BSO). Ottawa, 1983. 



Table 16. Cumulative Proportion of Ethnic Group Members per Zone. 198 1 and 199 1 

YearI0rigi.n Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 

1991 

British 

Greek 

Jtwish 

Multicthnic 

Aboriginal 

Chinese 

Jamaican 

1981 

British 

Greck 

Jewish 

Mul tiethnic 

Abonginal 

Chinest 

Iamaican 

Nok: n.a = not availabtt. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, "Population by Ethnic Chigin, Showing Age Groups - 20% Sample" (Table 
Name: j9101). Data hm: 1991 Basic Su~mmaxy Tabulations (Magnetic Tape). Ott;iws 1993; Statistics 
Canada 'Topulation by Ethnic Origin, by Sex, Canada, Provinces, Census Metropoiitan Areas with Census 
Tracts, 198 1 - 20% Sample" (Table Name: SPC8 1 B57). Data hm: 198 1 User Summary Tapes and 
Microfiche, Special Series, Unpublished Data (Microfiche Fie: SPC81BSO). Ottawa, 1983. 



Table 17. Relative Centraiizatïon Indices by Ehicity. Toronto CMA. 198 1 and 199 1 

Ethnic Chigin 1991 1981 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

Mut tiethnic 

A boriginal 

Chinese 

Jamaican 

Notes: British population functions as the cornparison group. Index values of L and -1 
respectively indicate complete central and decentraIized tesidentid locations. 

Sources: Statistics Cimûda. "Population by Ethnic Ongin, Showing Age Groups - 20% 
Sample" (Table Name: j9101). Data hm: 1991 Basic Summary Tabulations (Magnetic 
Tape). Ottawa, 1993; Statistics Canada, "Population by E h i c  ûrigin, by Sex, Canada, 
Provinces, Census Metropditan Areas with Census Tracts, 198 1 - 20% Sample" (Table 
Narne: SPC8 1B57). Data h m :  1981 User Summary Tapes and Microfiche, Special Series, 
Unpublished Data (Microfiche Fde: SPC8 lB50). Ottawa 1983. 



Jewish and Muitiethnic members are becoming more Rsidentidy centr;ilized. It is the 

Greeks. however, that have mrllntained an exceptionally large index of centrakation despite 

a diminished level thereof. Given the exceptionally low amount of lamaicm domiciliary 

congregation near the city centre and impressively high rate of Chinese decenaalization, the 

foregoing discussion tentative1 y suggests thy visible rninorities are less centralized than 

established entrance groups. 

In terms of location, the greatest proportion of each group lives in one of the time 

outermost zones which themselves coincide with the CMA's mature suburban districts. A 

greater consignment of Greeks and Jews resided in zone 5 (refer to Table 18). Members of 

the remaining groups experienced a redistribution with more individuals living in zone 5 

during 198 1 and zone 6 a decade Iater. increases were aiso noted within older suburbs (Le. 

zones 3 and 4) arnong Aboriginal respondents. Interestingly, a larger component of the 

British population was located in zone 4 (28.69%) followed by zone 6 (26.488) in 198 1. 

This observation is consistent with previous centrographic analyses employing 197 1 and 

1976 data (Wong 1982). The largest segment (35.71%) was situated in zone 6 by 1991. 

Multiethnic and British distributions were remarkably similar in 199 1 whiie the proportion 

of visible minority groups in zone 6 surpassed that of the reference group. Othewise, the 

cornmensurate decline of residential appomonment closest to the CBD indiates an overall 

suburbanization trend. 

Immigrant Centralization Patterns 

The extent of immigrant centmiktion according to arriva1 period was dculated 

with reference to the Canadian-bom population. RCE values based upon 1981 and 1991 

data are respectively noted in Tables 19 and 20.' A moderate yet marpindly significant 

%&x values should be examined with prudena since native-bom and Aboriginal immigrant counts 
recorded in the 1981 UST file respectively appear to be inordinately low a d  high. Reasons for this 
distortion are not provided nor are acijusted f i , ~ .  A cornparison anci reassignment of figures in each case 
was impossible due to ethnic aod immigration data file disnepancies. 



Table 18. Proportional Distribution of Ethnic Group Members per Zone, f 98 1 and 199 1 

YearIOri gin Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 

1991 

British 

Grcek 

Jewish 

Multiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chincse 

Jamaican 

1981 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

Multiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chincse 

Jam aican 

Nou: n.a. = not available. 

Sources: Statistics Canada. "Immigrant Population by Sclectcd P k s  of Birth and Sex. Showing Period of 
Immigration - 20% Sample" (Table Name: i9102). Data from: 1991 Basic Summary Tabulations (Magnetic Tape). 
Ottawa 1993; Statistics Canada. "Population by Ethnic Chigin. by Ptriod of Immigration. Canada, Provinces. 
Census Metropoiitan Arcas with Ccnsus Tracts. 198 1 - 208  Sample" (Table Name: SPC8 lB63). Data fom: 198 1 
User Summary Tapes and Microfiche. Spccial Series. Unpublished Data (Microfiche File: SPC8 lB6O). Ottawa, 
1983. 



Table 19. Relative Centralization Indices by Imrni-mtion Period, Toronto CMA, 199 1 

Immigration Period RCE Value 

Notes: Index values are for all immigrants. regardless of ethnic otigin. associatcd with the specitïcd admission 
inurval. Canadian-born population functions as the cornparison group. Tht 1988- 199 1 intervat includes on1 y 
the t-kt five months of 199 L. 

Source: Statisucs Canada "Immigrant Population by Selccud PIaces of Birth and Ses. Showing Pcriod of 
Immigration - 20% Sample" (Table Name: i9102). Data from: 1991 Basic Summaxy Tabulations (Magnetic Tape). 
Ottawa 1993. 

Table 20. Relative Centralization Indices bv Immimtion Period. Toronto CMA, 198 1 

Immigration Period RCE Vduc 

Prc- 1945 

1945- 1954 

1955- 1964 

1965-1970 

197 1-1974 

1975- 1977 

1978- 198 1 

Notes: index values art for al1 immigrants. rcgardlcss of ethnic origin, associaud with the specifkd admission 
intervat. Canadian- born population functions as rhe corn parison group. The 1978- 198 1 intervat includcs on 1 y 
the first five months of 1981. 

Source: StaUstics Canada "Population by Ethnic Origin, by Period of Immigration. Canada, Provinces. Census 
Mempolitan Arcas with Census Tracts. 198 1 - 20% Sample" (Table Name: SPC8 1B63). Data h m :  198 1 User 
Summary Tapes and Microfiche. Speciai Stries. Unpublished Data (Microfiche File: SPC8 1 B60). Ottawa 1983. 



degree of cenaalizaton exists arnong ail immigrants enumerated in 1991. Deviations 

between senlement periods are not entirely consistent with the conventional ecological 

presupposition of declining centralization as length of residency in Canada increases. 

Recentiy adrnitted individuais (1988- 199 1). their irnmediate predecesson ( 198 1- 1987) and 

very early entrants (pre- 196 1 ) ~gistered identical values (O. 1 1). Compdvely reduced 

cenûaiization levels are characteristic of those who immignred during the 1960s and 

subsequent decade with the former group's RCE value king marginaily higi~er.~ The 

absence of a Linear distribution is partially explained by the "migration vintage effect" 

(Burnley and Kalbach 1984, 25). Metropolitan Toronto experienced an exceptional 

magnitude of urban development and expansion during the 196 1- 1966 intemal. The 

reference group dong with some other ethnic groups parricipated in this suburbanization 

process. Members of less established communities generally resided in more cenaalized 

quarten. Nonetheless, some of the earlier pre-1961 immigrants age on site. The 

increasing availability of aiTorciable accommodation in outiying neighbourhoods amacted 

many overseas migrants during that growth phase (Burnley and Kalbach 1984). This is 

especiaily m e  of suburban public housing private-sector rental units built during late- 1960s 

and early- 1970s (Murdie 1994). Funhermore, newly senled individuals are entering a 

"substantidly altered" h a n  form which includes the localization of ethnic suburban space 

(Bourne 1989; Sharpe 1992). There is a greater de- of variation arnong the 198 1 data 

set. The earliest (0.13) and most recent admissions are relatively more centraiized than d 

other immigrants except for 1965- 1970 enmts.  The Iatest intakes ( 1978- 198 1) registered 

an index value of zero which is indicative of an identical distribution around the urban core 

as Canadian-bom inh;ibitants. Immigration period aggregation in the 199 1 BST He and 

UST 1981 data inconsistencies do not d o w  for direct inter-œnsal cornparison of RCE 

'' It sbould be noted that RCE scores associated with the latest intakes reflect a new trend while those 
related to previous arrivals are final cesidentid patterns (Le. an outcorne of pst-amival adjustment and 
relocation). 



values. NotwittistanOing, an examination of the last &val intervals tentatively suggests that 

new Candians are rnargindly more central~ed than native-bom individuals. 

In ternis of areal dishibution. the greatest proportion of aU unmigration groups 

dong with the native-born population resided in zone 6 in 1991 (Le. more people in zone 6). 

This spatial disposition strongl y refiects the radii s pdcation process. More divergence 

was exhibited during 198 1 with a larger elernent dwelling in zone 5. The proportion of each 

segment found in centdzed districts, according to Table 21, generally dec~ased with 

duration of residency in Canada yet the highest share of 1988-199 1 arrivals (33.42%) and 

Canadian-bom (35.89%) were found in zone 6 d e r  than the previous one as per 1978- 

198 1 newcomers (Y .56%). Escal;uing proportional congregyion levels in the outer belts 

indicate that new immigrants are either imrnediately establishing thernselves in suburban 

areas or relocating to these locations in a narrower tirne span. A funher comparison of 

intra-zona1 immigrant distribution in Table 2 1 reveals a notable order within the inner- and 

outennost zones. During 1991, the relative share of foreign-bom persons residing withh 

the urban core and adjacent districts (i.e. zones 1 and 2) increased with the recentness of 

amival. A similar trend was evident in zones 5 and 6 where overaii percentage values were 

much higher among each mival period than in centralized districts. Minor fluctuations 

occurred in the older suburbs, which correspond with zones 3 and 4, where the share of 

estabiished and new setden was f d y  equal. Excluding marginal deviaiïons, similar 

apportionments were registered in 1981. A possible explanation for this order is the 

prevalence of œnaalized and suburban immigrant reception areas. 

RCE values were dso determined for immigrants according to ethnicity and amival 

p e n d  (refer to Table 22). It was expected that opposite ends of the admission period 

continuum would register higher centdkmion values. Although pre- 1945 entrants tend to 

reside in closer pmxirnity to the urban core, recent settiers were p h m d y  decentralized in 

comparison to their precuisors, including those adrnitted during the previous migration 

interval. Index scores for the latest admissions provide a more accurate approximation of 



Table 2 1. Proportional Distribution of 1mmi.gants per Zone, 198 1 and 199 1 

Year/Ptriod Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 

m 
Canadian-born 

Prc- 196 1 

1961-1970 

1971-1980 

198 1- 1987 

1988-1991 

u 
Canadian- born 

Pre - 1945 

1935- 1954 

1955- 1964 

1965- 1970 

1971-1975 

1975- 1977 

1978- 198 1 

Notes: index values am for ai1 immigrants. rcgardlcss of ethnic origin, associated with the specificd admission 
interval. Canadian-born population functions as the com parison group. The 1978- 198 1 and 1987- 199 1 intervals 
rcspccavely include only the first five rnonths of 1981 and 1991. Add ;rross mws to cdculare cumulative 
proportions per immigration pcriod. 

Sources: Smtistics Canada "Immigrant Popdation by Selected Places of Binh and Sex. Showing Period of 
Immigration - 208  Sarnple" (Table Name: i9102). Data from: 199 1 Basic Surnmary Tabulations (Magnetic Tape). 
Ottawa. 1993; Statistics Canada. "Populaaon by Ethnic Ongin, by Period of hmigraaon, Canada Provinces. 
Census Metropditan Artas with Census Tracts, 198 1 - 20% Simple" (Table Nam: SPC8 1B63). Data from: 198 1 
Uscr Summary T a p  and Microfiche, Special Sena. Unpublished Data (Microfiche File: SR28 1 B6O). Ottawa. 
1983. 



Table 22. Relative Centralization Indices by Ethnicity and Immigmtion Penod, 1 98 1 

British O 53 0.35 0.26 -0.22 -0.16 -0.18 -0.23 

Greek 0.2 1 0.08 O. 13 0.18 0.23 -0.45 4.50 

Jewish -0.39 0.02 -0.02 0.0 1 -0.02 -0.07 -0.09 

MuItiethnic 0.22 -0.0 1 0.0 1 0.02 -0.07 0.0 1 -0.30 

Aboriginal 0.33 0.15 0.18 -0. IO -0.05 -0.13 -0.12 

Chinese 0.66 0.41 0.13 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.30 

Notes: The Canadian-born population func tions as the cornparison ,mu p. Jamaicans were excluded h m  
the unpublished sumrnary table. The 1978-198 1 intervai includes only the fmt five months of 198 1. Ethnic 
origin &ta by immigration period is not avaiiable for the 1991 BST. 

Source: Statistics Carda. "Population by Ethnic Origin, by Immiption Period, Canada Provinces, 
Census Meuopolim Areas with Census Tracts, 198 1 - 20% Sample" (Table Name: SPC8 lB63). Data 
From 198 1 User Summary Tapes and Microfiche, Special Series, Unpublished Data (Microfiche File: 
SPC8 lB6O). Ottawa, 1983. 



centnlization patterns upon entry and shortiy thereafter because census data files only 

specify final dwehg  locations. As such, 19784981 indices are indicative of an incipient 

transition phase towûrds initidy deœniralized setdement points as envisioned by the 

dispersion model. Comparable 199 1 statistics are unavailable and thus preclude verifidon 

of current trends. Nonetheless, an examination of origin p u p s  reveals increasing 

decenaalkation with recentness of arrivai among British, Aboriginal and Chinese 

immigrants. Greek and Multiethnic newcorners display a varied patterns whose deviations 

are confined to moderate RCE levels among the l a r  group. Both comrnunities show an 

overaii reduction in centralized residenc y, especially among the latest amivals. Jewis h 

immigmnts are p r i d y  decentralired irrespective of setdement interval. Aggregate figures 

for each ethnic community' s foreign-bom segment are not indicaiive of inter- and intra- 

group variation. They do, however, demonstrate that British (-O. l5), Aboriginal (-0.09) and 

Multiethnic (-0.01) immigrants are comparatively more decenlraüzed. Chinese, Greek and 

Jewish individuals were slightly more localized in districts situated closer to the 

inetropolitan nucleus. Their respective index values, 0.27. 0.16 and 0.03, uidicate that these 

groups' spatial distribution amund the CBD is similar to thai of the Canadian-bom 

reference population. Overd, a mater degme of variation exists when specific ethnicities 

are evaluated instead of immigration periods.' 

Exclucihg greater centnlity among very early Yrivals. a larger proportion of 

individuals were found in zone 5 whiie British immigrants had a noteworthy presence in 

zone 6 (see Table 23). The Chinese distribution pattern is prominent in that it uniquely 

exemplifies weli-known ecological assumptions. New intakes primady resided in zone 2 

dong with some of their forerunnen while post- 1965 arrivals dwelled m e r  away in zone 

' No consistent rank order of ethnic groups exists among arriva1 phases yet Greek Multiethnic and British 
1978-1981 newcomers were slightly more decencralized than their Aboriginal, Jewish and Chinese 
counterparts. 



Table 23. Proportional Distribution of Ethnic Origin Groups by Immigration Period 
per Zone. 198 1 

Pn- 1945 
1945-1954 
1955-1962 
1 965- 1 970 
1971-1974 
1 975- 1977 
1978-1981 

PR- 1945 
1945-1953 
1955- 1964 
1965- 1970 
1971-1974 
1975- 1977 
1978-1981 

Chincrc 
Pm- 1945 
1945- 1954 
1955- 1 %4 
1 965- 1970 
1971-1974 
1975- 1977 
1978-1981 

Nom: Canadian-born population functions as the cornparison group. Jamaicans wcrt excludcd from the 
unpublishtd summary table- The 1978- 198 1 interval includcs only the first five months of 198 1.. Adà across mws 
to calculate cumulative proportions per immigration period. 

Soum: Sutistics Canada. "Population by Ethnic Origin. by Period of Immigration. Canada. Provinces. Census 
Mcmpolitan tûtas with Census Tracts, 198 1 - 20% Sample" (Table Name: SPC8 1B63)- Data from: 198 1 User 
Surnrnary Tapes and Microfiche. Special Series. Unpublishcd Data (Microfiche File: SPC8IB60). Ottawa. 1983. 



5.6 Excessive Jewish residential dissimilarity is conveyed by the inhabitancy of ai least 40% 

of each period's constituents in zone 5 where their enclave exists. An increasing share of 

ment Greek settles living in peripheral areas contained in zone 7 is also evident. 

Notwithstanding minor fluctuations dong with the earliest and htest arrivals listed in 

Table 23, the relative share of each ethnic community's foreign-bom constituents closest to 

and hirthest away h m  the city centre (Le. zones 1 and 7) were fairly stable when reading 

down each data column. A declining percentage of immigrants with recentness of arrivai 

was noted among the Chinese in zones 1 and 2 (core and imer-city) and among Jews and 

Multiethnics in zones 3 and 4 (older suburbs). The opposite trend was registered in zone 2 

by the Greeks, in zone 5 by the Jews, Multiethnics and Chinese. in zone 6 by di ethnic 

groups except the British and Greeks. Overad, zone 1 had more Chinese inhabitants, 

Chinese and Greeks predorninated in zone Z a greater share of zone 3 was composed of 

Greek inhabitants, zones 4 and 5 registered a Jewish signature, and zone 6 was prirnarily 

populated by reference group members. Among the latest newcomers, intra-zona1 

distribution patterns genedy  adhere to the aforementioned observations.' 

RCE values ascertahed for ail refe~nce and snidy group irnmigorants relative to the 

Canadian-bom populace aiso denote moderate cenaalization, especiaily among the Jews 

(0.03). British (-0.15) Multieihnics (-0.0 1) and Abonginais (-0.09) are rnarginally more 

decentdized. Registering an index score of 027. Chinese foreigners were the most 

centraliaxi foilowed by the Greeks (0.16). In ternis of location, a greater segment of ai l  

groups is aaributed to zone 5. Apportionments are as foiiows: 27.74% Gmk,  41.22% 

This situation is explained by the fact that Agincourt Chinatown was in a rudimentary development stage 
during 1981. Most newcomers entered the CMA by taking up residence in Chinatown West or its eastern 
correlaie in Riverdaie. 

' Zone 1 regiswed a greater apportionment of Chinese (16.21%), zone 2 had more Chinese and Hellenic 
1978-1981 settiers (16-67s and 28.56% respectively) whiie zone 3 registered a higkr share of Greeks 
(20%). An almost equal allorment of recent Greek, Jewish and Abori,ainal overseas migrants (24.4256, 
21.10% and 21.40% respectively) distinguished zone 4. Approximately 61% of zone 5 contained 
newcomers of Jewish origin. British and Multiethnic admissions respectively accounted for 35.59% and 
33.96% of zone 6's contingent of 1978-1981 arrivals. Although an extremely limited segment of the latest 
arrivals lived in zone 7, those with a British origin were somewhat more prevalent (4.41%). 



Jewish, 28.40% Multiethnic, 3 1.39% Aboriginal. and 25.57% Chinese. Only the British 

had slightly more members (30.68%) in zone 6 as per the Canadian-bom (23.198). 

Syntbesis and Summary 

Figures 11 and 12 provide an imrnediate visual impression of the nurneric 

relationship between residential dissimilarity (i.e. evemess) and centrakaion among 

selected ethnic groups with reference to the British population during 1981 and 1991. They 

dso identify aberrant items which deviate from the ovenll association. Each observation is 

repcesented by a data marker whose horizontal and verrical coordinates conespond to the 

intersection of RCE and ID values. Axis scales conform with the aforementioned indices' 

ranges. Maximum and minimum centrakation are respectively denoted by 1 and -1 dong 

the x axis while O and 100 each indicate a lack of and complete residentid separation. 

Indicarive of divergent spatial distributions, the Jewish and Multiethnic coiiectivities 

are outiyers which broaden the span of RCE and ID scores. They generated an apparent 

high positive linear association whereas a very weak positive correlation was evident in 198 1 

and an extremely marginal curvilinear relationship had k e n  plotted in 1 99 1. An inclusion 

of more ethnic groups wodd have increased sarnple reliability. The remaining edinic units 

registered a degree of centdimion which was moderately greater than or, in the case of 

Mdtiethnics, similar to that of British inhabitants during 1981 (see Figure 11). RCE 

measurement latitude shifted in 199 1 such that ail study groups, excluding Jews, were 

somewhat more decenualized. Visible minorities. especiaily the J d c a n s ,  were less 

inclined to reside in neighbourhoods found in closer proxirnity to the CBD. Aboriginals, 

although a part of the afo~mentioned trend, recorded intensified centrality Ievels in 199 1 

(refer to Figure 12). There were no exclusively suburbanized ethnic comrnunities. 

In terms of residential differentiation, data plotted on the XY scatter diagrams 

indicate an average arnount of spatid integration among most ethnic comrnunities. ID 

values between 30 and 60 are considered moderate with a measure of 50 being mesial. 
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Figure 12. Ethnic Centraliranon and Dissirnilaritv. Toronto CMA. 199 1 



Again, Jewish and Multiethnic constituents are respectively documented as the CMA's most 

and least 'segregaied' populations during both decemial censuses. Although ID levels 

have ken  fairly stable, inter-censal alterations are neither unidirectional nor restricted to the 

degree of racial visibility or even relative historical presence. Established entrmce and 

recently sealed groups are found among both increasing and decreasing trends associated 

with this spatial dimension. The extent of uneven Ye;rl patteming increased among Jews, 

for whom it was always high, Aboriginals and Chinese people while the opposite was 

observed by Greeks and Multiethnics. While the Jamaican figure increased in 199 1. it was 

less than that of other visible minorities. In stmmmy, it cm be said that Multiethnics and 

Greeks are decenaalizing and integrahng, that Jews and Aboriginds are centraiizing and 

segregating, while the Chinese are decentralizing and segregating. 

Figures 13 and 14 summarize the relationship between evenness and cenaalization 

among immigrants according to arrivai interval for 198 1 and 199 1. Although not directly 

comparable due to perîodization, both charts show a positive association between residentiai 

dissimilarity, decentralization, and residency in Canada These patterns are more cleariy 

portnyed by the 1991 data set. nie latest anivals tended to be more unevenly distributed 

across urban space and more concenaated yet they register nearly identical centdization 

values as the eariiest anivds. Figure 13 displays a relatively minor degree of variation with 

respect to cenualization while the opposite observations apply to the 199 1 data in Figure 14. 

A more representative image is portrayed in Figures 15 and 16. Individual components of 

each ethnic cornmunity's foreign-bom population reveal a pater  extent of divergence from 

aggregated immigration periods in the latter chan. ID and RCE coordinate points are not 

confined to a n m w  band as in Figure 13. Of note are the reduced œntralization levels 

arnong most ethnic groups. Emdings suggest that recent admissions may be clustered in 

suburban districts. The foiiowing chaptels attempt to ver@ observations of ethnically 

differentiated spatial structure and centralizaton patterns made in this section and the 

previous one by establishing the extent and mapping the location(s) of ovenepresentation. 
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ETHN'IC RESXDENTI[AL CONCENTRATION 

Introduction 

An ethnic group's high visibility in specific neighbourhoods does not necessarily 

indime the areas where most members dwell (Kralt and Shillington 1986). Also, a 

residential district cm assume an ethnic signatute without having an absolute rnajonty of its 

population affiliated with a given ethnicity (Hill 1976). Residential concentration or 

dispersion must be measurable. As aiready noted, dornicifiary congregation &ses when a 

census tract's allotment of inhabitants belonging to a specific ethnic category is 

significantiy greater than that what wouid be anticipated if this group's constituents were 

dispersed in proportion to the en& CMA population. Since ethnic comrnunities var- in 

their membership and spatial distribution, Location Quotient (LQ) values were calculated to 

establish the degree of residentid concentration per census tract. There are two approaches 

to interpreting the results: exvnining the absolute number and proportion of tracts in which 

constituents of each ethnic collectivity are absent (i-e. non-representation where LQ = O), 

and evaluating the distribution of tracts containhg relarively high concentrations (i.e. 

overrepresentation where LQ t 2). 

The number and percentage of urban divisions across which each study group is not 

present dong with the CMA population share therein appear in Table 24.' Higher 

apportionments indicate a greater probability of not encomtering members of the ethnic 

comrnunity under investigation (Balakrishnan and Kralt 1987). As anticipated, the British 

are present in ail tracts. Jewish and Aboriginal residents. representing opposite ends of the 

-. --  - 

' Statistical rounding error and data suppression may 'hide' SOUE individuals in an effort to ensure 
confidentiality. Refer to the sections on random rounding and ares suppression in Appendix A for decails. 



Table 24. Ethnic Non-Representation (LQ = O). Toronto CM.4. 198 1 and 199 1 

Yedûrigin Number and Percentage of Census Tracts CMA Population Share 

1991 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

.Multiethnic 

A boriginai 

Chinese 

Jrimaican 

1981 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

~MuItiethnic 

A boriginal 

Chinese 

Jamaican 

Notes: The first column represents the number and proportion of census tracts in which non-representation 
occurs whilc the second one indicates what percentage of the entire CMA population reside in these tracts. 
Jamaican data for 1981 taken h m  Balakrishnan and Kralt (1987,146). 

Sources: Statistics Canada, "Population by Ethnic Origin, Showing Age Groups - 2û% Sample" (Table 
Name: j9101). Data hm: 199 1 Basic Summary Tabulations (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa 1993; Statistics 
Canada, bTopuIation by Ethnic Origin, by Sex, Canada, Provinces, Census Metropohan Areas with Census 
Tracts, 1981 - 20% Sample" (Table Name: SPC8 lBS7). Data hm: 198 1 User Summary Tapes and 
Microfiche, Special Series, Unpublished Data (Microfiche File: SPC8 1 BSO), Ottawa 1983. 



socio-economic hierarchy, are consistently absent in numerous neighbourhoods. Jews, for 

instance, were not represented in 23.25% of ail tracts in 198 1 and 38.43% a decade later. 

They did not share a residential area with 60.03% of di CMA inhabitants in 199 1. 

ChYanerizing reduced levels of nonresidency , Chinese and Jamaican absentee distribution 

patterns have been fairiy uniform over time. That of the Greeks increased slightly such that 

they are now clustered in more localities. Only the Multiethnic community registered an 

extreme decrease in the proportion of tr;cts in which they do not live (fiorn 15.42% in 1981 

to 0% in 199 l).' Hence, Aboriginals and Jews are the most concentrated ethnic 

populations, according to non-representation, wMe Multiethnics are the most dispersed. 

Jamaican values are also indicative of scaîtering. 

The portion of census tracts in which each ethnicity is overrepresented (LQ 2 2) 

dong with the share of their respective populations in these tracts are noted in Table 25. An 

LQ value of 2 indicates that a particular ethnic group is present in double the number 

expected (i.e. twice as concenuated) in a particdar census traa relative to the entire CMA 

population. The British, Greek and Multiethnic cornmunities have rnaintained stable yet 

declining degrees of overrepresentation while moderate and significant increases are 

respectively registered by Jews and Abonginals. A slight growth in spatial concentration is 

aiso noted for the Chinese. Jewish constituents have been documented to reside in a Iimited 

number of primarily contiguous areas.) They continue to be the most geographically 

concentrated ethnic entity with about 83% of them living in only 10.57% of ail tracts in 

1991. Nearly 70% of Aboriginals are encountered in 19% of aU tracts. HeUenic and 

Chinese distributions are similar to each other with around 50% of each group inhabiting 

roughly 14% of ail spatiai units. While just under half of all Jamaicans dwelled in 12 a c t s  

(1.49%), they were relatively l e s  concentrated during 199 1. Baiakrishnan and 

' This decline can be partially attributed to the increasing nuaiber of persons registering mixed ancestry and 
inter-censal etbnic ori,@ category definition changes. 

Baiakrishnan and Krait (1987) observed that 50% of lews  Lived in 33% of the Toronto CMA's aacts in 
198 1. A decade earlier, over 50% were accommodated in only 1.36% of di tracts (Hill 1976). 



Table 25. Ethnic ûverrepresentation (LQ 1 2). Toronto CMA, 198 1 and 199 1 

- .- 

Yeadûrigin Number and Percentage of Census Tracts Ethnic Populaùon S bare 
-- 

1991 - 
British 

Greek 

Jewish 

Multiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chinese 

Jarnaican 

198 1 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

LMultiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chinese 

Jamaican 

Notes: The first co1umn represents the number and proportion of census tracts in which overrepresentation 
occurs while the second indicates the percentage of a given ethnic p u p  overrepreseatritioa in these tracts. 

Sources: Statistics Canada "Population by Etbnic Origin, Showing Age Groups - 20% Sample" (Table 
Name: j9 10 1). Data fiom: 199 1 Basic Su- TabuIations (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1993; Statistics 
Canada, "Population by Ethnic Origin, by Sex, Canada, Provinces, Census Metropditan Areas with Census 
Tracts, 1981 - 20% SampIe" (Table Name: SPC81B57). Data hm: 1981 User Summary Tapes and 
Microfiche, Special Series, Unpublished Data (Microfiche File: SPC81B50). Ottawa, 1983. 



Krak (1987) mentioned that 90% of this entity was congregated in 52% of aU tracts a 

decade earlier. This association was attributed to proportionate numeric strength. The least 

amount of population density is obsewed by British and Multiethnic respondents. Thus. 

d m  contained in Table 25 suggests that neighbourhoods c m  be delimited for the Jews. 

Aboriginals, Greeks as well as Chinese anci, to a lesser extent, the Jamaicans. Distinct 

residential districts are not readily definable for the British and Multiethnic groups in spite 

of iimited concentrations. Areas of overrepresentation are mapped in the next section in an 

effort to identiQ changing and emerging spatial patterns in terms of enclave expansion and 

locational shifts. 

Delineating Density Patterns 

By mapping standardized LQ scores. it is possible to ascertain the geographic extent 

and shifting locus of ethnic neighbourhoods. This technique also provides a graphic and 

effective means of identifying distinct clusters of contiguous census tmcts containing dense 

senlement concentrations in addition to dispersion and isolated tracts with above average 

ethnic population shares (Wt and S hillington 19 86; S harpe 1992). Temporal 

cornparisons permit an evaluation of intra-urban migration tendencies such as short distance 

and dkctionaliy biased moves and erratic motiüty. Additiody, areas of concenûation 

overlap and incidents of leaphgging a n  be detemillied. 

Choropleth maps of the absolute number and LQ value ranges were created for each 

ethnic group at the m a m  (Le. CMA) and mes0 (i.e. Metropoiitan Toronto) s~a les .~  Class 

intervals associated with N1 patterns are specified in each map's legend: û-1. 1-2, 2-3. 3-4, 

4-5, accompanied by 5 and over. These ranges. whüe seerning to extend into each other, are 

This was achieved by joining SPSS spceadsheet files. in dBase format, containing population and 
calculateci LQ figures to MapInfo digital bounàaq Nes of the Toronto CMA's census tracts. The 1981 
base niap was produceci by editiag the 1991 version, 



mutually exclusive and exhaustive.' The extent of residential concentration is often a 

function of group size and demographic irregularities when census tracts are employed to 

calculve LQ values (Balakrishnan and Knlt 1987). There may be instances in which a 

particular ethnicity's degree of concentration is exceeded by thai of another suggesting 

residential displacement yet the first group's count per tract remains relatively steadfst. 

Consequently, maps depicting the absolute nurnber of individu& per census tracts were 

produced to verify such anomalies as well as subgroup continuity in urban space. 

Appendix C specifies the nurnber of census tracts per population range for ethnic ongin. 

It is not the intention of this research to delve deeply into the historical development 

of Toronto's ethnic populations. Nonetheless, some comment on this aspect is necessary 

as a prelude to the examination of domiciliary patterns. Literature devoted to unmigration 

and settlement was consulted in order to establish, verify, and link past concenmtion 

patterns with contemporas, and emanating ones. Texts providing essentiaiiy anecdotal 

accounts of personal rerniniscences, rather than collective experiences, have not been used 

because they advance exceedingIy Lunited and often extraneous information about 

residential placement. A detailed description and analysis of concentration patterns 

exhibited by the reference and study groups follows. 

British 

The British cornmunity exhibits a high degree of residential integration. It is evenly 

dispersed throughout the CMA with moderate concentration levels prevailing in parts of 

East York, S d r o u g h  and scattered lakeshore areas. Since 1961, the British experienced 

an eastward movement resulting in relatively elevated representation within the 

aforementioned districts (Richmond 1972; City of Toronto Planning Board 1974; Wong 

They are respectively interpreted as: 0.ûû-û.99 (Le. O to, but not including. 1). 1.WI.99, 2.00-2.99, 3.00- 
3.99,4.ûû-4199,5.00 or over. 



1983). No longer the exclusively English enclaves they once wae, Rosedale, Sherwood 

Park dong with the Islands, Beach and neighbouring Birchcliff rnaintained a signifcant 

number of British inhabitants in 197 1 (Kumove 1975). These districts dong with Leaside 

were unsusceptible to foreign migrant penetdon during the 1965- 197 1 interval according 

to Hi11 (1976).6 Suburban migration persisted throughout the 1970s. Irish dominance in 

Cabbigetown (1890s-1910s) was displaced after œntrd parts of this inner-city zone wete 

tom down and redeveloped into high density housing pmjects. including Regent Park and 

St. James Town, throughout the 1950s and subsequent decade. 

British Canadians, in conformity with Maps 12 and 13, were prevalent throughout 

the urban agglomeration in a comparatively reduced concentration level during 198 1. A 

single isolated residential tract located in Toronto's Bloor West Village registered an 

extremely high amount of ovenepresentation. This area contains a diverse and stable 

housing stock and abuts two eminent Anglo quarten - Swansea and High Park. New 

apartment buildings dong the Blwr subway probably atûacted migrants h m  elsewhere in 

Cana& Three scattered tracts containhg moderate LQ scores were each located within the 

urban core, northem Pickering, and central Ajax. Predorninandy British domains. according 

to maps based on absolute numbers, persisted less conspicuously in areas of marginal 

concentration excluding those coinciding with Jewish and Italian districd British spatial 

placement in 198 1 can be described as k i n g  evedy distributed partialIy because the 

English, Irish, Scottish and Welsh are not drawn together by an supranational identity 

(Heller 08 September 1983; Ward 15 December 1985). Although they insist on 

distinguishing themselves from one another, cornmunity invisibility, h m  an extemal 

perspective, has an important effect upon their constituents' residential dispersion. 

AlthOugh there were no major pst-war immigratioa waves fkom the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northeni ireland, Anderson and M m  (1987) note that a considerabie number of Bntons emigrated to 
Canada presumably firom Egypt, during and immediately after the Suez Cnsis (1957). 

' As a proportion of œnsus tract population. the British continue to constitute at leas 60% of those living 
dong the entire Scarbomugh lakeshore. in The Beach and vicinity, Rosedale, baside, Sherwood Park, and 
Egiinton Park (Baine and McMurray 19û4). 
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Extensive dispersion was also observed in 1991 with a noticeable absence of 

emrnely concentnted areas (refer to Maps 14 and 15). Tracts with moderate density 

levels, however, were more p~valent. They were encountered in and imply the continued 

endurance of traditionall y (contiguous) British neighbourhoods in Toronto-proper 

(Rosedale, Moore Park, Davisvillet and a portion of Forest Hill), East York (Bennington 

Heights, Leaside, and a segment southeast of Thomcliffe extending to Birchrnount via 

Clairiea), and North York (Sherwood Park, Don Mills, Bedford Park, Lawrence Park, and 

western York Mas) plus the Islands and Beach, and dong Scarborough's lakeshore (from 

Birchcliff to Cliffcrest and in Guildwood). IsoIated but adjacent tracts are dso noted in 

central Scarborough (Dorset Park and Bendale), Thomhill. and Etobicoke (Markwood, Glen 

Agar and a portion of Humber Valley Village). The aforementioned temtones are 

understood to coincide with eariier andor intensified suburban concentrations which were 

not dixernible in Maps 12 and 13. SLightly elevated concentrations are aiso evident in 

peripheral urbanized districts, including Aurora and Newmarket, and the rural townships. 

Exclusionary zones are essentially identical to those noted during 198 1 with the addition of 

Aghcourt Chinatown and vicinity. 

Greek 

Toronto contains the world's fourth largest Hellenic population foliowing Athens, 

Astoria in New York's borough of Queens, and Melbourne. G ~ e k  immigrants prirnarily 

originated from Maœdonia foilowed, in decluiing proportions. by those from the 

Peloponesse. Cypms, the Dodecanese and Cyclades Islands. Rhodes, and then Crete 

(Nagata 1969). Ethnic Greeks from Egypt and Asia Minor are also present. The pre- 1945 

cornmunity was initidy compartmentalized around Yonge and M t o n  Streets and later in 

Cabbagetown (Heller 2 1 July 1983; Brearton 1996). During the I96Os, d e r  entrants 

spread from their traditional reception area at Queen and Pape in Riverdale and estabiished 
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themselves dong Danforth Avenue which became a disembarkment point for subsequent 

mivals, especidly afier the Bloor-Danforth subway became operationai in 1968. and 

Greektown's spine? Mthough spondic Greek senlement in this neighbourhood occurred 

during the late 1940s. it was a lower middle class realm inhabited by British residents until 

the mid-1950s when Italians momentarily replaced them (Kasher 1997). Little Athens 

displayed a weak sense of cornrnunity during its incipient phase due to ambiguous 

boundaries. Intemal stratification, namely local (i.e. vilkge or island) and regional 

affiiiations, was spatially translated among the 1967-1968 immigrant influx as multiple 

urban entry points (Nagata 1969). Some newcorners took up residence in the vicinity of 

Queen and Bathurst Streets (Kumove 1975). A predisposition towards nucleated sealement 

was amibutable to nomination arrangements (Le. chain migration). employment 

opportunities in sponsor-operated businesses and affordable housing (Chimbos 1980). 

Established rnembers moved to suburban districts in East York and Scarborough ai their 

earliest opportunity in an "outward radial" pattern according to Burnely and Kaibach 

( 1984). Nonetheless. very high concentration levels persisted throughout the 1980s in spite 

of significant outmigration from the Danforth enclave which was hastened by rising 

downtown property values? Commercial establishments continue to be owned and operated 

by Greeks, many of whom commute fiom the suburbs (Monsebxatten 1984; Fulford 1997). 

The Danforth remains the Hellenic cornmunity's social. cultural, and retail anchor.'' 

According to Maps 16 and 17, a series of contiguous census tracts clustered around 

the Danforth axis registered the greatest amount of concentmion in 1981. Other places of 

overrepresentation are secondary relocation destinations from Greektown and the Queen- 

s Burnley (1976) also observed that Melbourne's Greek enclave developed dong and around a thoroughfm. 

Greek restaurants expanded and multiplied with increased d e d  during chc eady-1980s when "the fim 
wave of proto-yuppie immigration sandblasted its way into the area" (Brearton 1996, 14). 

'O Testifying to this sentimental attachment, an intemet homepage was dedicated to Toronto's GRebown 
~ttp~/~~~.togreektowacom)-  It includes an interactive map of Danforth Avenue, between Pape and 
fac kman Avenues, whic h identifies proféssional services, mail shops, restaurants, cafes, subway stations and 
parking facilities. A sirnila, website exists for Detroit's counterpart 
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Bathurst reception area (i.e. Oakwwd and around The Junction). An alrnost equal number 

of tracts containing comparatively elevated density leveis are either contiguous to or near the 

aforementioned locations. Those in Scarborough (e.g. Kennedy Park and Maryvale) are 

dispersed and oriented in a no&-south direction. The overall concentnition pattern 

resembles an iii defined j-shape. 

LQ values based on 1991 census daia reveai a northeastern expansion of the 

Danforth enclave at the expense of its southeastern fringe dong with the developrnent of 

fragmented clusters in Scarborough around the Danforth-Birchrnount and Birchmount- 

EUesmere junctions through increased concentration. A new suburban enclosure emerged 

in Unionville (refer to Maps 18 and 19). The isolated Oakwood remnant remained visibly 

Greek whde many sites around The Junction maintain acutely diminished degrees of 

compactness. Areas of absence or minimal representation Lie within the finge. In general, 

Canadian Greeks exhibit a muitinucleated residential apportionment in which the prirnary 

cluster has endured while other areas of population density with a Hellenic signature have 

been established in the eastern boroughs and outer suburbs. There are indications that other 

ethnic groups are penetrating into or more becoming numerous in Greektown (e-g. spillover 

Chinese and newly amived Central Americans). 

Jewish 

An absence of generai population dispersion, spatial compactness, and residency in 

concordant neighbourhoods distinguish the Jewish collectivity. Exceptionaiiy high 

concentration levels have k e n  maintaineci in defiance of suburban relocation during the 

1950s and subsequent decades (City of Toronto Planning Board 1974; Harvey 1984; Lai 

1 98 8). Extensive concentration with outward sectoral migration has been attributed to the 

voluntary preservation of group cohesiveness (Wong 1982). Increased socio-economic 
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status has not resulted in the enclave's dissolution but rather its displacement Reiigious, 

cdtural and social institutions wexe transplanted or reestablished with this group's 

nonhward expansion. The Jewish communi~y is primarily of central and eastern European 

ongins. Expatriates from Poland, Romuiia and Russia arrivai throughout the 1920s 

followed by those IeaWig Gerrnany, Austria, C z e c h o s l o v ~  PoIand, Lania and Hungary a 

decade later (Ward 08 December 1985). Inmediaie pst-war entrants included Holocaua 

survivors, whose numbers effectively expanded the population, and Sephardic Jews from 

northem Africa (Carey 1983). The (former) Soviet Union, Israel, and South Africa have 

k e n  primary source coutries since the 1970s. A substantial exodus out of Moneéal also 

occurred around the same t h e .  Descendants of Polish Jews dominate the CMA's Jewish 

constituenis whik those in Montréal and Winnipeg are Russian Jews (Ward O8 December 

1985). Foreign-bom memben integmte thernselves into the indigenous assemblage by 

initidy settling and relocating within the enclave aftewards." 

Early immigrants from England, the United States and Russia residing along York 

and Richmond Streets gnduaiiy moved northward into the Ward an yea bounded by 

Queen, College, and Yonge Streets as weil as University Avenue (Carey 1983). Subsequent 

overseas admissions were attracted to the Kensington Market and Spadina reception areas 

between 1900 and 1930 (Relph 1997). Many households abandoned these 

neighbourhoods, with othen bypassing Forest Hill's coveted addresses to which wealthy 

Jewish families relocated, as they began to rnigrate northwards dong Bathurst Avenue aü 

through the 1940s. This suburban movement reached its climax during the late-1950s as 

labour market participation shifted away from the garrnent industry (City of Toronto 

Planning Board 1974; Carey 1983; Hiebert 1983). Downsview was inhabited by Jews 

since 1956. 

- - - -- - 

"This concept along with that of ethnic cluster development within the Jewish enclave are discussed in the 
section addressing ethnic concentration patterns according to immigration period. 



Maps 20 through 23 clearly indicate that Canada's largest Jewish population is not 

randomly distributed throughout the CMA. It is concentrated in two parallel narrow bands 

indicative of a segmented sectoral alignment chararteristic of income status apportionment. 

These regions were evident in 1 97 1 with an inexactly defined eastern entity (Kurnove 1 975; 

Hill 1976). The first one extends northward dong Bathunt S-t, north of Davenport 

Road, through North York into Concord and Thornhill. It is respectively bounded to the 

west and east by Dufferin Street and Avenue Road. This =mains the heart of Jewish 

Toronto's residential, religious, cultunl, and commercial lives. Indeed, residential districts 

flanking Bathurst between Sheppard and Wnch Avenues are collectively nicknamed 'Gaza 

Heights' (Jenkins 1995). In eastern Vaughan and neighbourhing sections of North Yo* 

the occidental segment reaches out to Yonge Street. The second band, which has become 

fragmented at the centre (i.e. Willowdale). is aligned along Bayview Road between Rosedale 

and Richmond Hill. It includes prosperous districts of York Mills, Bayview, and Thornhill. 

Gad, Peddie and Punter (1973, 178) note that this detached cluster, which developed in 

Bayview, is traceable to "a small group of affluent, mobile Jews with young families who 

are mutual friends." Since these bands are not interconnected by any highly concentmed 

tracts, the place where they just touch along Wilson Avenue is commonly known as the 

'Gaza Strip' (Jenkins 1995). Given sufficient future population density in southwestern 

Richmond Hill, the two parallel sectors might be united by contiguous tracts to form a n- 
shaped residential configuration. Jews are absent or strongly undrerepresented elsewhere. 

Households generally alternate their dwelling location along the Bathurst and 

Bayview axes in accordance with increased prosperity, family requirements and employment 

location. Movement between the corridors does occur yet neighburhood stability persists. 

It is maintained by a greater residential property turnover period. The mean interval in 

'Gaza Heights' is fifteen years while that of other metropolitan districts ranges between 

three to five years (Harvey 1984). Although the Jewish population has effectively vacated 
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its original concentration dong the southern portion of Spadina Avenue, a diverse segment 

has retumed to the urbm core (McNenly 1987; LVaksman 1996). This reverse migration 

trend was initiated during the early 1970s and complemented by immigrant mivals. Young 

pesons and older couples were respedvely attmcted by more affordable housing and 

condominium arrangements in Yorkville. A cenaalized enclave, which evolved around the 

Yonge-Blwr intersection, was evident in 198 1. This area could become a component of the 

occidental band if concentration levels in it and adjacent ûacts continue to increase as they 

did in 1991. 

Muitiethnic population density patterns are strikingly similar to those of the 

reference group. Constituents have become increasingly dispersed throughout the CMA. 

The number and locaîion of coterminous census tracts with high LQ values have 

respectively declined and shified eastwards. These changes reflect the acceptane, 

definition, and enurneration of multiple ethnic ongins." They dso suggest thru a greater 

degree of loyalty is placed upon individual relations (Le. family and kin) instead of an 

ag-gate identity. Attachrnent to specific cultural neighbourhoods is marginal (Kumove 

1975). 

Three solitary and strewn tracts contained m e r  than normal Multiethnic 

consoüdations in 1981 (refer to Maps 24 and 25). The Yorkville concentration plus one 

heavily populated suburban quater in Willowdaie respectively coincided with the occidental 

Jewish comdor's southem and northem limits while the Wiiiowbrooke neighbourhood 

corresponded with the eastern counterpart's northem boundary. Clusters of adjacent tracts 

with intermediate densities were also scattered dong Bathurst Street and Bayview Avenue. 

'' Ausaalian nudies aiso indicarc a significant mixing of ethnic groups has resulted in the emrgeace of a 
multiculturd identity (Grimes 1993). 



Map 24. Multiethnic Concentration CL0 Valu& Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 25. Multiethnic Concentration (LQ Values). Metromlitan Toronto. 198 1 



The prospect of including individuals with partial Jewish origins in the "European and 

Othei' category is minimai. They would have been assigned to the "Jewish and Other" 

classification. It is possible that these respondent identified with the Jewish cornmunity on 

religious grounds. Multieiluiic persons were notably absent or margindy represented in 

Greektown, some outer suburban zones, and a few outlying fringe areas. 

By 199 1, the extent of underrepresentation decreased such that Multiethnic residents 

were much more evenly spread out with moderate concenemtions evident in peripheral and 

iakeshore districts (refer to Maps 26 and 27). No enduring enclaves materialized yet twice 

up to, but not exceeding, three times the number of Multiethnics congregated in an offset 

ellipticai area whose major and rninor axes are Jarvis Street - Mount Pleasant Road 

(between CarIton and Highway 401) and Egiinton Avenue (between Spadina Road and 

Laird Drive). Reduced LQ values exist at and around the mean centre which encompasses 

parts of Forest Hill and Rosedale. This area's apparent directional displacement and 

concordance with inherently Britannic districts are ascribed to mutable perceptions of ethnic 

affiliation nther than king  exclusively a function of group migration. Sirnilm 

concennation levels exist in dispante metropoiitan locations once associated with the British 

and scattered peripheral sites. Given the Multiethnic cornmunity ' s disposition towards 

domiciliary integntion and decentdimion, members are expected to be predominantly 

ovempresented in an increasingly limited number of tracts. It is furthemore assumed that 

this coiiectivity will continue to imitate the reference population's ~sidential dispersion 

trend. 



Concentration. 
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In their search for employment opportunities and irnproved housing conditions. 

m y  of Canada's original residents moved from their remote and rurai reservations to 

urban areas. This exodus commenced during the eariy-1950s and reached its upper 

extrernity by the mid-1960s such that 60% of all Aboriginals now dweil in urban areas 

(Comeau and Santin 1995). Some individuals migrate between ancesaal temtories and 

large cities but a considerable number stay behind in metropditan locations (Bilodeau 1985; 

Harding 1989~). Although the highest number of urban Natives live in Metropolitan 

Toronto, they constitute a higher proportion of ail pesons in Winnipeg, Regina and 

Saskatoon. Census data accuracy regarding group size and mal distribution is complicated 

by migrant non-response and variaiions in self-identification among permanent urban 

residents (Peters 1995). Demographic information collected by local Native organizations 

between 1977 and 198 1 indicates that a considenble segment of their clients originated 

from Sudbury and its environs, notably Manitoulin Island, followed by the Peterborough, 

London. and James Bay areas (Harding 1989~). Unlike immigrants, Aboriginals can return 

to these areas with minimal effort and expense thus impeding the conditions required to 

creafe a futed urban reserve (Nagler 1970). Nonetheless, they constitute a pronounced 

underclass which is differentiated in tenns of residential location (Goldberg and Mercer 

1986). Concentrated sections of Cabbagetown, Regent Park, St. James Town, and Parkdale 

were identified as king points of initial residence and subsequent intra-urban migration 

during the late- 1960s and early-1970s (Nagler 1970; Kumove 1975; McCaskiil 1979). 

Nearly ail of the CMA's Aboriginal population is congregated in dispersed pockets 

which are either located near one of twenty Native institutions or situated in Iow arnenity 

areas close to older indusaial sites and civic yards (Corneau and Santin 1995; Claîworthy, 

Hall and Loughran 1995). ïhese social and cultural centres evolved fiom extended 

interpersonal networks based on informal interactions among early migrants residing in 

neighbourhoods where they were accepted (Fridea 1988). The Jarvis-Dundas district, near 



Old Cabbagetown, was noted by Nagler (1970) in this respect during the incipient stage of 

cornmunity development when band and farnily ties restrained the emergence of a cornmon 

group identity. Consequent to population intensification, these institutions attracted 

subsequent migrants. Housing access, adequacy. and quaiity are often limited by landlord 

discrimination and fked incomes (Maidman 198 1 ; Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples 1993). Desperate for lodging, many end up renting apartments in crowded 

buildings or homes in undesirable surroundings. Some qu;iliQ for subsidized public and 

private-sector arrangements in scattered dwelling units." 

In accordance with previous research, Maps 28 and 29 indiate that Aboriginal 

concentrations were scattereà throughout the built-up area in 198 1. The core area cluster 

encompasses Cabbagetown. Regent Park, St. James Town, and Riverdale in addition to the 

St. Lawrence neighbourhood. Native Canadians have ken  residing there in converted 

buildings geared to the low end rentd market since 1979. Overrepresentation was 

maintained in Parkdale and evident in the Annex. Metropohtan enclaves include the 

Ellesmere and Malvem neighbourhoods, a mixed-use zone between Ionview and Kennedy 

Park, Parldiill, and Mount Denis. An isolated suburban tract is noted in Bramalea. Elevated 

concentrations persisted in 1991. There was a westward extension into the outer suburbs 

and fringe dong in a pattern resembling a rotated l-shape (refer to Maps 30 and 3 1). A 

fragmented enclave developed in The Junction. Absence is pronounced in a significant 

proportion of the fringe exœpt in and amund Sutton which is near the Chippewas of 

Georgina Island F i t  Nations Temtory. Downtown concentration is expected to increase 

given the construction of eighty non-profit residentiai units for indigenous peoples 

(Monsebraaten 1995). Landholding redeveloprnent in centralized areas and 'pricing out' 

promise to further redistribute Aboriginal households. 

'' Wigwamen, a Native non-profit housing corporation, has ben providing assistai rental accommodation in 
single-detacheci quarters since 1973. During the mid-1980s, 570 Aboriginals lived in one of 250 units (Le. 
10 homes) which were dispersed throughout Mettopolitan Toronto and aimed at larger or exteaded famiIies 
(Brant 1986). A senior citizens building consisting of 103 units has k e n  operating since 1979. 
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Chinese 

Four major immigration waves are ~ p ~ s e n t e d  among Chinese residents: singe 

male sojourners h m  niral southern China who came to work on the railroads and were 

unable to retum afkr their homeland became a People's Republic (1 880- 1947), elite young 

adults from Hong Kong and Taiwan and some sponsored family members kom mainland 

China (1947- 1975), ethnic Chinese refugees from Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos (1975- 

1985), affluent entrepreneurs, investos and professionals frorn Hong Kong and Taiwan 

(post- 1986) (Thompson 1989; Harding I989a). Toronto's Chinese cornrnunity, one of the 

moa visible, largest and established groups, experienced numerous relocations which 

resulted in four distinct and dispersed concentrations. Core area development during the 

19 10s displaced a developing business cluster along Queen Sueet (east of George Street) 

westbound to another one mund the junction of Queen and York Streets (Wong 1982; Lai 

1988). The intersection of Elizabeth and Dundas Streets became a community focal point 

during the mid- 1920s (Thompson 1989). With the rapid northward population expansion 

and intensification along Elizabeth Smet b e ~ n  Queen and Dundas Streets throughout 

the 1930~~  an ethno-specific neighbourhood (Old Chinatown) fomed. Much of this area 

was expropriated and demolished between the late- 1950s and early- 1960s to provide 

adequate space for a new city hall. Continued demographic and redevelopment pressures 

upon the rernains of Old Chinatown quickly lead to the emergence of a new concentration 

(Chinatown West) on Dundas Street between Spadina Road and Beveriey Street. Situateci 

in a formerly Jewish district, this transplanted enclave was not precisely delirnited or 

sufficiently fomed up to 1975 (Con 1982). The Chinese were relatively dispersed until an 

influx of post-1967 Hong Kong emigrants settled in Chinatown West and transformed its 

socio-economic and physical characteristics (Johnston 1983) .14 Residential mobility was 

often directed towards adjacent neighbourhoods such as the Grange and Kensington 

Market (Xolden 1985; Thompson 1989). The Spadina a i s '  function as an immigrant 

'' They contributed to Chinatown West's formation, expansion, aad durability (Wong 1980; hi 1988). 



reception m a  began to decline during the early-1970s when affordable accommodation 

became difficult to fmd (Lai 1988; Thompson 1989). Chinatown East, as a result, took 

s hape in Riverdale around the Broadview-Gerrard intersection. Initidiy catching the 

spiilover of workuig-ciass immigrants from an increasingly congested Chinatown West, it 

attmcted newly amived diaspora refugees and underprivileged newcomers from China and 

Taiwan. This enclave is primarily residential in comparison to its occidental opposite 

(mixed land-use) and Old Chinatown (commercial-institutiond function). 

Suburban transition began in the mid-1970s as second genedon members sought 

less expensive propehes in Scarboro~gh.'~ The exodus to Agincourt, often dubbed 

'Asiancourt' by locals, was engineered by a few entrepreneurs who penuaded their clients 

to relocate their fvms and construct a series of retail plazas dong S heppard Avenue East in 

response to existing clusters of extended families living near one another. Realestate 

brokers then began promoting the district to rniddleclass households and upwardly mobile 

professionals dunng the early- 1980s (McAndrew 1984; Goldfarb 1985). This area becarne 

a port of entry for the rapidiy expanding nurnber of migrant investors and sponsored 

relatives from Hong Kong. Some affluent arrivals leapfrogged Agincourt and went directly 

to either Richmond Hill or Markharn while others established themselves in Rosedale (Gray 

1 992). l6 These entrepreneurs are transforming the Chinese community ' s spatial 

distribution and neighbourhood ethnic composition by developing suburban shopping 

facilities and condominiums that attempt to replicate the environment and atmosphere of 

Kowloon, Hong Kong's core area (Mumy 1995; Spears 1995; Lu 1996). Lacking the 

visuai chaos and spatial compactness of downtown concentrations, emerging suburban 

enclaves (e.g. WiUowdale) are also centred upon senrice-oriented establishments yet their 

15 Other ethnic groups. such as the Greeks, settled in Toronto decades after the Chinese yet migrated to 
suburban locales before them (Gorrie 1991). 

l6 Richmond Hill's Chinese population. which expandeci b m  less than a thoumd to nearly 15.000 
between 1986 and 199 1. is expected reach 30.000 by the year 2000 while Scarborough, which uipled its 
contingent, wili register the CMA's greatest concentration and Mxkham's six-fold growth will be 
complimented by a 73% increase (Spears 1995; Lu 1996). 



inhabitants hardly noticeable within adjacent quarters containing similar dwelling types. 

Four prirnary areas of residential concentration were evident in 1 98 1 as per Maps 32 

and 33. Of these, two were highly centdïzed and compact (i.e. Chinatown West and East). 

A single census tract containing remnants of Old Chinatown continued to register 

exceedingly elevved LQ levels. This partïcular neighbourhood borden Chuiatown West. 

Another densely populated aact without previous Chinese overrepresentation was noted in 

Flerningdon Park It appem to have been a location of tempo- domiciliation during the 

suburbanization process but is more iikely amibutable to refugees from Vietnam in public- 

sector housing. The outer cluster is sufficiently developed and dispersed such that it 

includes Agincourt, L' Amreux Park, their irnmediate vicinities. along with adjoining tracts in 

North York (namely, McNicoli-Woodbine and Clysdde) and Markharn (around Market 

Village at Kennedy Road and Steels Avenue). Its expanse and magnitude of intensification 

are indicative of an expeditious growth rate which occumd during the incipient phase of 

suburban community developrnent (Ward 10 November 1985). Elevated concentrations 

were registered nearby in the Bayview-Seneca Hill district. Moderate population density 

levels could also be encountered within the moneyed neighbourhood known infomially as 

the Bride Path which lies northeast of Sherwood Park, 

Maps 34 and 35 identify changes in the intensity and direction of residential 

concentration captured duxing 199 1. The scale of overrepresentation decreased somewhat 

in Old Chinatown while its downtown correlates' spatial boundaries were altered. 

Possessing an aging population with lower incorne statu and housing stock, Chinatown 

West no longer retains its penpheral extensions north of Coilege and south of Queen 

Streets. This enclave is more geographicaily compressed notwithstanding a minor 

occidental shift along the latter thoroughfare. Modified LQ levels in Chinatown East 

suggest that its areai extent has also been reduced. Closer inspection discloses that 

increased concentration dong its principal axis, Gerrard Street East, has pushed the orientai 

boundaq outwards. The suburban cluster seerns to have becorne ûagmented due to census 
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tract boundary changes. It has expanded south and eastwards to include most of north- 

central Scarborough and spilied-over into adjoining urbanized areas of Markhain, 

Richmond Hill, and ThomhiU. In essence, the Chinese population is characterized by a city- 

suburban dichotomy which involves reconcentmtion into distinct districts along the 

suburban edge (Boume 1985). While each enclave Fosses its own identity and represents a 

difEerent cornrnunity development stage, Chinatown West and its unique streetscape remain 

a focal point for Chinese retail, commercial and culNnl activities. 

Although the analysis of residential concentration patterns among Jamaican 

inhabitants is based upon a single census year, this visible rninority displays a unique spatial 

arrangement and migrationai trend which ment discussion. Information about the West 

Indian and Caribbean groups extracted from secondary sources was carefdly exarnined to 

avoid making misinterpretations about the Jarnaicans baçed on supranational or aggregate 

patterns. 

Prior to large-scde immigrant influxes which commenced during the 1960s. a smdl 

proportion (22.3%) of West Indians were congregated along the Bathurst Street's eastem 

portion to University Avenue, between Queen and Coliege Streets (Hill 1960). The 

remainder were dispened throughout the CMA. Newcorners initially settled in the 

Alexandra Park neighbourhood throughout the 1 950s (City Toronto Planning Board 1 96 1 ; 

Ramcharan 1980).17 Another enclave, known among locals as i s b b e a n  Village, ernerged 

around a commercial district along Bathurst Street, north of Bloor and West of Christie 

Streets (i.e. opposite the Annex), ten years later (Kumove 1975; Kasher 1997). The 

cornrnunity progressively rnigrated northwards into ûaksvood, a working-class ltalian 

" Some transferred themselves to dweliing units in Kensington Market which itself became a transitory 
reception area duriag the 1970s. 



neighbourhood. A speciaity retail node, designated Liale Jamaica by ward residents, 

developed dong Eglinton Avenue West kbveen Dufferh Street and Oakwood Avenue. 

Taylor (1969,78) quite d y  observed that West Indians within Metropditan Toronto were 

"dispersed faid y thinly throughout the area" in compdvely SM concentration pockets, 

the most significant king  Littie Jarnaica, according to 196 1 census dataL8 Sponsored 

relatives along with upwardly mobile immigrants arriving via the United Kingdom were 

found in suburban compartments: Rexdale. Downsview, WUowdale, FIemingdon Park and 

eastem Scûrborough. The Oakwood area expanded westwards by 1971 such that 

Caribbean overrepresentation was prominent along Dufferin Street between Eglinton and St. 

Clair Avenues (City of Toronto Planning Board 1974; Henry 1994). This segment is 

recognimd by Jamaicans as the 'Eglinton Strip' while othes have conjmd up an informai 

hybrid designation to acknowledge their continued incrernental infiltration into Linle Italy - 

'Rasta-Pasta.' Many individu&, however, moved to scattered suburban clusters since the 

mid- 1970s (Stevens 1978; Carey 1983). Suburban residency rose significandy throughout 

the 1980s with more established constituents relocahng to reasonably priced homes in 

outlying areas of Mississauga and Brampton (Anderson 1993; Henry 1 994). l9 

Research based upon the 198 1 Census reveals increasing conglomeration in points 

throughout North York and Scarborough (Henry 1994; Ray 1994). Prirnary assemblages 

are dispersed along Jane Street between Eglinton and Fmch Avenues (Le. the 'Corridor') 

and in Malvem (dubbed 'Scarbados') where high-density apartment towers and townhouse 

complexes mainly built in the 1960s and 1970s respectively exist Density Ievels indicative 

of an emerging cluster were also noted in Brampton. These sites and the scattered panem 

they fonned were evident in 199 1 (refer to Maps 36 and 37). The Comdor extendeci south 

to York's Runnymede neighbourhood. Borough concentrations persisted in Etobicoke: 

la The number of spousored or nominateci immigrants h m  the West Indies, the buk of whom orne ficm 
Jamaica, increased rnatkedly after admission criteria revisions in 1967. 

Idgrann were drawn to the latter CMA component by a rapidly hcrraring compatriot population and 
existing Caribbean remil establishments. 
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Rexdale, Pine Point, north of Thisletown, and near the 401427 interchange (northeast of 

Ennapie). Excessive group convergence in these locations is amibutable to vertid 

concentration in aparfments such as the Twcedo Court in Maivem (Relph 1997). It is more 

expedient and easier for households to seek accommodation in buildings already inhabited 

by Caribbean or Black tenants due to housing -market perceptions (Henry 1994). hdeed, a 

disproportionate share of West Indians dwell in large subsidized apamnent complexes 

(Murdie 1992 and 1994). Within the outer suburbs. a new enclave has emerged in 

Markham among highly skiiled immigrants and professional membea of the second 

generation (Armstrong 1994). Overrepresentation in the Kensington Market significantly 

declined in conjunction with its port of entry function for new arrivais. Moderate and high 

LQ values were respectively reported in St. James Town and Regent Park South which are 

high-density public housing pr~jects.'~ Overaii, Jamaicans exhibit a primarily decentralized 

and dispeaed (vertical) concentmiion pattern that is influenced by differential access to 

housing, financial resoumes, and demographic composition. The reduced suburbanization 

time span is also noteworthy. 

An investigation of Black concentration in Toronto public housing units by Murdie 

(1994,447) found that a ~i~gnificant number of those living in these units were low-income, 

single-parent households who were "particularly squeezed in [the] private-sector housing 

market in the 1980s when gentrification ~ d u c e d  affordable rend oppominities in the 

centrai city and fewer new private rental units were king constructed." Racial 

discrimination, low vacancy rates (under 1%). and long waiting lists in the rend market 

were also contributhg factors (Henry 1989). A predisposition to suburban high-rise 

developments dong the Corridor was confirmed in by 1986 Census data (Murdie 1992 and 

1994). Spatial patterns arising fiom overrepresentation in these developments were partidy 

attributed to the recency of Caribbean immigration, a "disproportionate number of female- 

More information about these locations in the following chapter. Armstrong (1994, Ab) writes that many 
single mothers are "obiiged by economic circumstances to raise tticir children in subsidized housing 
projects." 



headed single-parent families" within this visible minority. dong with the "supply, cost and 

discriminatory cons traints within [the] rend market" (Murdie 1994, 455). Given these 

factors, a likely explanation for the contemporary Jamaican residentid configuration is that 

many of those who came during the major Caribbean-born immigration wave (late-1960s 

and early-1970s) did not have the financial rneans to purchase homes or becorne private- 

sector tenants. These and subsequent arrivais established themselves in public-sector units 

wbkh, at the tirne, were available in newly constructed suburban apartment complexes. 

With limited possibilities of relocathg to more expensive private-sector rend 

accommodation as their household sire increased, "many of those who entered the [public 

housing system] rernained [in it by] moving to larger units" (Murdie 1994.455). 

Concentration Overlap 

While the British and Multiethnic communities were geographically dispersed. there 

were instances in which a ~ a s  of overrepresentation associated with one ethnicity (LQ = 4- 

5) coincided with that of mother (LQ > 5). This ofien involves migration or infiltration into 

edge portions of neighbouring enclaves. Concentmion overlap occurred in the outer 

suburbs among established enhance groups, in the boroughs between established and 

visible minority groups, and in downtown districts amid visible minorities. LQ maps were 

compared to establish where population ovexfiow and displacernent materialized in 1981 and 

1991. 

Two principal areas of overlap are evident: Riverdûle and northeastem North York. 

The h t  involves Greek Chinese. and Aboriginal promision while the second also includes 

Jews and Multiethnics. Cenaal area incursions are focused upon the zone where Gerrard 

Street and Pape Avenue intersect. A tmt  in noaheastem Chinatown East contained high 

levels of Greek concentration in 1981 and 1991 whiie an exceptional degree of Chinese 

ovenepresentation occurred in Greektown's southeastem portion in 1981 only. During 

1981, Aboriguials congregated in hgmented parts of the Hellenic enclave whilçt Greeks 



were noted in a nearby tract dominated by Native Canadians. Greektown's apparent 

erosion was discontinued in 1991 due to sustained population density levels. Within 

Chinatown East, south of Gerrard Street, a census tract contained equal Chinese and 

Ahrigininal concenirations in 198 1 but was solidly inhabited by the former community a 

decade later. Changing LQ scores in the Chinese district dong with the establishment of an 

adjacent Aboriginal cluster produced an overfiow of the latter into the former during 199 1. 

Subuhan overlap involves Greek and Chinese concentration levels (LQ r 5) 

surpassing those of Jewish residents (LQ = 4-5) in the McNicoU-Woodbine area Another 

set of contiguous tracts encountered eastward registered identical Jewish and Chinese and 

Gree k and Chinese densities. Cornparison with 1 99 L patterns indicaies that Chinese and 

Greek inhabitants respectively prevailed. Additionaily, an isolated tract in L' Amreux Park is 

characterimi b y significant Greek overrepresentation within the Chinese cluster. A 

peripherai portion of the Jewish eastem band contained compararively elevated Muitiethnic 

LQ values in 198 1 only. Aboriginals shared certain residential areas with Jews and Greeks 

respectively in North York and Scarborough. An exceptionai degree of Jewish and Chinese 

overrepresentation was noted in Richmond W during the 199 1 censai year. niree 

dispersed localities of Jamaican convergence coincided with other groups: Jews in North 

York, Greeks in Scarborougb and Aboriginals in Regent Park. No ethnic overlap occurred 

in the CMA fringe. 

The extent of spatial concentmtion. according to the proportion of census tracts in 

which overrepresentation occurs (Le. LQ > 2), has been comparatively stable with rninor 

reductions noted arnong aii ethnic groups excluding Jews. Aboriginals and the Chinese. 

Multiethnics are p~valent  throughout the CMA. Their high dispersal pattern is increasingly 

indistinguishable from that of the British reference population and does not coincide with 

geogmphic niches from which its membea are potentiaiiy ciram. These observations a~ 



significant in thai Mdtiethnic residenhal scaîtering, or attentorialityT is repiesentative of a 

prevaiiing trend towards ethnic amalgamation (Krokti and Odynak 1990). A rnosaic of 

identifiable neighbouhoods based on pronounced concentration levels exists arnong the 

remahhg collectivities in centnlized and suburban districts. It implies that cornrnunity 

development patterns differ with ethnic origin. Excluding the British, Iewish and 

Multiethnic coilectivities, aiI of the remaining ethnic groups expressed an altered or 

enhanced enclave distribution pattern in 199 1 thai was distinguished by suburban cluster 

dispersion and/or bgrnentation. A reflection of changes in the intensity and direction of 

population relocation during the inter-censal penod. these deœntmked yet scattered 

clusters confom to anticipated residential distribution associated with the hypothesized 

dispersion mode1 outlined in Chapter 3. In rnany cases, enclave scatter was evident during 

the model' s inci pien t phase (i .e. 1 9 8 1 ) . Findings advanced herein provide exceedingl y 

limiteci evidence for the existence of a prescribed universal geometric pattern of residential 

placement. Nonetheless. œntralized enclaves have evolved around an intersection while 

households rnigrated outwards dong one of its thoroughfares. Sectoral concentration dong 

two paralle1 axes distinguishes the Jews. Locational bias arnong Greek and Chinese 

constituents corresponds to a multiple nuclei arrangement with the latter king more bipolar 

in characier. Declining temtorial integrity of their downtown clusters, products of 

secondary migration from former inner-city reception ams, reflects a prominent suburban 

shift. Dispersed suburban nucleations with overrepresentation in selected inner-city tracts is 

typical of the Jamaicans. Concurrent concentmion in an appreciable downtown enclave and 

scattered CMA points differentiates the Aboriginals. Overlap areas are also disparate in 

terms of location. They involve established comrnunities and visible minorities in both the 

core and suburbs. The existence of decentralized ethnic enclaves suggests that ment 

admissions, including those from other source couatries. are not establishing theniselves in 

these places in accordance with the invasion and succession sequence. T'us, the following 

section investigates ciifferences associated with immigration period. 



IMMIGRANT RESIDENTIAL CONCENTRATION 

Introduction 

Although it is not possible to track ethnic mobility pmrns, LQ scores can be 

calculated and mapped for a i l  newcomea according to immigration period which is "an 

analytically distinct but interrelated dimension of ethnicity" (Darroch and Marston 1969, 

74). Moreover, the extent of residentid separation is autonomously infiuenced by the 

relative arrival interval ( Wt 1987). Measured differences in concentration Ievels and d 

patterns arnong different admission phases form the basis of deductive reasoning. 

Cartographie represen tations are emplo yed to identiQ traditional, transplanted, and 

emerging reception areas according to immigration period and mobility status. and 

ethnicity.' While it couid be argued that 198 1 LQ tables and maps provide iimited insight 

because of ovedap with 1991 data. they are instrumentai in capniring the manifestation of 

immigrant concentration patterns during the hypothesized dispersion model's focmaiive 

stage. They also provide a statistical reference point in the andysis of residential 

configurations according to admission interval and special tabulations of ethnic origin by 

immigration period for which only unpublished 198 1 data exists. 

Spatial placement arnong the latest entrants and their imrnediate predecessoa are of 

particular interest. Comparative studies of settiement pattern arnong new immigrants point 

to an increasingly scattered distribution (Social Planning Council of Metmpolitan Toronto 

1979b; Chamberlain 1980; City of Toronto Planning and Development Department 1983 

and 1991). initial residency points arnong foreign-bom individuals admitted five years 

-- 

' Although periodization is not directly comparable between 1981 and 1991 data, the extent of 
conceatratioa and desti~tions associated with the latest immigration period can be anaiyzed and weighed 
agaiost each other without difficulty, 



More the 1971 through 1986 censuses have shifted to a more dispersed suburban 

apportionment (see Map 38). Contemporary overseas migrants are no longer congregating 

in weil defined Uuier-city reception areas. It is expected that while some residual centralized 

concentrations wili be presen t among earlier mivals, recent immigrant landings enurnerated 

in 198 1 and 199 1 will exhibit increasingiy decentnlized and scaaered clusters. 

Geographic Representation by Immigration P e n d  

With respect to the degree of non-representation (LQ = O), Table 26 reveals that the 

rnost recent mivals are ielatively more concentmted than earlier entrants. However, figures 

also indicare that immigrants are excluded from an exceedingly limited share of census 

tracts. They are faidy dispened. The actuai share of tracts in which newcorners admitteci 

during the latest immigration period are absent h a  increased over time. Specifically, 

foreign-born residents who senled during the 1978- 1981 and 1988- 199 1 intervals (i.e. the 

latest anivais in 198 1 and 199 1) are respectively absent from 1 % and 3.1 1% of ail spatial 

units. These immi,pnü do not share dwelling districts with 0.15% and 1.52% of the entire 

CMA population in 1981 and 1991. These figures. however, are significantly lower than 

those measured by various ethnic groups. An examination of ovempresentaiion (LQ 2 2) 

indicates that, excluding early arrivals, residential concentration genedly decreases with 

length of time in Canada Recent entrants are consistently more conmgated than their 

forerumers d u ~ g  each decemiai census but less so when comparing them (read upwards 

within the nght colurnn of Table 27). An increasing segment of ment newcorners are 

overrepresented in a greater number of tracts according to 199 1 tabulations. A high level of 

concentration is also rnaintained by 198 1 - 1987 migrants while the opposite applies to their 

pre-1970 counterparts. Comparatively low rates of absence and ovenepresentation suggest 

that immigrants, on the whole, are not highly concenmed. Rather, they are spread 

throughout the CMA but with recent intakes king less thinly distributed. 



Map 38. Irnmimant Sealement Patterns. Metroudi tan Toronto. 197 1 - 1986 

Note: Each dot represents 100 immigrants who arrived five years ago. 

Source: City of Toronto Planning and Development Department, C i e  Plan 
'91: Lanma~e Grou~s and Immimtion, Merrowlitan Toronto - 1971-1988 
(Toronto: City of Toronto Planning and Developrnent Department, 199 1 ), 2 1. 



Table 26. Immigrant Non-Representation (LQ = O). Toronto C M . .  198 1 and 1991 

Yearlperiod Number and Percencage of Ceasus Tracts CMA Population Share 

Notes: The k t  column represents the nuaiber and proportion of ceasus tracts in which oon-tepresentation 
occurs while the second one indicates what percentage of the entire CMA population reside in these tracts. 
The 1978- 198 1 and 1988- 199 1 intervals respectively include oaiy the fkt five months of 198 1 and 199 1. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, "Population by Selected Places of Birth and Sex. Showing Period of 
Immigration - 20% Sample" (Table Name: i9102). Data fiom: 1991 Basic Summriry Tabufations (Magnetic 
Tape). Ottawa, 1993; Statistics Canada. "Population by Ethnic ûrigin, by Period of Immigration, Canada, 
Provinces, Census Metroplitan Areas with Census Tracts, 1981 - 2096 Samplew (Table Nam:  
SPC81B63). Data hm: 1981 User Summary Tapes and Microfiche, Special Series, Unpubtished Data 
(Microfiche File: SPC8 1 Ba). Ottawa, 1983. 



Table 27. immigrant Overrepresentation &Q 2 2). Toronto CMA. 198 1 and 199 1 

Y ear/Period Number and Percentage of Census Tracts Immigrant Population Share 

1981 

Pre- 1945 

1935- 1954 

1955- 1964 

1965- 1970 

1971-1974 

1975- 1977 

1978-198 1 

Notes: The first column represents the number and proportion of census tracts in which overrepresentation 
occurs while the second one indicates wfiat percentage of a given immigration period in these tracts. The 
1978-1981 and 1988-1991 intervals respectively include only the first five months of 1981 and 1991. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, "Populatioo by Selected Places of Birth and Sex, Showing Period of 
Immigration - 20% Sample" (Table Name: i9102). Data fiom: 1991 Basic Summary Tabulations (Magnetic 
Tape). Ottawa, 1993; Statistics Canada, "Population by Ethnic Ongin, by Period of Immigration, Canada, 
Provinces, Census Metropditan Areas with Census Tracts, 1981 - 20% Sample" (Table Name: 
SPC8 IB63). Data h m :  1981 User Sununary Tapes and Microfiche, Special Series, Unpublished Daia 
(Microfiche File: SPC8 1 MO). Ottawa, 1983. 



According to spatidy referenced data for 1981, residentiat concentration and 

centralizarion are less pronounced m o n g  e~fiber entrants. A visual cornparison of high 

density population clusters (LQ = 2-3) indicates that the extenr of dispersion increases with 

duration of residency since landing (refer to Maps 39 through 52)'. Those admined before 

1945 are an exception as they f o m  distinct enclaves composed of contiguous tracts which 

coincide with the segments of British and Jewish concentration ~atterns.~ Compact, isolated 

clustes siniated dong Bloor Street in conjunction with two outer suburban ones 

characterize 1945- 1954 landings. Subsequent newcomers are more dispersed such that 

persons who estûblished thernselves during the 1955- 1964 and 1965- 1970 periods did not 

register any rnoderately concentrated tracts or sets thereof. They were represented in 

excessively reduced density levels across the urban area. Whiie k i n g  absent in certain 

parts of the fringe, 197 1- 1974 mivals congregated downtown in Regent Park. AU 

successive settlers recorded intermediate LQ values in this high-density apartment cornplex. 

Two other tracts of similar concentration are evident for the 1975- 1977 immigrant segment. 

Both are associated with high-rise multiple dwelhg units yet located far apart. The 

centraîized and suburban tracts respectively are St. James Town and Fiemingdon Park. 

Although moderate clustering occuired in txaditional reception areas, including Parkdale, 

Kensington Market and Riverdale, among 1978- 198 1 landings, the remaining isolated 

places of similar overrepresentation were highly s c a m d  but often in close proximity to or 

abutting pre- 1945 outer boroughs enclaves.' Instances of concentration overlap occur in 

Regent Park North for di p s t -  1970 settien. 

' The number of census tracts per population range for 198 1 and 1991 immigration period data are contained 
in Appendix D. 

The pre-1945 concenuatioa pattern consists of a circlet around Davisviiie, northeastem East York and 
Birchmount, the Beach and Birchcliff, a kgmenteci cluster in Willowdaie, and contiguous parts of centrai 
Etobicoke, and an isdated lakeshore tract in Oakville, 

' Chamberlain (1980) confirms that the greatest number of these intakes were attracted to suburban districts 
and they were equaIly concentrateci in sipartment complexes in North York and Scarborough. 



Concentration patterns based upon aggregated 1991 immigration period data also 

~ v e d  a positive relationship between the extent of spatial dispersion and length of time in 

Canada (refer to Maps 53-62). This is pdcularly tme of pre-198 1 settiers. Clusters of 

moderate concentration (LQ = 3-4) are decentdized among earlier entrants. Newcomen 

admitted during the 1981-1987 interval were expected to exhibit a somewhat more 

centnlized distribution. Census tracts registering s i m i l u  density levels were widely 

scattered and included suburban neighbourhoods adjacent to ones in which previous arrivals 

prevail. These areas cover a range of housing types from Iuxury estates in the Bride Path 

to high-density apartmnt units in Regent Park North and the Jane-Finch areas Recent 

arriva1 placement is even more dispersive and decentxalized than among previous intakes 

notwithstanding a profound congregation in segments of A_@ncourt Chinatown and a 

solitary tract in central Scarborough. There are no significant enclaves in traditional inner- 

city ports of entry for 1988- 199 1 admissions. Reversed geographic configurations between 

1981-1987 and 1988-1991 entrants supports the hypothesis that ment immigrants 

especiaiiy do not follow senlement patterns prescribed by traditional uhan spatial models. 

A cornparison of Maps 51 and 52 with 61 and 62 a f f m  that the most recent arrivals in 

198 1 and 199 1 did not assemble in similar neighbourhoods. Localization took shape 

prirnarily south of Highway 401 among the former group and north of it arnong the latter. 

From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that early immigrants tend to foilow 

residential patterns prescribed by the conventional ecological and assimilative rnodels. 

Recent anivais enumerated in 198 1 and 199 1 displayed a much more dispesed spatial 

articulation in an exceedingly reduced time frame. The latest admissions are 

overrepresented in a greater number of census tracts which are theniselves increasingly 

scattered and decentraked throughout Metropoiitan Toronto. A more precise delineaîïon of 

reception areas is afforded by mobility status data which enurnerates external migrants 

admitted five years pnor to a given Census. 

-- - -- - -- - - - 

Higher concentrations (LQ = 4-5) materidized in Regent Park and dong Iane just south of Fimch. 



Map 39. h-1945 Amval Concentration CL0 VaIues). Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 40. Re-1945 Arriva1 Concentration tQ Valuefi Me ditan Toronto. 1981 
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Map 41. 194-1954 Amval Concentration (KI Values). Toronto CMA. 198L 

Map 42. 19411954 Amvd Concentration n bo~olitan Toronto, 198 1 



Map 43. 1955-1964 Anival Concentration CO Valued. Tomnto CMA. 198 1 
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Map 45. 1965-1 970 Amval Concenmtion - Values). Toronto CMA. 198 1 

Map 46. 1965- 1970 Amval Concentration 0 ,O Values). Metromlitan Toronto. 198 



- -- - - - - - 

Map 47. 6971-1974 Amval Concentration &O Values). Toronto CM.. 1981 
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Map 49. 1975-1977 Amval Concentration Values). Toronto M. 198 1 

Val=). Metrppolitan Toronto. 1 9 a  Map 50. 1975- 1977 Amvai Concenhation IL0 



Areas of 1978- 1981 Arriva1 Concentration, 1981' 
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Map 52. 1978- 1981 Anival Concentration a0 Valuesl. Me litan Toronto. 198 1 
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Map 53. PR-1 961 Amval Concentration C O  Values). Toronto CMA. 1991 

Map 54. PR- 1961 f i  val Concen Values). Metromlitan Tor0 nto. 1991 
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Map 57. 1971-1980 Arriva1 Ç~ncentration CO Values). Toronto 1991 



";,y- Areas of 1 98 1 - 1987 Arrival Concentration. 1 991 1 

Map 59. 198 1-1987 Arriva1 Concentration a0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1991 

Map 60. 198 1- 1987 Arrival Concentration Vaiuesl. Men-mlitan Toronto. 199 1 
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Map 61. 1988-1991 Amval Concentration a0 Values). Toronto m. 1991 

Map 62. 1988- 199 1 Amval C o c .  Metromlitan Tomm. 199 1 



Externai Migrant Concentration 

The majority of residential rnovemnt among the CMA population involves 

relmtion within or between its component municipalities and adjacent communities. 

External migrants whose last permanent residence was abroad are dso included in the five 

and one year mobility status data s e d  Based upon and conveying the location of 1976 

anivals in 1981 and of 1986 and 1990 intakes dunng 1991, LQ values are calculated by 

dividing the percentage of extemd migrants per census tract by the percenwe of extemd 

migrants in al1 tracts (relative to the CMA population). While these values attempt to 

expound where these settlers Lived within the shortest time span foiiowing theû admission, it 

must be acknowledged that frequent reiocation during the immigrant adjustment phase 

occurs. Concentration patterns, as a result, do not aecessarily relate initial points of ently. 

The best approximation of extemal migrant residentid placement is provided by the one 

year mobility data for 1991 which involves fewer d w e h g  location shifts. This section 

attempts to determine whether 1990 anivals are establishing themselves in or near areas 

dominated by 1986 and 1976 settiers. 

The extent of exclusion and overrepresentation among individuals admiaed in 1976 

and 1986 has been compvatively stable. They are very similar to those noted for 

respondents included in the rnost recent mival interval for 1976 and 1990 migrants (refer to 

Tables 28 and 29). Higher degrees of absence are noted among 1986 entrants, whose 

shares reflect those of 1981-1987 admissions rather than 1988- 199 1 intakes of whom they 

are constituents, and their 1990 counterparts. The share of tracts in which immigrants 

registered LQ values greaer than two increases with recentness of amival. Approximately 

5% of 1990 arrivais were concentrated in 7.59% of ail census tracts. 

F i g m  speciSing the number of e x t d  migranu whose 1 s t  pnnanent residents one year ago was 
abroad are only avaitable for the 1991 Census. 



Table 28. Externai Mi-ant  Non-Representation (LQ = O). Toronto CMA. 1981 and 199 1 

- - 

Year of Amvai Number and Percentage of Census Tracts CMA Population Share 

Note: The first colurnn represents the number and proportion of census tracts in which non-representation 
occurs while the second one indicates what percentige of the entire CMA population reside in these tracts. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, "Population 1 Year and Over by Age Group and Sex, Showing Mobility Status 
(Place of Residence 1 Year Ago) - 20% Sample" (Table Name: ontm9 101). Data h m :  199 1 Basic 
Summriry Tabulations (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, f 993; Statistics Carm4 uPopulation 1 Year and Over by 
Age Group and Sex. Showing Mobility Status (Place of Residence 5 Years Ago) - 2m SampIew (Table 
Kame: ontm9102). Data frorn: 199 1 Basic Summary TabuIations (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1993; Statistics 

-:-P- n Private q ~ q l i g d  Priv e H o m d s  _and C - 4  . . - Selected Cl- T o m  Volunie 
3, Profile Series B. Catalogue Number 95-977, (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services. 1983). Table 1. 
'5eIected Population, DweUing, Housing and Family Distributions, for Census Tracts, 198 1 - 20% Sample 
Dam" 

Table 29. Externai Migrant Overrepresentation &Q > 2). Toronto CMA. 198 1 and 199 1 

Year of M v a i  Nurnber and Percentage of Census Tracts Migrant Population Share 

Note: The first colwnn represents the number and proportion of census tracts in which overrepresentation 
occm while the second one indicates what percentage of extemal mi,gants are in these tracts. 

Sources: As noted above. 



Moderate concentration Ievels among 1976 entrants were noted in Riverdale, Parkdale, 

Parkway Forest (north of York Heights), Willowdale and a section of New Toronto. 

Excessive overrepresentation was ako noted in Fiemingdon Park dong with Kensington 

Market and Chinatown West (refer to Maps 63 and 64).' A more interesting distribution 

pattern is displayed by 1986 amivals who were concentrated in identid clusten dong the 

Finch Avenue mis as 198 1 - 1987 and 1988- 199 1 settlen ( d e r  to Maps 65 and 66). The 

St. James Town block and Don Mills continue to regster moderne yet declining 

concentrations. Extemai migrants captured during the 1st decennial census are 

concentrated in more decentralized and scattered niches. Those who came in 1990 are dso 

found in enclaves coinciding with those identified for 1988- 199 1 arrivals and some have 

even penetrated into diluent outer suburbs (der to Maps 67 and 68). 

-- 

' Refer to Appendix E for the absolute aumber of 1976.1986. and 1990 extemal migraats per census ~an 
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Map 63. 1976 Amval Concentration a0 Values). Toronto CMA. 198 1 

Map 64. J976 Amval Concentration a0 Valuesl Me olitan Toronto. 1981 
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Map 65. 1986 Arrïvd Concentration a0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1991 
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Map 67. 1990 Amval Concentration CL0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1991 

Map 68. 1990 Arrivai Concentration Values). Metro~o1ita.n Tonmto. 1991 



Ethnic Concentration Configurations 

Ethnic population figures according to immigration p e n d  extracted from special 

1981 tabulations, afford one with the opportunity to examine residential concentration 

amangement within and between each study group's immigrant components. F i g u ~ s  listed 

in Table 30 indicate that non-representatîon is more muen t  among the latest and eariiest 

amvals in al1 ethnic comm~nities.~ British newcomers registered the Ieast amount of 

absence while the opposite was true of th& Jewish, Multiethnic and Aborigind 

counterparts. Excluding early senlers, the presence .of foreign-bom Chinese and Greek 

inhabitants across census tracts respectively declined and increased with length of tirne since 

their ingress. In ternis of overrepresentation, Table 3 1 also verifies that persons admitted 

during the first and 1st  intervals are highly concenûared. At least 80% of Jewish overseas 

migrants, indifferent of Ianding phase. are accounted for in no more than 1 2% of a l l  tracts. 

Multiethnics and Aboriginals are extensively congregated no matter when they arrived? 

The percentage of m a l  nits in which Chinese and Greek non-natives are consolidated have 

ben stable with each successive wave. LQ values were mapped for the reference and study 

groups according to immigration period (see Appendix D for absolute numben). Enclaves 

of high andor moderate concentration associated with every admission intend were 

delimited and compared to idenm directional displacement trenddo Location bias among 

1978-1981 entrants was employed to distinguish ethno-specific and cornmon points of 

initial residency. It is presumed that reœnt newcomers will establish themselves in widely 

dispened clusters that do not necessady cointide with those of previous settlers. An 

examination of each ethnic comrnunity follows. 

' British pre-1945 and Chinese 1978-198 1 entrants are the exceptions. The lower number of census tracts 
in w hich early British amivais are absent is also a function of fewer surviving members. 

Refer to the explanatory note in Table 13 for more about Aboriginal immigrants. 

'O Cartographie ~preseutations identifying densely populated urban spaces carmot be interprered in terms of 
a cohort migration. 



Table 30. Ethnic Non-Representation (LQ = O) by Immigration Period. Toronto CMA. 1981 

OriginPeriod Numbcr and Pcrcentage of Census Tracts CMA Popdation Share 

Notes: The fust column ~prrsents the number and proponion of census vacts in which noa-rcprrscntaùon oarurs while the second 
one indicam what percemage of tht cnzirc CMA population mides in these ûacts. fhcrc wcrc 602 cmsus tacts for tbc 1981 
Census. The 1978-1981 hlcrval includcs only UIC frrst five months of 1981. 

Saura: Siaiistia Canada, "Population by WC Origin. by Paiod of immigration, Canada. Rovincts, Cenms Uctropoli~ Arcas 
with Census Tram, 1981 - 2U% Samplc" (Table Namc: SPC81B63). Data k m :  1981 User Summary Tapes and Microfiche. 
Specid Sena, Unpublishcd Data (Microfi& file: SPC81B60). Ottawa. 1983. 



Table 3 1. Ethnic Overrepresentation (LQ 2 2) by Immi-mtion Period, Toronto CMA, 198 1 

Notes: The ftnt column rcprrscnts tbt numbcr and proportim of census tmcU in which ovmtpescntation occiirs whilt Lhc second 
one indicam what pcrctntagt of cthnic immigrants pm arriva1 pcriod resida in thcsc tracts. Thrt wm census tracts for the 
198 1 Ccasus. The 1978- 1981 inlaval indudes oaly Iht f i t  fivc m t b s  of 1981. 

Saurct: Statisticr Cimada, "Popdation by ELhnic Origin. by Paiod of Immigration. Canada. Rovinccs, Ccnsus Menropolip Meas 
with Carsus T m .  1981 - 20% Sample" (Table Name: SPC8I B63). Data from: 198 1 User Summary Tapes and Microfiche, 
Spccial Series. Unpublishaî Data (Minofich File: SPC81 B6O). Oaawa, 1983. 



Excluding very early and ment arrivais, British immigrants did not form any 

distinct concentrations. They were residentidy integrated with a very srnd number of high 

density areas (LQ 2 4) king found arnong established inhabitants (refer to Maps 69-82 at 

the end of this section). Cluster overlap was ~ g k t e r e d  by 1955-1974 amivais in a core area 

block whose northwestern boundary abuts the CMA's p& land value intersection. Pre- 

1945 entrants display a discemible clustering pattern in four primary sites which a~ 

analogous with traditional British and aggregate pre-1945 districts: an arc composed of 

Bedford Park, eastern Lawrence Park (i.e. Wanless), Sherwood Park, Leaside and 

Bennington Heights; a fragmented enclave in East York which includes Birchmount P& 

the Beach, Birchcliff, and Kingsway Park in Etobicoke.ll The former Irish enclave in 

Cabbagetown did not register any meaningfid pre- 1945 concentrations. Detached tracts 

were also noted in Oakville. Mississauga, Weston, Wiilowdale, downtown (north of the St. 

Lawrence neighbourhood), and WesW.  Excessive 1 978- 198 1 overrepresentation 

materialized in widely dispersed outer suburban and f i g e  locations. A new reception area 

seems to have developed in northem Brampton and centrai Ajax (see Maps 79 and 81). 

Metropolitan points are restncted to Moore Park and vicinity plus three solitary points, one 

of which also includes those admitted during the early- 1970s. Pronounced absence was 

consistently evident in several census tracts dong Dufferin Street and throughout 

Woodbndge which respectively concur with secondary and subsequent Italian relocation. 

Other locations Vary with intake period. Overall, the referenœ population is predisposed to 

residential difision with elevated concentrations corresponding to Anglo-dorninated 

districts. 

" Harris (1996) explaias that pre- 1945 British arrivais were strongly committed to home ownership which 
was beyond their reach in the United Kingdom. Newcomers often purchased suburban lots and built poor 
quality homes which were improved over tirne. h e r  building was pmdemic in York (e.g. EarIscourt, 
Fairbank, and Silverthorn). Initial seulement in decentralized enclaves was ais0 influenceci by the deirisind 
for skilled labour in aearby factories during the pre-1945 period. 



Greek 

Assuming a scanered residenual apportionment, the Heilenic comrnunity was 

estabiished during two major influxes: 1948- 1952 and 1967- 1973 which respectively 

coincide with the Greek civil war and an era of political instability." individuals admitied 

during the latter penod display a concentration disaibution pattern similar to that of the 

aggregate Greek collectivity. Contiguous and nearby tracts, in this case, coincide with the 

Danforth Avenue and Birchrnount Road axes (see Maps 83-96). Chimbos (1980) writes 

that 1965- 1974 intakes gravitateci to the communal anchor and pre-established 

concentrations in East York. Prevïous and subsequent entrants were dispersed in isolated 

tracts and fragmented clusters which jointly resemble a galactic mosaic. Contemporary 

ingress has been directeci to neighbourhoods where Greeks have been margindy 

represented (e.g. Thornhill, Rouge W, and an isolated tract north of New Market). The 

earliest and latest arrivals were concurrently ovenepresented in St. James Town. 

Greektown's continued yet dirninishing function as a reception area and ethnic 

enclave are c o d i e d  by Maps 83 to 96. Excluding limited residency in remote fringe 

areas arnong the latest intakes. Greek immigrants are absent or undenepresented elsewhere. 

Chain migration is evident in diverse parts of Scarborough, North York's southeastem 

corner, and around the Junction where members of various admission intervais concurrently 

dweil. A single tract or set thereof ofien forrns a high-density kernel which is encompassed 

by neighbourhoods where ensuing newcomers congregate in a multiple nuclei pattern. 

Kennedy Park is a prime example to this end. Suburban ~concenuation arnong established 

households was also acknowledged as a modimg agent of settiement patterns arnong 

Melbourne's Greek comrnunity (Burnley 1972a). The eastward suburban migration with 

'' A higher proportion of foreign-bom Greeics (44.14%) arrived in the course of 1966-1975. a phax 
characterimi by intense family sponsorship. Greece experienced an unprecedented s a l e  of economic 
emigration h m  northem nual regions and island communities between 1966 and 1970 (Chimbos 1980). 
The greatest nu& settled in Canada during 1967 and 1968 among which are included ethnic Gteek 
refugees h m  the Turkish-occupied section of Cyprus. ïmpcoved economic conditions throughout G r e e ~  
since the Iate- 1970s resulted in a notable reduction of extemal migrants (Chimbos 1980). 



each successive immigration p e n d  shows signs of subsidence when ment anivals are 

considered. Indeed, the peaistence of widely dispersed clusten supports the notion tbat 

foreign-bom Greeks were not altogether observing prescribed mobility patterns. Rapid 

decentralization and increasing spatial absorption of ail immigration periods was the nom. 

Foreign-bom Jewish concentration, in essence, occurs within two narrow and 

paralie1 bands respectively running dong the Bathurst and Bayview axes. The earliest 

entrants congregate almost exclusively dong the Bathurst migration path between Steeles 

Avenue and Davenport Road. Subsequent admissions displayed a spatial apportionment 

similar to that of the whole Jewish comrnunity with no predisposition to d w e h g  in any 

parficular segment of either narrow band (refer to Maps 97- 1 10). Ngh LQ values were 

also ~gistered by 1965- 1970 d v a l s  in the Islands, Harbourfront, Annex. Yorkville and 

Don Vale. Greater variation existed among those who irnrnigrated between 197 1 and 1977. 

They were localized within and beyond each concentration comdors' northem suburban 

iimits while elevated population densities shiited from the Bathurst axis' southem portion to 

that of its Bayview counterpart A few spatially variable and isolated tracts were also noted 

in fiinge, outer suburban, and inner-city areas. Downtown clustering is attributable to 

reverse migration among established households whiie areas removed fiom the principal 

nbbons are associated with less observant, more assimilated, and socially mobile individuals 

who do not rely on geographic proximity for identity expression (Marcus and Schwartz 

1993; Glickman 1996; Waksman 1996). Distribution patterns for 1971-1974 and 1975- 

1977 newcomers provide evidenœ of greater intemai dispersion and decentralization with 

regards to the Iewish context. However, pronounceci scattering at par with other group did 

not take shape. Members of the last intake otegory are ovenepresented in concordant 

tracts dong Bathurst Street and selected segments of the Bayview axis (York Mills, Bayview 



Village, and the mas north of Hillcrest Village). This pattern closely resembles that of pre- 

1945 immigrants including a single point in Harbourfront. Othenvise, it excludes places 

where other ethnic group constituents adrnitted during the same hme span initially 

established themselves. Residential concentration patterns exhibited by persons reporthg 

Jewish religious affiliation are expected to coincide with those noted above. 

It would appear that immigrants continue to be influenced by religious 

considerations. Recent arrivals are attracted to suburban locations in North York where 

agencies, such as Jewish Immigrant Aid Services (JIAS) of Willowdde. provide 

comprehensive resettlement and integration programs. Newcomen are often refemd to 

nearby Jewis h opented a p m e n t  buildings containing rental unis geared towards lower 

incornes or subsidized housing projects. These ethno-specific organizations, according to 

Markus and Schwartz (1993), presume that newly admitted Jews would affiliate with and 

eventually integraie into the existing community by. arnong other activities, dweiüng within a 

Jewish district. This absorption policy reflects IsraeIi state pmctice which incorporates a 

geogaphic elemeni designed to reinforce a senlement's ethnic composition- Cornmenting 

upon regional planning, immigration and spatial distribu bon. Feasey ( 1976, 40) observed 

diat ethnically hornogeneous neighbourhoods were favoured such that "prirnary relations" 

could be established whiie maintaining a suffcient degree of socio-econornic heterogeneity. 

Every settier is mated as a Jewish comrnunity member regardless of their country of or& 

educatïonai attainment, and extent of religious observance. W i thin the Canadian urban 

milieu, residential location plays a significant part in directive senlement strategies designed 

to strengthen areas of Jewish congregation. Cntics of this implicit p ~ c i p l e  argue that it 

subjugates new immigrants to dorniciliaq separation, insulates them from mainstream 

cultural internon. and is partially responsive to immediate needs such as differentiated 

housing requirements and proximity to employment Conversely, advocates fear that 



expatriates would "easily assimilate into the broader secular cornmunity and loose whaîever 

Jewish identity they brought with hem*' (Markus and Schwartz 1993, 418).13 

Multiethnic 

The aggregate Multiethnic collectivity was extensively dispened throughout the 

CMA. Rernarkably, its immigrant element displays a widely s c a n e ~ d  midentid 

concentration configuration irrespective of landing phase. The shot gun pattern is most 

discernible among 1 965- 1 974 intakes. " Some high density census tracts overlap segments 

of other ethnic enclaves from which this =pup  acquired its members. For instance. early 

entrants are overrepresented dong portions of the Bathurst stretch. There is no consistent 

sectoral movement typical of the Jews or a tendency towards fonning multiple nuclei as pet 

the Greeks. C o m p a ~ g  Maps 11 1 through 124. one notices an increased scattering of 

geographic niches within Metroplitan Toronto and outer suburban districts with recentness 

of admission. A signincant proportion of pre-1945 settlers are highly concentrated within 

the city and its boroughs. Similar remarks can be advanced for subsequent intervals 

although isolated f ~ g e  area tracts exist. AU amival pends, excluding the latest, are 

overrepresented in and around Yorkville and the Annex, High Park, WilIowdale, and the area 

between Thornhill and Wcrest  Village. 

Contemporary immigrants tend to congregate in the outer boroughs, especidy 

dong Steeles Avenue. A northward shift into peripheral urbanized quarters with minimal 

mempolitan locatization, rather than initial inner-city setdement, provides M e r  evidence 

of an exceedingly complex dorniciliary distribution anangement that does not correspond 

l3 Research conducred in 1991 by Glickman (1996) demonstrates that émigrés h m  Russia who found 
housing with JIAS assistance clustered within the Jewish enclave yet k i r  organizational affiliations and 
personal ties were iadependently established. 

l4 Extenid mimigrant arriva1 is prixnarily concentrated in the 1966-1975 period. Crosstabulations of 1981 
PUST and 1991 PUMF data respectively reveal that 23.35% and 29.17% of MuItiethnic immigrants were 
admittecl during the aforementioned interval. 



with the reference or any other snidy populations. Divergent geographical placement also 

suggests a concurrent advancement of compound ethnic identities and development of urban 

form that fa11 shon of conventional immigrant entry and residential mobility rnodels. 

Declining predictability in ternis of residentiai stratification pattern may be attributable to a 

more expedient response to housing availability and affordability, an inexistent temtorial 

anchor and indiscemible reception area(s). and intemal differentiation by origin combination 

and/or socio-economic status. In any case* the Multiethnic cornmunity is an exemplar of 

future trends that may be increasingly observed by other ethnic cornmunities. 

Abonginai 

Although most Aboriginds are Canadian-bom, a small proportion (34.80%) are 

immigrants who prirnarily originated from the United states.15 Their concentration patterns 

seldom coincided with areas in which the aggregate Native Canadian cornmunity was 

overrepresented. High density tracts were scattered throughout Metropohtan Toronto and 

its outer western suburbs ( d e r  to Maps 125 through 138). This observation applies to ail 

admission intervals. However, newcomen were notably absent or underrepresented in the 

urban f i g e ,  especiaily Oakville and Ajax. and the communal imer-city enclave. Only Pre- 

1945 and 1965-1970 entrants registered outstanding LQ values in parts of Caledon and 

eastem King Townships and an isolated lakeshore tract in Ajax. Location bias and a 

negligible degree of spatial integration persisted among those who arrïved before 1971 as 

evidenced by polarized LQ figures. Clusten composed of contiguous tracts each 

containing members of different immigration periods were noted in neighbourhwds 

abutting the intersection of Jane Street with Sheppard and Lawrence Avenues, two tracts 

south of Lawrence Heights, and eastem Scarborough excluding Rouge Hill and most 

l5 Refer to the explanatory note in Table 13 for more about Aboriginal immigrants. 



lakeshore districts. Post-1964 settien ~gïstered an increased presence in a few sectoa of 

Brampton and centrai Mississauga. 

The extent of concentration area dispersion and decentraihion increase with 

recentness of arrivai. There wexc only fifteen extremely concentrateci census tracts among 

the entire Aboriginal collectivity while at les t  double that number existed for immigrants 

with a modest decline king noted by the latest intakes. Attracted to districts inhabiteci by 

their irnmediate precursors, the latest contingent of senlea did not establish themselves 

withùi or nearby extant downtown enclaves except Yorkvilie and Parkdale. They gravitateci 

toward suburban destinations in Brampton (Bramaka), Etobicoke (Rexdale. Beaurnond 

Heights, Kingsview Village, and north of New Toronto), York (Weston). North York 

(Humberlea, areas south of Lawrence Heights and Bayview Village, Henry F m  and 

Parkway Forest), and Scarborough (CIark Corners, Eliesrnere, Wexford Heights, and a 

section of Wobum). A distinguished northward concentration shift was detected with 

residency in dispersed pockets dong railway comdors, as observed in 1991, k ing  

considrrably less pronounced arnong the entire Abonginal population in general and recent 

landings in particdar. Indeed, 1978- 198 1 in-migrant congregation was encountered in 

more divergent places than aIi individuals admitted during the same interval. 

Chinese 

Residential concentration in Chinatown West and East was upheld by ali immigrants 

regardles of when the gained entry into Canada Distribution patterns conform to the 

conventional assumption of increased scattering with length of domiciliation since 

admission. High density census tracts and clusters axe comparatively more dispersed 

among early arrivals (see Maps 139 to 152). They are often located in places which are not 

associated with the Chinese comrnunity (e.g. northwestem M e ,  Davisde, Clairiea, 

Maryvale, Highland Creek). Post- 1970 entrants, excluding the latest intakes, congregated in 



three primûry locations: segments of Chinatown West, its oriental cotrelaie, and Aguicourt 

Chinaîown. Taken together. they can be classified as king bi-polar in t e m  of œntraiity. 

Elevated concentrations were noted in u pscale Rosedale among pre- 1 945 and 1955- 1964 

immigrants and the exclusive Bridle Path neighbourhwd by their 1965- 1974 counterparts. 

One wouid expect at least a porîion of the latest influx to take up residence in suburban 

districts given an increasing Chinese presence in Agincourt and L' Amreux Park. Maps 154 

and 155 show that 1978-1981 newcorners gnvitafed to established enclaves dong with 

remnants of Old Chinatown and Kensington Market. Some ventured deeper into 

Greektown while others went direaly to either Parkdaie or Wiilowdale. Circumvention of 

traditional reception mas and Unmediate residency in suburbanized districts did not 

strongly m;iterialize among these individuals for IWO reasons: most intakes were 

underprivüeged refugees md the international migration of affluent entrepreneurs did not 

begin in eamest until d e r  198 1 (Gray 1992). Kasher (1997) also writes that some 

moneyed Hong Kong Chinese moved into the inner boroughs before relocating to 

Scarborough. 

The extent of core area and suburban cluster continuity respectively decrease and 

increase with recentness of anival. Overrepresentation in Chinatown West and East steadily 

declined as newcornen dnfied towards outlying locales. Both downtown neighbourhoods 

became more fragrnented and compact as the admission penod draws closer to the latest 

one. Overall, it seems as though individuals who settled before Old Chinatown's territorial 

extent was nearly oblitemted lived in more dispersed pockets whose areal dimensions are 

less definable. Miller (1986) writes that many elderly Chinese residents who came during 

the immediate post-war era and have a minimal understanding of English are confined to 

cenaalized concentrations. Similady, unskilled immigrants and refugees often becorne 

'trapped* at their point of entry for extended periods until their employment and economic 

situations irnprove. Residential distribution variation among p s t 4  970 intakes reflects the 

emergence and intensification of Chinatom West, development and expansion of 



Chinatown East, and evennial suburban transition to Agincourt, Wiowdaie. and points 

beyond. 

Concentration Overlap 

Concurrent overrepresentation among ethnic immigrants according to mival period 

is manifested in a composite spatial pattern best descnbed as king fairly complex. 

Nonetheless. certain genemkations cm be advanced. W e r  entrants are predisposed 

towards rninor cluster formation in segments of established Jewish, Chinese, and Greek 

enclaves. Within the core and innercity, concentration overiap is attributable to inter- 

enclave spillover. Ln Chinatown West and vicinity, it included ail groups except the Greeks. 

Marginal pre- 197 1 Greek and Chinese concentration occurred in the Gerrard-Bayview area 

of Chinatown East. Segments of recent Heilenic and Multiethnic intakes settled around the 

Danforth-Broadview intesection of Greektown. As an immigrant reception ara, 

Kensington Market fumishes a "stratigraphic record" of Toronto's multicultural hentage. 

Population displacernent occurs with no single ethnicity remaining dominant due to the 

area's spatial confinement which precludes comrnunity fornation and expansion (Relph 

1997). Not a l l  new entrants took up residence in dwellings vacated by previous arrivds. 

Chinese overseas migrants were overrepresented dong with their Multiethnic (pre- 1945). 

Aboriginal (1965- 1970) and Jewish (1975- 1977) counterparts. 

S uburban instances O ften involved pockets of Multiethnic congregation in 

neighbourhoods containhg hi& population densities of other ethnic groups. For instance, 

1 978- 1 98 1 Jewish, Multiethnic, Greek intakes conternporaneously amassed within the 

Bathurst mis' northern segment (south of Concord). Multiethnics and Jews also shared 

residency in the Annex, Forest Hill and Lawrence Park. Concentration redundancy was 

also noted within the eastem Jewish band where it encompasses parts of Wiowdale, Yodc 

Mills, and Markham. AU ethnic uni& and admission periods, exœpt the last, are involved. 



Overlapping tracts progressive1 y shi fted towards the outer suburbs. Multiethnics 

representing ail but the earliest and Iatest periods registered high concentration levels in 

southwestem Markham and bordering tracts in North York Greater variation exias in 

northem Willowdale where pre-197 1 Jewish, Greek, Mdtiethnic and Aboriginal entrants are 

concentrated. A set of adjacent tracts around CLiffside accommodates rnany foreign-bom 

Greeks, Multiethnics and Aboriginals. 

Concentration levels according to immigration period, mobility status. and ethnic 

origin by arriva1 interval diminish with increased passage of tirne since admission. Among 

recent entrants, they are consistently higher and occur in a greater number of census aaas 

which assume an increasingly scattered configuration. The extent of geographic 

congregation is least pronounced among reference group members. moderate and stable 

arnid the Greek cornmunity, and exceptionally elevated with respect to Multiethnic and 

Aboriginal settiew. Jewish and Chinese foreign-bom residents registered similar density 

measures. The proportion of tracts in which new intakes are overrepresented increased 

among British, Greek and Chinese immigrants, declined for their Multiethnic and Jewish 

counterparts, and remained relative1 y invariable for the A borighals. 

Location Quotient rnapping confirmed that ethnic groups display unique yet 

internally variable and less pRdictab1e immigrant ~ocalization pattems.16 Aggregate 

immigrant concentrations project a more obvious cluster dispersion pattern than those of 

particular ethnicities. This notable diversion toward initial residenc y in dis persed suburban 

pockets and endurance of œntmhed enclaves differs rnarkedly from the human ecology 

l6 Examining residentid dissimiIarity and concentration in the Austrdian urban context, Grimes ( 1  993, 
109) suggests that observeci patterns "point towards a variety of adjustrnent strategies" associatecl with 
immigration category and process, formation and existence of etbnic networks, linguistic ability, d 
"functioning of the housing and employment markets." 



concepts of invasion. cornpetition and succession. The focus of extemal migrant settlement 

begins to shift as a particular collecitivity's penetration into core and inner-city reception 

areas reaches sanirafion following a massive influx of newcomers (Jupp 1988). 

'Ethnoburbs' are ofien fonned and rnaintained by a combination of secondvy lelocation 

among established entrants, limited dwelling tum-over, and reinforcement by subsequent 

intakes. Directional dislocations have and continue to take place among most study groups 

as new arrivais seek fiordable accommodation in spnngboard comunities. Thus, enûy 

into metropolitan areas does not take place in readily definable districts (i.e. universal 

reception areas). Concentration overlap and divergent residency capnired by the œnsus data 

may be indicative of the post-amvai 'hypermobiiity' phase during which individuals 

gravitate to and frequently migrate mong Lowcost housing districts (Grimes 1993). Frorn 

the preceding discussion, it is possible to conclude that concentration soinering has 

emerged as distinctive, rather than aberrant, elernent of immigrant settlement patterns with 

the Toronto CMA. 

A suinrnary matrix of al1 three tesidentid differentiation dimensions for each ethnic 

group and immigration period is given in Table 32. Evemess, cenaalization and 

concentration levels associated with each group and period are classified as either hi& 

medium, or low. Ethnic comrnunities and immigrant intakes legistering elevated arnounts of 

dissimilarity. centralization, and concentration are considered extremely segregated. ïhe 

extent of centralization was moderate among most ethnic units and intake intervals while a 

greater amont of variance exists in terms of dissimilarity and concentration. However, none 

of the ethnic entities nor individuals associated with a paiticular newcomer admission period 

cm be characterized in ternis of hyper-segregation which is evident among Black 

populations in large American cities. Ethnic and immigrant groups in the Toronto CMA a~ 

rnuch more spatially integrated. The next chapter is airned at investigating this situation by 

assessing ethnic groups and immigrants according to mobility, tenure, and selected socio- 

econornic variables at various points in t-. 



Table 32. Residentid Differentiation Levels for Ethnicity and Immigration Period. 1981- 199 1 

Ethnic Group/ D iss imilarity Centralization Concentration 
Period of ( E v e ~ e s s )  
Immigration 

1981 and 1991 
British 
Greek 
Je wish 
Multiethnic 
Aboriginal 
C hinese 
Jamaican 

198 1 - 
Pre- 1945 
1945-1954 
1955- 1964 
1965- 1970 
1971-1973 
1975-1 977 
1978-198 1 

1991 - 
Pre- 196 1 
1961-1970 
1971-1980 
1981-1987 
1988- 199 1 

- - -  
medium 

high 
low 

medium 
medium 
medium 

medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 

low 
low 
iow 

medium 
medium 

- - -  
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 

medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 

medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 

Iow 
medium 

high 
low 
hig h 
high 
high 

medium 
low 
low 
low 
low 
Iow 
low 

low 
low 
low 
low 
low 

Notes: Dissirnilari ty and centralization indices were not calculateci for the Bn tis h reference population since 
they would consistently equal rem. The Canadian-born population was used as the ~ferenœ p u p  for 
computing dissimilarity and centnlization index values. Abonginal concentration was lower in while 
Jamaican data unavailable for 198 1. 

Eveness refers to the proportional distribution or uniformity of two groups across an urban ma's spatial 
units. It is measured by the Index of Dissirnilarity (ID) which mpresents the percentage of one population 
which would have to relocate in order to have the same percent distribution as the other population. ID 
values range h m  O to Iûû which respectively indicate complete tesidential similarity and dissimilarity. 
Low, medium, and high d e p s  of separation are respectively indicative of the 0-30, 30-60, and 70-100 
value ranges with a score of 50 representing an average amount of residential integration. 

Centralization refers to the d e p  to which a group's members are spatialiy Iocated near the urban core. It 
is measured by the Relative Centralization index (RCE) which indicates the relative share of a group's 
members that would have to relocate in order to match the refere~lce population's spatial zonai distribution. 
RCE values range from -1 (complete decentralization) to +1 (complete centralization). A value of nero 
indicates a distribution which is sirnilar to that of the rehnce group. Low, medium, and high values are 
respectively represented by the -1 to -10.5, -0.5 to +OS, and + O 5  to +1 ranges. 

Concentration refers to a group's degree of local density or spatiai agglomeration. It is measured by 
Location Quotient (LQ) which iodetifies the percentage of a population found within a specific areal unit 
relative to its total CMA population (Le. al1 a d  units). A score of 1 indicates that an areal unit has 
exactly the same firequency for a panicuiar group as is found across the entire CMA. Values of zero, less 
than 1, and p a t e r  than 1 respectively indicate no representation (absence), underrepresentation, and over- 
representatioa Low, medium, and hi$ values, accordhg to the six LQ ranges used in the maps, 
respectively are 0-2,2-4, and 4 or greater. Most ethnic groups and immigracion periods had values in the 1- 
2 range. 
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Map 71. British 1945-1954 Concentration Cq Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 72. British 1945-1954 Concentration a0 Values). Metmmlitan Toronto. 198 1 



Map 73. British 1954-1964 Concentration a0 Valuesl. Toronto CMA. 198 1 



Map 75. British 1965-1970 Concentration a0 Values1 Toronto CMA. 198 1 
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Map 77. Bntish 197 1-1974 Concentration a0 Values). Toronto CMA. 198 1 





Map 81. British 1978-198 1 Concentration &O Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 82. British 1978- 198 1 Concentration CC) Values). Metromlitan Toronto 
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Map 87. C'iek 1955-1964 Concmtion L0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 88. Greek 1955-1964Co ncentralion IL0 Valuesl. Metropdi tan Toronto. 198 1 



Map 89. Greek 1965-1970 Concentration (LO Values). Toronto CM.. 198 1 

Map 90. Greek 1965- 1970 Concentration a0 Values). Metro~olitan Toronto. 198 L 
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94. Gnek 1971 1977 Concentration LQ Valuesh Metroaolitan Toronto. 198 1 



Map 95. Greek 1978- 1981 Concentration a0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 



Map 97. Jewish Pre-1945 Concentration a0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 
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Map 99. Jewish 1945-1 954 Concentration a0 Vaiuesl. Toronto CMA. 198 1 
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Map 103. Jewish 1965-1970 Concentration (I,O Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 
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Map 104. Jewish 1965-1970 Concentration a') Vduesh Mempolitan Toronto. 198L 



Map 105. Jewish 197 1-1974 Concentration CO Values). Toronto C m .  1981 

Map 106. Jewish 197 1-1974 Concenmtion &O Values). Metromlitan Toronto. 1981 
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Map107. Je w i h  s 1975-1977 Concenmtion (LQ Values). Toronto CMA. 198 1 



M a p  109. Jewish 1978-1981 Concentration a0 Valuesl. Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 1 10. Jewish 1 9 8 -  1 98 1 Concentration a0 Values), Metroooli tan Toronto. 198 1 
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Map 1 13- MuItiethnic 1945-1954 Concentration a0 Values). Tmnto CMA. 1981 

Map 1 14. Multiethnic 1945-1954 Concentration a0 Values). Mem~oIitan Toronto- 198 1 



Map 1 15. Mu1 tiethnic 1955-1 964 Concentration (LQ Values). Toronto CMA. 198 1 



Map 1 17. Multiethnic 1965-1970 Concentration Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 
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Map 119. Multiethnic 19714974 Concentmtion CO Valuesl. Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 120. Mu1 tiethnic 197 1 - 1974 Concentration CO Valuesl Metropdioui Toronto. 198 1 



Map 121. Multiethnic 1975-1977 Concentration CO Valuesl. Toronto CMA- 1981 



Map 123. Multiethnic 1978-198 1 Concentration &O Values). Toronto CAM. 1981 



Map 125. Aborieinal Pre-1945 Concentration a0 Values), Toronto CMA. 1981 
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Map 131. Abori~inal 1965-1970 Cmcentration a0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 

Map 132. Atm ri - Pinal 1965- 1970 Concenaan 'on (LO Values). Metn,mIim T m  nto. 1981 
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Map 133. AbriPinal 1971-1974 Concentration L0 Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 

k p  134. Abrieinal 1971-1974 Concentration a0 V m .  MetropIim Toronto. 1981 
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Map 140. Chinese Re- 1945 Concenmtion &O Val& Metropditan Toronto. 1981 



Map 141. Chinese 1945-1954 Concenhation Values). Toronto CMA. 1981 
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CROSSTABULAR DATA ANALYSIS 

Presenting primary empinui fmdings, this chapter is also airned at developing the 

concepnial mode1 which predicts a changing residential configuration characterized by 

inc~asing enclave dispersion and scattering in decentralized locations. It provides a 

comparative profile of selected crosstabulations based on rnobility, housing, demographic, 

and sociwconornic characteristics for each study group in addition to the aggregate CMA 

sample population according to a thematic approach. Temporai deviations from 

configurations exhibited by the reference group are assessed to determine whether a given 

variable's significance has diminished with respect to residentiai location. In the case of 

rnobility struus, deviations function to identib changes in migration distance. 

Comparative Crosstabulation Profiles 

Frequency crosstabulations genented from the 199 1 PUMF dong with the 198 1 

and 197 1 PUST fdes are assessed in an effort to identd?y existing patterns andor ernergent 

trends as well as any notable and unique deviations exhibited among members of 

established and ment immigrant study groups. The discussion of each bi- and multivariate 

crosstabulation, in reverse chronological order, is preceded by a brief defmition of each 

variable in addition to a statement regarding the reasoning behind its inclusion. Only 

important statisticd tables are included for reference and verification. It should be noted 

that ethnic group and census variable coverage are more sparse in the 197 1 PUST record. 

Moreover. 197 1 and 198 1 figures are used as a means of developing the conceptual mode1 

d e r  than as an end in and of thernselves. 



A cornpaison of print catalogue (20% sarnple data) with PUMF (3% sample) and 

PUST (2% in 1981 and 1% in 1971) ethnic origin figures confirms that each ethnic 

coliectivity's proportion of the total Toronto CMA population is relatively similar during a 

given censal year (refer to the percentages in Table 33). Consequently, observations and 

tentative conclusions based upon the PUMF and PUST sampk populations cm be 

extended to the whole of each group with a strong d e p e  of confidence. Nonetheless, there 

was a significant decline in the number of respondents declaring British ethnic ongin in 

1991 compared to eariier censuses. The low determination of British ancestry is partially 

attributed to the increased nurnber of people who listed thernselves as Canadian - the third 

largest group which accounted for 7% of the CMA population (Johnston 1993; McInness 

1993; Thompson 1993). This surge in Canadian identity seriously skewed ethnic origin 

figures and generated a misleading impression of diminished British dominance. It resulted 

from a media campaign, rnainly in Ontario, thai "encounged people to write Canadian on 

their census form" in reaction to the constitutional d o m  debate (Johnston 1993, A2). 

Thus, the British were hiding behind the Canadian category. 

Defuiitional criteria inconsistencies produced some minor differences among 

Multiethnic and Jynaican respondents. However, they have not occasioned any significant 

limitations in the interpretation and comparison of results. The periodization was 

standardized to permit inter-censal comparability. Arrival intemals, based on the 1991 

PUMF database, are as foilows: pre- 1946, 1946-1955, 1956- 1965. 1966- 1975, 1976- 1985, 

and 1986- 199 1 .' The last phases for the 197 1 and 198 1 Nes are respectively 1966- 197 1 

and i 976- 1 98 1. Although a coholt effect is apparent, multivariate crosstabulations 

involving this variable do not necessarily cover the same assemblage of respondents over 

tirne. Thus. inferences must be surveyed with a certain degree of prudence. 

. -. - -- --- - - 

The 1986- 199 1 interval includes only the first five months of 199 1. 



Table 33. Ethnic Ongin Population Shares, Toronto CMA. 197 1-199 1 

Origin CMA Population and Percentare (20% S a m ~ l e l  PUMFPUST Pouulâtion and Percent- 

1991 1981 1971 1991 1981 197 1 

Br 747.250 (19.33) 1.39O.OûS (46.7 1) 1 .@5.3ûû(56.89) 

Gr 63.535 (1.64) 65.025 (2.18) 5 1.470 ( 1 -99) 

Je 114.730 (2.97) 109.240 (3.67) 109.9 10 (4.18) 

Mu' 167.355 (4.33) 31.435 (1.06) n.a 

~ b '  6.440 (O. 17) 1 1380 (0.38) 6.475 (0.25) 

Ch 23 1.820 (6.00) 89.590 (3.01) 26.285 ( 1.00) 

Ja' 176.270 (4.50) 17.805 (0.60) 15,656 (0.59) 

Z 3.863.105 (100) 2.975.495 (100) 2.628.130 (100) 

22.7 15 (19.6 1) 27.767 (46.29) 14.874 (56.49) 

1.9% (1.66) 1.275 (2.12) excluded 

3.495 (298) 2.175 (3.63) 1.1 14 (4.24) 

5.057 (4.36) 113 (0.24) n.a. 

176 (0.15) excludcd 74 (0.28) 

6.669 (5.76) 1.7 16 (2.86) 269 (1.02) 

5.365 (4.63) 1,474 (2.46) 145 (0.55) 

115.852 (100) 59.978 (100) 26,280 (100) 

Notes: Br = British, Gr = Greek. Je = Jewish. Mu = Multiethnic, Ab = Abonginal, Ch = Chinese, Ja = 
Jamaican, Z = total ChlA population, na. = not availablz. 

' Based on "Other Multiple Response (not included elsewhere)" for 1981 PUST and "Canadian and 
Other (not included elsewhere)" for 1991 PUMF. "All Other Multiple Originsw are included in the 
Canadian and Other category in 1991. Published tables (208  sample data) reveal that the "European and 
Other" (198 1) and "Canadian and Other" (199 1) categories respectively include 3 1,435 and 20,100 
individuals. An additional 147,255 people reporting "other Multiple Origins" are included in the 1991 
figure (20% sarnpie). 

' Single response figures for "Native Peoples" (1981) and bbAboriginalw (1991) according to 20% 
sample data The latter includes pesons of Nonh Americm Indian, Métis and Inuit origins. 

Derived fiom aggregated "BIack/Caribbeanw listing for t 99 1 P m .  Jarnaicans comprise 28.7 1% of 
the Caribbean unit and 8.25% of the BlackKaribbean unit (20% sample data). Based on the latter ratio, 
they would make up 0.38% of the P W  population sampIe rather than 4.63%. PUST &ta for 198 1 was 
taken h m  the "African/CaribbedHaitian" aggregation. Specified as "West Indian," an aggegation of 
Caribbean and Haitian origins for 197 1 (20% sample data). 

Sources: Statistics Canada, Individuais File, 1991 P m ,  198 1 PUST and 197 1 PUST; Statistics Canada 
Ethnic Orioirl, Table 1B (Population by Ethnic Origin and Sex, for Census Metropditan Areas, 1991 
Census - 20% Sample Data), Catidogue No. 93-315, (Ottawa: Industry, Science and Technology Canada, 
1993); Statistics Canada, Languaoe.nic -in. Religjon. Place of Birth. Schoolin, O - 0- , Table 2 
(Population by Sex, Showing Selected Ethic Origins, for Census Metropoiitan Areas and Census 
Agglometations of 50,000 PopuIation and Over With Components, 198 1 - 20% Sample Data), Catalogue 
No. 93-930, (Ottawa: Minster of Supply and Services Canada, 1984); Statistics Canada, mnic Groug, 
Table 6 (Popdation by Ethnic Gmup and Sex, for Census Meoropoiitan Areas, Urbanized Core and Fringe, 
197 t - 2û% Sample Data), Catalogue No. 92-723, (Ottawa: Minister of industry, Trade and Commer~e, 
1972). 



Mobility Status 

An indicaior of geographic mobility, this variable classifies residents aged five and 

over according to their usual place of residence five years ago: non-movers (sarne dwehg). 

intra-provincial migrants, inter-provincial migrants, and extemal migrants (immigrants). 

Intra-provincial mobility is fuaher differentiated in conformity with  location distance. 

Intra-urban migrants refers to individu& living at a different address within the sarne 

Census Subdivision (CSD). inter-urban migrants are pesons whose previous residence was 

in a different CSD within the sarne Census Division (CD), and inter-regionai migrants 

fomrly Lived in a different CD within the çame province.' It is tmditionally expected that 

ethnic groups, especialiy those of visible rninority stms. will migrate within their respective 

neighbourhood enclaves while members of the reference and Multiethnic comrnunities tend 

to undertake longer distance moves. Bivariate (ethnic origin by mobility status) and 

rnultivariate crosstabulations (ethnic origin by immigration period controtling for mobility 

stanis) were generated to provide indirect spatial data thereby respectively establishing the 

geographic scale at which residential mobility most frequently occurs among an ethnic 

group's entire population (i.e. Canadian- and foreign-bom) and its immigrant constituents. 

With respect to the bivariate five year mobility question covering both non- 

immigrants and immigrants, it was observed in Tables 34 to 36 that non-movers 

increasingly dominateci the entire sample CMA population (50.66% in 199 1, 46.13% in 

198 1, and 42.50% in 197 1) and that intra-urban migrants assumed the highest proportion of 

those who changed dweIling location albeit in dec~asing proportions (21 -95% in 199 1. 

25% in 1981. and 27.74% in 1971).) These observations also apply, in principle. to the 

reference and study groups. Non-rnovers were rnost nurnerous in al1 ethnic collectivities 

' For 197 1 crosstabulations, the 'same city. towolviiiage' and 'diffueot rnunicipality, sanr city' (Le. inm- 
menopolitan relocation) categories were combined to form the hua-utban category. Inter-urban migration, 
within the context of the Toronto CMA, implies relocation within the same regional municipality. 

' Fi,pes derived fiom the 1991 one y- mobility quenion* which -gates intra-provincial data. confimis 
the overrepresentation of non-movers. The increasing "portance of inter-regionai migration among the 
Aboriginals during 199 1 may represeot movement h m  the reserves. 



TabIe 34. Ethnic Origin Distribution by MobiIity Status. Toronto CMA. 199 1 

-- 

Origin Non-Migrants Intra-Urban Inur-Urban Intcr-Regional Intcr-Provincial Extcrnal 

British 

Grcck 

Jewish 

-Multicthnic 

Aboriginal 

Chincsc 

Jamaican 

Aggregatc 

Notes: The 'aggregate' designation refers to the entire CMA sample population. Inm-urban migrants ae 
individuals whose relocation occurred within the same CMA municipal components as shown in .Maps 2 
and 3 (cg. movernent within Etobicoke) w h i k  inter-urban migrants are those who moved beween 
municipal components but within the same regional municipaiity (e.g. movement h m  Scarborough to 
North York takes place within the Metropolitui Toronto Municipality) 

Source: Statistics Canada. 1991 P M :  Individuds File (3% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1993. 



Table 35 Ethnic %gin Distribution by Mobility Status, Toronto CMA. 198 1 

Origin Non-,Migrants Intra-Urbm Inter-Urban Inter-Regional Inter-Provincial Externa1 

British 

Grctk 

Jewish 

Multiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chincse 

Jamaican 

Aggregacc 

2.9 1% 

3.69% 

5.01% 

2.80% 

n-a 

25.76% 

14.18% 

5.10% 

Notes: n . a  = not available. The 'not applicable' proportions are: 5.7556 (British), 7.06% (Greek), 6.21% 
(Jewish), 18.1856 (Multiethnic) 10.37% (Chinese), 8.55% (Jamaican), and 7.35% (Aggregate). The 
'aggegate' designation refers to the entire CMA sample population. 

Source: Statistics Canada. 198 1 PUST: Individuais FiIe (2% sample), (Maznetic Tape). Ottawa. 1983. 



Table 36. Ethnic Onpin Distribution by Mobility Statu. Toronto CMA, 197 1 

Origin Non-Mignnts Inua-Urban Intcr-Urban Inter-Regional Intcr-Provincial Extcrnal 

British 

Greek 

Jtwish 

lMultiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chincse 

Jamaican 

Ag P g a t c  

Notes: n.a. = not available. Inter-provincial figures include inter-regional migrants. The "not srated" and 
"not applicable" proportions respectively are: kQc and 7.7W (British), 0.54% and 6.10% (Jewish), 1.35% 
and 13.51% (AboRgind), 0% and 855% (Chinese), 0.69% and 8.96% (Jamaican), and 0.92% and 8.22% 
(Aggpregate). The 'agpgate' desimation refers to the entire CMA sample population. 

Source: S tatistics Canada. 197 1 PUST: Individuals File (1 % sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1973. 



dunng 1991 except among the Chinese for whom they ranked second aher extemai 

migrants.' A sirnilar pattern is noted for 198 1 with intra-urban migration occumng more 

frequently for those who moved. The 1971 apportionment is chancterized by a greater 

d e p  of variation. Most British and Jewish respondents were non-movers followed by 

intra-city level migrants. The opposite applies to Aboli,ghd and Chinese respondents while 

newcomers were more numerous in the Jarmicm group proceeded by intra-urban migrruits. 

Overall, mobility generally takes place at the local or neighbourhood level since intra-uban 

mobility is registered the highest s b  of rnovers.' A brief discussion of trends associated 

with the reference and study groups (i.e. Canadian- and foreign-bom persons) follows. 

Reading across each row, it is apparent that non-movers consistently prevailed 

among the British while ina-urban mi,pnts constituted the largest component of the 

movers. The former registered a steady increase while the latter declined over tirne. 

Differences between 197 1 and 198 1 were moderate whiie those for 198 1 and 199 1 are more 

noticeable. The relative share of Greek non-movers (63.43% in 199 1 and 5 1 -76% in 198 1) 

and intra-urban migrants ( 18.54% in 199 1 and 27.69% in 198 1) in 199 1 were respectively 

higher and lower than that of al1 other ethnic origins being examined. Persons who did not 

change their dweliing location always accounted for at least 50% of Jewish respondents 

whiie intra-urban migration represented increassingiy fewer persons since 197 1. 

Overrepresentvion in the non-rnover category has k e n  attributed to "high levels of ethnic 

cohesion and institutionai completeness" (Trovato and Halli 1990. 80). The proportion of 

Multiethnic non-movers has risen to but not exceed 46.27% in 1991 whiie intra-urban 

migrant shares are comparable to those of the British. Aboriginals have gone from king 

dominateci by mobility within the Toronto CMA during 1971 to a nearly equivalent 

aiiotment of intra-han relocation (30.13%) and non-migration (32.708) in 199 1. This 

- . - - 

Intra-urban migration was di by Chinese individuals changing their place of residenœ. It assumeci 
third rank for the Chinese collectivity for 1991 and 198 1 yet it registered the gmuest proportion of mobiie 
individuais on both occasions. 

Long distance wvement among the study groups. while insignificant, shifted f'rorn the inter-urban to 
inter-regional scale in 198 1. 



community consistently registered the highest percentage of intra-urban migrants. Chinese 

residents had a similar share of non-movea and intra-urban migrants in 1971 and 1981 

with the former category's ailotment always king siightly greater. Although the 199 1 non- 

migrant share (3 1.45%) is relatively m e r ,  it û the lowest of aU study groups while the 

intra-uhan share (19.94%) is arnong the smallest. Intra-urban migration was more frequent 

among Jamaicans during 197 1 and 198 1 yet non-rnovers orne to p~vail in 199 1. The 

distributional patterns discussed above indicate that Greeks and Jews tend to have more 

non-movers than the British while the rernaining ethnic categories have reduced shares. In 

te- of second rank (Le. inüa-urban migration), most study group apportionments are 

relvively similar to that of the reference population. Only Aboriginals and Jarnaicans 

maintain higher s h a s .  

Muitivariate crosstabulations according to immigration period were produced in 

order to detect any noteworthy trends with respect to migration status, especidiy arnong 

recent (1986-1991) mivals. A common mobility pattern emerges for both the control and 

research groups. A greater share of those who settled b e f o ~  the 1s t  enumerated p e n d  (Le. 

1986-1991 for the 1991 data set, 1976-1981 for 1981, and 1966-1971 for 1971) were 

extemal migrants with intra-urban migration regis tering the next highest response fkquency 

(refer to Tables 37 through 39). The previous place of residence for those admitteci during 

the aforementioned interval was essentially abroad. According to 1 98 1 and 197 1 statistics, 

intm-urban migrants were respectively more numerous among the second Iast immigration 

period (Le. 1966- 1975 and 19%- 1965) in ail but the Greek and Multiethnic communities. 

Focusing upon mobility patterns exhibited by recent intakes in Table 37, it is evident that 

extemal migrants predominate al1 ethnic groups when reading down the 1986- 199 1 column. 

Othedse. apportionments by type of move were relatively stable with intra-urban relocation 

and non-rnovement registenng somewhat higher shares for he referenœ and study 

populations. The latest admissions in 198 1 dso foiiow the aforementioned pattern. Intra- 

urban mobility was more common arnong 1976- 198 1 admissions who did move, especiaily 



Table 37. MobiIity of Ethnic Groups bv I m m i d o n  Periud. Toronto CMA. 199 1 

Originf Prc- 1946 1946- 1955 1956- 1965 1966- 197 5 1976-1985 1986-1991 
Mobility 

Bn'tish 
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
1 R 
IP 
EM 

Gretk 
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

Jewish 
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

b M u l ~ ~ ~ f h I I l ç :  
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
ri? 
IP 
EM 

Chinesc 
NM 
LAU 
IEU 
IR 
LI' 
EM 

Jamaican 
NM 
mu 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

Notes: NM = Non-Movcrs, W U  = hua-Urban, IEU = inter-Uhan. IR = Lnter-Regional. ïP = inter-Provinciai, EM 
= humal Migrant Only 1 Aboriginal NM for 1966-1975. Only the first fivc months of 1991 are included 
Source: Statistics Canada, 199 1 PUMF: hdividuals File (3% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1993. 



Table 38. Mobility of Ethnic Groups by Immigration Penod. Toronto CMA. 1981 

Bntish 
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

c k k  
NM 
LAU 
IEU 
IR 
P 
Eh1 

Ltwish 
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

. . 
~M~lt lClhu 
KM 
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

Chinesc 
S M  
[AU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

Jamaican 
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

Notes: NM = Non-Movtrs, IAU = Inm-Urban. E U  = Inter-Urban. IR = Lntcr-bgiond. IP = Inter-Provincial. EM 
= Extcmal Migrant (Immigrant). Data unavailable for Abotiginals. Oniy the first five months of 1981 arc 
includcd. 
Source: Statistics Canada 198 1 PUT: Individuah Fde (2% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1983. 



Table 39. Mobiiity of Ethnic Groups by Immigration Period, Toronto CMA, 197 1 

Origid Pre- 1946 1946- 1955 1956- 1965 1966- 197 1 
Mobility 

Ewkh 
NM 
IAU 
f EU 
IR 
IP 
EbI 

Jtwish 
NM 
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
rP 
EM 

mu 
IEU 

lamaican 
N M  
IAU 
IEU 
IR 
IP 
EM 

Nctts: n.a = not availablt, NM = Non-Movers, IAU = Inn-Urban, IEU = Inter-Urban. IR = Inter-Regional. IP = 
Inter-Provincial, EM = Externai Migrant (Immigrant). IP and IR information combincd under the former. Data 
unavailablc for Greeks and Multiethnics and statistically insignificant for Aboriginals. Only the first fivc months 
of 1971 arc includcd. "Not Suted" and "Not Applicable" (non-immigrant) figures arc excludcd. 

Source: Statistics Canada 197 1 PUST: Individuals File (1 5% sample). (Magnetic Tape). Onawa 1973. 



Multiethnics (33.33%). Table 39 dso demonstrates that 1966- 197 1 entrants were almost 

exclusively overseas migrants. Thus. the 1991 mobility pattern was eM&nt during 1981 

which itself corresponds with the dispersion model's incipient phase. 

Annual figures for the 1980-199 1 p e n d  indicate that persons aniving until 1986, or 

1987 in some cases, tend to be non-movers while pst-1986 entrants previously resided 

abroad. Those who relocated did so within the same urban a r e d  Non-movers were more 

numerous, but not an absolute rnajority. arnong British penons who settled between 1980 

and 1985 while extemal migrants are dominant after 1986. Intra-urban migration 

predominated 1986 arrivais and was typical of those who changed their place of residence 

between 1980 and 199 1. Excluding minor diversions, it can be said that most ment 

entrants had residential mobility distribution ryikings similar to those of the ~ritish.' Only 

the Jarnaicans are inclined towards more intra-urban relocation among pre-1986 entrants. 

This observation may be partiaily attributed to the continual search for more fiordable 

rental accommodation among households composed of n o n - f d y  penons (Le. individuals 

residing alone). Non-rnovers also formed an absolute majority in aU ethnic groups 

regardless of immigration year or period according to crosstabulaiions of the 199 1 one year 

mobility variable. intra-provincial  location was most common for migrants. Aside from 

the rnainly non-migrant Greeks. 1990 and/or 199 1 entrants among the other ethnic groups 

were pn&y extemal migrants followed by non-movers and inm-provincial migrants. 

' Inter-regional migration. while not important. was more pronounced among 1980-1986 British. 
Mu1 tiethnic and Chinese arrivals. 
7 The Greek, Jewish, Multiethnic and Chinese distribution rankings resemble that of the reference group but 
in di fferent proportions. Iatra-han reiocation was predominant among 1984- I 985 Jewis h and Mu1 tiethnic. 
instead of 1986, arrivals. An equal proportion of extenial and inna-urban migrant& (27.78%) is registered 
for 1986 Multiethnic arrivals, A greater hzquency of inm-city rnovers was noted among 1983-1984 
Chinese senlers and extemal migrants among individuals amving thereafter. Although Jewish extemai 
migrants were predominant among 1976- 198 1 arrivals, inter-provincial migrants were m m  numerous than 
intra-dan movers. 



This variable indimes whether the household owns or rents the dwelling in which 

they raide. It does not provide any infornation about dwelling type. Combined figures for 

each ethnic group's immigrant and Canadian-bom cornponents indicate that ownenhip 

rates have increased somewht while rental rates partiaiiy declined over time. Owneahip 

accounted for about 66% of the entire C M  sample population in 199 1 .' This observation 

substantiates the opinion that "[m]ost immigrant groups display a strong propensity to Lve 

in owner-occupied housing" (Ray and Moore 199 1, 8). Indeed, tenure among the British 

and Multietbnic units resembled that of the CMA population in 198 1 and 199 1. The 

dotment of owners (64%) and rentes (36%) among the forenamed groups is relativsly 

stable. Owneahip shares increased modestly while the rental ratio declined among British 

people. The opposite was registered by Multiethnic inhabitants. Ownership characterizes at 

Ieast 70% of the Greek, Jewish and Chinese comrnunities whiie rental is more indicative of 

well over half of al1 Jamaicans (tefer to Table 40): 

The disposition to reside in owner-occupied accommodation appears to be affected 

by the penod of immigration (Ray and Moore 1991).10 It is traditionaily assumed that 

newcomers will rent during the first five years following settlement in Canada. Relatively 

reduced household incornes were ascertained as dominant deterrninants underlying lower 

' The mjority of these owner-occupied private dweilings are not pan of a registered condominium (89.90% 
in 1991 and 59.52% and 198 1). 

I n d  Chinese ownenhip Cs partially attributed to the growing nurnber investors and entrepreneurs 
who buy homes upon arrivai (CMHC 1996). Jamaican apportionments are ascribed to a higher share of 
Ione occupant and single-parent households (Ray 199.1; CMHC 1996). CrosstabuIaaons of ethnicity by 
structure type, only available for t 98 1. show that residence in a singledetacheci dweiling was predominant 
among the British (4.46%). Gr& (44.08%). Jews (54.43%), and Multiethnics (43.36%). Chinese 
(43.06%) and Jamaican (40.36%) inhabitants generally lived in 'other multiple units' of Iess than five 
stories, Jaxnaicans also had a higher propensity for residence in aparmient buildings of five or more floors, 
especially the high-rise variant, 

'O Agespecific tendencies have b a n  confimrd with respect to tenun. Ropensities for dwelling ownership 
dong with preferences for single-detacheci units are "low in the younger age groups, rise through the middle 
years, then fa11 off again in later years" (CMHC 1994.8). Those who immigrated at a younger age have 
been accorded the opponunity to iotegrate over a gnaer time span and thus find a place where ttiey ace 
"residentially satisfiedw (Felka 199 1). 



Table 40. Ethnic Orioin Distribution bv Tenure. Toronto CMA. 198 1 and 199 1 

British 

Greek 

Jewish 

Multiethnic 

Aboriginal 

Chinese 

Jamaican 

Aa?wate 

Notes: n .a  = not available. The 'aggregate' designation  fers to the entire CMA sample 
population. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, 1991 PUMF: Individuals File (3% sample), (Magnetic Tape). 
Ottawa, 1993; Statistics Canada, 198 1 PUST: Individuals Fde (2% sample). (Magnetic 
Tape). Ottawa, 1983. 



owneahip propensities amonp recent immigrants (CMHC 1994 and 1996). Thus, newly 

arrived individuals are expected to register a higher rend rate while earlier entrants are 

presumed to have increased owneahip levels. Multiv&e crosstabdations involving 

ethnicity, immigration pend and tenure for the 198 1 data set confirm this hypothesis (refer 

to Table 4 1). Only the Greek community had a rnarginally greater number of ownen 

among its latest arrivals (i.e. 1976- 198 1). For the other ethnic groups, these newcomers 

are listed as owners in the 199 1 file. Higher ownership rates mong earlier entrants confm 

that dwelling proprietorship mes genenlly increase with duration of residency in Canada 

and concurrent capid accumulation. hcreasing complexity is exhibited by the 199 1 

figures which also conbn  tha dwelling ownership prevailed among eariier entrants (refer 

to Table 42). Not al1 individuais senling between 1986 and 199 1. the most reœnt period, 

rent their accommodations. British (5 1.68%)- Greek (60%), and Chinese (73.77%) 

newcomen are prirnarily owners. Apartment condominiums provide an optional proprietary 

arrangement in the k t  case (CMHC 1996). A greater portion of the Iewish (58.24%), 

Multiethnic (70.93%), and Jamaican (75.43 4) cornmunities rent. " The Chinese went from 

an almost even split of owners and renten among the latest entrants in 198 1 to a majority of 

owners in 199 1. 

" There is a strong predisposition for recuit immigrant arrivals (Le. 1976- 198 1) to take up residence in 
dwelling structures other than single&tacbed homes. Apartment buildings are more representative of the 
Jews (60.87%). Mu1 tiethnics (66.67%), and lamaicans (49.25%) while other types of multiple housing 
units, primarily semidetacheci and row housing, are reported by the British (4O.l3%), Greeks (40%), and 
Chiese (47.755'6). CHMC's (1996) anaiysis of immigrant housiag choices indicates chat 60% of 1986- 
1991 entrants lived in apartments, 18% in other multiple dwellings, and only 9% in singledetached homes. 

" Som earlier G d  (1965-1975) and Iarnaican (1976-1985) immigrants aiso rent their aprtments or 
homes. A closer examination by year of immigration for the l98û- 1991 period, however, indicates that more 
British petsons rented between 19û7 and 1991. 



Table 4 1. Tenure of Ethnic Groups by I ~ n r n i ~ d o n  Period. Toronto CMA. 198 1 

Botish 
Owncd 
Rcntcd 

Greek 
Owncd 
Rcntcd 

Jcwish 
Owned 
Rented 

Multi&uk 
Owncd 
Rcntcd 

Chin_ese 
Owncd 
Rented 

Iamaican 
Owncd 
Rcntcd 

Notes: Aboriginal &ta not available. The 1976- 198 1 interval includes ody the first five months of 1981. 

Source: Statistics Canada, 1981 PUST: individuals File (2% simple), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1983. 



Table 42. Tenure of Ethnic Groups by Immigration Period, Toronto CMA. 199 1 

Origid Prc- 1946 1946- 1955 1956- 1965 1966- 1975 1976- 1985 1986-1991 
Tenun 

Bntish 
Owned 
Rcnted 

Greck 
Ow ned 
Rented 

lewish 
Owned 
Rcnted 

Owned 
Rentcd 

Chincx 
Owned 
Rcntcd 

Lamkan 
Owncd 
Rcnted 

Notes: There is an insufficient nuder of Aboriginal immigrants to genente meaningful tenure statistics. 
The 1986-1991 interval includes onIy the fmt five months of 199 1. 

Source: Statistics Canada, 199 1 PUMF: Individuals File (3% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1993. 



Restricted to individuals in private households, this variable relates a respondent's 

Living mangement in terms of census farnily membership. Of interest to this research is 

the proportion of nonîensus family persons (i.e. those residing with relatives) which 

provides an indirect estimaie of the importance assumed by chah migration. Sponsored 

and nominated immigrants tend to initially Iodge with relatives who rent out a part of their 

dweiiing as a meaus of achieving home ownership. Of the total CMA sample population, 

less than 5% of household memben are non-census f a d y  persons (4.346 in 1991 and 

3.62% in 198 1). CMHC (1996) research indicates that 9% of non-family persons aniving 

in the Toronto CMA between 1 986 and 1 99 1 resided with a relative, 6% with a non-relative, 

and 4% done. Thus, newcomers are likely to live in extended f a d e s  or share 

accommodation with non-relatives. Sponsored and independent immigrants are respectively 

associated with the former and latter living mangements (CMHC 1986). Percentage 

distributions calculaied for each ethnic group's native- and foreign-born components 

suggest th& chah migration. as measured by this variable. tends to be more common arnong 

the visible minorities (see Tables 43 and 44). The British and Multiethnic groups' share are 

identical and stable (3.53% in 199 1 and 3 -42% in 198 1) yet less than that of the total CMA 

population. Greek distribution levels paralleled those of the British and are ctiaracterized by 

a modest reduction (3.23% in 1991 and 3.76% in 1981). A reduced but increasing 

apportionment of non-census farnily pesons exists among the Jews (2.78% in 199 1 venus 

2.34% in 1981). An exceptiondy high segment of Aboriginals (7.60% in 1991) is 

classified under this living arrangement.13 ConsistentIy stable and higher percentages than 

either the control group or entire CMA population are indicative of the Chinese (6.7 1 % in 

199 1 and 6.70% in 198 1). The proportion of non-census family persons increased from 

6.10% in 1981 to 7.38% in 1991 such that it is most pronounced among the Jamaicans. 

I3 Crosstabuiatioos by immigration periad CO- chat al1 individuals included in the aforementioned 
percentage were bom in Canada Data for 198 1 is umvailable. 



Table 43. Non-Census FamiIy Persons Living with Relatives by Ethnicity by lrnmigmtion 
Period. Toronto CMA, 199 1 

- - - - - - - - -- 

Origin Pre- 1946 1946-1955 1956- 1965 1966- 1975 1976-1985 1986-1991 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

British 12.44% 03.6 1 9  03.44% 02.12% 03.64% 03.899 

Greck 00.00% 03.70% 03.60% 03.85% 06.67% 14.00% 

Jewish 04.50% 02.87% 03.09% 00.888 05.53% 05.23% 

hlultiethnic 07.50% 02.728 02.928 02.7 1% 05.62% 08.42% 

Aboriginal n.a n.a n.a. n.a n.a  n.a 

Chinese 00.00% 00.008 07.039 06.648 07.239 06.62% 

Jamaican 25.00% 10.00% 05.308 05.39% 08.85% 10.7 1% 

Notes: aa.  = not applicable. Percentages caIculated for each ethnic group equals the number of noncensus 
family persons per immigration period divided by the total nurnber of amvds per same immigration period. 
Only one Aboriginal immigrant (1966- 1975 arriva1 fiom the United States) lived with relatives. The 1986- 
199 1 interval includes only the fmt five months of 199 1. 

Source: Statistics Canada, 199 1 P m :  Individuals File (3% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1993. 



Table 44. Non-Census Farnilv Pesons Living with Relatives by Ethnicity by Mgrat ion 
Period. Toronto C M .  198 1 

Origid Pre- 1946 1946- 1955 1956-1965 1966- 1975 1976-198 1 
Tenun 

British 09.078 02.54% 02.449 O 1.83% 06.17% 

Grcek 09.10% 05.63% 04.69% 06.278 02.22% 

Jewish 07.9 1 ek 00.53% 0 1.434 0 1.84% 03.435% 

Multiethnic 00.00% 00.005€ 00.004 00.00% 33.33% 

Aboriginal n.a n.2 ma. n.a n.a 

Chinese 15.38% 05.404 09.479 05.45% 1 1.879 

Samaicm 100.00% 00.00% 04.44% 05.368 10.49% 

Notes: n.a- = not available. Perceotages calculated for each e h i c  group equais the n u m k  of non-census 
family persons per immigration period divided by the total number of arrivals per same immigration period 
The 1976-1981 interval includes ody the fmt five months of 198 1. 

Source: Statistics Canada, 198 1 PUST: Individuais File (2% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa 1983. 



The number of non-census family persons among the aggregate CMA immigrant 

population is highest for recent arrivals. This was also true of ail ethnic groups except the 

Bntish who have more pre- 1946 immigrants residing with relûtives in 199 1 ( d e r  to Table 

43). Higher shares of recently adrnitted Greeks (14%), Jarnaicans (10.71%) and 

Multiedinics (8.42%) reside with relatives. Excluding pre- 1946 mivals, 1976- 198 1 amivals 

among ail ethnic units, except the Greeks, registered a greater portion individuals lodging 

with kinfolk during 198 1 (refer to Table 44). Although most edinic cornmunities, excluding 

the British, recorded an increased number of non-census family persons per immigration 

pend for the 1991 census, the actual proportion of immigrants ciassified as such has 

decreased arnong ai i  groups since 1981. Distribution values associated with this Living 

arrangement for both censuses are fairly stable yet gradually deciine with length of 

residency in Canada except among very early admissions, such thai they rarely account for 

more that 10% of ai l  newcomes regardless of ethnicity. This accommodation sharing 

configuration is more cornmon amidst Chinese, Jarnaican and, to a lesser extent Greek 

immigrants.'* Overail. shares noted in Tables 43 and 44 fail with the range of those 

established for each ethnic group's native- and foreign-bom components. 

Educational Attainment 

While other socio-economic variables, such as linguistic assimilation (i .e. home 

language), have been found to explain an increasingly iimited amount of observed 

divergence in ethnic residential segregation, educational anainment in conjunction with 

income level have been identified as variables which c o n ~ u e  to intluence a person's access 

to housing choices as well as the probability and distance of residential mobility (Tmvato 

'' h u a l  figures indicate a higher number Chinese and Jamaicans arrivals since 1989- While it is not 
possible to determiue where recent anivals are moving, most sponsored Greeks settled in outlying 
residentid districts where their relatives Iived (Chimbos 1980; Burnley and Kalbach 1984). 



and Hdli 1990). It also impacts very much upon employment opportunities. Scholastic 

achievement for respondents aged fifteen and over was measured according to highest level 

of learning." Bivariate crosstabulations indicate that the majority of dI ethnic comrnunities 

attended and/or completed secondary school education in 197 1 and 1981 (refer to Table 

45). Notwithstanding the greater number of university educated membea arnong the 

Jewish, Multiethnic and Chinese collectivities in 1991, the rern-g ethnic groups 

continued to be distinguished by a greater number of individu& with secondary schwl 

training. The proportion of people with an elementary education remaineci fairly stable. 

Secondary school fiepres increased somewhaî over tirne as did those associated with the 

pst-secondary categories. The reference group is chiefly composed of those who attended 

andor completed secondary school. Their relative share is fairiy stable at approxirnately 

50% with an appreciable decline noted in 198 1. Jamaicans are similar to the British in 

terms of schooling level and pady with respect to proportionality. There has been a 

progression h m  a greater share of Greeks with elementary instruction in 198 1 to those 

with a high school education in 199 1. An appreciable increase in the proportion of Greeks 

with post-secondary education aiso occumd. A larger share of university educated 

constituents are noted mong Jewish and Multiethnic residents while Chinese Canadians 

registered a shift from high school educated rnembers in 197 1 and 198 1 to those with post- 

secondary inteliecnial acquirement in 199 1. Increasing allotments of Aboriginals with 

secondary schooling are noted (57.64% in 1991 and 50% in 1971).16 

" Variable contents werr aggregated to fonn the foilowing categories: elemntary education (grade 8 and 
less), secondary schooiing (grades 9-13 or any Ievel thereof), coliege (with or without certificate) and 
university (witb or without degree). Students who attended but did not graduate h m  high school wae  
counted in the secondary school classification. Individuals with no formai education were enumerated 
separately in 1971 but included in the "less than grade 5" category thereafter. 

l6 Persistent uaderrepresentation in pst-secoodary scholastic attainmmt or "educational stagnationw is 
reasonabI y ami buted to "historical isolation on reserves wi th poor educational facilities" (Hech t, S harpe 
and Wong 1983, 132). 



Table 45. Ethnic Ongin Distribution bv Highest Level of Educational Attainment, 
Toronto CMA. 197 1 - 199 1 

ûrigin Elementary Secondriry College University 

British 
1971 
198 1 
1991 

Jewish 
197 1 
198 1 
199 1 

Notes: n.a = not avaiiable. Persons with no formai education are included in the "elementary" category. 

Sources: Statistics Canada, 1991 PUMF: hdividuals File (3% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1993; 
1981 PUST: Individuais File (2% sarnple), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1983; 1971 PUST: Individuals File 
(1% sample). Ottawa, 1973. 



Multivariate crosstabdations indiute thai eariy arrïvals have either elementary or 

secondary instruction while acadernic accomplishrnent for most recent entrants ( 1986- 199 1) 

is af either the secondvy (British, Greek, Multiethnic and Jarnaican) or university level 

(kwish and Chinese). A relative degree of stability was maîntained between 197 1 and 1981 

(refer to tables 46 to 48). The increased distribution variance among new entrants 

enumerated during each of the three Iatest decennial censuses suggests that greater 

eduwtional attainment among 1986- 199 1 intakes reflects better employment opportunities 

and incorne levels which afford these newcomea a greater choice of housing options and 

locations. Moreover, these changes echo immigration policy shifts. Some ethnic groups 

are disthguished by a significant number of constituents who have c o n ~ u e d  and advanced 

their education since amval thus registenng greater shares in post-secondary categories 

durlig successive censuses." Regardless of immigration period and statistical data file, the 

majority of British respondents have secondary schooling. Greeks with elernentary 

education prevail in al1 immigration intervals. Chimbos (1980) explains that a large 

contingent of minimally educated and unskiiled pesons applied for landed immigrant status 

afier entenng as tourists duruig the early 1960s. Othes were sponsored by welI established 

relatives when educational qualification was not an important component of pre-1967 

immigration policy. A slightly greater number of those with secondary instruction are noted 

among 1986-1991 arrivals which is a ~flection of the current immigration strategy. 

Universiiy trained Jews are more prevalent among post- 1965 newcomea and constitute a 

higher share of immigrants than most other ethnic groups while those with elernentary and 

secondary schooiing are typical of exlier settlers. A higher segment of elementary educated 

pesons among 1976- 198 1 arrivais (see Table 47) and of university graduates amid 1976- 

1985 immigrant landings (consult Table 48) suggests that either more people possessing 

" Higher levels of educational anainmnt noted among some ethnic cornmunities is e x p l a i d  to sonie 
extent by pst-1967 immigration policy which accentuates the schooling and occupationai qualifications of 
selected applicants. The strong representation of those with elementary and secondary education is 
elucidated by the fact that many of these peopIe "completed their formai schooling at a t h e  when 
educationai opportunities and expectations were quite different h m  today" (Badets and Chui 1994.41). 



Table 46. Highest Level of Educationd Attainment of Ethnic Groups by Immigration 
Perioà. Toronto CrW, 199 1 

Ongin/ Pm- 1946 1946- 1955 1956- 1965 1966- 1975 1976-1985 1986-1991 
Education 

British 
Elcmtntary 
Secondary 
Cotlege 
University 

Grtck 
Elementary 
Secondary 
College 
University 

Jewish 
Etcrnentary 
Secondary 
College 
University 

Multiethniç 
Elcmcnary 
Secondary 
College 
University 

Chinçsc 
EIe me ntary 
Sccondary 
College 
University 

Igmaican 
Elcmentary 
Secondary 
College 
University 

Notes: Penons with no formal education art inctudcd in the "elcmentaryw catcgory. Only ont coIlcge-educatcd 
Abonginal immigrant arrived betwecn 1968 and 1970. The 1986-1991 uitcrval includcs only the first fivc 
months of 1991, 

Source: Statistics Canada. 1991 PUMF: Individuals File (3% sample). (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa. 1993. 



Table 47. Highest Level of Educational Attainment of Ethnic Groups by immigraiion 
Period. Toronto CMA. 198 1 

Originl Pm- 1946 1946- 1955 1956- 1965 1966- 1975 1976-1981 
Education 

Bn'tish 
Elcmentiuy 
Secondary 
CoIlege 
University 

Grcck 
Elerncnury 
Sccondary 
CoIlege 
University 

kEi& 
EIemenmy 
Secondary 
College 
University 

Elemcntary 
Secondary 
College 
University 

Chincse 
Elernentary 
Secondary 
College 
University 

Iamaican 
Elernentary 
Sccondary 
College 
University 

Notes: Persons with no formal education an included in the "elcmentary" catcgory. nit 1976-1981 interval 
includes only the fmt five months of 1981. 

Sowcc: Statistics Canada 198 1 PUST: Individuals File ( 2 8  sampic), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa, 1983. 



Table 48. Highest Level of Educarional Attainment of Ethnic Groups by Immigration 
Period. Toronto CM A- l 97 1 

kwl 
Elementary 
Sccondary 
Collegc 
University 

lewish 
EIrmcntary 
Secondary 
ColIegc 
University 

Elementary 
Sccondary 
CoIltgt 
University 

Chinese 
Elemen cary 
Secondary 
Collepc 
University 

Jamaican 
Elementary 
Secondary 
Collepc 
University 

Notes: Persons with no forma1 education arc included in the 'klemcntary" category. CoUege data bascd on 
"training" figures. Gnek data unavailable, The 1966-1971 interval includcs oniy the first five months of 1971. 

Source: Statisrics Canada. 1971 PUST: Individuals File (1% sunple). (Magnetic Tape). Oûawa. t 973. 



degrees settled since 198 1 or a notable part of pre- 198 1 migrants continued their education 

in Canada Multiethnic immigrants ;ire primarily composed of University educated 

individu& except for ver- early and ment mivals who tend to have a secondary school 

education. A cornparison of 198 1 results indicates that similar remarks about pst-mival 

educational upPding c m  also be advmced for this community's pst-1986 immigrants. 

There also exists the possibility of capturing different segments of the Multiethnic group in 

1 99 1 and 1 98 1. Meaningful observations about educational anainment among Abonginal 

immigrants cannot be made due to a statistically insignificant number of cases for 197 1 and 

an absence of 198 1 and 199 1 data The Chinese group's varied distribution represents 

different types and sources of immigrants. Most of the pre-1946 pioneers have an 

elemeniary education while secondary schooling is typical of members settling during the 

1946-1955 and 1976- 1985 intervals. Newcomers with a univemty degree are more 

frequently encounte~d arnong 1956-1975 and 1986-199 1 entrants.18 Many of these 

entrants have taken advantage of educaiional opportunities since their arrival. Jamaicans 

tend to tegister a greater share of newcomers with secondary education in al l  periods. This 

trend is explained in part by the Canadian West Indian Fernale Domestic Scheme (1955- 

1967) which sanctioned women aged 21-35 to gain entry as landed immigrants after having 

working as charnbermaids for a year. Some of these women had high education levels prior 

to admission while many more obtained trades quaiifications foliowing the completion of 

employment obligations (Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreahon 198 1 ). Data extracted 

frorn the 1971 file indicate that a greater number of newcomers, irrespective of ethnicity, 

acquired a high school or vocational education indifferent of &val phase. 

'' Annual figures for the latest period indicate an initial conceniration of univenity educated immigrants 
(1986- 1988) followed by a shift to those with only secondary schooling ( 198% 199 1). 



Household Income 

It has k e n  reported that income continues to influence residential (re)location and 

dispersion. Financial resources often determine whether newcomers are able to circurnvent 

the rend stage and purchase suburban properties (Cheri 198 1). The dwelling distria and 

available housing choice are expanded by increasing income levels. Lower earning brackets 

ofien reinforce and accentue residentid dEerentiation tendencies ( B d e y  1972). 

Household income is employed in this analysis to detemine the sum of all earnings 

reported by each mernber aged fifieen and over. In a few instances, this domestic 

arrangement may consist of a peson or group of people occupying the same dwehg  who 

are not necessarily related ( e g  two or more families). Census family figures were used for 

the 197 1 file because household income information is unavailable. Some 198 1 and 199 1 

income categories have k e n  aggregated to pexmit comparisons. 

Household income ranges increased with time as did each ethnic community's 

ranking and representative apportionments of them. The British reported a greater share of 

constituents in the $10,000-8 14,000 bracket dunng 197 1, the $30,000-$39,999 intexval in 

198 1, and the $50,000-$74,999 order for 199 1. Similar distributions were maintained for 

fmt mnk by nearly aD of the study groups for ail three decennial censuses (refer to Tables 

49 to 51). Notable deviations include an qua1 apportionment of both Aboriginals and 

Jarnaicans in the $2,000-$4,999 and $5,000-$7,999 incorne brackets respectively. Jewish 

households improved their fmancial situation such that a greater ratio of them were 

declaring an annual income between $100,000 and $149,000 by 199 1 than ail other ethnic 

groups. This Ievel may be attributable to a strong Jewish representation in "higher prestige 

occupations" (Driedger 1986, 283). On the other hanci, about 1796 of Native Canadian 

household units registered eamings restricted to the $30,000-$39,000 lirnit This group's 

relatively higher share of households without income reflects the degree of unemployment 

among its constituents (2.34% in 199 1 and 1.35% in 197 1). 



Table 49. Ethnic Onpin Distribution bv HousehoId Income. Toronto CMA. 199 1 

- - - - --- 

Income Br Gr Je Mu Ab Ch Ja 

Incomc Loss 

No Income 

5 1-6 1.999 

52.000-$4.999 

$5,000-57.999 

$8.000-59.999 

S 10,000-$14.999 

$15.000-$19,999 

520.000-$21.999 

925.000-$29.999 

530.000-539.999 

S30.000-$49,999 

550,000-574.999 

375,000-$99.999 

S 100,000-% 139,999 

5 1 50.000+ 

Notes: Br = British, Gr = Gnck. Je = kwish. Mu = Multicthnic. Ab = Aboriginal. Ch = Chinese, Ja = Jamaican. 
Data based upon cumnt (1990). rather than constant or adjustcd dollar values. 

Source: Statistics Canada. 199 1 PUMF: Individuals Fide (3% sample), (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa 1993. 



Table 50. Ethnic Ori.ein Distribution by Household Incorne, Toronto CMA, 1981 

- - -- 

Incorne Br Gr Je Mu Ab Ch J a 

Incorne Los. 

No Income 

S 1 -3i1.999 

$ 2.000-$4.999 

$5.000-S7.999 

$8,000-59.999 

S 10.000-S 14.999 

S 15.000-f 19,999 

f 2O,OOO-$24,999 

S25.000-$29,999 

$30.000-$39.999 

S40.000-$49.999 

$50.000-$74,999 

$75.000-$99.999 

6 100,000-$149,999 

S 150.000+ 

Not Applicable 

Notes: n a  = not avdablc, Br = British. Gr = Gxtk Je = Jewish, Mu = Multiethnic. Ab = Abonginal. Ch = 
Chinese, Ja = Jarnaican. Data bascd on cumnt (1980). rathet than constant or adjusteci. douar values. 

Source: Statisacs Canada. 1981 PUST: Individuals File (2% sampte). (Magnetic Tape). ûaawa, 1983. 



Table 5 1. Ethnic %gin Distribution by Census Farnily Income, Toronto CMA, 197 1 

Incomc Br Gr Je Mu Ab Ch J a 

hcome Loss 

No Income 

$1-51.999 

52.000-64.999 

$5.000-$7.999 

$8.000-$9.999 

% 10,000-$14.999 

S15.000-$19.999 

%20.000-$24.999 

$25,000-634.999 

$35,000-649.999 

$50.000+ 

Not Applicable 

Nom: n.a = not available. Br = British, Gr = Grcek. Je = Jewish. Mu = MuItiethnic. Ab = Aboriginal. Ch = 
Chines. Ja = Jamaican. Data based upon cumnt (1970). rattier than constant or adjustcd. dollar values. 

Source: Statistics Canada. 1971 PUST: lndinduals FiIc (1% sampk). (Magnetic T2pe). Ottawa. 1973. 



Rather than specifjkg the precise and unrounded dollar values, public use data fües 

aggregate incorne units into site distributions. This practice lends itself to examullng the 

share and rank of households per incorne bracket. The physical dimensions of a 

mdtivviate crosstabulaiion involving ethnic origin, admission phase, and income category 

prevent its inclusion while a summruy table identifymg income levels which register the 

highest percentage of newcorners per arriva1 intennl would be u~ecessarily complex and 

dificult to interpret. With respect to quartile or decile distribution analysis. it is difficult to 

establish whether respondents within a given eaming category are evenly distributed or 

skewed towards its upper or lower end. especialty in higher order ones which have a wider 

range. Average household incomes for ethnic groups by immigration period were denved 

by dividing the totai income per period by the total number of households associated with 

the sarne p e r i ~ d . ' ~  

Multivariate crosstabulations indicate thai household income level varies directly 

with length of residency in Canada. Recent ;imvais in all ethnic groups and censal years 

registered relatively lower average household incomes than their more established 

counterparts. British ($6 1.343), Jewish ($53,463), and Chinese ($5 1,604) households that 

settied between 1986 and 1991 have income levels that are rnoderately higher than those 

reported by the Greek (W9.329). Multiethnic (M,880), and Jarnaican ($43,137) 

communities (refer to Table 52).'* Information denved h m  the 198 1 and 197 1 data bases 

also reveal overall incorne reductions which were continuaily accounted for by households 

l9 The foliowing steps were taken to compte mean incomes: (1) median dollar values were calculated for 
each income categocy, (2) correspooding median values were muIuplied by the number of households for 
each ethnic group by immigration period (3) the products OF step 2 were s u d  and divided by the total 
number of households for each ethnic group by imrnigrarion period. Households with no income and 
incorne Ioss are excludeci. Statistics Canada (1994) notes that while the prevalence of such cases is 
statisticaily insignificant, nearly al1 households reporting zero incomes art recent immigrant intakes who 
were instructed not to specify income(s) fiorn foreign sources. 

Pronouncecl income level reductions registered by 1986-1991 and 1976-1981 Multiethnic intakes ine 
notewonhy in that the cornbineci native- and foreign-born MuItiethnic income distribution approxirnates 
chat of the British in Tables 49 to 52. 



Table 52. Averwe Income Level of Ethnic Groups by Immigration Period, Toronto CMA. 
1971-199L 

British 
Rc-1946 
19361955 
1 956- 1965 
1966 1975 
19761985 
19861991 

n. a 
ea. 
n.a 
na 

Notcs: n.a = na available. Al1 dollar values are roundcd AboriginaIs data is exclidtd duc to an insufficient numbcr of cases. 
Thm was only ooc pre-1946 Jamaican immigrant hwehold whicb rrgistmd an inmm in the $75,000-S99.999 range. îbc 1986- 
I99l.l976-198 1 md 1966- 1971 intervais inciude oaly I& fmt !ive monb of 1991. 1981, and 1971. 

S o m :  Statistics Canada. 1991 W. lndividuals File (3% sample). (Magnetic Tape). Ottawa 1993; Slatistics Canada. 1981 
PUST: lndividuals File (2% sarnple). (Magnetic Tape). ûtawa. 1983. Staîistics Canada, 1971 PU= lndividuals Fdc (1% sample). 
(Magnetic Tapt). Ouawa. 1973. 



in di ethnic groups indifferent of immigration period." The extent of income dissimilarity 

was less pronounced arnong 1978-1981 immigrants with British, Greek, and Jewish 

admissions registehg comparable values within the $27,000-$28.000 range. Chinese and 

Multiethnic newcomers had slightly lower average incomes ($24,346 and $22,045 

respectively) while that of their Jamaican counterparts (S 15,600) was significantly reduced. 

AU eihnic groups displayed declining household earning Ievels with recency of amival 

according to 1971 data compilation. Incorne differences between the Iatest and previous 

entrants were minor. British and Jewish figures were higher than those of the Chinese and 

Jamaicans. 

Profile Summary 

The preceding analysis and discussion of selected variables identified certain trends 

related to the CMA's ethnic and immigrant populations over the past ten to twenty yean. 

Interpretations of continued and emerging distributional patterns are made within the 

context of a dynamic urban fom. In ternis of residential mobiiity, non-moven prevailed 

arnong all ethnic colldvities with intra-urban relocation king typicai of individuals, 

especially Abonginals and Jcmaicans. who changed their place of residence. Sirnilar 

remarks are in order for recent amivals enumerated during the last three decennial censuses. 

Home ownership is pandemic amongst memben of ai.i ethnic groups, excluding Aboriginal 

and Jamaican inhabitants who are inclined to rentai arrangements. Figures indicate that new 

immigrants rent their accommodation and that d w e h g  proprietorship is positively related 

to length of residency in Canada. An approximation of the extent to which chah migration 

is prevaient among ethnic communities and their immigrant constituents was achieved by 

2' The apparent inter-censal decline is attributable to the use of 1990, 1980, and 1970 doIlar values instead 
of adjusted figures. 



examuiing the proportion of individu& Living with relatives. While th is  accommodation 

sharing anangement accounts for a marginal segment of mon ethnic entitia, it is somewhat 

more common arnong visible rninority and, to a Iesser extent, Greek residents. 

Two socio-economic variables, educational attainment and househo1d income, were 

exarnined closely. It was evident that a greater share of constituents in most ethnic 

categories have a secondary school education. University graduates are more dominant 

among the Jewish Multiethnic and Chinese cornmunities as weii as their foreign-bom 

components. Patterns exhibited by ment immigrants confonn with the aforementioned 

observations. Higher household incorne levels were consistently registered by British. 

Jewish and Multiethnic households, Iower ones by Aboriginals and Jamaicans, and average 

yet progressively improving ones by the Greeks and Chinese. Average household income 

levels arnong immigrants varies with length of t h e  in Canada Recent Jarnaican mivals, are 

characterized by comparatively lower eaming brackets than eariier admissions. Given that it 

takes ten to fifteen years for immigrant households to achieve median incomes approaching 

those of their Canadian-born counterparts, capital accumulation for home ownership will 

iikely occur over a greater time interval for Jarnaican settlers in particular and visible 

rninorities in general (CMHC L W6,4 1 ). 



Introduction 

Instead of explaining measured spatial and variable distribution differentials in terms 

of tempoml deviaîions from established explicative models, researchers should reconsider 

them as indicators of emerging and increasingly complex configurations. Empirical 

findings discussed in the previous sections d u d e  to an alternative contextual environment in 

which population placement should be examined - that of  a dynarnic urban form and 

residential structure. In doing so, this chapter interprets ethnic and immigrant midentid 

arrangements w i t h  the context of urban foim development and advances a revised 

conceptual model based on this association. 

Urban Form and Ethnic Localization: Establishing Linkages 

A product of overseas immigration flows and subsequent inûa-urban population 

redistribution, ethnicdy differentiated spatial structure arnong ment admissions represents 

a significant digression from traditional (ecological) assumptions of initial settiement 

pattern. increasingly similu, decentmkzd, and dispersed domiciliary patterns have also 

taken shape arnong the reference and study groups in ternis of evenness, cenaalization, and 

concentration. Sigrilficant locational shifts have taken place since 196 1 with respect to 

where newly admitted settlers initialiy establish themselves (Social Planning Councii of 

Metroplitan Toronto 1979b). Ethnic suburbanization, however, is not exclusively a result 

of outward movement from centrakd enclaves by (partiaiiy) integrated and assirnilateci 

hdividuals. The formation and endurance of "locationaiiy discrete clusters" spread 



throughout the metropolitan region demand that one progress past aspatid explmations 

(Bunting and Filion 1996, 9). Revious research either desmibed or explained residentid 

differentiation and mobility without according attention to urban form and its development. 

This assertion applies to most investigations of dern~~mphic and socio-economic variables, 

institutional completmess and intemal cleavages, dong with immigration poky and 

structure. hplicitly assuming a fxed municipal configuration. earlier urban social 

geography models are valid inso far as the y interpret past distributional dispositions arnong 

ethnic constituents. As set forth by Lee (1970, 60). residence beyond the city center 

requires "qualification of the view that international migrants. upon anivai, tend to 

concentrate almost exclusively in inner suburban areas." Contemporary and ernerging 

residential allocation are better undentood in the context of htercomected rnetmpolitan 

social and physical reaims. In other words, immigrant inflows and urban structure's 

dynamic properties are concurrently reIated. It has been frequently acknowledged by 

numerous scholars that Toronto's expeditious enlargement has drawn heaviiy upon the 

post-war influx of foreigners. Immibgra.nts also contributed to the city's pre-war growth. 

Complimenting and transcending earlier conceptuai frarneworks. each chapter 

section associates h a n  development phases with waves of immigrant entry and ethnic 

concentration patterns. In order to accomplish this, five primary growth stages associated 

with planning and housing policy directives implemented by the CMA's jurïsdictional 

domains were delimited: rapid suburbanization ( 1945- 1965). urban renewai and high-rise 

construction ( 1965- l973), high-density nodes and comidors (1 973- l983), post-industrial 

restnicturing (1 983- 1989). and reurbanization (Post- 1989). Referring oniy to urbanization, 

rather than a link between it and immigration, this periodization complies with the more 

aggregated national growth trends outlined in Table 53 : earl y pst-war (1 945- 1 964), late 

post-war (1 965- 1978) and recent (pst-  1978). Schematic representations of built-up area 

growth within Metropohtan Toronto are presented in Map 153 to identiw the size, shape, 

and direction of expansion during selected tirne periods and points. 



Table 53. Post-war National Urban Growth Intervals 

Periodl Eariy Post-w ar 
Trend (1 954- 19@) 

Later Pos t-war 
( 1965- 1978) 

Urban Boom and 
S ystern concentration. 

Econornic Economic 
acceleratioa. 

Demographic Rapid population 
growth. 

Urban Form Rapid 
su burbanization. 

Developmen t Imer-city deciine; 
Patterns marginal Fringe 

p w  th. 

Deche and decentraiization. 

Declining growth; intense 
restructuring : sectoral 
reonentation; employment 
su burbanization. 

Lower fertility rates and 
immigrant admissions. 

Rapid decentraiization. 

Outer subuhan and 
exurban extension, 

Revitalization and 
reconcentration. 

Service sector dominates 
growtti; selec tive revival 
of manu facturing. 

Stable narural increase; 
aging population. 

Continued rapid 
decentralization. 

Outer suburban and 
fringe prolifention; 
stable or slow central 
ara p w t h .  

Note: The apparent contradiction between ment urban system and urban form trends is dismissed on the 
grounds that reconceatration in high-density suburban nodes occurs amoag already decentralized activities. 
Decentralization within metropditan areas, on the other hand, continues to produœ a disperseci urban f i  
characterized by a multinucleated pattern (Bourne 199 1 and 1993). 

Source: Modified afier Larry S. Bourne, "Urban Growth and the Quality of Urban Life: A Comnienmy 
with Canadian Examples," in U- in a Post-Industrial Worid, eds. Peter G. HaIl and Larry S. 
Bourne, (Ottawa: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Centre for Future Studies in Housing and 
Living Eoviromnenrs, 199 1). 26. 



Map 153. Growth of Metropolitan Toronto. 1793- 1988 

Sources: Maurice Yeates, The North Arnerican City, 4th 
ed., (New York: Harper and Row Publishen, 1990), 187; 
Edward Reiph, The Toronto Guide: The Ci tv. Metro. Th% 

Major Report No. 35, (Toronto: University of 
Toronto, Centre for Urban and Comrnunity Studies, 
1997), 25. 



E h i c  residentid distribution is a function of several processes mong whidi the 

magnitude of immigrant inflows. points of initial sealement and destination of subsequent 

relmtion are paramount. Of these, the number and composition (Le. source country and 

sociwconomic profile) of various immigrant streams are detemined by govemment policy. 

Every shift in immigration policy and selection criteria alters the mix~ire of newcomen 

most of whom end up Living in Iarge urban areas. Continued overseas migrant congregation 

in major cities contributes to the (sub)urbmization process with ethnicity retaining its 

importance as a dimension of population heterogeneity and geographic placement 

(McGahan 1986). It has k e n  hypothesized thy a "synchronization" of foreign in- 

migration and expansionary pends of metropolitan growth exists within Canada (Olson 

and Kobayashi 1993). The revival of immigration during the immediate post-war era and 

urban-orientationof newcomea significantiy contributed to city population augmentation 

(Camu, Weeks, and Sametz 1964; McVey and Kalbach 1995).' While each wave added to 

housing. infrastructure, and social service demands, it still took a few years for immigration 

policy changes to become evident on the ground. Canadian post-war immigration policy 

has been categonzed into the following periods: expansionist ( 1946- 1 9S6), recessionist 

( 1957- 1962), renewed expansionism ( 1963- 197 1 ), liberalkt ( 1972- l986), and selective 

( 1987-Present) (Green 1976; Anderson and Marr 1987; Hawkins 1988 and 199 1). Refer 

to Figure 17 for the number of yearly arrivals to Canada between 1867 and 1995. These 

intervals generally coincide with the alorementioned urban growth stages but the tirne delay 

factor between immigration waves and changes in urban form and structure cannot be 

denied. Thus. an examination of the evolution and impact of key policy initiatives pursued 

by successive governrnents during each stage can facilitate a better overall understanding of 

residentiai distribution patterns arnong ethnic and immigrant communities. 

- - - -  

While the relative contribution of immigration to this growrh cm not be precisely measwed due to a tack 
of emiprarion &ta, a strong association exists between 1951-1961 inter-ceasal immigration rates and urban 
population increase (Stone 1994). 



Figure 17. Number of Imrni-t Arrivais to Canada. 186% 1995 

Source: Leo Driedger, Mu lti-Ethnic Canada: Identities and 
Inequaiities (Toronto: Oxford University Press. 1 W6), 54. 



Rapid Suburbanizatiun (1 945- 1 965) 

ï h e  intruduction of a metropo1itan govemment in 1953 "forrnaiized ... the 

u a n s f o d o n  of Toronto from a tity with periphed settiements into an urban region" 

(Social Planning Cound of Metroplitan Toronto. 1979% 1). Pnor to t h ,  Etobicoke, 

North York and S h r o u g h  were margindly urbanized while areas beyond were primarily 

rural. The Don MUS townsite. consmcted over a ten year penod commencing in 1952. 

established the practice of large-scale, Iow-density corponte land development throughout 

the 1950s and subsequent decades during which considerable urban sprawl ensued.' 

Recounting incipient land conversion in North York, Hancock (1968.205) observed thai the 

pre-1948 phase involved "a modest arnount of urbanization on a low-density ba is  in 

spondic development contiguous to the built-up areas of. ..Toronto and ... older cornmunity 

focal points such as Willowdale." The construction of several sizable yet geographicaily 

disassociated districts commenceci during the 1948- 1950 interval. Subsequent projects 

proceeded, in accordance with the Don Miiis prototype layout, such that North York was 

incrementdly transformed into an urbanized jurisdiction. Elsewhere, expansion assumed a 

leapfrog pattern as the "rnost distant portion of a large land assembly" was initialiy 

developed with h g u l a r  and incrementai infill occuning thereafier to produce discontinuous 

subdivisions (Sewell 1977, 44). The early suburban landscape was physically dispesed. 

spatially amorphous, socialiy homogeneous, and oriented towards pnvate ~ehicles.~ 

This penod of npid suburbanization coincided with an unprecedented influx of 

displaced persons, refugees. and immigrants. Inner-city neighbourhoods functioned as the 

Direct descendants of Don Mills, which itself had been engulfed by Toronto's physical expansion during 
the Iate-1960s. include Bramalea in Brampton, Erùi Mills and Meadowvale in Mississauga, and Malvern in 
Scarborough. Thomcrest ViUage and Humber Valley Village ( l9M) with their lowdensity and mixed [and- 
use, now in the midst of suburban Etobicoke, were antecedents for Don NiUs. 

' Weiss (1986, 32-33) asserts that inaieased automobile use and gxeférence of bigger residentid parcels 
respectively induced "an extensive expansion of transportation networks" and inceptive relocation of 
housing to outlying areas. 



pnmary point of disembvkment as l o d  housing was filtered dom to new anivds. 

Succession in discernible areas of Toronto, York and East York was cleariy evident and 

remaiwd so well into the mid- 1960s due to an older yet inexpensive housing stock capable 

of accornmodating extended families (Social Planning Council of Metroplitan Toronto 

1979a; Goldberg and Mercer 1986). It was not until d e r  the Metropolitan Plan of 1958 

was approved that publicly assisted housing was constructed in suburban sites. 

Antecedents to Regent Park, numerous clustered low-Ne, low-density, and low-rend 

residentid estates were built throughout North York with the largest king Lawrence 

Heights (SeweU 1993). A signifiant proportion of newcomers, however, could not qualiQ 

for immediate residency in these units. Some of them were attracted to pnvate-sector high- 

density apartment complexes and other multiple dweliings which digressed towards 

suburban neighbourhoods circa 1955 (Jones 1968). 

Two phases of immigration policy dong with the inception of a third one correlate 

the-wise with the rapid suburbanization growth stage: the immediate pst-war expansionist 

era (1946- 1956), a brief recessionist period (1957- 1962), and the beginning of renewed 

expansionism ( 1963- 197 1 ). Expeditious economic growth, low unemploymenf and a 

labour shortage were experienced between 1946 and 1956 in Canada Admission 

regulations were cautiously broadened in 1946, 1947 and 1949 on humanitarian grounds in 

order to resenle displaced persons (i.e. nonquota immigrants) and to facilitate refugee 

sponsorship by relatives living in Canada4 While the= was an anernpt to shunt displaced 

persons to agriculniral districts, rnembers of this wave proved to be largely urban-oriented 

(Green 1976; Hawkins 1988). An immigration policy staternent, which furnished official 

guiding principles until 1962, was introduced in 1947. It envisaged "selective immigration 

as an instrument of population growth and economic development, at a rate consistent with 

absoqtive capacity" (Hawkins 1988, 117). The seleztive and absorptive aspects were 

respectively aimed at preserving Canada's ethno-racial composition and ensuring that intake 

' Immediate pst-war entrants significantiy expandexi Toronto's Jewish popuIatioa 



volume is adjusted to prevailing employment and labour market require rnents.' An u ps urge 

of immigration during prospero us business cycles was characteristic of this "tap-on, tap-o ff 

approach (Seward 1988, 4).6 Moreover, this policy statement led to an emergence of 

sponsored immigration as an important trend (McGahan 1986). 

Procedural clarification, regdation simplification, and the legai hmework for 

immigmîion management were set fonh in the 1953 immigration A d  Sponsorship rights. 

occupation restrictions, and ethnic preferences were altered. There was an expansion in the 

range of sponsorable relatives, abandonment of the contract labour prohibition, and easing 

of entry regulations with respect to citizenship. Nonetheless, the Act consotidated 

imrnediate post-war regulations and continued the prefened nationaiities policy (McVey and 

Kalbach 1995)? Amenciments passed in 1956 respectively conferred prirnary and 

secondary preference to the British and northwestem Europeans provided that the latter 

comply with economic qualifcations (Anderson and Marr 1986). Immigrants from 

elsewhere could be admined onIy if sponsored by close relatives who had the means of 

supporting them. It was expected that newcomers receive assistance, including the provision 

of housing, From their sponsors during the initiai adaptation stages. This condition was 

applied in reac tion to widespread c hain migration involving southeastem Euro peans, w ho 

were not substantially represented before 1% 1, during the mid- 1950s. It also contributed to 

the modest increase in the amount of ethnic residential similarity between 195 1 and 196 1 as 

observed by BaIakrishnan ( 1978). 

Absorpive capacity implied that new immigrants would be integrated through easy entry positions dong 
with an abundance of well-paying and stable employment, 

For example. there was a sharp decline in admissions dunng the 1949-1950 recession followed by an 
increase between 195 1 and 1957 (Rao, Richmond and Zubnycki 1984). 

' Major policy changes and Iegislative ameodmnts have generaily k e n  Wggered by periods of rapidly 
rising immigration" and foilowed by notable intake &ches (Kaibach and McVey 1979,44). 

"British. French, American. Australian. New Zeaiand and South Ahican citizens ody had to prove a meam 
of support until they found work to qualify for admission (Overbeck 1980). 



The fmt pst-war economic boom was nearing an end by late- 1957. in response to 

this recessionary period which lasted until 1961, there was a policy shift from 44employment 

cornpeting" to "emplo yrnent creating" migration with more emphasis on increasing the 

proportion of professional and highly skilied newcorners? Settlement, however, continued 

to occur in large cities. Twenty-six percent of those admiüed to Canada between 1946 and 

1961 (Le. 397,707 of 1,507216 people) took up residence in Toronto alone (International 

Institute of Toronto 1964). Population growth during the 1946-1961 interval was fueled by 

signifiant immigrant influxes into cenualized reception areas of Toronto, York and East 

York where access to affordable rental housing, employment, and public transit existed. 

Richmond ( 1 967b) notes that 69,000 new arrivals established thernselves in Toronto-proper 

while another 67,000 did so in suburban neighbourhoods during the 1956- 196 1 phase. By 

1961, 47% of Metropolitan Toronto's foreign-bom residents dwelled in Toronto-proper 

and 58% within its suburbs (Richmond 1967b). 

Key provisions of the 1962 lrnrni.oration Act revision include the elimination of 

ethnic discrimination, a M e r  increase in the range of sponsorable relatives, and emphasis 

of job skills as the main criterion for unsponsored immigrants.'* Although preferential 

r i . e m n t  was repeded, admission restrictions were retained for most non-Europeans. 

especially Asians. An imrnediate yet unanticipated impact of the arnended sponsonhip 

program was expeditious population expansion in conjunction with ethnic diversification 

(Richmond 1967; Whitaker 199 1). Nearly 10% of the Toronto CMA's population growth 

during the suburbanization period ( 196 1 - 1966) was attributable to net migration with just 

Ignoring a 1957 Royal Commission cepon recornmending sustained immigration. even during moderate 
recessionary periods, federal authorities continued to implement policies associateci with pro tem human 
resource requirements right up to 1984 (Stafford 1994). Intake fluctuations correspondeci to unemployment 
rates (McVey and Kalbach 1995). 

'O Labour quaiity was stressed in ligbt of a concurrent shortage of highly skilled workers and a high 
unemployment rate amoog semi- and unskilled residents (Hawkins 1988). A notable increase in the number 
of West Indian immigrants since 1962 has ken ahbuteci to the implemeatation of admission regdations 
contingent upon education, professionai training. and occupational qualification. Othenwise, the setdernent 
patterns of upwardly mobile Caribbean individuais arriving k m  the United Kingdom throughout the mi6 
1960s promoted an already disperseci placement of smaii West indian enclaves. 



over than haif of this s k  being composed of newly arrived immigrants (Social Planning 

Council of Metropolitan Toronto l97Ob). Residential dissimilarity values failed to decline 

between 1961 and 197 1 due to increased ethnic heterogeneity via unmigration as weii as the 

magnitude and direction of British suburban relmtion during the 1960s (Richmond 1972; 

Batakrishnan 1978 and 1982; Richmond and Kdbach 1984). Since educational attainment 

and occupational qualifications were not important selestion criteria for nominated relarives, 

their job prospects were not thai great which, in tum, meant that the range of suitable 

housing was often limited to the s m e  neighbourhoods or even homes of those who 

sponsored thern" This accommodation arrangement contributed to the increasing visibility 

of ethnic enclaves while minimiling the susceptibility of new anivals to a cornpetitive market 

for affordable inner-city housing (Anderson and M m  1987). Most independent 

immigrants gravitated to private-sector apartment units which were inc~asingly available in 

suburban locales (Richmond 196%). 

Urbun Renewal and High-Rise Construction (1 965- 1973) 

This interval is distinguished by an extension of the built-up area to encompass 

nearly all of Metropolitan Toronto and the phenomenal population growth therein. It also 

includes the h a n  renewal projects and the extensive high-rise apartrnent construction 

within the city centre (Social Planning Council of Metropditan Toronto 1979a; Bryant and 

Lemire 1993). Known for theu high-density, enclosed environrnents and income 

homogeneity, Regent Park North, an assemblage of three-floor units constructed between 

1949 and 1957, and Regent Park South, composed of several 15-story structures built 

d u ~ g  the 1957-1959 pend, set the stage for an active slum clearance program which 

involved Moss Park (1965), Don Mount (1966) and Alexandra Park (1966). Location 

" Post-arriva1 dweIling location. as noted by Buniley and Kalbach (1984). depends upon wbether sponsors 
participateci in the suburbanization process. 



discretion increased after 1965 when policy amendments stipulated thaf publicly-owned 

housing could be provided in any suitable zone including vacant suburban sites, 

underdeveloped inner-city luici, and cleared spots in biighted areas. The construction of 

340 apartment buildings containing a& Ieast twenty floors took plare during the 1965-1973 

intemai (Nader 1975). Of these, 142 were locaied in downtown Toronto. Their distribution 

had a considerable impact on the housing rnarket structure, metropolitan form, and 

population ailocation. Map 154 depicts the spatial assignrnent of apartrnents in 

Metropolitan Toronto during 1960, 1967 and 1973. It shows an hcreasing proliferation and 

intensification of apartment clustes along with most major pre-1960 nodes (e.g. Parkdale, 

Regent Park, the Annex, Davisville, High Park and Forest W). A decentdkd a p m e n t  

belt past the five mile radius dong with re~o~gnizable concentrations dispersed throughout 

the built-up area were evident in 1960 (Kerr and Spelt 1965). The construction peak 

reached in 1967, is exernplified by major projects in St. James Town and Riverdale. By 

1973, apartment units were increasingly scattered with strips noticeable along Yonge Street, 

Bathurst Street., and Finch Avenue. A large portion of suburban public housing bec- 

indistinguishable from private-sector undertakings which were often clustered together in 

close proximity to major merials or expressways. Immigrants, because of their specific 

accessibility requirements and reiiance on public transit, moved into these suburban 

buildings. Their choice in public and limited dividend housing was often constrained. 

Redeveloprnent plans were relinquished in 1972 foLlowing citizen activism against 

large-sale spot clearance and the Treffan Court superblock proposai (Sewell 1993). 

Subsequent municipal housing strategy focused on rehabilitation, conversion, and 

intensification, rather than dernolition, along with selective highdensity, low-rise apartment 

and townhouse construction (Nader 1975). Since 1975, no public high-rise blocks were 

produced. Even the declinhg number of immense private-sector apartrnent towers were 

built on incmingly centdized sites. New additions to the highdensity stock have been in 

the fom of luxury condominiums in prime downtown locations, ceoperative and non-profit 
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Map 154. Apartrnent Clusters in Metropolitan Toronto. 1960, 1967 and 1975 

Sources: Donald Kerr and Jacob Spelt, The Chanping Face of Toronto, 
Mernoir No. 1 1 ,  (Ottawa: Mines and Technicai Services. Geoera~hicd Branch. 

Y L  

1965), 1 16: jacob Spelt, Toronto, Canadian Cities sen&, (Toronto: Collier 
MacMillan Canada 1973). 123; George A. Nader, Cities of Canada: Theoreticaf. 
Historical and Planning Perspectives, Volume 1,  (Toronto: MacMillan of 
Canada, 1975),74. 



units (City of Toronto Planning and Developrnent Department 1986; City of Toronto 

The core and inner suburban districts were no longer fbctioning exclusively as 

immigrant disembarkment points. Initiai settlement points by the lower-incorne immigrants 

of the mid-1960s to early-1970s. however, still coincided with the œnûdized clusters of 

financially accessible housing units (Kerr and Spelt 1965; Momson 1978; Social Planning 

Council of Metropolitan Toronto 1979a). Prirnary concentdons were identified by Spelt 

(1973) as Regent Park, Moss Park and Alexandra Park which were univelsal reception 

areas befonz and afier renewal." A survey conducted between 1970 and 1972 of 300 

house hold heads living in Toronto's high-rise buildings shows that immigrants. who had 

ken in Canada less than six years. accounted for 5 5 8  of those sampled (Social Planning 

Council of Toronto 1973).13 Urban dispersal and decentraiintion. in conjunction with local 

real estate market idiosyncrasies, were affecting CMA residential patterns. Social 

displacement began as segments of the older COR housing stock were razed and 

redeveloped (e.g. St. James Town and Old Chuiatown) or purchased by upper-income 

households (Bunting and mion 1996). Suburban reconcentration among members of 

estabiished ethnic communities and their Canadian-born constituents was initiated during 

this period. Areas of second and subsequent settlement reflected the preservation of ethnic 

identity beyond traditional inner-city enclaves and greater access to home ownership. Since 

1970, independent overseas arrivals started io establish themselves in dispersed medium- 

and high-density suburban rent-controlled apatment and townhouse units designed to 

accommodate various types and sizes of households (Relph 1997). S ponsored individuals 

l2 Alexandra Park was home to Polish newcorners throughout the 1920s, Ukrainians in the 1930s. and 
various European groups, including Greeks, during the 1960s. 

l3 St. James Town was originaily aiwd at the lifestyle of Young. upwardly mobile individuals and 
functioned as such for about ten years after which it becatiie an immigrant reception area due to its central 
location and affordability (Relph 1997). A social analysis of conducted by Stanford (1988) indicates that 
this area has a greater apportionment of foreign-bom tenants than al1 of Toronto. At least half of al1 
househoid heads were born abroad with most of them residing in buildings owned and managed by the 
private-sector, Statistics reveal chat 10% of inhabitants arrived in 1987. 29% since 198 1, and 60% were 
admined a d e d e  aga 



could no t qualify for assisted housing util arrangements with their guarantors temiinated 

(Miron 1993). Shared residence with relatives or fiiends in suburban locales was often the 

ody viable dwelling option for them 

New immigration legislation and a renewed expansionist posture coincided with 

improving economic conditions and employment opportunities for skilled workes durhg 

the 1963-197 1 interval. The 1966 White Paper on immigration policy proposed a 

continued emphasis on the admission of unçponsored individuals possessing d e s  

quaiifications (ie. the open placement category) whde "achievkg reasonable control" over 

the movement of nominated relatives (Le. the unselected category) in response to 

"difficulties experienced by ... unskilled [pesons] in the Canadian labour market" 

(Hawkins 1988, 160). '' Acknowledging thaî changing economic and technological 

conditions necessitated a shifi from an ethnic-based (preferred states) to a Mvenal 

admission approach. the 1967 Immigration Act established a points system based on thRe 

administrative categories for immigrant selection: independent, sponsored (dependents). and 

norninated (relatives). Henceforh, skiil, educational anainment, and occupational need were 

required for entry by independent and nominated settlers." The new selection system 

furnished an enhanced degree of control over international migration influxes and "the 

means for gearhg immigration more ciosely to labour force needs" (McVey and Kalbach 

1995, 85). Intended destinations arnong independent class appliciants, for exarnple, were 

taken into account in terms of regional employment demands (Stafford 1994). There was a 

steady deche  in the nurnber of annual intakes into Canada between 1967 and 1973 but the 

Toronto CMA absorbed the largest share (2530%) which contributed to about 20% of its 

'' For example, 81% of al1 1965 Greek arrivals were sponsored (Richmond and Goldlust 1982). 'Ibese 
individuals were subject to neither an assessrnent of their educational achievement or occupational 
qualifications. Many of them. according to 1971 and 1981 crosstabdatioas, had an eIemenmry educacion. 
As sucb, this meam did not significantly contribute to the CMA's labour force ski11 level. 

l5 In essence* thm was a de facto rep1acm~nt of ethneracil discrimination with prof&onafhrOcational 
discrimination (Overbeck 1980). 



yearly population growth (Hawkins 1988).16 

Changes in immigrant stream characteristics, as observed by Kalbach (1994. 350). 

""cm produce signifiant shifts in ethnic composition ... in a relaîively short peliod of time." 

There was an appreciable increase in the nuinber of immigrants h m  less developed 

countries with above average education levels and occupational training once the points 

system was applied (McVey and Kalbach 1995). For instance, the West Indian cornmunity 

expansion was mYnly a product of this immigrant stream whose socio-econornic profde did 

not greatiy differ fiom that of most Canadian-born residents (Hawkins 1988; Balakrishnan 

199 1 )  It was during the 1965-197 1 interval that new amvals began to establish 

themselves in traditionally British inner-borough neighbowhwds because cenaal yea 

redeveloprnent projects had significantly depleted the housing stock of immigrant reception 

zones such as Cabbagetown (Hill 1976). The Future predisposition among the Greeks to a 

multinucleated residential pattern cm be traced to the use of severai urbm enhy points by its 

1967-1968 influx whose amival was facilitated by nomination agreements (Nagata 1969; 

Chimbos 1980). Chinese immigrants fiom Hong Kong admitted during 1968 and shortly 

thereafter conaibuted to Chinaîown West's visibiiity, expansion, and durability (Wong 

1980; Johnston 1983; Lai 1988). They also precipitated the formation of Chinatown East 

as a residential district and port of entry. Reception area sahiration, caused by massive 

immigration waves (e.g. Chinatown West), prompted a shift or displacement of newcomer 

disembarkment districts. 

Statutory amendrnents were introdud in 1973 to deal with the nsing number of 

illegal immigrants who applied for perxnanent residence in Canada after their tourist, 

employment or student visa expired. Widespread abuse of special status adjustment and 

amnesty programs neady resulted in their termination. Politicai pressure applied by ethnic 

l6 Toronto's m u a i  immigrant intake was 40,000 between 1967 and 1970 (Hawkins 1988). 

" Others were admitteci after employmnt visa ~gulatioos w n e  revised in 1973 to enable the admission of 
low-cost temporary labour (Stafford 1994). 



communities, especidly Chinese and Greek interest groups h m  Toronto, convinced federal 

authorities to uphold the family reudkation principle and prevent further deportation~.'~ 

High-Denriv Nodes and Corridors (1 973- 1983) 

Tmsportation issusa led to two antithebcal uhan gr~wth options: centralization or 

decentralization. Four development possibilities were dvanced for the latter altemative: bi- 

nodal (i.e. a second commercial centre in hwnsview), regional subcentres, comdor 

development dong several principal thoroughfues, and dispersed developrnent with 

commercial sprawl. The second variant was prornoted in the 1976 Metroplui and adopted 

as the "Centres Policy" in the 1980 version which cded for "multi-hinctional, 

compac t,... intensely developed [subcentres]" in centrai North York Scarborough and 

Mississauga (Sewell 1993, 219). Intermediate focal points were to be developed dong 

rapid transit Lines (Le. comdors) Linking the core with major subcentres while increased 

residential density was prescribed to the entire me tropo lis. Thus, multinodiality was 

increasingly "imposed" upon a "deveioping concentric-dispersed" spatial forrn containing 

sorne pmnounced Linear elements (Russwurm 1980, 35 1). Metropditan growdi between 

1976 and 198 1 was achieved by means of a north and westward expansion of "urbanized 

suburbs" in a comparatively condensed mode (Simrnons and Boume 1989, 42). Nodal 

expansion was also noted around fringe communities such as Newrnarket and Aurom 

Similar observations were made for the 1986- 199 1 interval by Bourne and Olvet (1 995). 

Nonetheless, sprawl continued apace within MetropoLitan Toronto until amund 1985 (Relph 

1997). 

Dorniciliary alternatives accessible to newly admitted immigrants were fhquently 

available in suburban apartment concentrations. An unequal distribution, rather than an 

l 8  Among those subject to deportation orders were 804 Greek sailors who jumpd ship in Toronto betwan 
1963 and 1964 (Hawkins 1988). 



inadquate supply, of housing inaoduced a new social dimension to suburban districts - 

increased ethnocultural diversity that was augmented by the migration of earlier entrants and 

continued absorption of ment arrivais. In some instances, outer suburban areas, such as 

Brampton and Mississauga, concurrently became more urbanized and diversified in t e m  

of housing stock and ethnic origin (Sarick 1994). Composite ethnic and immigrant 

placement were not immediately evi&nt because of dispersed and incremental subdivision 

construction as weii as the fact that recent intakes tend to relocate nurnerous times before 

stabilizing themselves. Protoethnic neighbourhoods were (un)intentionaUy established 

d uring some of these movements. Preliminary municipal research on population 

redistribution acknowledged the shifting concentration of new immigrants to apartment 

clusters in North York and Scabrough (Toronto Star 04 June 1979). The final report 

authored by Chamberlain (1980. 30) States that: " M a y  of the new immigrants are not 

locating in the ûaditional reception areas of [Toronto's] West and east end but rather are 

moving to suburban locations, notably apartment complexes." This transition was 

attributed to lower vacancy rates and increasing housing costs in Toronto. 

The 1974 Green Paper signaled another tuming point in immigration policy. It 

explicitly specified thai the role of international migration would be to address econornic 

and employment needs. Emphasis w u  placed upon "slow, controlied growth in the face of 

uncertainties about the impacts of higher population growth rates on economic conditions" 

(Stafford 1994,323). The government's ability to structure demographic patterns through 

extreme policy shifts (i.e. the tapon, tap-off approach) was minirnized. In an effort to 

elevate Uitake levels and realize an enhanced balance among the three immigrant streams, the 

points system was revised. AU applicants would be assessed and admitted in accordance 

with annual intake quotas (per stream) based on prevailing labour market conditions and 

provincial demographic needs (Hawkins 1988; McVey and Kaibach 1995). The desirability 

of dispershg immigrants thmughout Canada's urban system was recognized as a critical 

issue in the Green Paper yet no expianation was provided as how to "steer" newcomers to 



less densely populated cities with adequate housing and empluyment opportunities to 

facilitate their integration (Anderson and Marr 1987; Hawkins 1988; McVey and Kalbach 

1995).19 As such, immigraiion continuai tu be focused upon and contribute to the growth 

of metmpolitan areas. The quitable distribution issue would resurface in the rnid-1990s 

due to legitirnate concems about Toronto's econornic capacity to cope with the continuing 

overseas influx (Schachter 1994). 

Passed as legislaiion in 1978, the 1976 Irnmigntion Act's most significmt 

provisions included: a staternent of fundamental policy objectives (Le. family reunification, 

nondiscrimination, a humanitarian concem for refugees, and promotion of national 

demographic, econornic, and cultural goals). a new planning and management systen an 

establishment of admissible classes, and major changes with respect to exclusion, control, 

and enforcemedo Given broader powers to set target levels. the government increased the 

proportion of family and refugee class entrants and reduced that of independent immigrants 

to address econornic circurnstances (Seward 1988; Kalbach 1994)." Urban populations 

also began to assume an even more pronounced degree of ethno-racial diveaity due to a 

marked growth in the number of visible rninority settlers from Asia, Latin America and 

~fiica." 

In terms of spatial distribution. newcomers admitted under the family reunification 

clause kvitably ended up in areas where their sponsors resided with many initially living 

with their relatives (Balakrishnan 199 1; Balakrishnan and Hou 1995). Coinciding with 

19 The continued propensity of immi,pnts to senle in metropolitan areas. it was argued, contributed to rapid 
population gmwth rates and ongoing development pressures on adjacent arable Iand 

More weight was given to demographic goals while occupaaonai experience, employability, Ianguage 
proficienc y and age were given greater attention than educational attainrnent among inde pendent class 
applicants (McCracken and Jenness 1994). 

" For example, rising and high unemployment durùig the 1979-1982 cecession led to an intake containment. 
especiaily among migrant workers without prearraoged contacts, while refugee admission was expanded 
(Stafford 1993; McCracken and Jenness 1994). 

" Prior to this. ethnic diversity within Meimpolitan Toronto was "limited to something that one sampled" 
(Schachter 1994, B3). People had to visit specific neighbourhoods or enclaves to experience the city's 
multicultural min 



destinations of their sponsor's secondary inaa-urbm migration, these areas weie often 

suburban. For instance, many upwardly mobile Chuiese households who relocated to 

Scvborough during the late-1 970s and early-1980s began to sponsor th& relatives from 

Hong Kong. This trend is confhned the higher segment (7%) of the Chinese community 

involved in this accommodation sharing arrangement during 198 1. Similady, LQ rnapping 

of 1978-198 1 Greek immigrants in 198 1 shows that they were concenüated in diverse parts 

of Scarborough and North York where previous anival phases congregated as weli as outer 

suburban areas which previously contained a marginal Greek representation. Acœntuated 

suburban ciuster dispersion among West Indian arrivals since the rnid- 1970s has also ken 

observed (Stevens 1978; Carey 1985). Independent immigrants also gravitated to large 

cities. especidiy those in which members of their ethnic group were -y present. Given 

their higher educaîional and occupational qualitications, they could chwse from a wider 

selection of neighbourhoods in which to settle thereby having the opportunity to bypass 

traditional i~er-city reception areas. Tracts of excessive overrepresentation among the 

latest British entrants in 1981, for instance, were widely dispersed throughout outer 

suburban and fnnge locations. LQ mps also exposed two emerging British ~ception areas 

in northem Brampton and central Ajax. Govemment sponsored refugees, namely Southeast 

Asians and Central Americans, were inclined toward settling in c e n t d k d  neighbourhoods 

w here the y frequentl y became entrapped for extended periods due to limited occupational 

skills, financial resources, and linguistic capacity. Although 1978- 198 1 (aggregate) 

admissions continued to register relatively high dissunilarity and concentration levels, they 

were not exchsively overrepresented in weildehed inner-city districts. Concentration 

scattering was emerging as a distinctive, rather than devianve, manifestation of settlement 

configurations according to LQ rnapping of ethnicity by immigration p e n d  for 1981. 

Locational variance between each subsequent intake interval reflects the decennalization and 

dispenion of apartment complexes within Metroplitan Toronto dong with the CMA's 

ovedi suburbanization (Richmond and Kalbach 1980). Momver, RCE index values 



indicate thai l978- 198 1 arrivals were either çeüling in decenaalized locales or relocating 

there in a narrower h e  span than their predecesson." 

Post-Industriai Urban Restructuring (1983-1 989) 

As Metropolitan Toronto reached m~urity by the early-1980s, a second and 

ongoing developrnent wave (1 986- 1990) extended into exurban areas (Hughes 1995). The 

urban envelope had spread outwards by 1989 such thaî ethnic communities were evident in 

Markham and Unionville (Relph 1997). Urban fom, in the context of industrial decline 

and resultant sectoral agnrnent. conMued to display a galactïc, multinodal configuration 

containing "internally homogeneous and spatially segrnented concentdons of 

similar ... social groups" (Boume 199 1 b, 2 1). Residential and employment growth were still 

being directed to suburban nodes and selected core m a  iocales. A downtown 

intensification, or reurbanization, strategy involving infill housing in underutilized sites and 

the conversion and adaptive reuse of older structures for mixed-uses was also implemented 

to regulate urban form and population distribution (Gartner 1995; Campsie 1995). Eievated 

residential density levels were stipulated for new suburban land transformation in 

conjunction with an insistence on contiguous property developrnent and provision of 

alternative housing options. Consolidation was promoted dong artenal routes in an effort 

to constrain the rapid rural to suburban then urban growth sequence in fringe 

cornrnunities such as Aurora and New Market (Bryant and Lemire 1993). 

f, Crosstabulations involving ethnicity. immigration period, tenw, aod mobüity starus show tbat Iamaicans 
are more inclined towatds houshg rental and intra-urb migration than other ethnic communities. Since 
newcomers are generally predisposed to renting during the first five years afkr admission, muent 
relocatioa can be interpreted as a composent of their continual çearch for appropriate and affordable 
accommodation (CMHC 1994 and 1996). 



In terms of socid implicati011~~ Carnpsie (1995, 25) evaluates intensification as 

"particdarIy inappropriate in a multicuitural ci ty... where diverse urban forms should be 

able to emerge." New settlen were progressively king thnist into outlying yet sattered 

enclaves as redevelopment and adaptive reuse began to curtail their central area 

counterparts* absorption capacity (Boume 199 1 b). immigration and mobility data confirm 

thïs assertion. The CMA's ethnic composition experienced signifiant divenification to the 

point where some subdivisions were k ing  planned with guidance from cultural interpreters 

to ensure that concerns and preferences of prospective homeowners were addressed 

(Hughes 1995). Another phenomenon b t  has been accorded limiteci discussion is the 

provision and location of ethno-specific non-profit and CO-op housing." Often built in the 

form of row-housing, townhouses and qatment buildings, these endeavours are prirnarily 

owned and operateci by more prosperous and institutionally complete ethnic cornrnunities. 

Yet newcomers and established households of other nationdities are often domided in 

these units due to anti-discriminatory legislation. These initiatives* depending upon where 

they exist. can either create additional enclaves or compliment enmnched ones. This sector 

is becoming an increasingly important source of new rentai and ownership accommodation 

as the supply of rental housing stock declines and the average prie  of homes continues to 

nse beyond the means of new and ment  admissions (Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto 

1989). 

Although economic recovery and stable gro wth were resumed in Metropolitan 

Toronto by 1983, continued admission and newcomer convergence upon large cities during 

the pst-industrial tramfomiation phase resulted in a mismatch between employer 

requirements and newcomer' s skills (Waldinger 1989). unmigration policy was quickly 

reformulated in 1984 such that it contributed to the econornic restrucniring and expansion 

Initiateci in 1981. the iocremental replacement of pubüc with non-profit housing is a direct cesult of 
goveninient poiicy alterations - nameiy, curtaiIed finaocid assistance for new residential projects (Weiss 
1986). 



pro ces^.'^ The immigrant entrepreneur and investor programs were respectively introduced 

in 1984 and 1986 while new independent category selection criteria were applied since 

1985? Further amenciments to the Immi&on Acî included a more restrictive refuge 

determinaiion process (1987) and a reduction of the m u a l  assisted relatives quota ( 1988). 

Immigrant spahi distribution among and within urban areas, however, was stiU beyond 

government jurisdiction. 

Most business migrants went directly to Toronto. Vancouver or Montréai. They had 

the economic resources to purchase properties in oudying districts irnmediately upon amival 

or shortly thereafter (Bdakrishnan 199 1; Nash 1994). Many of them used existing 

suburban enclaves. such as Agincoa as initial settlement points during the 1988- 199 1 

interval. Indeed, there was an ongoing debate in major Canadian cities throughout the late- 

1980s as to whether urban sprawl was attributable to business immigrants. It was 

suggested that they contrïbuted to the appreciation of suburban mai estate pnces and rend 

housing cos& thereby inducing other residents to seek less expensive outer suburban and 

fringe area dwellings (Johnson 1992; Fincher 1997). Some of those with subsfantiai capital 

to invest participated in subdivision development and Uuier-city ethnic enclave revitalkation 

projects. Business immigrants, it was assumed because of their higher income would have 

high physical mobility and hence reduced domiciliary differentiation. In contrast, Jamaican 

anivals (1988-1991) with lower incomes did register high concentration and dissirnilarity 

scores. Yet their ovedl decentralization pattern was not consistent with the capital needed 

assumption for such a pattern. Housing market circurnstances played a greater role in this 

-- 

zi Stafford (1994) determined lhat annual admission level expansions s ine 1984 have been influenad by 
political agenda (Le. a supply-side economic strategy) rather than demographic considerations. A direct 
linking of migration and capital was iatended to promote econornic development and job creation. The 
comection between immigration and demographics slowly ~eemerged during the late-1980s when it was 
argued that newcomers are needed to "maintain a desired population size in the Eace of declining 
fertdïty, ... counter the effects of an aging popuIatim, ...and..g enerate positive economic growth" (Stafford 
1994,299). 

The business immigration program was actualïy established in 1978 when the "entrepreneur" and "self- 
employed" classifications were recognized but it was not until 1984 that business migrants were promoted 
to second rank (in oveneas processing) after M y  class and refugee intakes. 



case. Higher inner borough land costs, reasonably pnœd outer suburban homes, the 

placement of high-density apartment buildings and townhouse complexes, and the 

selectivity (Le. socioeconornic profile) of recent intakes better explain the dispersed 

Jamaican residential configuration of 199 1 (Balakrishnan 199 1; Olson and Kobayashi 

1993; Murdie 1992 and 1994; Henry 1994). 

Low-density peripheral sprawl and non-contiguous fringe area developrnent 

continue to produce a discontinuous urban realm (Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto 

1991a). The term 'reurbanization' has k e n  applied to infer "a modeme reversal" of 

suburban population and employment flows and the "emergence of higherdensity nodes 

within the suburbs as a result of the spatial reconcentration of activities already decentnlized 

from the urban core" (Boume 1993.8). Given the changing form of suburbanization. three 

alternative urban stmcture concepts were identified and assessed by the geopolitid entities 

composing the Greater Toronto Area (GTA): spread, centralization. and nodal. 

Respectively. they focus upon continued and uncontrolled low-density suburban/fringe 

sprawl; intensification of new high-density (re)development at specific sites within the 

existing urban envelope, especially Metropoiitan Toronto; and limited intemiediatedensity 

suburban expansion within and around existing communities dong with redevelopment, 

revitalization and reuse (IB 1 Group 1990). Since the GTA had already begun to develop a 

multi-centred urban form and since Metropolitan Toronto planning directives included 

growth to centres, comdors, and mixed-use developrnent, the urban node option was 

irnplemented because of its provisions for a comp~hensive anay of housing, density, and 

population mixtures in a relatively more compact f o m  

In terms of ethnic spatial distdxtion, a polynucleated metropolis cm best be 

described by a'shot gun' residential distribution pattern. Dispersed concentrations are 



sustained by such a pattern. New immigrants are integrated into the d a n  system through 

ethno-specifk and/or mdticulninl reception areas located away from established 

ethnoburbs. Proposed rezoning io permit ~ n a l  in single-detached homes would hirther 

substantiate such a configuration and would serve to faditate immediate suburban 

residency and fimher encourage chah migration. For example, both imer-city (e-g. Regent 

Park) and suburban public housing projects (e.g. the lane-Finch and Birchmount-Fich 

areas) have ken  targeted for redesign to lower densities. Redevelopment plans for Regent 

Park North dl for the razhg of old low-rise apartments and barracks-like townhouses and 

their replacement with new private-sector rnixed tenure structures. Upon completion, the 

area "would be transformed from an enclave for destitute single mothers and new 

immigrants on welfare into a neighbourhood of residents with mixed incornes" (Phillip 

1997, AlO). Moss Park, Lawrence Heights and parts of St. James Town are also 

prospective candidates. Further immigrant and refuge dispersion and d e c e n m o n  

would be a direct outcome of such public housing stock alterations. 

To rerec;itulate the discussion of the last twenty pages, a chronological su- of 

post-war residential placement among ethnic groups and ment immigrant arrivals 

corresponding with each of the Toronto urban developrnent phases discussed above is 

presented in Figure 18. The graph suggests that the residential distribution patterns of 

different ethnic groups fouow a sequence of adjusunent and response to changes in the 

location of available and accessible housing. That part of the cause may also be the effect is 

not denied here. 

The traditional practice of reducing immigrant intakes during economic downtums 

was ignored by Canada in 1990 when annuai limits for the next five years were substantially 

r a i d ,  foreign worker admission requirements were simplifie& and the famiiy class 

definition was tightened. Govemment hearings determined that Canada codd absorb 

150,000 to 200,000 newcomers annudy without any serious social or economic difficulties 

(McCracken and Jemess 1994). Major dennition and procedural revisions were introduced 
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Figure 1 8. Linking Urban Form Development and Ethnic Distribution Patterns 
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antecedent and residuai growth, h w s  denote anticipami trend continuation, 



in the 1992 Immi~ t ion  Acî amendment to provide more effective management of refbgee 

determination and irnmimt selection. Economic arguments for immigration smounted 

demopphic ones such that a greater degree of importance was placed upon linking it with 

economic and human resource development policies. Short-terrn labour market conditions 

were considered when intake levels were set in order to avoid newcorner influes during 

high unemployrnent periods (Whitaker 1991). Reference was given to applicants with 

greaier skills margins and business migrants who could adjust and contribute to a npidly 

changing post-industrial economy (Inglis. Birch and Sherington 1997)." Selection 

regdations were sirearnlined in 1996 such thai independent immigrants were assessed 

accordhg to langage proficiency, professional qualXcations, and occupational adaptability 

(Sarick 1996). It was expected that they wouid seek jobs and shelter outside ethnic enclaves 

and networks. Income level assessments for guarantors and binding ten year contracts 

between sponsors and immigrants were introduced in 1997 to eliminate sponsonhip 

defaults and fraudulent social assistance claims (PeiroI 1997). This meas- wiIi likely 

result in fewer such immigrants and in proportionately more instances of norninated 

relatives residing with their guarantors. 

The govemment's desire to control the regional impacts of international migration 

resulted in a clause stipulating that "immigration officers rnay impose specific conditions 

on immigrants with respect to their place of residence" (Hiebert 1994. 257). Entry was 

granted to individu& possessing specific skius which were required in a particular region 

of Canada provideci that they agree to live there for at least two years. Once again, nothing 

was mentioned about how this conditional admittance would be enforced. By 1993, the 

Immigration Minister proposed a reduction of immigrant flows towards the t h e  main 

rnempolitan destinations. Attempts to conml settiement geography produced marginal 

impacts since the Charter of Rights guarantees M o m  of movement Once landed, 

S e ~ c e  seaor growth withiu the context of d a n  ecmomic restmcturing requires both high and low 
siciiied workers (Waldioger and Bozorgmeher 1996). 



immigrants cm not be told where they must reside. Thug the Toronto CMA continued to 

aaract the largest number of foreign, especially family class. migrants whose influx have 

offset urt>an population decline and stimulated suburban p w t h  (Sarick 1994; DeMara 

1995). Twenty percent of d l  1993 admissions into Canada (55,695 immigrants) intended to 

settle in Metropohtan Toronto (Carey 1995). A large enough number of ment (Le. 1988- 

199 1) anivals have senled in decenaalked enclaves to have a measurable effect upon ethnic 

residential distribution patterns. This assertion is substantiated by statistical evidence which 

reveals widely scattered clustes of moderate concentmtion which exclude centdimi entry 

points. These nodes cover a range of housing types and tenure options? Immigration 

accounted for alrnost 60% of the CMA's population growth by 1996 and its contribution 

was forecast to be at least 6 7 8  by 202 1 (Valpy 1996). 

Formulating an Explicative Mode1 of Ethnic and Immigrant Residential 
Patterning 

The foregoing analysis and discussion ~veaied that spatial articulation, in the form 

of enclave settlements, continues to exist arnong ethnic collectivities and their foreign-born 

constiiuenü. They also demonstrate that ethnicity. as an indicator of Shevlq and Bell's 

(1955) segregation construct, is still an important dimension of urban social space. This 

research undencores the sectoral and nodal arrangements' ongoing significance and utility 

in describing enclave placement and suburban movement (Berry 1965; Murdie 1969; W 

1976; Ray 1977). Locali7iition among the referenœ and study populations, however, does 

not exclusively correspond to either of these arrangements; each group has its own distinct 

signature. Neighbourhood differentiation according to ethnicity exhibits an increasingly 

immigration policy reorientation towards those with the mcam of supporthg thernselves is apparent in 
the substantially increased share of ownership amoag recent Chinese arrivals (hm 49% in 1981 to 74% in 
1991). 



complex ge~~gaphic pattern chanctenzed by deciining residential separacion along with 

grever enclave deconcentration and dispersion. To this end, Multie h i c  Uihabitants are 

spatially indistinguishable from their British counterparts. Other groups display pecuiiar 

distributions distinguished by enduring c o n c e n ~ o n s  within or near the urban core which 

hinction as residual reception areas along with dispersed and often hgmented enclaves 

which, as locations of second or subsequent relocaîion, have attmcted ensuing immigrant 

arrival~.'~ These observations echo many of the urban sociology fmdings discussed in the 

Literature review. The study and reference groups generally foilow sealement patterns and 

community types described in Agocs' (1977, 1979, 198 1) spatial typology. For instance, 

the suburbanized-cluste~d combination corresponds to Toronto's Jewish transplanted 

community, Iamaican reception centres, dong with Chinese and Greek new suburban 

settlements. Atemtorial Bntons and Multiethnics foiiow the suburbanized-dispersed 

variant. There is less classification clarity arnong centdiad populations because 

Aboriginal enclaves are dispersed while residual communities and urban villages associated 

with segments of the Greek and Chinese entities are clustered. Nonetheless, this research 

c o n f m  the foxmation of ethnic c o n c e n ~ o n  nodes during the peripherai movement of 

previous immigrant amivals (Davies and Murdie 1993). Residential congregation among aii 

immigrants, according to mival period, foilows a traditional pattern of declining 

concentration and increasing dispersion with length of tirne since admission into Canada. 

Recent intakes. although more concentrated han their foreninners, are increasingly scattered 

throughout the C M .  especidy within Metroplitan Toronto. An examination of 

senlement pattern by ethnicity and admission interval reveaied a much more pronounced 

'shot gun' dispersion. These observations necessitate further investigation and an 

alternative expianation of spatial reaiity which accounts for urban form and housing 

location. Since this research focuses upon contemporary trends, a composite representation 

While som ethnic communities mainmin protracteci priods of concentration despite suburbaa relocation, 
nom of their constituents inhabit clusters which can be classifieci as permanent ghettos maintaineci by 
involuntary segregation (Boa1 1976). 



of ethnic enclave locations evident in 199 1 along with concentration areas among 1978- 

198 1 entrants according to ethnic origin and 1988- 199 1 aggregate arrivais, constitute the 

next step in formdating an explicative rnode~.'~ Exceptiondy high LQ values equal to and 

greaier than four are charted to determine whether newcomers initially take up residence 

within existing ethnic localizations. 

Several patterns are evident in Maps 155 and 156. A minor yet appreciable segment 

of 1978-1981 arrivals (20.84%) resided outside of Metropditan Toronto. Initiai residence 

in the outer suburbs, particularly western ones, and a few urbanized h g e  districts twk 

place among some Britons (7.56%). Greeks (4.26%), Multiethnics (27.36%) and 

Aboriginals (9.88%)." None of these entiy points contained, or were in close proxiMty to, 

elevated population densities associated with each of the aforementioned groups. unmigrnt 

senlement configurations at the metropolitan scale comply with traditional assumptions 

insofar as overseas migrants are inched to establish themselves in or near œntralized and 

suburban neighbourhoods where theîr compatriots congregated (refer to Map 156). There 

were also numerous instances in which recent admissions belonging to one ethnic unit 

penetrated in areas associated with that of another coilectivity. Although Jewish resettlement 

prirnarily occurred along the Bathurst axis' western portion as well as the Bayview am, 

some 1978- 198 1 amivals did register high agglomeration levels in peripheral census tracts 

30 The territorial integrity of primary imer-city and secoodary suburban ethnic enclaves, with certain 
exceptions, was fairiy stable between 198 1 and 199 1- Hence, data based upon the latest censal year is 
employed. Jamaican enclaves are based on 1991 aggregate community data and immigrant concenaations 
reported in previous research (Stevens 1978; Carey 1983; Henry 1994; Ray 1994). 

'' Thex figures cepment the proportion of 1978-1981 entrants that lived in census tracts where LQ > 4. 
The respective shares of 1978-1981 intakes dweliing outside of Metroplitan Toronto but within the CMA 
for the British, Greek, MuItiethnic, and Aboriginal communities are: 36.57%. 7.75%. 29.55% and 11.94%. 
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Map 155. Ethnic and Immimnt Settlement Patterns. Toronto CMA. 199 1 

Map 156. Ethnic and Immimnt Settlement Patterns. Metromlitan Toronto. 1991 



belonging to the eastem concentration band.)' Chinese landings gravitated towards existing 

imer-city enclaves. The shift towards suburban reception areas among this community is 

not .strongly reflected by the 1981 data since it gained rnomentum thereafter. Congruent to 

theu established counterparts* aterritorial na-, residentid placement among British and 

Multiethnic extemal migrants are indicative of the emerging trend towards increasing cluster 

dispersement. Hellenic multinodiality was rein forced by recent intakes. A noteworthy 

directional deviation directed towards western York was also discerned. Estimates based on 

1991 data and secondary sources indicate that Jamaicans were assembled in dispened 

pockets which coincide with sububan multiple dwelling clusters. 

ApYtment buildings siniated in tracts containing erninent concentrations of newly 

arrived individuals, as per immigration p e n d  and mobiiity records, are identified in Map 

157. Instead of arbitrarily specibing these structures within applicable spatial units, 

locational precision was increased by consulting aparûnent cluster rnaps (Ken and Spelt 

1965; Spelt 1973; Nader 1975) and air photos taken in 199 1. The geographic arrangement 

of 1978- 198 1 entrants according to ethnic origin concentration is presented in ternis of dots 

which idenw overrepresentation in individual high-rise building complexes.'' Enclave- 

oriented settlement, particularly arnong Jews and Jamaicans, is sustained by the presence of 

numerous apartment buildings which supply inunediate post-&val accommodation. 

S pillover into adjacent tracts is also amibutable to the prevalence and accessibility of cheap 

rentai units. The apparent invasion of one ethnic population's latest immigrants into 

another origin group's enclave cm be partidy explained by shifting apartment vacancies. 

There were also severai incidents involving concurrent congregation among two or more 

ethnic cornmunities in suburban districts which do not register high population densities for 

any particular ethnicity. These zones disclose polyethnic or universal ports of entry (such 

'* The number of immigrants according to ethnic origin and arriva1 period were not avaiiable for 199 1. 

33 It canot be ascertained h m  published census information in wbich particular building(s) 
overrepresentation occurs. WbiIe not shown, aggregate 1978-1981 anivals were concenaated (LQ = 4-5) in 
a tract, coataining singledetached homes and other multiple dweiiings, associated with Cbiaatown East. 





as around Fairview Mall in North York). Decentralized and scattered pockets of external 

migrant ovempresentation coincide with Chinese and Jewish enclaves thus indicating that 

most 1988 and 1990 admissions belonged to these two groups. 

Using the two previous composite maps and conceptual model presented in Figure 

10, a schematic model of immigrant settlement and ethnic residential patterns, based on 

prevailing and emerging spatial trends conducive to domiciliary inventory, is developed 

(refer to Figure 19). This model focuses upon and relates the interaction among three major 

determinants of residential configuration: urban form, ethnic enclaves, and immigrant 

~ettlement.~'' Items subsumed under each causal factor respectively relate to development 

initiatives associated with the post-industrid and reurbanization urban growth stages, the 

spatial manifestation of ethnic diversity and differentiation, and metropolitan entry points 

connected to various immigrant streams. It has been emphasized that different waves of 

post-war newcomers are incorporated into the urban fabric during various expansionary 

phases. Emerging spatial trends also affect social differentiation patterns. As such, further 

elaboration of these facton is necessary. MuItinodidity, diffusion, and fragmentation are 

indicative of a post-modem cityscape (Mahieu 1994). A monocentric layout albeit with a 

less influential core area does not negate the emergence or existence of nodal arrangements 

since "internally homogeneous and spatially segmented concentrations of similar social 

groups" are primarily located in suburban locales (Bourne 1989b. 21). Redevelopment, 

intensification. and adaptive reuse projects have huther reduced the transition zone's 

capacity to absorb new immigrants in terms of housing stock filtration and ethnic 

succession. Consequently, fewer recent intakes are establishing themselves in the nearby 

residual reception areas. The progressive decentxahation and dispersion of inexpensive 

and available rental accommodation continues to attract various immigrant streams thereby 

Six factors were noted in the conceptual model. Of these. immigration policy and internal differentiation 
have been taken into consideration as they md. Prevailing economic circumstances and housing market 
mechanisms. social mix directives along with employmeot decentralization and dispersion are discussed in 
term of urban form. The influence of ethno-specific social service agencies upon sealement patterns has 
not been addressed since this research does not investigate institutiond completeness. 





producing scattered suburban entxy points. New and ernerging reception areas inevitably 

involve a pronounced d e p  of vertical concentration (Ray 1994; Vincent 1995). Isolated 

pockets ace also fomed by newcomen who select housing on the bais of ethnic affiliation 

yet their population base is insufficient to form ethnoburbs of excessive intemal 

hornogeneity (Dmoch and Marston 1987). Amws ~presenting urban growth show the 

direction of low density sprawl and envelope extension which have contributed to outward 

enclave expansion and the evolution of fngmented clusters (Darroch and Marston 1987). 

New constmction activity is expected to take place outside of Metropditan Toronto where 

fewer development constrainfi exist. A locational shift in the supply of new housing is 

anticipated as remaining vacant lands near fidl development and apamnents becorne 

increasingly available in the outer suburbs due to development diversification (GTA 1993). 

The extent of built-up area enlargement and location of affordable housing WU continue to 

influence ethnic and immigrant sertlement patterns. 

Ethnicity has emerged as an important factor in explainhg social segmentation 

within cities (Berry 1965; Darroch and Marston 1971; Foman 1976; McVey and Kaibach 

1995). Recognizing the increasing complexity of social differentiation within the context of 

a chmging urban forrn, the Social Mosaic Hypothesis acknowledges ethnic origin as one of 

sevenl axes of divergence (Borne 1989). Locational bias variation is a product of 

enhanced diversification. As such, the diffe~nt types of enclaves in Figure 18 disclose the 

spatial organization and directional movernent of ethnic comrnunities accoràing to 

dissimüarity, concentration and centralization indices as well as configurations identified in 

previous research (Berry 1965; Murdie 1969; Boal 1976; Ray 1997; Agocs 1977, 1979 and 

198 1). Ahihr'arily dispersed and aterritorial arrangements substantiate the presence of 

residential patterns which exist at a finer resolution than rlligs, wedges, and nodes (Knox 

1987; Davies and Murdie 1993). Ethnic suburbanization occurs as a set of simultaneous 

processes: residential mobility among an established ethnic coiiectivity's members who 

have achieved socioeconornic parity with the host society (i.e.  location to single-detached 



suburban dwellings) and spillover migration fiom cenaalized enclaves into adjacent districts 

arnong another segment of the same group or continued outward expansion dong pnor 

geographicd Liaes (e.g. Jews). 

Immigration policy and settlernent criteria have detemùned intake levels socio- 

econornic profdes and extent of ethnic divenity associated with successive waves. Initial 

senlement points are strongly influenced by the educational, occupational. Linguistic, and 

financial characteristics of each Stream (Baiakrishnan and KrJlt 1984). Centraiized enclaves 

were typicd of earlier entrants who sealed in distinct ethnic neighbourhds due to lower 

educationai m e n t  and employment skilis (Balakrishnan 1991). Selection critena have 

ken  instrumental in f a d t a ~ g  settlement cluster s ca t t e~g  to the point where imer-city 

concentrations have becorne residual reception areas.3s Nominateci and sponsored 

individuals tend to estabkh thernselves in areas of secondary settlement thereby sustaining 

multinucleated patterns indicative of chain migration (Richmond 1967a; Burnley and 

Kalbach 1984). Independent class admissions usually gravitate to diverse suburban 

enclaves containing various tenm options. Those with sufficient financial resources are 

capable of securing immediate exurban residenc y. As previousl y noted. recent admissions 

from new source countries do not necessarily have areas of (horizontal) residential 

concentmtion in which to initiaily enter into due to a relatively s rna  constituency which 

impedes cluster formation and institutional c~rnpleteness.~~ Ethnic diversity is escalating as 

newcomers are selected on the basis of admission criteria rather than preferred States. The 

interaction of urban form, ethnic diveisity, and Unmigration policy has dispersed immigrant 

settlement patterns and created an increasingly complex ethnic spatial arrangements. 

Refugees h m  divergent source couames and without relatives or fkiends often fiad temporary 
acc.omtnodation in transition housing (e.0. downtown bosteis) then move to affomle rend units in 
subdan locales. Readily available private-sector units are geaerally too expensive for social assistance 
allowances so many refugees end up in subsidized housing arrangements (City of Toronto Housing 
Department 1992b). 

This is particularly crue of immigrant sneams that have "arriveci as a succession of class fhgmnts" 
(Olson 199 1, 51 1. Socioeoaomic ciifferences impede ethnic homogeneity and the desire for residential 
proximity in tenns of collective adjustment and integration. 



CEiAPTER 11 

RESEARCH OVERVLEW AND CONCLUDING RIEMARKS 

Research Overview 

A hindarnentd question was posed at the commencement of this dissertation: Are 

ethnic groups displaying a new dispersed (i.e. 'shot gun') pattern of residential location? It 

was hypothesized that newly aniveci immigrants, including those belonging to visible 

minorities, no longer follow domiciliary configurations as prescribed by traditional urban 

ecological models and that some never did. Furthemore, it was hypothesized that both 

established and recent ethnic groups are dernonmathg a changing spatial pattern 

characterized by increasing dispersion and enclave scattering. 

Focusing upon the t h e  most recent decenniai censuses with an emphasis on 198 1 

and 199 1. the dparnic nature of residential patterns among selected ethnic communities and 

period of immigration was examined using the Toronto CMA as a laboratory and seven 

ethnic groups as case studies. The iiteraiure review established that urban social geographic 

thought experienced a series of conceptual and methodologicai reorientations and 

refinements. Changing urban form and structure in addition to increasiig social 

complexities, have also incited a reexamination of socio-spatial reality including that of 

ethnicity. A nascent conceptual mode1 descnbing various spatial outcornes relative to 

primary destinations of initial immigrant sealement and subsequent relocation was 

developed according to propositions discussed in the Literature review. 

Three dimensions of spatial differentiation (evemess, cenaalization and 

concentration) were rneasured and thematic crosstabulations generated to ascertain whether 

miapared distributional trends we= materiaiking or tradtional ones persisted. Most 

ethnic collectivities rnaintained intexmediate and stable dissimilarity levels. The greatest and 



least amount of dorniciliary sepantion were maintaineci by Jewish and Multiethnic 

inhabitants respectively. Although the Index of Dissimilarity values seem to have declined 

with increased residency since immigrant admission. as per traditional assumptions, the 

latest intakes enumerated in 1981 and 1991 also exhibit a higher degree of residential 

integraiion. The extent of spatid concentration. as measured by Location Quotient (LQ, 

has also been comparatively stable with only minor fluctuations. Enceptionally elevated 

values, indicative of locaiiaion, wem noted by Jews, Abonginals and the Chinese. 

Cartographie representations of LQ values reveal thaî memkrs of the British referenœ 

population are not overrepresented in any dwelling districts which substantiates using them 

as a good reference group. Indicative of ethnic amalgamation and an emergent identity, 

Multiethnic individuals display an atemoriai distribution that excludes marginal 

congregation overlap with any cultural groups from which potential members may be 

drawn. Multiple nuclei apportionments are noted among the Hellenic and Chinese 

communities whose downtown enclaves persist despite declining temtorial integrity due to 

inter-enclave spillover and increasing newcorner petration while suburban enclaves are 

k ing  formed and expanded. Aboriginals and Jamaicans are prirnarily concentrated in 

scattered pockets with the latter group concurrently rnaintaining imer-city and suburban 

clusters which, however, coincide wiih low arnenity domains dong railway comdon. The 

latter ethnic unit is predisposed to residency in rental complexes. 

Concentration levels according to immigration period, mobility status (i.e. extemal 

migrants) and ethnic origin by admission interval dirninish with increased time since 

entering Canada. Recent arrivals consistently registered higher LQ values in 199 1 but the 

location of census tracts in which they were concentrated was Uicreasingly scattered when 

compared to 198 1 patterns. Ethnie groups display unique yet intemally v;uiable and less 

predictable immigrant localizaton configurations which are collectively characterized by 

cluster dispersion arnong t i i  latest intakes who enter the rnetropoiitan area via secondary 



enclaves or new outer suburban and multiculniral ports of entry. This obsewation strongly 

c o n f m  the emergence and endurance of the hypothesized 'shot gun* distribution model. 

The analysis of selected rnobility, tenure and socio-economic variables indiates that 

non-movers prevailed amid nearly all ethnic units with intra-dan relocation king most 

common among mobile individuals. These observations also applied to the latest immigrant 

&vals. Accommodation in rend housing is more typical of visible rninorities (i.e. 

Abonginals and Jamaicans) dong with dl recent arrivais h p e c t i v e  of ethnicity. Newly 

admitted Greek and Chinese pesons in 198 1 and 199 1 displayed a -ter predisposition 

towards ownership. Chain migration, as approxirnated by census family status daîa, was 

present within the Greek, Chinese and Jmnican communities. Suburban residency among 

Jewish, Multiethnic and Chinese people is pYtially reflected by a greaer segment of each 

collectivity possessing post-secondary educvional achievement Household income levels 

tend to be higher when British., Jewish and Multiethnic people are considered, average yet 

increasing arnong the Greeks and Chinese, and considerably Iower for Aboriginals and 

Jamaicans. With respect to the lvest immigruit arrivais in 1991, average household incorne 

figures indicate that eaming levels among newcorners genedly increase with Iength of 

residency in Canada. Jewish and Jamaican households are respectively representative of the 

higher and lower ends of the income spectrum. 

At the outset of this dissertation, it was suggested that urban form and immigration 

Bows change concurrently and that newcomers enter the metropohtan environment during 

various stages of its development. The dynamic nature of urban form was thus proposed as 

alternative contextual environment in which to explain ethnic as well as immigrant residentiai 

distribution. Linkages were established between metropditan growth periods and overseas 

migrant setdement patterns. Since newcorners primarily rent during the irnmediate post- 

arriva1 phase, the shifting location and dispersion of affordable housing, especiaiiy 

apartment clusters, was exarriined and found to correspond with and infiuence points of 

initiai sealement Revisions were then made to the concepnial mode1 such that it more 



accurately reflects the increasing complexity of ethnic habitation configurations within and 

immigrant entry into metropolitan areas. 

In ctosure and in reference to the research question and hypotheses. it can be 

affirmed that ethnic and immigrant areal apportionment is increasingly complex less 

predictable, and dispened. The 'shot gun' pattern is less evident among ethnic groups 

when native- and foreign-bom members are combined. Those reporting a Multiethnic 

identity displayed the greatest extent of divergence in ternis of residential congregation. As 

a coilechvity, they are highly dispersed while foreign-born members are excessively 

conœntrated in scattered pockets. Measurernents of selected residential differentiation 

dimensions confimi the existence of an aggregate ethnic mosaic and increased spatial 

dispersion among individual ethnic groups. 

Concluding Remarks 

As with any exploratory research a supplementary objective is to present 

suggestions for additional inquj.. There is much scope for more detailed investigations 

and methodological improvements in ternis of masurement, analysis and inter-urban 

companbility. Independent replication under slightly varied conditions. such as additional 

or other ethnic groups within the same or different C'MA, would strengthen the validity and 

generalizability of fhdings presented herein. An extension of inqujr could also reveal and 

reduce potential erros by considering other dimensions of residential separation such as 

clustenng and exposure. Otherwise, post-1991 census data should be examined to 

determine whether observrd patterns and processes have continued apace. It would also 

funüsh an opportunity to measure and map ethnic and immigrant settlement configurations 

during the current reurbanization phase of metropolitan developrnent. 

The complexity of p s t - b v a l  dorniciliary mobility patterns among newcomrs 

ought to be studied in greater detail. Confidentiaüty considerations prevent such an 



investigation fmm king conducted using public census records. Notwithstanding the 

commissioning of Statistics Canada to produce custorn tabulations, independent survey 

research, using multiple data collection methods. is encounged to complement and advance 

existing knowledge. A recent initiative in this direction has been launched by a tearn of 

acadernic geographen and social workers. This longitudinal project will examine housing 

experiences among recently anived imrni_pnts and refugees in Toronto (Murdie 1997). 

Case studies of the housing search process arnong three ethnic coiiectivities being 

monitored (Polish, Jarnaican and Somali) are of panicuiar interest as they may provide clues 

about directional movements and neighbourhood placement by way of household search 

space. 

Crosstabulabons were restricted to the assessrnent of seiected variables and aimed at 

the generation of comparative thematic profiles. Correlation andlor regression analyses 

could be conducted to measure the strength of relationships between variables influencing 

intra-urban mobiiity as well as tenure and ownership pattern over the .  Proximity to work 

place by ethnic origin and immigration p e n d  should be examined in t e m  of economic 

resuucturing and sectoral reorientation which thernselves have contributed to the 

reorganization of uhan fabric (Sirnmons and Bourne 1989). Also, the numkr of ethnic 

groups could be expanded somewhat. The suggestions presented above indicate that 

numerous aspects of ethnic and immigrant spatial articulation remain relatively unexplored. 

Any one of these proposed studies would contribute to urban social geography's facnial 

base. 





CATEGORIZATION TAXONOMY 

Mark-in Entries 

Mark-in entry groups are hcluded and arranged on the basis of fiequency response 

in the previous census. The ordering was dtered in 199 1 to reflect the "chmging relative 

size" of Canada's ethnic populations more accurately whüe the List of example ethoic 

origins was expanded to include the largest unlisted groups (Statistics Canada 1992a). 

Newly amved ethnic groups do not autornaticaiiy obtaio a mark-in entry; inclusion is based 

upon numerid strength. Consequently, ethnic organizations instruct their mernben to 

report a specific identity in an effort to "secure a place on the census questionnaire kt" 

(White 1993,SO). 

Write-in: <<Other (Specify)" 

This is the place where respondents register an ethnic origin which is not included 

among those listed in the &-in section. The third write-in space was deleted in 1991 

because of a low response rate in 1986. Figures are tabulated and published in census 

catalogues for groups with a significant numerical presence. After 196 1, for example, 

persons of Greek ancestry recorded their answer in the wnte-in section while 

corresponding figures are printed under the heading 'Greek.' Answen from individuals 

spec@ing an origin not included elsewhere in the ethnic origin classification taxonorny 

were rrll~cafed to the appropriate 'not included elsewhere' (n.i.e.) category in 199 1 or the 

corresponding hot eisewhere specified' (n.e.s.) or 'not othewise specified' (n .O .s .) 

counterparts in 1971 and 1981. For example, write-ins stating "Macedoniad' were 

automatically attributed to the Yugoslav nos designation before political pressure was 

brought upon the Canadian government to include this regionai identity as an ethnic one. 



Origins listed in Appendk B follow the United Nations Standard Geographicai Groupings 

in those cases where bbspecinc geographical mas are used to categorize ethnic and cultural 

groups" (Statistics Canada 1992a, 63). Missing ancestral groups which are not iisted in 

published catalogues due to insufficient numbers are included in special microfiche mes. 

Ody one space was provided for write-in answers for the 197 1 and 198 1 Censes. 

Respondents who identified with two or more ethnic groups other than those indicated as 

mark-ins were compelled to choose one group over another (Statistics Canada 1984a). 

This selection process could have been based upon either a conscious or random decision. 

The fmt written answer was coded in instances where two or more ethnic origins were 

noted. Non-response or provision of either bbindecipherable" or unclassifiable responses 

were resolved. accordhg to Statistics Canada (1984b), by assigning an answer derived 

from other house hold memben ancestry or the family unit' s langurige characteristics 

(usudy rnother tongue) if possible. 'Bavarian.' for instance. would be registered as 

Gerrnan while 'Alsatian' would be coded as either German or French. Answers not 

corresponding to pre-set ethnic categories are neither included in s p e d  records or 

published in census catalogues under the "other" or "unknown" classifications (Siatistics 

Canada 1986). The non-response rate is traditiondy low (e.g. 2.3% in 198 1) and very 

tolenble (White 1993). 

Possible rnisinterpretations of the ethnicity question are disclosed in a study of 

ethnic origin tramfer from parents to children. Data analysis was based upon a sarnple of 

16.000 two-parent families h m  British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and 

the Temtones. Fifty-nine percent of the households were composed of parents with 

different ethnic backgrounds. Rather than having a corresponding proportion of children 

with multiple origins, the ethnicity of one parent was registered for the o f f s p ~ g  in 49% of 

the mixed families. Another five percent of the sampled families recorded origins that was 

different h m  either parent (e.g. Canadian or English) or a combination of both parents' 

ancestries. (Statistics Canada 1984b). 



Nomenclature Consistency 

The temporal cornparison of ethnic origin daîa is affected by the consistency of 

categories. While most of the European origin classifications have k e n  invariable since 

197 1, that of other groups has differed in accordance with response rates (refer to Table 1 ). 

Man y aggregate categories are actuaily heterogeneous . Individuals from Meren t island 

backgrounds, for example, were coilectively ciassified as 'West Indian" in 1971 and as 

''Caribbean'" in 1981. By 1991, this group was broken down into several components, 

including Jamaican (re fer to Table 2). An enurneration of 1 9 8 1 single ethnic origin figures 

for persons h m  in Jarnaica indicates that 37.2% were categorized as Caribbean, 44.8% as 

British, 5.7% as Black, and 2.8% as Other Black (Statistics Canada 1984b). A reported 

ongin of Jamaican was coded to Caibbean for the 198 1 Census (Statistics Canada 1986). 

Canadian immigration statistics (country of iast permanent residence by year of landing) 

indicate that persons from Jamaica and Haiti dominate the Caibbean group. Shce the 

majority of Haitians reside in Montréal, it is reasonable to assume that West indian and 

Cxïbbean categories c m  be used a proxies for ethnic Jamaicans in the Toronto CMA. 

Ternis used to describe the abonginal populations differed slightly in 199 1. The 

label "North Amencan Indian" repiaced "Status Indian" and "non-Status indian." This 

removed an eliment of confusion, as in 198 1 when the categories were considered "within 

the realm of ethnicity" (White 1993, 48). Eskirno was added in 1991 to avoid response 

error but the category "Inuit/Eskimo" is presented as "Inuit" in published catalogues. M e r  

abonginai origins (e.g. tribal and band ongins) were recorded as "Amerindian, nos, nes" in 

1981 and as "ûther Aboriginal" in 1991 which was combined with the North Amencan 

Indian self-coded answer. In 1981, the 'Mens" category replaced the "Non-band Indian - 

on reserve" and bbNon-band Indian - off reserve" designations which were used in 1971 

while "Band Indian" and "Non-band Indian" were substituted with "Status indian" and 

"Non-S tatus Indian." 



Table 54. Com~arison of Ethnic OriPin Classifications. 197 1 - 199 1 

British: 

Englis h 
Sconish 
Irish 
Webh 
Other British nie .  

British: 

English 
Scottish 
Irish 
Welsh 
British n.o.s.' 
Other British' 

British: 

English 
Scottish 
Irish 
Welsh 

Jewish Jewis h Jewish 

Abori,&aI: 

North Amencan indian 

Metis 

Iaui t E s  kimo 
Other Aboriginal 

Statu lndian Band Indian 
Non-Sratus Indian Noa-Band indian 
,Metis Non-band M a n  - on reserve 

(Blank) - off reserve 
Inuit Inuit 
Amerindian, n.o.s., n.e.s. 

Chinese Chinese Chinese 

Jamaican C a r ï b b  West Indian 

Multiethnic not available no t available 

Notes: nie.  = not included elsewhere, n.e.s. = not elsewhere specified, and nos. = not otherwise specified 
U e r i d y  amibuted to English, Scottisti, Irish. or Welsh. 
' In 1991, Greek Cypriot was coded as a multiple response of Greek and Cypnot due to a low cesponse rYe 
in 1986 when the category was UlbOduOgd This is an example of over-fragnientation which renders the 
e thnic classification meaningless (White 1993). 



Table 55. Classification Taxonomv of Canbbean Orisjn~ 

West lndian 

Haitian 

Caribbean 

Hai tian Haitian 

Jamaican Jamaican 
Puerto Rican Puerto Rican 
Other Caribbean nie Other Caribbean nie 
Other West hdian Other West Indian nie 

Bztrbdm 

Cuban 

Notes: The West Indian category was divided into Caribbean and Haitian in 198 1 whiie the Can'bbean group 
itself was M e r  subdivided into Jamaican, Pueno Eücan. Other Caribbean n.i.e., and Other West hdïan in 
1986. In 1991. Bart>adian and Cuba were distinguished h m  the Other West Indian classification £hm 
which they emerged There is no column for the 1976 Census because the ethnic ori,gin question was not 
included 



Random Rounding and Area Suppression 

With the exception of total population counts, aii figures, are mdornly rounded up 

or down to a multiple of 5 or O to avert the possibility of relating small  figures to specific 

persons (e.g. 23 rnight become 20 or 25). Since totals are independently rounded, they do 

not necessdy equal the sum of individual rounded figures entered in census table rows 

and columns. Mïnor difTerences can be expened for comsponding totals and ceii values. 

This confdentiality procedue provides protection againsi direct, residud or negative 

disclosure without adding significant ermr to the census data The degree of distortion 

resulting from mdom rounding when celis are aggregated is not substantiaily increased. 

Except for instances in which a small number values are involved, rounding errors tend to 

'cancel out' when the same cells are re-aggregated. 

The area suppression procedure is also applied to the entire User Summary Tape 

(UST) and Basic Surnmary Tape (BST) programs and sample data files affecting Profile 

Series B bulletins. It serves to avoid disclosure as weii as the dissemination of 

insibonificant and potentidly deceitful infomiation associated with extremely s d  census 

tracts or subdivisions. These tracts and figures are deleated from tabulations whenever 

selfenurneration and canvasser areas ~spectively contain less thm 50 and 25 persons. 

Nonetheless, suppressed data are incorponted in aggregated subtotals and totals while 

basic population counts coilected on a 100% basis on be obtained for 'rnissing' areas. 

Geographic entities with fewer than 250 residents are deleated from UST and BST incorne 

distribution tables. including the 198 1 UST fiche versions. 



APPENDIX B 

CLASSIFICATION OF ETHNIC ORIGIN GROUPS 

. . 
Source: S tatistics Canada, 199 1 Census Dimonam (Ottawa: Minister of Industry, Science 
and Technology, 1992), 29-30. 

Notes: nie. = not included ekwhere 
Refer to the IndeChinese Ongins (Single Origins) figure for more detail. 



Table 56. N u m b e r a e n s u s  Tracts per Population R a w e  for Ethnic Oriein and Mobility 
Status. 19814991 

Year, Ethaic ûri,@n, P o ~ u I a t i o n  R a n o e  
and Mobility Status 0-80 80-225 225-500 500-970 970- 1925 1925+ 

British 
Greek 
Jewish 
iMulaethnic 
A boriefiai 
Chinese 
1976 Arrivals 

British 
Greek 
Jewish 
Multiethnic 
A borigiaai 
Chinese 
Jamal ican 
1986 Arrivais 
1990 Arrivais 



APPENDIX D 

Table 57. Number of Census Tracts per Population Ranae for Imrnimtion Penod and 
Ethnic Origin by Lmmimtion P e n d  198 1-1991 

P o ~ u l a t  Year, Pend, i o n  R a n u  
Ethnic ûri,oin 0-160 160-295 295-455 455-680 630-1050 1050+ 

Notes: BR = Briash. GR = G m k .  JE = lewish. MU = Muiticthnic. AB = A b o r i w  CH = Chinese. Jarnitican 
immigration data unavaiiabk for 198 1. 



GLOSSARY 

Assimilation - The process where by immigrants are absorbed into the mainStream 
society . An i i igrant '  s distinctive characteristics (i .e. culture, language, and ethnic 
identity) are abandoned andor subsequently lost 

Census Tract - A permanent, compact, socially homogeneous geostatistical area 
estabLished in small wban neighbourhood-like enclosures within large urban-centred 
regions. The population of census tracts normally ranges between 2,500 and 8,000 
residents. 

Centralization - The tendency to congegate in areas close to an urban ma's centrai 
business district. Centralization is distinguished h m  concentration on the grounds that the 
latter tenn denotes increasing population density only. Cenaaliwtion is measured by the 
Index of Relative Centraiization. 

Chain Migration - A population movement whereby individuals migrate to a particular 
destination and are subsequently followed by their families, distant relatives, and friends. 
The inhabitants of a specinc locality in the country of origin ernigrate and setde in areas 
where their family, relatives and/or finends reside. Uhnic concentrations are fomed when 
newcomen join their compatriots who have (re)located thernselves outside the original 
reception area 

Clustering - The process whereby people andor activities are in close spatial proximity. 
Clustering affords the 'critical mass' required for community development. A cluster may 
be indicated on a rnap by means of symbois; usudy dots. 

Concentration - The process or result of increasing the relative population density in a 
given area(s). Concentration is measured by the Location Quotient. 

Dispersion - The degree of scatter or spread usually measured as an average deviaiion 
from some cenerat value (e-g. mean and standard deviations) or the redistribution of an 
urban population fkom an-ezsting centre. in spatial analysis, the type of dispersion or 
deconcentration is described in terms of a continuum ranging from clustered, through 
random, to unifonn. 

Ethnic Group - A coUectivity within a larger population sharing or identifjmg with a 
distinct culture (actual or perceived) and united by a sense of cornmon origin, heritage, or 
ancesay based on race, nationality, and geographic origin or some combination thereof. 
The core group is assumed to be relatively stable with mernbership additions and Iosses due 
to migrarion. culturai assimilation, exogamy, life cycle perceptions of ethnic identiy as weli 
as births and deaths. 



Ethnic Origin - The social category of national identity according to which respondents 
classi@ thernselves. The census questions related to this temi are Listed below and in 
Appendix A: 

196 1 : 'To which ethnic or cultural group did you and your parental 
ancestor belong on £ k t  coming to this continent?' 

197 1 : 'To which ethnic or cultural group did you and your parental 
ancestor (on the d e  side) belong on fmt coming to this 
continent?" 

198 1 : '7'0 which ethnic or cultural group did you and your 
ancestors belong on f i i ~  corning to this continent?" 

199 1 : "To which ethnic or cultural group(s) did this person's 
anceston belong?" 

Ethnic Status Theory - lndividuals aspiring to preserve their ethnic identities are 
predisposed to fom enclaves. Community perpetuation is possible with the establishment 
of an instihitionai structure. Ethnic group's residential segregation will persist in spite of 
upward mobility and class differences. Observed variation in geographic mobility within 
the enclave is due to ethnic variables rather than subgroup socioeconomic inequities such 
as education and incorne. Linguistic assimilation leads to an increased chance of a 
dispersed residential pattern. Intra-urban migration may result in social status change but 
individuals remain membes of their ethnic comrnunity . 

Evenness - The representation of a sub-population with respect to the majority population 
throughout an area such as census tract. Uneven distribution implies that a sub- 
population's members are overrepresented in some areas and undenepresented in others. 
The Index of Dissimilarity is used to measure evenness. 

Gentrification - A process in which professional, middle and upper class people 
purchase. move into, renovate, and restore large, older but strucwaily sound inner-ci0 
homes. Its spatial incidence depends on the location of house types most amenable to 
upgrading and access to employment and recreational activities in the central area. Changes 
occur in neighbourhood's social character (Le. poorer inhabitants are displaced) as weil as 
property value and tenue (i.e. from affordable. privately rented, multiple f a d y  
accommodation to expensive owner-occupied dwelhgs). 

Immigrant Population - Persons bom abroad who have been granted permanent 
residence and citizenship in Canada The 199 1 Census definition was expanded to include 
refugee claimants dong with holders of employrnent and student authorizations and 
Minister' s pemiits. 

Index of Dissimilarity - A statistical measure used to detemine the relative evenness 
berneen two specinc subgroups (e.g. ethnic groups) with respect to residenaal 
differentiaîion. It shows the percentage of one population thai would need to redistribute 
itself in order to have the same percent distribution by spatial units as the other population. 



Index of Segregation - A statistical mesure used to detemine the degree of residential 
separation of a particular subgroup with respect to the total remahhg rnetmpolitan 
population. 

Zntegration - The process whereby unmigrants are incorporated into the mainstmm 
society and participate in its institutions while retaining their identity. 

Inner-city - A loosely defined high-density area of mixed low-income housing, retail and 
light rnanufachinng located at or close to the city centre. 

Location Quotient - The ratio between the percentage of one population in an area and 
that of the total population in the same area. It describes the a particdar group's relative 
concentration or representation with a given area. Spatial patterns are exposed by plohg 
these ratios ont0 census tract diagrams. 

Mixing - The process in which members of two populations are found in equal numbers 
in a particular residential area This term is also known as 'social mix(ing).' 

Natural Area - A relatively homogeneous spatial unit (e.g. neighbourhwd) delimiteci by 
infornial boundaries such as topographical fianires andlor transportation routes which is 
the result of unplanned d a n  growth. Naturai areas and their inhabitants are disthpished 
from each other and the heterogeneous urban environment by their intemal uniformty (Le. 
shared characteristics) and physical individuality. The resulting spatial pattern is a complex 
rnosaic of segregated zones. 

Relative Cenfralization Index -. A statisticai measure of the degxee of congregation in 
a cenaal area (Le. proximity to the urban core). It indiutes the relative share of a group's 
rnembers that would have to change their place of residence to match the degree of 
cenaalization of another group's members. 

Residential Concentration Index - A statistical measure of local density that accounts 
for the effects of an ethnic group's total size. It indicates the proportion of households in a 
particular area (e.g. census m) that are of the same ethnic group relative to the same 
group's total city-wide population. 

Segregaron - The spatial separation or isolation of sub-groups by forced (involuntary) or 
voluntary residence. This dissimilarity in raidentid disûibution exists w hen su b-group 
members are not uniformly distributed relative to the wider population. Involuntary 
segregation occun when a specifc social, racial, or ethnic group is required by law or 
custom to reside in designed area Vuluntary segregation is the result of self-selection 
whereby Uidividuals choose to identify with and seale in areas already inbabited by people 
with similar social, racial, or ethnic characteristics. It is possible to have segregation 
without concentration (e.g. randomly distributed neighbourhoods in which a specitic edinic 
group dominates). 



Social Distance - The degree to which an individual is willing to associate with other 
h m  distinct ethnic and/or racial groups. 

Socio-economic Status - A stratification of classification of the population according to 
the arnount of incorne, years of education, and occupational prestige. While it is possible to 
relate socio-econornic status to life expectancy, organizational membership, political 
participation, and reügious behaviour, it should be noted that income, education and 
occupation do not always correspond with life styles and consumption habits. 

Transition Area - An area of the inner-city characterized by obsolesceot and dilapidated 
houshg in multiple occupation, derelict land in varyùig degrees of deterioration, and 
deciinhg industry. It is ofkn home to those with low wages and provides residential 
opportunities for new immigrants. 

Visible Minority - An asnibed status in which a group is differentiated from the 
majority of inhabitants by physiological characteristics, such as skin pigmentation and 
facial form, and social customs such as se lf-presentation (e-g. clothing). The 199 1 Ce nsus 
Dictionary defmes 'visible rninorities* according to the Ernploynent Eo-uity A d  (1986) 
which States that members of this group includes pesons, other than Aboriginals, "who are 
non-Caumian in race or non-white in [skîn] colour." The foiiowing eiluiic origin groups 
are generally regarded as composing visible rninofities: Blacks, Chinese, Japanese, 
Koreans, Filipinos, Indo-Pakistanis, West Asians and Arabs, Southeast Asians, Latin 
Arnericans, Indonesians and PacifEc Islanders. This variable is derived h m  the ethnic 
origin question because the Census does not ask respondents to identfi their race or 
colour. Visible minorities data was derived for the 1981 and 1991 Censes in conjunction 
with other etb-cultural information (Le. mother tongue, home language, place of birth 
and religion). 
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